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Please send me

at £29.50

ti*°us

Our new network-based
teaching aid has arrived

Newsnet
At BT, we're renowned for innovation, and we've come up with a
brand newattraction.Our network-based teaching aid, Newsnet,is
designed to introduce students to the applications of modern
information and communications technology. Through Newsnet,
students take on the role of journalists,writing,editing, proof
reading and usinggraphics to produce the 'front page' of a
newspaper. Of course, they won't simply learn about IT and the
media -they'll alsobe gainingvaluable team skills, solving
problems, fact finding, negotiating with other group members...
skills which will last.

Newsnet's facilities include electronic mail,
databases, WP, picture files and DTP, so it can be applied
in a number of learning environments, for example, as a media
package,English assignmentsor a businessstudies exercise,and all
for just £29.50. Fill in the coupon below and see how well
Newsnet can work for you -and your students.

British

TELECOAX

packs
Ienclose a cheque fora total value £ (Cheques should be crossed and
made payable to British Telecom.)

NAME

NEWSNET IS ONLY AVAILABLE FOR

THE BBC ECONET SYSTEM

(Nimbus will beavailable in
early 1990)

ADDRESS

Post to: British Telecom Education Service, PO Box 10,
Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7EL.
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A full A4 width scanner that offers the

advantages of traditional flat-bed scanners
(for example, it can scan pages from a
book) and sheet-feed scanners (its

compact size) in one low-cost package.

Supplied with WIMP based software that
runs under Arthur or RISCOS, this is the

ideal tool for capturing images, pictures
and diagrams of all descriptions.

Scanned images may be saved as
monochrome sprites or as 16 grey level
sprites. The former is suitable for text
scans or line drawings etc. Grey-level
scans are ideal for photographs.

A4 Scan-Light £449 +VAT (£516.35 inc)

Now also available is Scan-Light Junior,
a smaller, lower cost, 105mm width hand
held unit.

Scan-Light Junior,
£189.00+VAT

(£217.35 inc)

Both scanners are supplied with interface
board, on board ROM software, and
manual.

PICTURE

DISC 1&2
A collection of scanned and quality line

art images. One disc contains several
grey-scale scanned images (produced on
Scan-Light), the other disc includes eight

professionally produced, precisely
detailed line-art images. The line-art has

been produced on the Draw program
provided with RISCOS and can be
loaded into Draw for subsequent

examination or editing. All pictures may
be loaded into Paint, Draw or into any
program that accepts Sprites or Draw

files such as Acorn DTP or Impression.

£13 + VAT for both discs (£14.95 inc)

An example ofone of the
Draw images (above)
and a scanned pencil
drawing. Both output
directfrom the
Archimedes to a

PostSc-ript printer.

Computer Concepts Ltd

Advert created entirely with
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Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX Tel (0442) 63933
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Car Lovers Annual Report on Company Fleet

Value

year ago

£50.0C0
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£35.000

Value

now
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Comment

As you can sec from
Ihe graph on the right
hand side, the Car
Lovers investment in

superb classic cars has
performed outstand
ingly, outstripping
most conventional

forms of investment.

The outlook remains

rosy, with more
investment funds

flowing onto the
market.
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PipeDream 3 breaks down the barriers between word processor, spreadsheet and database. You can
include numerical tables in your letters and reports, add paragraphs to your spreadsheets, and perform
calculations within your databases.

Based on PipeDream 2, the best-selling integrated package for the Archimedes, PipeDream 3 has been
completely re-written to take full advantage of RISC OS- if you can use RISCOS, you can use PipeDream
3.It is fullymulti-taskingand multi-windowing, soyou canwork on many documents at onceand instantly
move information between them. And since PipeDream3 can automatically load and save most popular
file formats, including VIEW and First Word Plus, switching to it from other programs has never been
easier.

Power, flexibility, speed, ease of use. PipeDream 3. Breaking down the barriers.

For a free brochure, see your Archimedes dealer, or phone us on 0954 211472 or return the coupon.

PipeDream 3 is for all Archimedes computers with RISC OS and 1Mbyte of RAM.

PipeDream 3 costs £147.00 +VAT.

Major features include:

• many documents loaded at once
• intuitive RISC OS user interface

• displaying and printing
of pictures within text

• built-in 93,003 word
spelling checker

• file compatibility with
PC & Z88 PipeDream and
BBC View Professional

• background recalculation
• keystroke compatibility

with Z88 & PC PipeDream
• Z88 filing system

automatic loading of VIEW,
ViewSheet, Lotus, First Word
Plus, Tab and CSV files
automatic saving of VIEW,
Lotus, Acorn DTP format, Tab
and CSV files

multi-field sorting
use of all available fonts

62 spreadsheet functions
external references for 3-D

modelling
macro file recorder

slot protection

For a free brochure, complete and return this coupon
PipeDream3 • View Professional•
Name
Address

Post code

Colton Software, Broadway Mouse,149-151 St. Neots
Road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 7QJ, England.
Fax: 0954 211607 Tel: 0954 211472

Alltrademarks acknowledged. The chart inthe screen shown above wasproduced by sending numbers from PipeDream 3 to^ingenuity's Presenter 2and then loading the resulting graph
backinto PipeDream3.

Colton Software, Broadway House, 149-151 St. Neots Road, Hardwick, Cambridge, CB3 7QJ, England.

Fax. 0954 211607 Tel. 0954 211472
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of Arc useful bits - compacting
sound samples, making local calls
and scaling sprites
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mini menu program,smooth scroll
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??lscribetoBeebugorBisc SpeedjfSe
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Tec/in/caf Support
Unlike many deatoswedon.losee

with all
A3000's and
Archimedes

FROM BEEBUG
(he Archimedes Specialists

,CTfc vW:.^.mofifisaoeswror

replacement will

o(iy,a'uThpTe'is'no limit toS^erlheyea,

eaS-WKsoco^eAcorr,
PRICES
A3000
A410/1
A420/1

BASE
649.00
1199-00
1699.00

COLOUR
869.00
1419.00
1919.00

PRICEWWJ^IIL

information. ,

117 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL1 4JS.
Tel: 0727 40303 Fax: 0727 60263

BEEBUG



Make a career move

to Techno House...

... and join one of the leading computer and electronics dealers in the country. Highly
regarded in the BBC and PC marketplace, Technomatic Limited has built up a
reputation for professional advice and quality service. Based in new prestigious offices
in North London, our continued growth means we seek the following personnel:

PRODUCT MANAGER
This newly created Product Manager position will require you to be responsible for the
sales and stock management of Acorn products. You should be familiar with Acorn
products and have previous sales experience preferably on Acorn equipment.

SALES ASSISTANTS
Vacancies exist for young enthusiastic candidates with the ability to demonstrate
Acorn equipment. Whilst previous experience would be an advantage, your
enthusiasm and drive to succeed is most important. Sales and product training will be
provided. There are genuine opportunities for career progression.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Your role will be to support the sales team on both PC hardware and software products
and Acorn products. You will also man our help support lines. Previous experience
with relevant products is essential.

BENCH TECHNICIANS
Experienced Bench Technicians to chip level are required to repair and upgrade
products marketed by Technomatic.

For all of the above positions we offer competitive salaries commensurate with your
experience and responsibilities. Most of all we offer the opportunity for your career to
really get moving.

For further information talk to: Jay Mehta at Technomatic Limited on: 01-205 9558
or send your CV to him at the address below.

Techno House 468 Church Lane London NW9 8TQ
Tel: 01-205 9558 Fax: 01-205 0190
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This is just one of the many useful programs that subscribers have received
free in RISC User magazine. Each issue is crammed full of:

• hintsand tipsonprogramming the ARC ® handy utilities

• smart graphical routines • useful applications

• tutorial articles on getting the • plus reviews of all the latest
most out of your Archimedes foryour machine.

PHONE NOW FOR
RISC USER BROCHURE

SPECIAL
OFFER

Subscribe NOW to RISC User and you can
get the ARCHIMEDES TOOLBOX disc at
the members price of only £3.50 + 60p p&p
The TOOLBOX disc is available to non-

members for £15.00 + 60p p&p

ti-Tasking with RISC OS Fractal Scenery
Acorn's Ray Tracer Using the ARM Assembler
Using the RISC OS TextEditor Movie Maker Animation

Real Time Image Wrapping Writing ARM Utilities
^ ADFS File Find Utility Sprite Manager Utility

NON-SUBSCRIBERS The RISC OS Desktop Building-up Procedure Libraries
Animation Techniques

OTHER
BENEFITS...
When you subscribe to RISC USER you get
10magazines a year, dedicated solely tothe
Archimedes and full of newideas, stimulating
articlesand programs, mailed toyourhome plus:
• freemembership toourusergroup,
• freehelpfrom ourtechnical supportteam,
• showroom with friendly knowledgeable staff,

• swiftmail-orderservice,

• significant discounts onour own
software rangeand 5% discount on
a widerange ofother products,

• trade-in service toupgrade your system

RECENT ITEMS
MISSED
BY

Send to:

BEEBUG LTD

OrderForm
Please supply the

I Archimedes TOOLBOX
disc and documentation

I (or the members'price
of£3.50+60pp&pQ
non-members'price of

I £15.00+60p p&p. ["J
Iwould like to subscribe

I to RISC USER Magazine
and Support Groupat

. £14.50 (UK). •

I enclose a cheque for £
sterling, drawn on a UKbank) or,
Pleasedebit my |—.—.—
Access/Visa account No. I

(all cheques must be in pounds

Expiry Date,

Name

J Signature.

Address.

. AUO

Mem No (if member).

^t*

RISC USER

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES (1 YEAR)

E14.50 UK.BFPO.Ch.l.

£20.00 Rest of Europe &Eire

£25.00 Middle East

£27.00 America & Africa

£29.00 Elsewhere

117 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL1 4JS. Tel. St. Albans (0727) 40303, FAX (0727) 60263



Educating
Arc
The A3000 has been met with

an enthusiastic response from
many educational software
companies.

4Mation Educational Re

sources is to launch two educa

tional packages this autumn
specially written for the Arc.

Craftshop is aimed at inspir
ing pupils to produce craft
work using techniques such as
quilling, curving, stretching
and embroidery.

4Mations's Neil Souch says
further releases to fit into the

category of workshop soft
ware are being developed.

Jigsaw will 'cut up' a saved
screen into pieces and the
complexity can be altered to
suit ages and abilities. The
mouse is used to rotate, en
large and piece together the
jigsaw. 4Mation is on (0271)
45566.

Sherston Software is cur

rentlyconverting its Typesetter
DTP package for schools to
run on the A3000 and Re

source has developed a story
telling environment for chil
dren of eight and over. Acorn
has also announced that Dud

ley local education authority is
to actively promote the
A3000.

Watford open day
Watford Electronics and BBC

Acorn User are to hold an open
day on Sunday 8th October
between 10am and 4pm.

Watford's technical and
sales personnel, plus staff and
contributors from BBC Acorn

User and representatives from
Acorn will be on hand to

answerquestions on the whole
Acorn range.

Companies showing off
their wares include Colton

Software, Computer Concepts
and Minerva Software and
entrance is free.
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Ceefax changes spell end

for telesoftware
The BBC's telesoftware ser

vice on Ceefax has closed to

make way for a reorganisation
of the whole BBC teletext

service.

All telesoftware services in

cluding the new satellite
weather data facility, educa
tional broadcasts and comput
er help for the handicapped
ceased on August 31.

The closure of the tele

software service follows the

closure of Ceefax's computer
related news magazine Next
and the 'forthcoming events'
section in previous months.

News of the closure ap
pearedon Ceefax on July 28th,
when readers were informed

that Ceefax was to be expand
ed with increased news, sports
and share information ser

vices. Access to individual

pages is also to be made faster.
Least used features such as

telesoftware, recipesand other
peripheral items would not be
part of the new-look service.

Blair Thompson, head of
Ceefax informed readers that

'Telesoftware was originally
devised to transmit pro
grammenotesto schools using
BBCschoolsprogrammes. The
service has outlived its useful

ness and the commercial po
tential it might have had has
been overtaken by the highly
sucessful Data Broadcasting
wing of BBC Enterprises, the
commercial arm of the BBC

The 'Datacast' data broad

casting service is a more recent
addition to teletext and is used

to transmit free format data

contained in the spare TV
lines in an encoded form to

subscribers equipped with spe
cial receivers.

The closure of IT-related

subjects on Ceefax follows the
transfer of Ceefax from the

Presentation department to
the News and Current Affairs

department of the BBC. It is
intended to turn Ceefax into a

more news related service and

to increase the subtitling ser
vice for the hard of hearing.

John Moulding of the
BBC's news and current affairs

office told BAU that finance

played a major part in the
decision to close the tele

software service. Of six mil

lion teletext sets in use

throughout the country only
31,500are computer adaptors,'
he said 'That's about half of

one percent'. However, the
telesoftware service uses up a
'total of 10 per cent of the
Ceefax budget' said Moulding.

Many adapter owners have
expressed concern over the
loss of telesoftware to BAU

and commenting on the clo
sure,Ray Mope, MD of Morley
Electronics, manufacturers of
the Morley teletext adapter,
said 'Unfortunately the clo
sure announcement has coin

cided with the summer school

holidays which has not given
educationalistsan opportunity
to air their views'.

Ramanuj Banerjee of tele
text adapter manufacturer,
GIS said 'We are disappointed.
With the recent addition of

improved software and
weather map data, we were
hoping for an increase in the
service'.

But Thompson is adamant
the decision is final. The reor

ganisation and in particular
the increased subtitling ser
vice 'require resources which
cost money,' he said 'my own
efforts for finding tele
software a home have failed'.

The announcement is

bound to cause disappoint
ment to existing teletext
adapter owners. However,
adapters may still of course be
used to receive teletext data

for display and manipulation
on a BBC micro.

Programs for the Archi
medes and BBC micro can also

be downloaded without

charge from Acorn's Support
Information Database (SID)
and Acorn hasplans to expand
this service soon.



Complete On-site
maintenance for just

25.00
This maintenance is for one year

and includes:

• 24 hour response to your call
| • Unlimited call-outs during the year

• Replacement Equipment if fault can
not be rectified on-site (subject to
availability)

• Additional cover for monitor - £10

• Optional 3 year 'Peace of Mind' cover
available

• Nationwide cover provided by Cray
Electronics PLC for Beebug

Beebug are now providing free on-site
maintenance with all A3000 and

Archimedes 400/1 series computers
purchased after September 14th.

Until 31st October we are able to offer

this service to existing owners of an
A3000 or 400/1 series Archimedes for
just £25 plus VAT. If an Acorn monitor
was purchased with the computer, this
may be included for an additional £10
plus VAT.

You will need to be a Beebug/RISC
User member to benefit from this

service, and may subscribe for £14.50
at the same time.

Apply now enclosing serial number of computer and
monitor (if applicable) and date of purchase along with the

appropriate payment/credit card number to:
Beebug Ltd., 117 Hatfield Road, St.Albans, Herts., ALl 4JS.

You may telephone your order on (0727) 40303 or FAX us on (0727) 60263



Parallel
Archimedes
Newly formed Cambridge-
based Gnome Computers has
released three podule cards to
add the pioneering Inmos par
allel processing Transputer to
the Archimedes.

The £200 link adaptor po
dule connects an Arc to an

external transputer. The sec
ond podule holds a 'Tram'
motherboard of a iomips
T800 Transputer and Ram.

Each motherboard can ac

commodate up to four Trams
with prices starting at £250
for the motherboard alone, to
£1300 for a board with a T800
Transputer and 2Mb of Ram.

The overall 'power' of a
transputer system is depen
dent on the number of tran

sputers linked together, so
four Trams in parallel on one
motherboard will give 4omips
or potentiallyevenan amazing
i6omips on a four slot
Archimedes.

The third podule from
Gnome can house either a

T425 or T800 transputer with
floating-point processing and
up to 16Mb of Ram. Prices
start at £950 for the T425
version and £1100 for a T800,
both with 2Mb of Ram.

Gnome Computing is on
(0223) 461520.

Front end for C
Mitre Software has launched

its third Rise OS application.
C-Font provides an ad

vanced development environ
ment for users of Acorn's Ansi

C compiler. It's made up of an
easy to use 'front end' for the
compiler allowing users to
choose compiler options and
compilea file by dragging it to
the application.

An enhanced desktop envi
ronment is also included as

well as a make utility and a
number of Rise OS enhance

ments. C-Font costs £19.95.
Mitre is on 01-283 4646.
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BAU show report
A host of new products to suit
both BBC and Arc owners

were unveiled exclusively at
the BBC Acorn User Show.

On sale for the first time on

the Wild Vision stand was

Chroma 200,a genlock system
for the A3000. Chroma 200
comes in three different ver

sions, ranging from the stan
dard home-user version which

costs £199, to a version suit
able for professional video
equipment, priced at £23 5. On
demonstration was Wild Vi

sion's Real Time Colour Digi-
tiser for the Hawk V9 and
Chroma 400.

Both are set for a November

release but a firm response at
the show has encouraged Wild
Vision to release 'as soon as

possible'.
Clares Micro Supplies

launched and sold copies of
Armadeus, its sound sampler
board costing £79.95. Also on
show to be released later this

16 grey scales with i-Scan

month was Tempest, a Rise OS
compatible DTP package. It
will contain a built-in word-

processor, text editor and
spellchecker, priced £129.95.

Hand scanners for both the

BBC and the Archimedes,
priced £155 and £171 respec
tively, could be found on the
Watford Electronics stand.

Also available from Watford

were Ram upgrades for the

Detachable drives
Cumana hasdeveloped a series
of removable 5.25m cartridge
drives for the BBC Master 128.

10Mb and 20Mb versions in

either single or dual units are
available with prices starting
at £495 for a 10Mb single
drive version. Each unit is

supplied with a CADFS oper
atingsystem in a Rom module
as well as utility softwareon a
5.25m 40/80 track ADFS for
mat disc.

The drives feature automatic

error detection and correction

and operateat up to 60 percent
of the speed of a hard disc.
Under agreement with Acorn,
Cumana has rewritten the

ADFS operating system to
produce CADFS. Under
CADFS *backup has the abi
lity to backup any number of
discs of one size onto any
number of another.

Cumana is on (0483) 50321.

Archimedes 305 and 310,
priced £310 and £325. Irlam
Enterprises was demonstrat
ing i-Scan, a desktop motor-
ised scanner, which offers a
resolution of 200 dpi with 16
grey levels.

A range of add-ons for the
A3000 were for sale on the
Pres stand including monitor
plinths, hard disc drives and
podule cases.

School
successes
Acorn presented over £10,000
worth of computer equip
ment, including Arcs, to the
winning schools in the Excel
lence Sp competition, held at
the BBC Acorn User show.

The competition was run in
conjunction with Teacher mag
azine and was based on the

originality and success of se
veral hundred projects submit
ted by schools or classes
throughout the country.

No overall winner was sin

gled out, the overall standard
was so good. Instead the Nor
ton Secondary school in Cleve
land for its project on the
natural environment and

Blaengwawr comprehensive
in Wales for its local history
project were chosen as joint
winners. Both schools received

an A3000 and 420/1 machines.



News in brief
• Electronic mail service Te
lecom Gold can now be ac

cessed at any speed up to
2400/2400 baud.

A new London, access num
ber, 01-203 3033 can be used
for accessing Gold at all
speeds. The new number also
supports modems with MNP
error correction and date com

pression to level 5.
I A new exhibition launched
by Focus magazines and ITP
Publishingisscheduled for the
weekend 4th to 5th May 1990.

The Spring Computer Show
willbeheldin Olympia's main
hall, and is aimed at the end
user in the home and educa

tion market. The organisers
hope to attract a number of
hardware manufacturers in
cluding Acorn.
• Minerva Software has
launched a casino game for the
A3000. Games within the
multi-tasking package include
a one armed bandit, blackjack
and roulette. Minerva is on

(°392) 437756.

Diary Dates
18-19 September. Educational
Networks, Newman College.
Conference on computer
networking in education. Tel:
LTS (0386) 792617.
27 September-i October.
Personal Computer Show, Earls
Court, London. Tel: Mont-
build, 01-486 1951.
4-6 October. International
Desktop Publishing Show. Lon
don Arena, Limeharbour,
London E14. Tel: Database
Exhibitions (0625) 879965.
10-13 October. DES Exhibi
tion, NEC, Birmingham. De
sign and Engineering Show
covering areas of technology
such as electronics and CAD.

Tel: Phil Valentine, Reed Ex
hibition, Richmond, Surrey.
Tel: 01-948 9938.
24-26 November. The Com
puter Shopper Show, Alexandra
Palace, London. Tel: Database
Exhibitions (0625) 878888.

NEWS

Free maintenance
for the A3000
Purchasing a BBC A3000
from Beebug will entitle the
user to a free one-year, on site
maintenance contract.

Supplied with each A3000
is a registration card. Provid
ing it is filled in and returned
to Beebug within one month
of purchase date the contract
will entitle users within main

land UK to coverage for acci

dental breakdown.

CrayTechnical Serviceswill
provide coverage between
Monday to Friday during of
fice hours, and will respond to
calls within 24 hours. When
necessary, temporary replace
ment equipment will be
supplied.

No charge is made for parts
or labour, and Beebug is also

Arc's on the isle

A new craft design and tech
nology facility at King Wil
liam's College on the Isle of
Man hasbeenequipped with a
network of 15 Archimedes.

The facility was opened by
Sir Randolph Quirk, a trustee
of the Wolfson Foundation

which made a substantial

grant towards the project.
The college is using the

computers for a range of appli
cations across the GCSE and

'A' level curriculum as well as

for City and Guilds and intro
ductory courses for the junior
age group. According to Dr
Paul Bregazzi, principal of
King William's, the network
will enable staff and pupils to
experiment and develop their

skills in wordprocessing,
printed circuit board design,
picture scanning, digitising
and desktop publishing.

'We are very excited about
the new opportunities which
the Acorn system offers' said
Dr Bregazzi, 'it will be inva
luable especially to A-level
pupils who will be involved in
computer aided design.'
• Eighteen primary schools
in the West Midlands have

been supplied with computer
equipment worth £18,000 by
the Black Country Develop
ment Corporation.

One school, Rounds Green
Junior now has an additional
four BBC model B's, bringing
its total up to eight.

offering a gold card service
which provides coverage for
three years at £99 for the base
unit and £69 for the monitor.
Beebug director, Adrian Cal-
craft said 'we negotiated with
Cray because of our confi
dence in the A3000 and our
belief in offering the best
after-sales service.'

Beebug is on (0727) 60263.

Second
chance
Readers who missed the TV

screening of The Software Show
this April will have another
chance to see it this Autumn.

Edited material from the

popular BBC programme will
bescreened in several episodes.
Topics covered include data
bases, desktop publishing,
graphics and music and educa
tional software. The transmis

sion dates and times are:

12.55 20 September, BBC2
12.55 25 October, BBC2
11.40 22 October, BBCi
11.40 5 November, BBCi

The BBC's radio series, Apply
ing the Micro, will be repeated
on Saturdays at 5pm on Radio
4 FM. Programme dates are as
follows:

ComputerseverywhereOct 14
Computers in BusinessOct 21
Micros in Education Oct 28

The Musical Micro Nov 4

Fast warnings
The Federation Against Soft
wareTheft (FAST) isdevelop
ing a number of anti-theft
ideas for the leisure market. ,

These include a warning
screen for inclusion in games,
an anti-piracy logofor packag
ing and shop windows plus a
video message for use on in-
store VCRs that are used to

advertise games.
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Acorn Computers Ltd. is already established
worldwide with its high performance quality
computer systems and is the only company in
Europe to have developed its own RISC
processor. We are constantly striving to

improve existing products and have an
impressive development programme for new
products and new markets. As an Acorn user
you may have the skills we need to ensure that
our programme stays on course.

PROJECT
PLANNER

Responsible for the collection, processing
and analysis of resource information across

multiple projects, you will be required to
assess the implications of changes to plan,
both with effect to timescale and budgets.

You should have experience in
computerised resourcing with good
exposure to project costing. Artemis

system experience will be highly beneficial.
Self-motivated with good communication
skills,you will be involved in briefing and

advising Project Managers on all aspects of
project plans and presenting the status of
development activities to project meetings.

RefAU/AC/010

OFFICE
AUTOMATION

PROJECT LEADER
Responsible for the project management

and development of internal office
automation systems, you will assist with the

overall IT strategy development.
Currently operating with a range of systems
including Acorn, IBM, VAX and Sun-based
systems, etc, you will have broadbased
communications experience, capable of
defining the complete specification for
internal schemes ranging from word-

processing and desktop publishing to fax
and Electronic Mail. Additionally, you will
be required to assess a range of software
packages and experience of 'C and Unix

will be beneficial.
RefAU/JM/013

HARDWARE/
NETWORK

SUPPORT
SPECIALIST

Agraduate calibre Support Specialist with
experience of networking and 6502-based
products. Excellent communication skills

are essential. The successful applicant will
provide technical support internally and to
distributors, dealers and professional end-

users.

RefAU/JG/008

SOFTWARE
QUALITY

ASSURANCE
Using the latest in state-of-the-art

technology, you will be employing your
sound programming skills, ideally gained

with Unix, C, Pascal or Modula 2, to test and
validate the software and firmware

elements of all Acorn products. There is
much liaison with internal resources and

third-party auditors and we seek applicants
at engineer and senior engineer level who
thrive in an environment working to high

standards and tight deadlines.
RefAU/AC/003

We offer sound career prospects, training to
meet future needs, excellent salary packages
and benefits which include assistance with

relocation where appropriate.
To apply for any of these positions, please
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Unix is a trademark of AT&T

write with full career details to Mrs. Janet

Henson-Webb our Senior Personnel Officer at

Acorn Computers Limited, Fulbourn Road,
Cherry Hinton, Cambridge CB1 4JN.
Telephone: 0223 245200.

The choiceofexperienced



MACH
ARCHIMEDES MEMORY UPGRADES

Break the Megabyte barrier with Mach Technology's 2MBand 4MB expansion
boards for 300 Series machines.

2Mbyte — £340
4Mbyte — £520

HYPER BASE

An advanced database architecture supports 'cards' and 'stacks' which can
contain textual and graphical information in any combination.

Cards may be connected via user defined links to allow arbitrary information
networks to be constructed.

Other features include powerful search and query functions across text fields,
sorts and calculations, report generation and printing and the exchange of text
and graphic images with other programs.

£49.95

MODULA-2
The epitome of structured programming languages now available on the
Archimedes.

* Advanced development
environment

* Separate compilation
* Rapid development cycle

* System library support for Rise
Os, graphics, WIMP

* Extensive documentation

* Language tutorial

£89.95

MACH BASIC
A true production quality compiler that supports the full BASIC V language.
State-of-the-art parsing, analysis and code generation techniques combine to
produce the fastest compiler around.

£39.95



TECHNOLOGY
MACH-286

Open the door to largest software base in the world with our fully IBM
compatible co-processor.

The Mach-286 features a full-speed Intel 80286, the MS-DOS operating
system, standard graphics support, numeric co-processor facility, the Mach
BIOS and more for only £299.

HARD DISC SYSTEMS
Capacity Access Time Price !

20Mb 65ms £249

20Mb 35ms £289

30Mb 35ms £339

40Mb 28ms £379

Compatible with A305-310, backplane required

Software prices include VAT and delivery in the UK
Hardware prices exclude VAT and carriage

MACH TECHNOLOGY LTD
29 Yarm Lane, Stockton, Cleveland TS18 3DT

Tel: (0642) 613143



BLACKBOX
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

ATARI CAMBRIDGE COMMODORE

AMSTRAD APRICOT ACORN TULIP

We offer a very special service to schools which includes:
T^r Computers from the above manufacturers installed in your school to your satisfaction
-^r Consultancy on all present and forthcoming aspects of information technology
^ Provision of many software packages inc. office computerisation (e.g. Schoolworks), desktop

publishing (e.g. Aldus Pagemaker) or Integrated business software (e.g. Lotus Symphony)
•Jc Provision of networking
it Interactive video systems (Laser Disc and VHS tape)
ic Specialist training
-jAr All products carry full 12-month warranty

We always put the customer first completely independent of manufacturers.
Be ready for the national curriculum now.

Telephone 0242 221580 now.
Blackbox Computer Systems

14 Naunton Parade, Cheltenham, Glos GL53 7NP

EDUCATION ISN'T
WHAT IT USED TO BE!

'4

If you purchase or specify education tech
nology BETT '90 is the perfect forum to find
out how the changing face of education will
affect you. Held at the Barbican Exhibition
Halls from the I7th to 20th January 1990 it's
the ideal opportunity to compare, assess and
learn.

IN ONE VISIT

See over 140 leading edge manufacturers and
suppliers at the forefront of education tech
nology, companies such as Apple, Acorn, I.ego,
Logotron, Research Machines, ICL,
Commodore and many more.
Experience first hand the latest .s- a,
innovations in specialist hardware, * /?\.

| NAME (MR/MS)
. JOB TITLE

1 COMPANY/ESTABLISHMENT

I ADDRESS

software, peripherals and services.
FOCUS ON ADVICE

Meet the experts at a series of FREE seminars, an
exclusive chance to grasp the implications of
the National Curriculum and other topical
issues.

MORE CHOICE

This year's show hosts a variety of exciting
specialist features including the publishing,
software and special needs centres
providing you with the facts at your finger tips.

Clip the coupon today for FREE
t ickets.

. POSTCODE TEI

Furtherdetails required^
I • Please send me complimentary tickets,
I • Please send me details on llie seminars.
, Returnthiscoupon totJoanncAni, EMAP Internsuioi
I Ltd,12Bedford Row. London WCIR 4DU
I Complimentaryticket hotline: 01-404 4844

Sponsored by

beea
and

Educational Computing Magazine.
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EDUCATION

Welcome to the A3000
This year'sBAU show saw few
traditional BBC B/Masterpro
ducers on the exhibition floor.

No BBC Soft, Fcrnleaf, Lo-
gotron, System nor many
other educational software

houses. On the other hand

though, DataDesign,HSSoft
ware, Nidd Valley and Topo-
logika were all there.

Educationally speaking, the
show was otherwise the Archi

medes User Show. However,
there is much good material
being developed for the Arc.

News is filtering through of
A3ooo developments on the
primary front (more of that
when it is official) and com
panies like AVP with its Ar
chimedes Pixel Perfect are pro
viding schools with fuel for
their machines.

The boundaries are blur

ring, however, between what
is educational and what is a

computer tool.
Clares' excellent range of

graphics programs are taking
schools by storm. Some of the
wonderful school entries in

the Render Bender competition
had even the programmers
wondering how the anima
tions were done.

Similarly, wordprocessors
like Pipedream and amazing
DTP pyrotechnics from Com
puter Concepts' Impression and
the Scan-Light scanner are
revolutionising the function
of computers in education.

But where have the educa

tional innovators gone? Why
do they feel locked out of the
Arc market which itself grew
from the Beeb market they
supported ?

I suspect the answer lies in
the cost, training and man
power overheads and a lack of
certainty about which way the
schools market is going to
jump in the end.

Let's hope they can catch up
before their market folds up.
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At last, an icon-drivenZ88 with full bibliographic support, in-build comms
and now, totally fool-proof. At least, Drage (left) and Evans couldn't even
manage to make it giggle.

BUM NOTE

If music be the food of love,
prepare for indigestion.

The original MESU music
project, set up to investigate
the educational potential of
computer music has played a
sour note.

Little significant has yet
been published by this enter
prise despite funds of nearly
£140,000 being poured in
over two years.

One of the few results was

Touching Sounds, which in
volved children in creating
music through associations
with colours, shapes and pic
tures rather than traditional

staves and crotchets.

The idea was good, but had
one major flaw. It appears that
a substantial part of the code
in the program is Hybrid
Technology's, used without
permission.

A prolonged passage of
Mollo Embarrassments ensued

but NCET is so far unwilling
to recall the discs already sent
out to test sites or even to

acknowledge they have
breached copyright.

Watch this space!

WILDLIFE

BBC Soft's Make a Wildlife
Garden provides young ecolo-
gistswith the chance to design
different habitats in their

school grounds.
Its objective is to encourage

scientific skills in and out of

the classroom and it ties in

well with the National Curri

culum Attainment Targets 2,
9 and 12. The software is also
designed to be used either on
its own or in conjunction with
the Schools Radio series called

Science Naturally for the 7-9
year age range.

CONFUSION

ITV is anxious to clear up
confusion over the Key 12S
database system.

For those considering pur
chasing this version of the
extremely popular education
information pack, the message
is that Key uS'xs ADFS only.

If you want to create DFS
datafiles then you'd better
stick with the older, standard
version of Key.

Nick Evans

If you've tried to create an A3
Concept Keyboard overlay
from an A4 one, you will
know they aren't
proportional.

Star Microterminals is con

sidering creating one which is
proportional but of course it
won't work with existing
programs or overlay layouts.
I Having got schools really
interested in IT with droves

of excellent (well, mostly)
advisory teachers, the Go
vernment has rightly thrown
huge quantities of IT into the
National Curriculum melting
pot for schools to sort out.
No-one will be unaffected.

The implications for
schools are immense in terms

of both training and equip
ment provision.

And the advisory teachers?
Oh, the government's cutting
those back next year.
• The DES Statistical Bulle
tin on Information Techno

logy in Schools published in
July gives an analysis of
trends up to February 1988.

Why this 30 page docu
ment took 18 months to

produce is a mystery but it
shows what most people al
ready guessed - provision in
primary schools iswaybehind
the secondaries and fading
fast. Acorn then held a sub

stantial proportion of the
market (74.4%) and schools'
favourite application was
wordprocessing. In second
place was practice exercises
and puzzles - good news for
software producers of drill
and skill materials!

M We lost a zero somewhere
along the way last month.
The long-awaited news on
my Educational Datafile and
Addresses of interest to Com

puter Users in Education was
out by a factor of 10. This
costs £20 and not £1 from
me, Nick Evans, PO Box 55,
Grimsby, DN32 oQB. Tel:
(0472) 77215 or E-mail
83:JNL5oo.



ANNOUNCING SPECTRE'S

PHANTOMa
vai-jj-ij •«.
MODEM ~; »-,.«

V21+V22+V23

MODEM

i A Multi-standard, Auto-dial & Auto-
j answer, Pulse &Tonedial, Full Duplex

modem with an impressive
specification.

JUST LOOK A T THESE FEA TURES !

• V21 300/300 BAUD FULL DUPLEX

• V22 1200/1200 BAUD FULL DUPLEX

• V23 1200/75 AND 75/1200 FULL DUPLEX
• V24 RS-232C 25-WAY 'D' INTERFACE
• V25 AUTO ANSWER SEQUENCE

• MANUAL DIAL & 'AT' COMMANDS TOO !

• PULSE AND TONE (DTMF) DIALING
• LED STATUS INDICATORS

• BUILT-IN MICROCONTROLLER WITH 8K ROM
• GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS FOR 2 YEARS

NOW LOOK AT THE PRICE: £129.95 + VAT
(TOTAL £149.45)

P&P FREE I

ORDER DIRECT FROM :
SPECTRE COMMUNICATIONS LTD

THE SCHOOL HOUSE

TENTER ROW

CROSBY RAVENSWORTH

prohkiteoi^co, PENRITH CUMBRIA
.ndreciconwcwm.npubl.c CA10 3JA

ickcommunicMHXW iy*WmsAeion _.

mWb.niWiWlw.n,ooe«, Tell 0931 5362
cofwwctaig Ihc app»Blw

VSSH
SERIES

Introduces:

NOAH

PROFESSIONAL
PAINT

the compatible graphics program for
the Archimedes

able lo load EVERY graphics lormat (alsoAmigaand Atari))
supports all Archimedes hardware upgrades

printer drivers lor standard colour-printers (inkand matrix)

two versions: '256 colours and 16 colours

fullySPRITE oriented graphics and VECTOR fonts

amazing colour statisticsand filters
very fast three-dimensional part • •

realtime magnifier

online helptexts
very easy to use

1»k»ctUK.;«.I VA1 129-

GMA mbH. 38 Upper Wellheads. Limekillns. FIFE. Scottland

PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
PCB Designer

r,JZ?B "S a P°werful Rom based printed circuit board design program suitable for all
BBC computers. It's fast highdensity1:1 scale print routine allowsprototype boards
to be made directlyfroma printout,and a 2:1scale print mayalso be used to produce
professional quality boards.

Asecond eprom is optionally available to adda powerful auto-track routing facility
to theprogram. This utilises a 'rats-nest'inputroutine and allows anycomponent to
be 'picked up' andmoved around theboardwithout having to respecify component
interconnections. The full auto-route facilities are available even on a standard
unexpanded model 'B'.

'PCB auto-routeis remarkable. Nosimilar softwarecomes near the price.' ACORN
USER Aug 88

'Although it appears expensive,there is nothingelse remotelysimilar, even on
other micros for less.' BEEBUG April 88

PCB manual track routing £85.00 P&P
PBC auto-routing £185.00 free
PCB plotter driver £35.00

IBM PCB Designers
l—MO T"rU EASY-PC isa powerful PCB design program combined with a
schematicdrawing drawingpackage. Upto 8 board layers plus upper and lowersilk
screens. Board size up to 17"x17". Powerfulzoom and pan features, Suitable for IBM
PC/XT/AT & compatiubles with 512k Ram.

EASY-PC P&p free £270.00

MOB lUnDU VZ Unbeatable full feature auto-routing IBM PCB
designer. Boards up to 32"x32" with16 layers. Outputto pen plotter, photoplotter,
dot-matrix printer or laser printer. Minimum requirements: IBM XT/AT compatible (286
or 386 processor) with 640k Ram and 10mb hard disc, CGA, EGA or VGA colour
graphics adapter.

PCB TURBO V2 P&P free £675.00

Now 1000 series plottersat unbeatable pnces! AllwithA3paper handling8 pons and 420mm/Scu
plotting spood. Parallel andserialinterfaces and sot!pen landing with automatic origin setting onall
models.1200 modelhas additionof electrostaticpaper holdand X-Y coordinatodisplay. 1300 model
also has manual pen speed adjustment and a 1Mb buffer.

DXY 1100

DXY 1200
DXY 1300

ROWLAND PLOTTERS

P&P
£10.00

£775.00
£1050.00

£1250.00

Please add 15% VAT to all prices

HOME ACCOUNTS
A brand news program from Pineapple offering thesimplest solution to keeping track of

all your home accounts. The program is unbelievably simple to use but still offers all the
essentialfeaturessuchas automaticstanding order handling,statement reconciliationetc.
Anynumber of accounts maybe storedon discand transfers between accounts requires
only a single operation.

Available for Model"B" Masterand Compact with disc drive.

Home Accounts P&P free £19.95

MODE 7 Teletext Editor
ThK ' program from Pineapple Is ideal forquickly designing those MODE 7 screens without halingto draw

everything out first oagraph paper! it includes line drawing and filling routines aswell ascircles and ellipses, lip
to ten screens may be stored In memoryat any lime and many others may be sa»ed and retrieved from disc. A
basicconverter routineenablesanyscreenthat is createdto be coniertedinto a procedure for use in a Basic
program.

Another powerful feature Istheability to produce a •Carousel' output. This will enable a continuous display of
i Inanysequence to bedisplayed at a predetermined rate for shopwindow displays etc.any number of •

TELETEXT EDITOR £19.00 P&P free

ADFS Utilities Rom
ADU is an Invaluableutilitytor all ADFSusers. It adds over 22 new "commands to the ADFS filing

system as well as providingan extensive Menu facility with over 35 sub commands covering areas such
as repeated disc compaction, saving and loading Rom images, auto booting of files and many more.

Transferring of liles from DFS to ADFSIs also made very easy with "DFSADFS.
ADU £29.00 P&P free

MARCONITRACKERBALLS
Wc now have an adapter a

the Archimedes mouse.
Bare Trackerball (No software)
For Model 'B' and 'B +' (With Icon Artmaster)
For Master 128 (With Pointer Rom)
Pointer Rom for Master 128
Adapters to drive BBC Mouse software
Archimedes Adapter

Trackerballs also available for other computers, please 'phoni

to link the Irackcrball lo the Archimedes, to enable it to directlyrcpla

£45.00
£59.00
£59.00

£1150
£8.00

£19.00

P* Poo
Traekerballs

£1.75

MITEYSPICE, SPICE.AGE and ECA-2
Three very powerful circuit analysis packages. Miteyspico is available for the BBC range of computers, and

pice.Age and ECA-2 for the IBMand compatibles.
Spice/Ageis a newproduct for the IBM rango whichprovides facilitiesfor transient and Fourieranalysis as

DC and frfeq. response performance.veil

Mitoysplca (For BBC and Archimedes)
Spice.Age (IBM/PC/XT/AT S12k Ram)
ECA-2 (IBM PC/XT/AT 256k Ram)
LCA -1 (Logic Analyaor for IBM'.}

£119.00 P&P
from £70.00 fre*

£675.00
£350.00)

Please address Pineapple Software, Dept. AU, 39 Brownlea Gardens,
all enquiries to:- Seven Kings, llford, Essex IG3 9NL Tel 01-5991476
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COMMS

Making modem music
Although not immediately ap
parent, comms and computer
music have a lot in common.

The fact is a bulletin board is

one of the most effective

methods of distributing com
puter music.

BBC Basic, Ampledata files,
sideways Ram musicand digi
tised songs can be downloaded
from dozens of BB's scattered

throughout the country.
Of course, finding what you

want can be time consuming
but help isat hand. A group of
eight BB operators have
formed the Channel-X

network which specialises in
computer music.

The boards are accessible at

either 300/300 or 1200/75
baud in either viewdata or

mode 7 format. Most are open
24 hours and have Cet and
Xmodem file transfer

protocols.
You'll find a widevariety of

material ranging from the lat
est chart releases (together
with scrolling lyrics) to old
classics such as The Entertainer!

One board worthy of note is
CCL4 which is run by James
Lawson.

This is the Channel-X HQ
and is first to feature new

tracks. James has a number of
authors who write original
songs as well as adaptations -
some of which are excellent.

Even though all tele
software is free of charge this
does not give callers licence to
download to their hearts' con

tent. Callers are expected to
contribute to the board by
leavingmessages before down
loading a file, and on some
systems this is compulsory.

Some numbers to start call

ing are:
CCL4 (0482) 655798
Odyssey (0482) 870919
Darkhaven (06,04) 413716
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Greetings comrades! Here in the USSR we are not so far behind you
westerners in high technology as you might be thinking. Look, here is my
level 3 faxmachinewith error correction andtelephoneanswering facilities.
It operates over a standard three wire system (two for the telephone
company and one for the KGB).

For 15 rubles, not only do you get a handy BTuser guide but a year's free
subscription to our own national user guide - PravdalW only they could do
something about the central heating though ...

Beyond Belief (0642) 878898
Eureka (0603) 250689
Beebtec HQ (0472) 276476
The Origin 01-661 6433
Phantom Viewdata

(0226) 340425

BYE-BYE TELEMAP

Telemap Group Ltd which
runs Micronet on Prestel has

been aquired by BT's Managed
Network Services Division

which incorporates Dialcom,
and which in turn operates
Telecom Gold and Prestel.

Previously Telemap shares
were owned by EMAP (40
percent), BT (40 percent) and
Bell Canada Enterprises (20
percent). It's been on the cards
for some time that EMAP has

wanted to pull out of viewdata
publishing, and Bell Canada
Enterprises has not had a
roaring success with viewdata
systems in the land of Lamot.

That's not to say that BCE
is not happy with investing in
UK data communications -

it's one of the major share
holders in the new network

that is being operated by Istel.
Micronet is to be integrated

with BT's existing on-line
services. Will Micronet lose its

identity over a period of time
as a result of the merger?
Telemap is on (0442) 237788.

CHEAP AND CHEERFUL

Spectre Communications has
released a low-cost 1200/1200
full-duplex auto-answer mo
dem called the Phantom-3. At
£129.95 plus VAT (or £99.95
plus VAT if you trade in your
old modem) it's a real bargain.

It can be used as a manual

connect or an AT command

set modem. Only some of the
Hayes AT commands are sup
ported but what you need is
there. Do you need 1200/1200
though? If you mostly down
load, no but if you wish to
upload files or do user-to-user
file transfers then yes. Spectre
is on (09315) 362.

• Miracom Ltd, formerly
Miracle Technology has called
in the receivers. The company
is best known as maker of the

popular WS series of modems.
However, the company di

versified into networking
where it acquired debts. It's
hoped that a buyer will be
found for the company.
• Comms Plus! is a magazine
aimed at BB operators and
users. Subscription only, the
mag will feature comms news
and coverage of BBs and
multi-user games. For more,
log-on to the Owl BB on
(0532) 605876.
• Users will be interested to
know that Bedfordshire based

Esoftc BB has a very healthy
download area.

It also has a wide range of
on-line conference areas but

the Archimedes conference is

lacking in content due to lack
of interest.

Arc owners who wish to let

the world know how wonder

ful their micro is should call

Esoftc BB on (0767) 50511.
• Run on an Archimedes 440
with hard disc is London

based Archive BB. There are

loads of downloads and a very
healthy message section. The
board is usedas a contact point
for many Arc owners and is
well worth a look. Archive is

on 01-683 0629.
• Marvel is a new comms
club database on Preste

(*39oio2). Areas within the
mag include hints and tips,
news and a features section.

Nothing wrong with that but
a 5op frame charge for a two
page feature and 40p to send
in a question, plus 4op to read
is expensive to say the least!
• Prestel has launched its
new mailbox facilities (at last).
Multi-frame messages with
multi-addressing and a sum
mary of incoming messages
are some of the features of the

new system. A full report on
the new mailbox facilities will

appear in the next issue.
'7
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PcnDown usersasked usforfonts on the screen;flexiblepage layout, mixing
text and graphics; and the ability to grab screens from other BBC programs
to include in their documents. They also wanted it to be as easy to use as
PenDown. With Printbox, Peter Hunter (the designer of PenDown) has
delivered all this and more.

I WENT

TO THE ZOO

ON A TRAIN

AND I SAW

LOTS OF

ANIMALS

$

&

IS LITTLB MOOY UIBHT TO nWHKBT

This littlo piggy stayed at Homa

This lxttlh piggy nno horst bcef

This lxttlc piooy hao none

9t
NO THIS little piggy crigd Wit

Wit Wit ALL THB UinY KOIHtl

&_ Create full page designs, mixing
graphics with text;

teLWhat you see on the screen is
what you get on the paper,

&_ Use the full range ofPenDown
fonts. Jumbo, Gothic, Horizon etc.
There are 22 in all.

hLCutting and pasting, mirror writ
ing andmerged screens are all partof
the Printbox magic.

SL Printbox can be used to create
posters, labels, letterheads, newl-
etters, fly sheets and greeting cards,
in full colour if you have a colour
printer.

&_ Printbox comes with a full range
of fonts and a library of clip art, all
ready for incorporation in your de
signs.

fiL Use the powerful Resource Edi
tor to create your own fonts and clip
art.

&_ Grab screens (modes 1&4)from
other BBC programs, and import
them into your PrintBox documents.
It couldn't be easier.

4. Print two columnsoftext imported
from ASCII or from PenDown files.

Q_Printbox stands alone, but makes
a perfect complement to PenDown.
If you have one, you want the other.

§M#I

£•*«*,«$
W WO TO YOU! 0

from thepublithcrtof LOGO, PenDown and Numerator

Available for all BBC machines,
priced £24.00 excl. P&P and VAT. LOGOTRON Further details available from: Logotron Ltd, Dales Brewery,

Gwydir Street, Cambridge, CB1 2LJ. Telephone: (0223) 323656

Statistical
Services Centre<d INSTAT

INSTAT isavailable for PC's, Nimbus and BBC Microcomputers

INSTAT isageneral purpose statistics package for interactive data analysis. Itisuseful for
statistics teaching and for any research requiring statistical analysis ofdata.

Facilitiesinclude:
*easy data entry and editing
*descriptive statistics
*multiple regression
*multiway tables
* probability distributions
*extensive help facilities

* calculations
*powerful plotting
* ANOVA
* randon sample generation
* macros
* „».....and much more

"...where extensive use ismade ofstatistics and aBBC micro can bedevoted tothe purpose,
INSTAT isquite simply the best". AcomUser January 1987

"...the authors ofINSTAT clearly believe that they have produced something rather special.
I,for one, would agree with them". Times Higher Education Supplement, June 1987

Prices (educational and multiple copy discounts available):
INSTAT BBC £85+VAT
(disc, EPROM, Introductory, Reference and Supplemetary Guides)

INSTAT PC or Nimbus £150+VAT
(disc, Introductory, Reference and Supplemetary Guides)

BBC Bask (86) toenable you to.program and add modules toINSTAT PC £79+VAT

For further details contact Alison Ansell at the Statistical Servkes Centre, Department ofApplied Statistics,
University ofReading, Reading, RG62AN. Telephone: (0734)318025 or318028.

For further details contact: Alison Ansell at the Statistical
Services Centre, Department of Applied Statistics, University of
Reading, Reading, RG6 2AN. Quoting reference AU when
ordering. Telephone: (0734) 318025 or (0734) 318028
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QUEST
Afast and powerful
version of our popular
advanced information
handling package

Very Fast - 7 seconds to count every reference to Hamlet
spoken in the first act of that play.

Graphics & Statistics built in. Bar charts, pie charts,
scaitergraphs, histograms and more in full colour.

Easier tO USe with an improved command language and
numerous other improvements as suggested by Quest users.

Compatible with existing Quest databases (there are many
available covering all areas of the curriculum). It can exchange
data in CSV and TSV formats allowing interchange with
packages such as Pipedream. It also supports FIF allowing
interchange with other machines, e.g. RM Nimbus.

Inexpensive A site licence costs only £30. To order, or for
details of any of our products, contact

Advisory Unit For Microtechnology in
Education, Endymion Road, Hatfield,
Herts. ALIO 8AU

Tel: 0707 265443
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MUSIC

Name of the game
If you have ever used rename
on an Ample word and re
ceived the 'Duplicate Name'
warning, listing the programs
(using show) will reveal two
words with the same name.

Accesses to the word will

now use the definition of the

newly renamed word and if
you get it into Notepad that is
what you will see.

rename also affects the last

definition so you can easily
rename it back again.

Let's try it. Type in the
short example shown in the
box, save it and enter:

"h" "g" RENAME

You'll get the 'Duplicate Na
me' error but note that the

word is renamed anyway. En
ter write and you will sec that
print now contains g instead
of h but it still prints 'Hello'.

Load the original program
or put things back to normal
with.

"g" "h" RENAME

Try it the other way around:

"g" "h" RENAME

print still contains h and

prints 'Hello' but if you enter
h in commands mode it prints
'Goodbye'. Reload or reset
with:

"h" "g" RENAME

Now rename g to print and
check what happens. Clearly
Ample knows what the real
definitions of renamed words

are. In fact, it will quite
happily convert as many
wordsto the same name as you
likeand you could makeall the
words in your program the
same. Well, almost - it still
needs to recognise part words.

You can also brighten your
word names byadding colour.
In Basic you can createa string
containing a colour code such

BBCACORN USER OCTOBER 1989

"h"C3 "g"C] "print"[] "cls"ri2 *CHR S12
"col"C3 "cls"C] "ret"[] 1
"null" CD "bell"U "nit" CI

"ret"C13 *CHR $12
"h"C"Hello" *OUT ]
]

"null"CO *CHR $12
"g"C"Goodbye" SOUT ]
]

"bell"C7 *CHR *12
"print"th ]
1

"mt"r.32 *CHR $12
"col"["name" 129 SCHR *+ S12 ]
]

You can work with the example program to try renaming all
your Ample words in some quite different ways

as 129 (shift-fi) for red text,
by copying it off the screen.
This doesn't work in Ample
but by using rename, you can
sneak colour codes and other

normally illegal characters
into words.

This is hinted at in the

Ample Nucleus Programmer
Guide (£19 from Hybrid)
which tells you that you can
create strings containing con
trol codes on the stack. Don't

worry, it's not as complicated
as it looks.

Take a look at col. $chr
converts a number into a

character string, $+ adds the
two strings together - "name"
and the 129 code - and $12
swaps the position of two
strings. Remember, Ample
uses postfix notation. Now
enter the clever bit:

"h" col RENAME

Notice the absence of quotes
around col. Now tryshow and
write and enter:

pri nt

You can use this facility to
create even stranger words.
Usingels in placeof col above,
for example, will namea word
as Ascii character 12 to clear
the text area.

Try this and enter show to
see what happens.

Using ret will name a word
as the Return character and
pressing return will have the

same effect as typing the word.
Weird. Use it to rename a run

word in a piece, null will
produce a null string name -
"". You can make renamed

words using other characters.
Try incorporating Ascii 127,
the delete characters.

These new words will sur

vive save and load but not a

*spool and *exec. *exec is the

same asentering text from the
keyboard and you can't create
these words that way.

Has this any practical val
ue? Well, I hesitate to suggest
one and present it mainly for
your amusement. However, as
these words are difficult to

access, you could use it as a
form of copy protection.

Let me throw another idea

your way. Redefine some sys
tem words like show and

write. For example:

"SHOW"c1

This stops you listing a pro
gram but you can retrieve the
system words with delete.
Can you also rename delete ?
What happens if you rename
the open brackets word? Try
renaming the double quote!

If that's set you thinking
and experimenting, here's two
final questions. Can you create
an uneditable word and is it

possible to create an Ample
program that can't be broken
into?

Ian Waugh

After many requests from
users, it seems that Hybrid
Technology is planning to
release a professional text
editor module which can be

used alongside or instead
of the company's standard
Notepad module.

The package will also in
clude several utilities such as

the ability to store modules in
sideways Ram, an Ample pro
gram disc recovery utilityand
a screen designer.

A program compiler is also
included (saving typically 30
percent) to remove spaces,
comments, line ends and re
named names. A minimum

abbreviation lister and extra

commands will be provided
too, such as merge (at last)
and search (to find unused
words).
HFree with Amplinex II is a
Library Manager Utility
called Zrom from Amplinex
member Taj Letocha. The
Library ManagerUtility loads
into sideways Ram (an
Eprom is available, too) and
allows you to collect together
a number of separate files and
store them as one large com
posite file on a DFS disc.

Individual files can be

*EXEced into a program. The
disc contains a single Library
file with around 200 different
definitions. These can be

*EXEced into Ample in ones
or in groups.
HFrom issue 12 onwards,
Amplinex is publishing a
number of Waveform Design
utilities which let you con
struct sound waveforms geo
metrically byspecifying up to
128 points.

This will strike a chord

with Music 500 owners but
this program will display the
waveformgraphically- a sort
of Wysiwyg waveform kit!
Amplinex, 26 Arbor Lane, Win
nersh, Berks, KG 11 jJD.
Hybrid Technology Limited, 2/3
The Science Park, Cambridge,
CB44WE. Tel: (0223) 420)60.
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REVIEWS

PUTTING ON THE SHOW

Younger visitors battle it out
with Acorn teddies at the
games Arcade

Computer Concepts showed
off the Impression DTP
package, Fax Pack and Filer

n

JP* ^%t if

s

Clares kept the crowds
amused with Armadeus and
Tempest DTP

Images of the 1989 BBC Acorn User Show
from Peter King and Malcolm Brown

Watford's usual large crowds
and new scanners, graphics
tablet and 4Mb A3000

New scanners were on the
Beebug stand and the
forthcoming DTP package

Spacetech uses the Arc as a
satellite weather picture
display system
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EMR's Mike Beecher struts his The Stefanowski family receive the A3000 from Magnus
stuff for the crowds with the Magnusson, won in our June competition and Brian Lepper,
Arpeggio MIDI music system the Arc won in March, from Watford's Nazir Jessa

Dabs Press was there with an
assortment of books and the
new Instigator and ABC2

Dave Acton meters out
Archimedes advice and tries
to avoid the camera

The BAU glamour girls show
off the BBC Acorn User and
CAL's T-shirts
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wen
Pauline McLernon and Rob Miller share a joke (or something)
on the BAU stand while Chris Drage and Nick Evans share
everyone's drinks in the Alexandra Palace bar

Atomwide did a roaring trade
in and the BAU Apec Arc
interfacing board

Pres was offering add-ons for
every Acorn micro from the
Electron to the A3000

Minerva demonstrated the
Atelier art package and
Minerva business software

The Palace maintenance staff
obviously had their own
thoughts on the Show



PROBLEMS

QUESTIONS
AND

ANSWERS
If you have a problem with an Acorn micro, commercial
software or a program you are trying to write then BBC
Acorn User can help. The Post A Problem service
guarantees to give you a personal answer within 10
working clays for just £4.

Write out your problem with as much detail as possible
and, if a program is involved, include a disc or cassette.
Fill in the coupon at the bottom of this page and send it
and your problem along with a chequeor postal order for
£4 (including VAT) made out to Redwood Publishing. If
you want recorded delivery add on the cost of this.

Please note that debugging readers' own programs or
those from other magazines is a complex task and we
cannot guarantee to give a full solution. Unless the
problem can be spotted quickly, the Post A Problem
service will only be able to make general comments. The
service will answer the problem and return all material
received within 10 working days of receipt. If we fail to
match this promise then your cheque or postal order will
be returned - you can't lose!

BBC ACORN USER READER SERVICE

20-26 Brunswick Place, London Ni 6DJ.

NAM I.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER

I enclosea cheque/postal order for £4 made out to
Redwood Publishing and an saewith my problem.
OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by:

I have written a Basic

program that is too
long to run in the available
memory on my BBC model B
with a disc interface fitted.

Canyourecommend any wayI
can run it on this machine?

H Programs run from
disc are normally run

on the BBC model B with

page set to &1900. If your
program requires no data
files to be read or written to

disc using commands like
BGET, BPUT, INPUT #, and SO
on, page may be reduced to
gain memory space.

This could be set as low as

&1200. You could also try
reducing your program in
length by compacting it
with a utility Rom like Bee-
bug's Toolkit Rom.

It is also possible to load
the program from disc and
then move it down in mem

ory after it has been loaded.
This can be done by certain
utility Roms but it is best
down by a short routine at
the start of the program.

I have heard there are

some alternative single
density disc filing systems
available for the BBC micro.

Are there any advantages of
using one of these?

r^m A numberofcompan
ies have released disc

filing systems for the BBC
micro. The majority of these
filing systems are based on
the Acorn DFS.

They normally offer the
same commands plus a few
more and claim full compa
tibility with the Acorn DFS.

The Watford DFS from

Watford Electronics is the

only one still available. The
latest version is 1.43.

The Watford DFS does

offer some additional com

mands and a special 62 file
directory as an optional
alternative to the Acorn 31
file system.

I have heard that with

the Master 128, it is
possible to achieve much
smoother animation effects by
using two of the *fx com
mands. Can you explain some
more about this?

You can use *fx112

and *fx113 to pro
duce smooth animation ef

fects. The principle is to
alternate the banks of dis

play memory sothe program
can be drawing to one bank
while the other is displayed.

When the drawing is fin
ished, the two banks are
flipped over so that the new
image is displayed and the
old image is erased and
replaced by the next image
in the sequence.

On my BBC micro the
screen has suddenly

started to 'print' wavy lines
across the screen when I am

using every modeexceptmode
7.What could the problembe?

HThe probable cause of
your wavyline dis

play is the video ULA (IC6)
becoming faulty. Your local
dealer should be able to sell

(and fit if necessary) a re
placement ULA chip.

I use the programming
language incorporated

in Worldwise Plus extensively. I
have been having some occa
sional problems with some of
the programs I have written. I
have heard that there is a

string bug in some of the
versions of Wordwise Plus. Is

this true?

All versions of Word-

wise Plus up to the
current version 1.4F do have
a string bug. It only occurs
when two strings are com
pared and it is related to the
starting address in memory
of the second of the two

strings.
Ifel who market Wordwise
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Plus II have fixed this bug
and will exchange your
original Wordwise Plus chip
for version 1.5 for £5.75. For
more info, Ifel can be con
tacted on (0752) 847286.

I am currently access
ing text based remote

databases using my Archi
medes and now wish to entend

this to graphic materials and
access a graphicsterminal such
as the Tektronics 40XX series.
Can you recommend software
that I can use for this task?

r^rnm The Beebugsoft Hear
say package for the

Archimedes provides a Tek
tronics terminal emulation.

This for the 4010 graphics
terminal with 4014 conven
tions. Alpha, graph and
point plot modes are sup
ported as well as increment
al plot and GIN modes.
Sketch and screen dump
facilities are also supported.

Can I send a video

signal (composite vid
eo) from a video cassette re
corder to the Microvitec RGB

monitor I normally use with
my BBC Master 128?

SYes, but you will
have to purchase an

adaptor that converts com
posite video into RGB. These
are normally available from
specialist video dealers and
cost around £60.

Can the 1Mb ram on

an Archimedes 310 be
upgraded to 4Mb by replacing
the 32 256Kbit chips with 32
1Mbit chips?

^jM Unfortunately not.
The necessary ad

dress decoding and refresh
ing circuitry is not present
on the 310 board. Also there
are a different number of

pins on the iMbit chips.
However two companies -

Watford Electronics and
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CJE Micros are both produc
ing extra usable memory for
the 310 which should be
available by the time you
read this.

At times when I use

my Integrex colour
printer with my Archimedes I
get a line of 'rubbish' in place
of graphics data. Is it my
printer that is at fault, or is it
the software?

f^| The problem is with
_ the Archimedes.

Your software and printer
are not at fault. The strobe

signal sent out by the Archi
medes is not very 'strong*
and sometimes gets lost.

Integrex printers seem to
be particularly sensitive to
this. The solution is to buffer

the strobe line through an
extra chip. Ask your Acorn
dealer to carry out a field
change order 2002. All new
Archimedes have been

modified.

I am having problems
getting Clares' Artisan

to run properly under Rise OS.
I have tried the help provided
on the Rise OS support disc
but I amstill having problems.

HSome early versions
of Artisan are caus

ing problems. Send your
original disc back to Clares
with £3 handling charge
and they will update the
package.

I have an Archimedes,
a Star LC10 colour

printer and Pipedream. Is it
possible to print parts of the
text in red and green aswell as
black ?

SYes, it is possible but
you will have to con

figure Pipedream with a
printer driver that includes:

On Off Text

Hi 27 114 1 27 114 o Red
H2 27 114 6 27 114 o Green

ACORN CUSTOMER HOTLINE

Acorn's Support Information
Database (SID) is now avail
able from a gateway via Pres
tel. The following software
has recently been added to the
SID system.

ModeExtend allows you to
use multisync modes on a
normal monitor.

IFormEd. The Rise OS

template editor.
ICharsEd. A keystrokes,

utility for Rise OS.
Bestcopy. Attempts to re

cover files from a bad E

format disc.

There are also many other
useful utilities plus docu
ments covering various areas
of Acorn's Computers. Access
can also be through PSTN,
the number for this is (0223)
243642.
I For users of the PC Emu
lator under Rise OS on 1Mb

machines we are supplying a
new boot sequence which
allows you to get approxima
tely 600K for use within the
emulator. The boot sequence
supplied on the Rise OS sup
port disc only allows you to
get about 450K.

The new boot sequencecan
be obtained via SID or by
returning your original disc
to Acorn Customer Services.

M This month we have two
application notes which cov
er hardware ports on the BBC
model B and Master 128. The

first is a 1MHz bus note (This
can also apply to the Archi
medes 1MHz bussuppliedon
the Acorn I/O Expansion
Card). The second note is for
the serial port, this explains
how to change the word
format and so on using an
assembler.

Please send an A4 SAE
when applying for either of
these application notes.
I When using the Mail
Merge part of 1st Word Plus
under Rise OS the Window
on screen drops down to the

bottom of the screen blocking
view of the Printer driver

select box and the printer
output box. We now have a
fix for this problem which
moves the icon bar which is

usually at the bottom of the
screen to the top.

The new file is available by
returning your original 1st
Word Plus disc back to Acorn

Customer Services. The up
dated file can also be down
loaded from SID.

I There are four printers
drivers obtainable from var

ious sources for use with Rise

OS. PrinterPS (Postscript
printer driver), PrinterDM
(Covering dot-matrix print
ers), Printerlx (Intergrex 132
Colourprinter) and PrinterLJ
(Hewlett Packard Laserjet).

Any printer which is com
patible with any of the above
printers will work fully from
the Desktop. Unfortunately it
is not possible for Acorn to
support every printer avail
able on the market.

We have covered the most

popular makes and we would
hope third parties will write
further printer drivers which
have the same look and feel of

Acorn's drivers as the need

arises.

I Please remember when re
turning your discs for up
grading please return the
original disc. Please do not
put any technical enquiries
on the same letter that re

quests the upgrade.
If you wish to make a

technical enquiry at the same
time as returning your discs
please enclose the enquiry on
a separate piece of paper.

Peter Dunn can be contacted at

Acorn Customer Support de
partment, Acorn Computer,
Fulbourn Road, Cherry Hin-
ton, Cambridge CBi 4JN or
by leaving a message ontheSID
database.
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ANCESTRAL
APPROVAL

Thank you very much for the
review of Family History in the
August issue of BBC Acorn
User.

I much appreciate the clar
ity and honesty of style of
review which compares with
some of your rivals! This goes
to prove once again that BBC
Acorn User is the superior
magazine for BBC products.

Colin Chatfield

Micro-aid

Thanks. The cheque is in the
post.

JOLLY GOOD
SHOW

I.. +m
Myth
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I have just returned from this
year's BBC Acorn User show,
which I thoroughly enjoyed
although I didn't really buy
anything! Like a number of
people at the show, my main
interests were the new Desk

top publishing packages,
Impression and Acorn Desktop
Publisher.

As a novice user of Page-
maker on an Apple Mac, I was
very impressed by both the
packages. The output that was
on show which had been gen
eratedwith both packages was
very impressive, although it
had obviously been printed
using Laser or Crystal Jet
printers.

I would also like to com

mend the Computer Concepts
and Acorn staff present for
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their technical expertise on
the two products concerned.
Havingsaid that, I would very
much like to see BAU do an in

depth comparative test
between the two packages. I
think many people like myself
are considering buying one of
them and would like some

independent advice.
Finally, I must congratulate

all involved in a very enjoyable
show, the Alexandra Palace is
certainly a much more pleas
ant venue.

Michael Sanders

Manor Park

CALCULATED
RESPONSE

Just over a year ago I wrote to
Acorn to point out that the
calculator on the Arthur oper-

q a5 OZ:

ating system did not work
properly. I received a reply
stating that this was due to the
way in which numbers are
stored by Arthur.

I am now the proud(?)
owner of Rise OS, with, you
guessed it, a duff calculator.

As well as this problem,
how can I use my diary files
created with the diary facility
in Arthur 1.2?

Andrew Fletcher

Folkestone

The Arthur desktop calcula
tor does seem to be designed
more as a demonstration of

the operating system rather
than as a practical tool. Not
only does it display results
incorrectly (because of
rounding errors) but achiev
ing resultsby having to press
little buttons via the mouse is

fiddly if not impossible.
Fortunately the other soft

ware contained on the appli
cations discs is of a high
standard and more than

makes up for it.
The answer to your second

point is to look elsewhere in
this magazine for the review
of Timewatch by Mitre Soft
ware. It is a complete Rise
OS diary management pro
gram and allows the direct
importing of old Arthur
diary files. Also, we plan to
publish a full Rise OS desk
top scientific calculator in
BAU in the near future.

SCANNING
THE COST

Having read the letter from
Computer Concepts in last
month's issue, I couldn't help
noticing Mr Moir's comment
'No A4 scanner can be bought
for less'. In the same issue,
Watford Electronics is adver

tising a fax machine which in
cludesan A4 scanner for ^499.

The quality of the Scanlight
scanner is probably better but
it is not the cheapest.

J Postlethwaite
Cumbria

ADFS
ADVICE

I originally bought my BBC
microsevenyears agowith the
intention of learning comput
ing via the BBC's The Computer
Programme. Since then, I have
slowly upgraded my Beeb for
use as a wordprocessor and file
manager. My other equipment
includes two monitors, two
printers and a disc drive.

As soon as the Master 128

was announced I immediately
exchanged my Beeb for a new
machine and it was then that

my troubles started.
Although there are a num

ber of books and articles on

advanced ADFS (if that's pos
sible) I cannot find anywhere
where the basic concepts are
explained for the new user.
Could you therefore point me
in the right direction or better

still, publish yourown article/
series on the subject?

Dr Michael Essex-Lopresti
London

Apart from the ADFS Disc
Manager in this issue which
should make the filing sys
tem a little easier, the only
book we know of which

provides a beginner's intro
duction to the ADFS is one

soon to be published by Dabs
Press.

Called ADFS - A Dab-

hand Mini Guide, Dabs says
the guide is suitable for be
ginners and experienced
ADFS users and it is expect
ed to be available in Novem

ber for £9.95.
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ARCHIMEDES HYPERPACK

12 Games + Joystick for just £99.95

Available from your
local dealer or call
01-8334023to place
your order.
DEALER
ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

CAMBRIGE
INTERNATIONAL
SOFTWARE

8 HERBRAND ST.
LONDON
WC1N 1HZ

Hyperpack and
Joystick
£99.95

Hyperpack only
£89.95

Hyperpack and
A3000 computer
£699.95

A3000 only
£649.95

CASPELL COMPUTER s 0202 666155
RIBBONS

Amstrad DMP 2/3000 series .... 2482
Amstrad DMP 4000 2426
Amstrad PCW8256(L/Lifo)...*., *2741
Amstrad PCW9512 *2746
Brother HR15/25/40 *2696
Canon PW1080A 2223
Centronics GLP 2412
Citizen 120D/180E/LSP10 2488
Citizen MSP-40/50 2477
Commodore MPS801 2236
Epson FX/LX-80 2273
Epson LX/GX-80 2454
Epson LQ-500 2477
Epson RX-80 2273
Epson EX-800 2774
Epson Full Width 2320
Juki 6100 Daisywheel M/S 2563
NEC Pinwriter P1/P2 2254
NECP2200 2844
NECP6+/P7 + 2870
Panasonic KXP-1081/1180 2228
Seikosha GP100 2317
Seikosha SL80 (L/Life) *2741
Seikosha 500/550 2236
Shirnwa CP80/MT80 *2698
Tatung/Commodore CP80 *2698
StarLClO 2861
StarLC24-10 2868
StarNUO 2761

Many others - please enquire!
*- Avail in Fabric Nylon orM/strike Film.

Please choose/

(Fabricsofferlonger life andmaybe used
withRibbon Fiefresh/) araj-ay

PRICE STRUCTURE
1 off 2 off 5 off

A E2.95 £5.75 £12.95
B E3.95 £7.45 £16.95
C £4.45 £7.95 £18.45

L) £4.95 £8.95 £19.95
E £5.95 £10.95 £24.95

Prices include VAT& post

A
E
D
B

B
D
D

B
D
D

B
B
D
B
D

D
B
D
D
E
D
B
D
D
D
D

B
B
D
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WE ALSO HAVE

DISKS

and a Technical
Library of

1500 BOOKS!

P/ease enquire!
FREE SUPPLIES

CATALOGUE

24-page
FULL BOOKLIST

50p
(Only with goods)

^CCSJ
PAPER

Allpricesper 1000sheets incl. VAT
* P£P£2.50 any quantity

11/9.5 60gsm Listing E6.45
11/9.5 70gsm Microperf E7.05
11/9.5 85gsm Letlei Qual £9.9ii
A4 size 70gsm rVlicroperf £9.70
A4 size 85gsm Letter Qual £10.95
11/9.5,? pari NCR £19.40
A5 si2.e Letter Quality paper.
Upright (Portrait) Orientation, £13 90
Microti al! edges for letter-writing

• Address Labels a
3.5/1.5, 1 - or 2- across

£3.75 per 1000 (+£2.50 p&pj

(24 hr]

At last-a unique
rtew ink spray that
restores ribbons in
seconds

SAVE
£££sON

EXTENDSFAIMC

•Quick & Convenient.
•Restores & Re-Inks faded ribbons
jIn seconds!
Refreshed ribbon lubricates print
head for smoother running &
enhanced printer life.
Use on any fabric ribbon...
again and again!
Pays for itself the first lag. times
you usejt.

••KtOONVBiSrf
. .--ItRE-NC

Trimon
g"UTUJWCATO
m utu11oca
^•MrwioMa ««

^B160mil«>

ONLY

£8.95
inc VAT&post

Cheques/POs (no stamp needed)
CASPELL COMPUTER SERVICES

Dept. BBC FREEPOST. Poole Dorset BH15 1BR
Tel: 0202 666155 or 0202 35650 (24-hr)
TRADE ENQUIRES f, LOCAL AUTHORITY ORDERS WELCOMED
Account •nquue* 43 Emenon Rd , Pooto Dorsal BH15 lOS



KENT AREA

Authorised Acorn Dealer & Repair Centre
Education Systems Specialist

Wide range of Software, Hardware & Peripherals

17 Dover Street, Canterbury, Kent CT1 3HD
Tel: 0227 455419

CALLERS WELCOME

ARCHIMEDES EXPANSION BOX

Fit more expansion cards to your system

♦ For the ACORN A300, A400 and A3000 scries.
♦ Increase to 8 slots (max) for A300 / A400 and 6 slots for A3000.
♦ 3 or 5 single and full width expansion cards can be fitted.
♦ Plugs to A scries backplanesor A3000 expansion connector.
♦ Power Supply included.

Contact SGB Computer Services for prices and delivery.

SGB COMPUTER SERVICES

1-40 Disraeli Road. London SW15 2DX

TEL: (01) 874 5675

XYZ DRILLING / MILLING FROM CAP,

P.C.B. DRILLING DIRECT FROM C.A.D.
Yesyoucan nowuse yourCAD to provide the drilling coordinatesto save
you hours of hand-drilling.
Programs such as PROTEL; PADS -PCB; RACAL-REDAC,
EE DESIGNER; LINTRACK (PC) all put out the information needed to
automaticallydrillyour PCB's.

LEEWOOD DEVELOPMENTS, LEEWOOD WORKS
UPTON, CAMBS, (0480) 890 860

OtherCAD programssuch as AUTOCAD, GENERIC CAD, PRO-DESIGN, can
provide the data to drive the machine.

STATISTICAL PROGRAMS/BBC MASTER ADFS/ARCHIMEDES
For Scientific, Educational, Engineering, Medical and Bilogical

Applications
This is an advanced series of statistical programs for the comprehensive
analysis of a wide variety of data. The program is menu driven and very easy to
use. Data entry is by an on-screen scrolling editor. Analysed data text is
output to an Epson compatible printer withgraphics output to either an Epson

printer, or byserial output to an HPGL plotter.

TESTS

Means, Chi-squared, Student's T-test, Paired T-test, Anova, Regression,
Correlation, FisherExact Probability, Mann-Whitney U-test,Wilcoxon Ranked
Pairs Test, Kruskal-Wallis Anova, Wald-Wolfowitz Runs Test, Spearman
Rank correlation, Kendall Rank Correlation, Kendall Concordance,

Histograms, Scattergrams.

PRICE £80 + VAT

NewcastlePhotonic Systems, The Medical School, Framlington
Place, The University, NewcastleUpon Tyne, NE2 4HH

Tel: 091 232 8511 Ext 6963
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Archimedesis a trademark ol AcornComputersLtd.

BANK MANAGER lor disc systems only
The mostadvanced and versatilepersonal bank account management programavailabletor
all BBCcomputers. Consistently acclaimed!

"data entryis a delight. ..professional... excellentproduct"- Micro UserApril '86
Entercheques andreceipts.Standing ordersanyfrequency. Automatic date sequencing.
Reconcile statements. Search, amend and delete. Unreconcile. Move forwards or backwards.
Analyse expenditure. Forward cash flowforecast. Up to 36 simultaneous 'bank accounts'
online, inter-account transfers. 9999standingorders.99analysiscategories.12actualand 12
budgets per category,over4,000 postingson an 80tkdisc. Reports to screen or printer.
Graphics.Foreigncurrencysupport.Password. Filerecovery.Autoexec file. Fieldediting.
Itemised look ahead. Programmable report writer.

Standard Bank Manager for the BBC B, Hi £17.50

BANK MANAGER MASTER lordiscsystems only
Version2 nowavailable.Includesallof the facilities of the Standard BankManagerplusADFS
file system support,shadow screens, uses sideways RAM, 40 or 80 columnscreen reports,
improvedgraphics, m/c windows, function key support and onscreen labels, additional
functions added to the already extensive report facilities.

Bank Manager Master for the MASTER and MASTER COMPACT £22.50

ARCHIMEDES BANK MANAGER
All facilities ofMasterversionplus highspeed 'native' mode, wild card analysis enquiry,
analysis code sort and other onhancemenls.

"Impressed, ideal, easy to use" - MicroUser, March '88
ARCHIMEDES BANK MANAGER £25.00

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITIES tor disc systems only
For the 'professional' who also uses the BANK MANAGER to control the business accounts
the BUSINESSUTILITIES add double entry trialbalance and programmable spreadsheet
analysis reports. Generated Iromcheque and cash transactions keyed into BANK MANAGER".
Just pass the reports to your accountant! Availablefor allBank Manager versions, state which.

Bank Manager Business Utility Pack 1 £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learntotouch type. Over 90smoothly gradedlessonsgraduate you from thebasic
homekeystocomplete keyboard mastery.Unique wordscan linechecking. TargetWPM
andpercentage correct. You may revice thetargetsor lessonsas required. Audio key click
for positive key depression. Establish a typing rhythm using theautomatic metronome. Free
format option. Disc version includes severalenhancements eg. onscreenkeyboard, exact
mode, on screen parameters. Recommended.

Cassette E12.50, Disc for BBC B, B+, MASTER and COMPACT E12.50
Disc for ARCHIMEDES (all models) £15.00

ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE FREE POSTAGE WITHIN UK.
Enquiries and Access Credit Cardorders telephone 0234 838347

Please state: cassette, 3Vfe" disc, BW 40tkdisc, or SVt" 80tkdisc and computer type
(B. Compact, Master or Archimedes).

CONTEX COMPUTING
(REF. AU)

15 WOODLANDS CLOSE, COPLE, BEDFORD MK44 3UE

CANNON

The only choice for fast
personal service

An Acorn premier dealer
One of the top 25 dealers

in the UK

Cannon Computing is one
required computer products
your stockists, repairer and
and installer.

Unlike most dealers Cannon Computing are available 24 hours,
7 days a week to offer instant assistance to any of our
customers — during evenings and weekends when most dealers
arc closed you can rely on us. We have also found that these
are the most convenient times for many people to have
demonstrations, wc spend time discussing individual needs. Wc
can also personally deliver any equipment purchased and set it
up on your premises — evening and weekend service available
if required.

Wc stock the complete range of Acorn machines including
410/is, 420/is, 440/is and the new A3000s, we are always pleased
to discuss part exchange. Monitors, disc drives, printers,
upgrades and accessories are always in stock together with
consummables and all types of software: Business (in. IBM).
Educational, Graphics. Music. Art. CAD. DTP and Games.
Rise OS is also now in stock.

A3000 RISC-OS DTP NOW IN STOCK
Phone us now for a price list — QUANTITY AND
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS also available.

Forthe best beforesalesguidance andaftersales care contact
CANNON COMPUTING

35 RUSHLEIGH GREEN, THORLEY PARK,
BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS CM23 4.IH

TEL: 0279 507727

P U T I N G
Archimedes:

Easy to use no limit
to capability

0% finance
on Archimedes Cannon

Computing are licensed
credit brokers

of Acorn's top dealers. All your
and queries can be solved by us as
Econct Network approved supplier

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989



AFTERTHE RAVE REVIEWS OF ARTISAN...

"A sophisticated graphics package... Artisan is a true
load and go program... A real first for Artisan is its
'magic brush'. Itseffects have to beseen to be believed...
It's friendly and foolproof... Artisan operates at a
lightning fast speed... It's streets ahead"

"deserving of special mention isa facility called Magic
Brush... a true cut and paste... Artisan' wins hands ,:•
down. m

Acorn User - February 1988
Archive - February 1988

"Artisan is a highly superior product... very classy...
the manualclearlyexplained all the many features...
go and buy this package now."

"Artisan represents excellent value for money...
superbly designed pop up menus... very friendly,
foolproof and quick to use... incredibly easy to use.
Instantly appealing... superbfeatures... the MagicPen
is uniqueto Artisan. Quantelwould have beenjustified
in getting a little upset... well organised.

RISC User - November 1987

A&B - December 1987 & January 1988

"Artisan makes the Archimedes superb... a truly
professional product. The possibilities are endless.
I can certainly recommend Artisan."

"With its versatility, Artisan stuns... It is superb..."

•; :••• '••••: • • -.. . -.;, iV . . ...... Times Ed - 5/2/1988

Micro User - January 1988

WHAT WILL THE CRITICS MAKE OF THE SEQUEL!

After every successful original you'll find a sequel.
Artisan is no exception, and while we admit it's software not

celluloid, its reviews are no less impressive. Acorn User said it had
to beseen to bebelieved. RISC User enthused—It's a highly superior
product. And Archive said, Artisan wins hands down.

We fully expect Artisan II to be equally as well received.
Hardly surprising though, it hasall the features ofthe original

with a lot more besides. It runs in Mode 12 and makes use of the
Windows, Icons and the Mouse as well as using standardfiles for
all input and output. Allowing standard screens and sprites to be
interchangeable. And harnesses the power of Archimedes, providing
a program that's easy to use. In fact, it's been hailed as the best
ofits kind. Artisan original included features like Magic Brush, Pixel
mixing, User definable palette, improved image distortion.

And now we've packed Artisan II with lots of new additions
like grid lock, Air Brush, Sprite viewer window, full RICS OS
compatability, Graduated Fills and special Textile Design features
such as Full and Half Drop Sprites with variable repeat functions.

Artisan II. It's the sequel enthusiasts have been nrn nr
waiting for. L-nM"""

From Spielberg? No, from Clares. U U Ql

^ ( I ft 81 \ !
Micro Supplies

98 Middlewich Road, Rudheath, Northwich, CHESHIRE CW9 7DA.
Telephone: 0606 48511 Fax No: 0606 48512

If you are a registered user, return your original Artisan
disc quoting your Registration number and send us a
cheque for £30. We will send you the new version by
return of post.



In the forefront

with

A3000 upgrades

TEL: 0276 72046 FAX: 0276 51427 range of software products available through PRES
' • ' ——

A3000
A3K1... a free standing monitor plinth that allows theA3000 to move back and forth beneath the monitor, helpsprevent accidental contactwithresetkeyand is upgradable to .
A3K2. . . provides the scopefor up to twofurther floppy drives (3.5/5.25) AND a hard disc drive housed withstyleabove the A3000 —no boxeshanging on the end of ribbon
cables.

ALSO A3K3... a specially designed case to house Podule/expansion cards. This case locates and is bolted to the backof the A3000 to ensurea safeand sturdy expansion. The
bonus is that it willbe expandable to take up to a further 4 smallerpodules. Current development includes ... ADC/DAC. SCSI, battery-backed RAM. midi, etc.
Also a user port, 1 mHz bus. also disc drive expansion board, with more planned.

ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL (20)/M/B/E/C £34.50

ACP is a front end control panel language providing a sophisticated yet
friendly interface between user and computer for access to Languages,
MOD functions and the users own file utility etc. Main features include pull
down windows, simple to change MOS configure, floating point calculator,
file manager, SW ROM's facilities.
(16K EPROM & FULL MANUAL)

"It's very easy to create an entire customised front end for your own use." - Acorn
User. August 1987.
"ACP is much better than any of the other front end systems I've seen." - Acorn
User, August 1987.
"I can recommend it to anyone who wants easy access to the Electron's functions." -
Electron User, August 1987.

ACPs main features are:

•fa Pull down windows operate throughout
•Ar Users can create their own windows

ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS (oswe E24.15
Electron & Plus 3 users . . . gain BBC compatibility by adding the Advanced
Electron DFS (1770 DFS) this is the same disc filing system supplied with the BBC
B-*-. Now you can produce and access (compatible) BBC disc based software. We
can also supply 5.25" disc drives to add to your Plus 3 (inc 2nd drive adapter).
"ACP has produced another superb ROM for the Electron ". . . Electron User Feb

'86 (Supplied on 16K EPROM - DFS MANUAL)

Also DFS E00 An alternative to the DFS. designed lor use in Sideways RAM (ABR).
(14)/E • ABR (3.5" ADFS disc + manual) £ 19.99

ADVANCED BATTERY-BACKED RAM M/E
A standard Acorn approved cartridge but containing 32k (2 x 16k) of sideways RAM
The added bonus is the battery backed feature that holds the RAMcontents when
the power is switched off! Different ROM images can be loaded into either bank
from ROM images previously saved. The banks can also be locked to imitate ROM
use. Now it is possible to have View & ViewSheet in one cartridge every time you
switch on. Other uses include &E00 ADFS, printer buffer, ROM software
development. The use of ABR is simplified by the newly written PRES software
utlities which include:-SaveROM, LoadROM, Lock, Unlock, Printer Buffer. Zero and
MakeROMa new utility to put your own software from disc or tape into ABR and use
the ROM filing system. All software is supplied in ABR with a simple menu to
transfer the utilities to your own media. No hardware switching - totally software
controlled. Instructions for using supplied software and necessary information for
users developing their own applications.
"It's a superb add-on and a must for all serious Electron Users"...
Electron User ggg qq exd VAT; £44 85 ,nc, VAT

ADVANCED PLUS 7/M/E/B/C £39.50ex VAT; £45.42inc VAT

Aninternal battery-backed RAM upgrade for the Advanced Plus 6. TWO 16K
pages of Sideways RAM. battery-backed and featuring lullv/riteprotect facility.
Just like ABR but fitted internally &vacating a cartridge slot. This product is
compatible with all Acorn BBC Master & Electron computers.

PRES - ADVANCED
FILE MANAGER.b.=

The ultimate front-end' for ADFS and DFS £25.00 ex VAT; £28.75 inc VAT
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Screen picture shows AFM in Copy mode on Master Turbo
AFM follows the PRES 'Master Plan' of upwards compatibility - it runs on
Electron. BBC B. B+. B+128, Master 128 and Compact, with Second/Co
processors and Acorn-compatibile versions of DFS &ADFS.

ADVANCED ROM ADAPTER 2/M/E £13.00 exel VAT: £14.95 inc VAT
An Acorn approved cartridge containing a card with special 'zero' profile
sockets that allow you to fit compatible 8k or 16k EPROMS/ROMS.The
cartridge is fully enclosed providing complete protection for your ROMS.
Simple to use - No switching - complies fully to the Acorn (sideways) ROM
filing system. "The best ROM cartridge is by far the ARA 2... A&B Dec 86

ADVANCED BASIC EDITOR PLUS — NEW PRODUCT
An exciting new product based on Acorn's original Basic Editor. It
contains all the original features plus many enhancements that make it
one of the most powerful Basic Editors available supplied as:
32K ROM Module £24.95 ex VAT, £28.69 inc VAT
Cartridge version with spare ROM socket £32.00 ex VAT, £36.80 inc VAT

Colour Monitor

Phillips CM8833 14" Medium Res. (600 285) RGB. CVBS. SKART, and audio
inputs. Complete with BBC/Electron RGB lead. Securicor delivery included.

£213 ex VAT, £244.95 inc.

ADVANCED DISC INVESTIGATOR
(06)/M/B/E/C £28.751
A verypowerful Disc utilitylor standard &non-standard discs. Backup most
protected discs, edit any type of non-standard disc, check &repair faulty tracks,
create new disc formats, copy 40 track discs to 80 track discs, verify two
non-standard discs.

("ADI featuresan extremely comprehensive sectoreditor, andone ofthe finest I've|
seen". . Tubelink on Prestel) (supplied on 16K EPROM i manual) i

ADVANCED 1770 DFS

3 versions ADM/C(11) - ADB(12)ADE(13) £34.501
ACP have totally re-written the Acorn 1770 DFS. enhancing existing features &
adding new ones. The result is a very fast and powerful disc filing system with the
ability to operate in double density occupying both sides ol a disc (640K).
Automatic file relocation, improved file handling. 62 filecatalogue and Sways RAM
can be used as a fast RAM DISC. (I6KEPROM I comprehensive manual)

PRINTER . . . Panasonic KX-P 1081 Graphic Epson Compatible NLQ
ready to connect including capable, delivery and VAT £155.65 ex VAT
C179.00 inc VAT (Spare Ribbon £5.50 ex VAT; £6.32 inc VAT)

DISC DRIVES Ex VAT +VAT

Cumana 5.25 dbl/sided 40/80 track, switchable. inc psu £113.00 C129.95
Cumana 5.25 single/sided 40 track, inc psu £112.17 £129.00
PRES pecial 3.5 dbl/sided 80 track, inc psu £78.00 £89.70

AFM has four distinct modes:
MENU - allows browsing through the files and directories on a disc. Files
are started from a menu of up to 7 options chosen for a selected ROM.
Loaders are provided for Basic, Tho Basic Editor. View. ViewSheet,
ViewStore, ViewSpell, Edit, Wordwise (+) and InterWord. This list can be
expanded infinitely using an Acorn-approved OSWORD call... fulldetails
and example in tho manual..
DELETE —allows files to bo marked and then deleted with one keystroke.
R ENAM E —allows one or more files to be marked and then renamed using
a wildcarded name, ie one which varies with each file renamed. Thus you
could rename s1. s2 and s3 to be s1_old, s2_old. and s3_okJ in one
operation . . and that's only the beginning! As well as using the whole of
the original name you can also pick out individual characters to form part
of the new name.
COPY - the strongest feature of AFM. It is a two stage copy routine. With
both source and target directories shown on screen the files to be copied
are marked. Once all the files have been marked copying is started and
the computer can be left to get on with it!
Large files can be split across several disks, and recombined.
As much as possible of the computer's memory is used for copying tiles.
including unused parts of shadow screen memory, sideways ram banks
(inc AP7). ram cartridges (inc. ABR (32K) and AQR (256K)). tube
memory (up to 61K), B+ paged ram (12K) and unused parts of the Sloggor
Master Ramboard (Electron).
Comprehensive error trapping and recovery is provided, so a copying run
will rarely have to be aborted unfinished! And there's much, much more.

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER .989



THE ADVANCED PLUS 3 MK II
The only fullycompatible disc upgrade running Acorn's

own filing system. The MK II is now supplied with 3.5' DOUBLESIDED
disc drive providing a storage capacity of 640K.A.P.3 MKIIgives you

1. A fully Acorn compatible 1770 interface
(Cartridge)

2. 80 track 3.5" disc drive, double sided (640K)
3. Separate PSU
4. Acorn ADFS
5. Welcome disc
6. Utilities

7. Full documentation

8. All theadvantagesofthe original Plus3 " rrr^V
PLUS extra ROM socket.

Undoubtedly the most popular disc upgrade system for the Electron
(Requires Plus 1)

Remember — 2nd drives (3.5 or 5.25) can be added and the AP3drive
can be used on a BBC or Master computer! Also most Electron

disc-based software is supplied on 3.5" ADFS discs.
The only fullycompatible disc upgrade running Acorn's own preferred

filing system (supplied on: Plus 3. Master 128, Master Compact
and now the Archimedes)

"• EXTRA BONUS *"
3 games on disc — SNAPPER — DRAUGHTS — REVERSI

COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY

£129 excl VAT : £148.35 incl VAT

^SP

ADVANCED PLUS 1.. .Theplus1is the main expansion for the Electron It
provides theCentronics parallel printer, printer port, joystick interface and2
cartridge slots into which go ROM cartridges including View, Viewsheet. Pascal.
Logo and ourownpopular AP4discupgrade.

£50.00 excl VAT;£57.50 Inc VAT

ADVANCED PLUS 6.. .a fully buffered6 ROM expansion moduleforthe
Electron user. AP6is fitted inside the advanced Plus 1 or modifiedAcorn
Plus1(when usedwith the Acorn Plus3,5 ROM socketsareavailable). All
socketsaredesigned toaccepteitherROM/EPROMS or RAM chips.Afurther
feature is the optional AP7upgrade.
"Amarvellous pieceofdesign.. .don'thesitatebuyit!" -EU, May 88

E33.00 excl VAT; E37.95 inc VAT

Upgrade serviceavailable fororiginal Acorn Plus1 please callfordetails

MUSIC SOOO

The popular BBC music synthesizer available for Electron users.
Required 1MHz buff (see AP5). Supplied as M5000 Synthesizerhardware,
16k ROM, disc utils, and full documentation.

C90 oxcl VAT; C113.85 Inc VAT
Please state 3.5" ADFS/5.25" DFS

ADVANCED PLUS 5
Aunique interface for those wanting themaximum expansion from just one slot in
thePLUS 1AP5 contains:- AUserport for connecting peripherals suchas a
mouse. 1MHz bus allowing Music 5000(e), prommers and various control devices
tobe added.Tubeinterface for connecting and Acorn 2ndprocessororevena
Master Turbo board (through a Co-Pto Adaptor) -&TWO spare ROM sockets (1
high priority) All hardware connections are Acorn compatible thereby allowing
many BBC products tobeadded (remember that some software modification may
benecessary lor the Electron). Soalthough some expansion options may appear
expensive onan Electron you dohaveupward compatibility
£55.00 Ex VAT; £66.70 inc VAT

Advanced Plus 2 ROM

Wefeel this isoneofthebest,low cost,additions wehaveproduced for the
Electron &+1user, especially lorPlus3.AP3, ABR &AP7 usersnow with this
easy to lit upgrade you can add:

1) Fix for Tape filling system in Hi-res screen modes. 2) *ROMS- displays
ROM ROM images present. 3)' UNPLUG disable ROM RAM image. 4) •
INSERT -enables orinserts a previously unplugged ROM. 5)' KILL -totally
disablesthe Plus1.6)' LOCK -locksa sidewaysRAM bankinABR. AQR.
AP7 7)' LROMS - locks all sideways RAM banksfound. 8)' UNLOCK - to
unlock a sidewaysRAM bankinABR, AQR. AP79)' UROMS - to unlock all
sideways RAM banks found. 10)'SAVEROM -saves a ROM image to
current filing system 11)' LOADROM -loads a ROM image from current FS
intoa RAM bank. 12)' FORMAT -will lormatan ADFS disc for Plus3 or
AP3 13)' VERIFY - testsevery sectoronan ADFS disc. 14) • VFORM -
formats andverities anADFS discinonecommand. 15)' BUILD -createsa
text file that can beused by 'EXEC (ie IBOOT). 16)'LIST -displays a
numbered listing ofa textfile 17)' TYPE -displaysa file on screen with no
line numbers. 18)' DUMP - toview a file's contents onscreen. 19)' LANG -
selects a default language tobebooted on |CTRL-BREAK j 20)' HELP -
providesa full help liston all the ROM'scommands. 21)- AQRPAGE -
selects specified page in AQR.

Now thereis noneed tosearch foryourutilities disceverytimeyouwantto
Format Verily a disc. Build a IBOOT file orlock unlock Load a ROM image into
ABR PLUS much more .the ideal companion Irom thecompany that
produces the Acorn Plus 1.

£11.00 ex VAT; £12.65 inc VAT
The AP2 is the definitive Plusl ROM. I'm not sure what id do without
it like all of PRES s other products, it's been well worth waiting lor"

July 88

[Please note our NEW address:-
P.R.E.S. LTD..
P.O. Box 319,

ILightwater. Surrey GU18 5PW.
(Tel: 0276 72046 (24 hr).
I Fax: 0276 51427

(Mall order only)
IAll our prices include
I UK delivery &VAT.

(in event of any query-
se includeyourlei. no.)

Name....

Address

Postcode

Tel:

Credit Card No.

FILING SYSTEMS
ADFS VERSION 1.1

SuitableforexistingPlus 3 or A.P.4users. This new version has the softwarefixes
forZysyshelp, write protect disable &compaction. Also Winchester code has been
replaced withthe necessary driving software to handle AQRas a 256k RAM DISC.
Pleasenote-ADFS isAcorns adopted standard filing systemsupplied onthePlus
3, Master 128,MasterCompact&nowtheArchimedes. Supplied on 16kROM with
Welcome disc &utilities. Please state 3.575.25 welcome disk.

£14.95 ex VAT; £17.19 inc VAT
(ADFSmanual supplied separately)

ADFS EOO

ForElectronusers witheither Plus 3 or A.P.4and 32kof S/W RAM i.e. ABR. All the
benefitsof ADFS butwithout all the loss of RAM! Includesall the software 'fixes'
call for managing the new&original ADFS. Oneofthemostfrequent question we
are asked:"How do Iget backthe memory loston myPlus3 system?"Answer:
PRES ADFS &EOO Tegains 3.75k leaving page(it &EOO thesameas Tape!

ADFS EOO supplied; 3.5ADFS (manual available separately)
£14.95 ex VAT; £17.95 inc VAT

5.25 ADFS (manual avail, sep.) £14.00 ex VAT;£16.10 inc VAT
5.25 DFS(2 discs I ADFS manual) £19.00 ex VAT;£21.85 inc VAT

(See Special Package Prices)

DISC INTERFACES (PlusOnerequired)
AP3 INTERFACE: Assupplied with AP3 package. Afully Acorn compatible disc
interfacethat will accept any standard 5.25 or 3.5 80TdrivewithPSU. Itruns
Acorn's ADFS (assupplied onAcorn Plus Three, Master 128. Master Compact
and now the Archimedes) supplied withA.D.F.S. manual and welcome disc -\
Utilities and3 bonus games (please specify 3.5or5.25 80T format). Also provides
a spare 16Kromsocket. price £52.00ex VAT £59.80inc VAT
AP4 INTERFACE: Afully Acorn compatible disc interlace that will accept any
standard 5.25 or 3.5 drive with PSU. It runs the 1770 DFS (as lilted in the BBC B'
andMaster) keepspaceat &EOO - has utilities inrom andprovides a spare16K
rom socket (DFS manual included. Price£60-83 ex VAT £69 95,ncVAT
AP34INTERFACE: Get the best of both filing systems. Now availablefromPRES
theultimate interface. Fitted with both Acorn approved tiling systems. . .Acorn's
current standard ADFSand Acorn1770 DFS (which can be runal &EOO) ADFS
and DFS manuals supplied I ADGFS welcome disc withutilities.

Price £69.55 ex VAT £79.98 inc VAT

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
ADVENTURE GAMES 5 differentadventure discs:- Ultimate Prize,Dreamtime.
Priate's Peril, Taroda Scheme & Stranded.
All 3.25 ADFS £6.95ex VAT £7.99incVAT each disc
Advanced GamesCompendiums-on disc with so many ofourproducts
providing more serious' add-ons for theElk; we thought itwastime toallow easy
Access tosomeolthefavourite gamesON DISC!. . . Three volumes olpopular
games, previously onlyavailableon tape, now instantly'loadablefrommenuon
disc. Titles such as Croaker, Felix &Fruit Monsters. Killer Gorilla, Danger UXB,
Swoop. Ghouls, Invaders, Swag. Galactic Commander, Felix intheFactory,
Bumble Bee. Gauntlet, Frenzy, Moonraider. Positron etc. etc.. Each volume
contains EIGHTmenu selectable games.

3 Vi ADFS £9.99 ex VAT £11.49 inc VAT
5 'ADFS. £8.99 ex VAT £10.34 inc VAT

Viewthe Acornsoft wordprocess forthe Electron& +1 inc.full documentation
£14.94 inc VAT

ViewSheet The Acornsoft spreadsheet for the Electron & f 1 inc. full
documentation £14.95mcVAT
View&ViewSheet special price.... £22.00incVAT

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
AP1 - AP3 £165.00 ex VAT £189.75 inc VAT
AP1 + AP6 £77.00 ex VAT £88.55 inc VAT
ABR + 3.5" ADFS EOO £48.65 ex VAT £55.95 inc VAT
ABR + 5.25" ADFS EOO £46.95 ex VAT £53.99 inc VAT
ABR + 5.25" DFS (ADFS EOO) £51.00 ex VAT £58.65 inc VAT
AP5 + Music 5000 £152.17 ex VAT £175.00 inc VAT
AP7 + 3.5" ADFS EOO £49.52 ex VAT £56.95 inc VAT
AP7 + 5.25" ADFS EOO £48.65 ex VAT £55.95 inc VAT
AP7 + 5.25" DFS (ADFS EOO) £52.13 ex VAT £59.95 inc VAT
AP4 + CS400 £147.78 ex VAT £169.95 inc VAT
AP1 + AP4 + CS400 £189.00 ex VAT £217.35 inc VAT

ACCESSORIES " *
C1 . „..,.., . ex VAT Inc VAT
tiectron power switch This useful accessory provides a
double-pole in-line switch with a newpowerjack-plug
already attached; just connect totheexisting lead, having
removed the old jack-plug. £3.96 £4.55
Plus 3 2nd driveadaptor converts the fitting at the backof
theoriginal drive which has been configured to Drive 1. £6.91 £7.95
AP32nd drive lead replaces existing drive cable withone
containingan extra connector for adding a second drive
configured as Drive 1. £5.96 £685
Electron Advanced Users Guide £3 g5
ADFS Guide Manual £500
DISCS 3.5 10 In plastic library box £1 g'gtj

5.25 twin gift pack £1.49

M Master B = BBC C = Compact E = Electron

Product Qty @ Total

I enclose payment for £

E*Pdate (RefA122)



ARC AGORA
DIGITISING SPEECH
Speech sampling can cost memory. Save space with our sound

compression module for the Archimedes

The trouble with digitised speech, or any
digitised sounds for that matter, is size.
One second of high-qualitysound sample
takes up 41K or so. A few more seconds
and you've used up all the available
memory.

This month I offer something of a
solution. It's a sound compression mod
ule,taking soundsamplefiles and crunch
ingthem down toa more convenient size.

The samples I've been using were
produced using Armadillo's 8-bit sampler
board. It shouldn't be too difficult to

adapt the program to work with other
samplers.

The module "bau-sound" is assembled
bled by listing 2on the yellow pages, but
you'll need to run listing 1 first as this
creates essential tables. When you'vedone
so, load the module with *rmload bau-
sound and three new commands are at

your disposal.

♦CompactSample <-filel
> <file2> <rate>

This command takes a sound sample
file (named "filei") and attempts to
compact it. The crunched file will be
called "file2"and you may specify the rate
at which the sample was made. 1 isthe top
sample rate(ofaround 41 KHz), 2 ishalf
this (20 KHz), 3 is a third and so on. This
value is saved at the start of the crunched

file for the other two commands to use.

*FilePLayBack <file>

This plays back a crunched sample file.
The file is not actually loaded - instead,
four buffers are used. This means that you
can play back a long sample using very
little memory. The limitations on the use
of this call depend on where your file is
stored, how high the sample rate is and
how successful the compaction process
has been.

If the machinecan't get the data in fast

3°

David Acton

Even the Arc can run out of memory

enough it will repeat short sections - in
this case, you'll need to use the command
below. Hard-disc and Ram-disc users

should have no problems, and you'll be
able to play back most speech stored on
floppies if the sample rate isn't too high.

♦MemoryPlayBack <star
t> <length>

This plays back a crunched sample file
that has been loaded into memory. The
parameters may be in decimal or (more
usefully) hex,but in this case rememberto
precede these with'&'- for simplicity, the
call "os_evaluateexpression" has been

used to decode the parameters and this
requires the '&'.

To understand how samples may be
compacted, remember what a sample
consists of. Essentially, asampleisa string
of numbers that reflect the positionof the
loudspeaker (or state of the microphone)
at anyone instant. Theyrepresent fluctu
ations around some central point. In the
case of Armadillo sample files, this
movement is situated around a centre

value of &80.

Fortunately, the individual changes

from one number to the next tend to be

quite small and we use this fact to enable
the sounds to be compacted. This isn't so
much luck as nature really, since all
soundsare producedbysomething vibrat
ing and the laws of nature dictate that
such vibrations are never too violent.

The sampleisbroken down into groups
- each 16 bytes long. Each byte is
compared with the next and the largest
and smallest differences within the group
are noted. The smallest is then subtracted

from the largest to find the range of
changes, and the numberof bits needed to
store this range is calculated.

Typically this mightbe 3or 4,although
it could be o during silent patches. This
number of bits and the smallest difference

are written to the compactedfile followed
by the data for each of the 16 bytes.

Each byte is compactedby writing it as
the difference from the last byte minus
the smallest difference for the group.

Thus, only 'n' bits are needed for each
byte where 'n' is the number of bits
needed to store the range of differences
for the group. Typically, speech and
simple sounds can be reduced in size to a
third or so. Also, the higher the sample
rate, the smaller the individual fluctu
ations and hence the greater the reduction
in size.

Further reduction in size is possible
because while any value from o to 255
may besent to the Archimedes loudspeak
er, in practice only 125 different values
are actually sent. This is because sample
files must be transformed logarithmically
before being played back. The tables
produced by listing 1 and imported by
listing 2 enable this transformation and
the extra compression it affords.

The module header should be familiar

by now, and the code to sort our
parameters is also fairly standard stuff.
The compaction is performed by
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.compactsample which uses multiwrite to

write data bits-at-a-time. Sound playback
is performed by .fileplayback and
.MEMORYPLAYBACK which both Call

.mainplayback. Incidentally, bits of the
registerflags are usedto note the sourceof
data (file or memory) and whether the
end has been reached.

numbuf% is the number of playback
buffers used.This is 4 at the moment and
the system works like this. Buffers o to 3
are filled with expanded sound data by
calling .refill. Then, playback is started.
The location reading contains the num
berof the buffer being played. Assoon as
thischanges fromo to 1,buffero is refilled.

The process continues, the refilling
part always trying to keep ahead of the
playing part. Remember that the playing
part happens in the background under
interrupts whereas the refilling is the
foreground task. Playback goes on until
(through a series of flags) the end is
detected or Escape is pressed.

The sound is generated using the voice
"bau-sound". This is installed and then
later removed using SWI "sound_in-
stallvoice" and SWI "sound_remove-
voice" respectively. The call "sound,
configure" is employed to set the play
back speed to the correct rate. "sound_
qinit" resets the sound scheduler and a
note is played using "soundqschedule"
after attaching voice 1 to "bausound"
using "sound_attachnamedvoice".

PRIME
NOTE

Well! I thought we might get one or two
replies to the prime number challenge in
the August issue, but I didn't expect the
considerable response we got. Many
thanks to all of you who wrote in. I'm
sorting through the submissions at the
moment and will be publishing the best
next month - not just the fastest solu
tions, but the most elegant as well. (This
isn't just any old column ...)

LOCAL
CALL

Here's a Basic tip from an Agora regular
(try saying that after 101 pints of Guin
ness). Terry Blunt provides a useful
method of claiming local variable space
and his program (which earns him £10)
appears as listing 3on the yellow pages.
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The function fnos_var needs workspace
for the call "os_readvarval" and so uses
the free space beyond where the program,
variables are stored. The command dim
a% , sets a% to the start of this space.

You should be very vareful not to
declare any new variables in a procedure
after the dim as this will ofcourse trample
on your workspace.

Incedentally, the technique which is
used will work on Beebs and Masters too,
but Arc users can replace the dim with
A% = end. This is a new feature of Basic
Vand end points to the first byte of free
memory.

SCALE
MODEL

Welcome to the Rise OS spot. This is a
quick introduction to the new sprite
operations. A demonstration program is
included as listing 4 on the yellow pages.

So that applications may work in any
mode (as indeed all applications should)
the "os_spriteop" calls have been extend
ed to allow sprites to be scaled up and
down in size and their colours converted
appropriately. Under Arthur 1.20, an
application would print text or display
directly on the screen and thus would
have to adjust the way itdid so depending
on the currently selected mode.

With Rise OS though, you can create a
sprite in the mode of your choice (mode
12 being a pretty good choice for most
applications)and write to it rather than to
the screen. Then, the sprite can be plotted
on the screen using a single sys "os_
spriteop" which will take care of all the
colour and size changing necessary.

Listing 4demonstrates the point. First,
asprite is created by drawing apicture on
the screen and grabbing it. The sprite area
sp% is initialised at the start and the
grabbing is done using "os_spri-
teop",256+16. The '16' means 'get a
sprite' and the 256is added in because you
areusingyourownspriteareaand not the

operating system's one.
Theplottingof the scaled spriteisdone

with:

SYS "0S_Sprite0p",256
+52, spy., "test " , 0,0, 0, sea
le"/.,-l

sys "os_spriteop",256 + 52,sp-
%,"test",0,0,0,scales%,-1

where the parameters are as follows:
o:

'256+52' meaning 'PutSpriteScaled'
1: sprite area base
2: sprite name or address
3,4: screen co-ordinates
5: gcol action
6: pointer to scale factor table (or

< =0 if not used)
7: pointer to colour translation table

(or < = o if not used)

The scale factor table contains four
words: x-mag, y-mag, x-div and y-div.
The 'mags' are divided by the 'divs' and
this gives thescaling factor inaparticular
direction. There are many more new
sprite calls, and no doubt we'll being
taking a look at them in future Agoras.

MAIL
BOX

Now a useful tip for users of First Mail. It
comes from RWBurrows ofHighbridge
in Somerset. He informs us that with Rise
OS, you can't see the printer control panel
because it iscovered up by the main work
area window. Mr Burrows has got around
theproblems by altering the template file
"iml_templa".

First, make a copy of the template file
just in case! Then, load it at a suitable free
location (say &9000) with *load iml_
templa 9000. Then type:

:&9AA8=155

!&9AB0=1023

and save the amended file with *save
iml_templa 9000 +aea. The window
"t_desk" should now be a more usefulsize
and in a more convenient place.

£10 will wing its way to Mr Burrows
for thatone, and if you have got round a
similar problem, why not write in and
share your wisdom ?
Programs, ideas, bints and tips are always
welcome - please send them to: Arc Agora,
Acorn User, Redwood Publishing, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Ni 6DJ. Impress

jourfriends, be ahit at parties and earn up to
£20 at the same time.



JBEfflBflg:
~SIFWf MEMORY MANAGEMENT BOARD N E M E C

CONTROL PATHWAYS
The Control Pathways system has long been recognised as a way of
developing 'Micro Processor Awareness'. The system can lead the user
into more complex forms ofcontrol using the extensive range of Input
Boards, Sensors (Analogue and Digital) and Output Boards Power DA,
High Current Relays, Stepper Motor Drivers etc.

• EASY PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT

t SOFTWARE IN ROM FOR BBC
MICROCOMPUTER

• 6502 ASSEMBLER MNEMONICS CAN BE
TYPED DIRECTLY INTO THE
COMPUTER AND MOVED EASILY
BETWEEN COMPUTER MEMORY, DISC
AND THE BATTERY. BACKED RAM

t ONCE WRITTEN THE SOFTWARE CAN BE
USED WITH THE 'MEMORY
MANAGEMENT BOARD' TO RUN ANY
OF THE CONTROL PATHWAYS
PERIPHERALS

540.320 MEMORY MANAGEMENT BOARD
(plus ROM, keystrip, manual) £68.50

540.302 "Three Chip Plus" programme memory £12.90

® The Science Park, Hutton Street,
Blackburn BB1 3BT.
Tel. (0254) 681222

Prices exclude carriage &V.A.T. and are correct at time of going to press. 118

ILLUSTRATOR-COLOURBOX
Easy to use disc-based graphics
design and colouring package.
Monochrome and colour print dumps
included. (Full details of this versatile
software available on request).

Package price complete «.fl r%g\
with mousefor BBC B/B +/ t3V • VU
Master 128, 40T 5 Va " Disc inc vat
(Compact version also available)

MOUSE ONLY for BBC B/B+/ £34-90
Master 128 or Compact

3*

Inc VAT

E3_ HOW TO ORDER
Write or telephone,statingforwhich computer required.
Payment bycheque. P.O.. Access orVisa orofficial educational order.
Allow 14 days delivery (usually 7 days).
Prices include VAT and postage (UK only).

71 RELIABLE

0 CONTROLLABLE

AFFORDABLE

THE

NIDD VALLEY

MOUSE
Amouse which promises accurate, non slip control for
detailed graphics design, and which responds instantly for
menuselection and word processing. Features the unique
Linear Lock for straight-line freehand drawing.
12 month guarantee. Compatible with most BBC software.

IMTdd^/alley Micro hboductbLtd

Department AU 889
Freepost, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG2 8YW
Telephone: 0423 870145
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HINTS & TIPS
MINI MENU
A menu to fit on less than a page,

smooth scrolling and miniature screens

Menu programs, which giveat a glance a
listof the files available and allow you to
load aselected file at the touchofa key are
not exactly rare but this £10 program
from Carl Bateman has a couple of
distinct advantages.

Firstly, although there are quite a few
menuprogramsaround, most of them are
written in Basic, making them language
specific and so of little use with word-
processors, spreadsheets, other languages
and the like. Secondly, thismenu occupies
(just I) less than one page (256 bytes) of
memory, meaning that it can be loaded
into page &9 of memory and it does not
corrupt anything else.

Themenuprovides a utility that canbe
used with virtually any language, it has
been tested with a number of Roms, and
so far it works with View, ViewSpell,
ViewSheet, Comal, Basic, Logotron Logo,
ISO-Pascal and Starword. Unfortunately,
ViewStore has been the source of a few

difficulties due to the way in which it
accesses several different files from differ

ent directories.

Theprogram is simplicity itselfto use.
Once typed in and run, the source listing
assembles and saves a machine code
programcalled M. The menu can then be
run by typing *m. The disc is catalogued,
and a cursor displayed, this is controlled
with the Z, X, : and / keys (the usual
cursor keys for games).

Pressing L will load the file being
pointed at, while o, or 2willgivea menu
of that drive, allowing both sides of the
same disc, or the same side of successive
discs to be'menued'. Pressing escape exits
the program without loading a file.

To maximise its compatibility and
usefulness Carl wanted the program to be
fully legal using onlyrecognised OS calls,
to be compact and not overwrite any
work space being used by the current
application, such as user defined char
acters, function keys and the like.
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As the menu is intended for use with a
disc system this made the cassette buffer
at page&900 favourite, since it isunlikely
to be used.

However, this left only 255 bytes to
play with. This has meant that as the
program was developed it had to be
constantly pared down to keep thecode to
a bare minimum. This unfortunately has
resulted in some of the programming
being rather spartan.

Carl had hoped to include options to
chain, read, *exec, *load, and *run
files but it quickly became obvious that
there simply wasn't enough room.

ADFS compatibility was also planned
but againspace restrictions and the lackof
ADFS made this impossible. Asit stands
he feels that the program fulfills its
original aims, but leaves plenty of scope
for improvement.

The program works by first clearing
the screen, then cataloguing the current
disc. A '}' is used as the cursor and is
initially placed sothat it pointsto the first
filename of the catalogue, osrdch is used
to read the key being pressed, with a
check for an error condition (caused by
pressing the escape key) and program
termination if one occurs. The input
characters are forced into lower case, so
ignoring the state of the shift and shift
lock keys.

When a keypress isdetected, its valueis
comparedagainsta table to seeit it should
beacted upon. If it should, the appropri

ate routine address is found from the same

table. To save space only the low byte of
the routine address is stored in the table,
this is possible since all the program code
is held in the same page.

As the cursor is moved, its current
position is stored and compared against
maximum andminimum values to keep it
within the bounds of the catalogue.
Unfortunately,there isn't sufficient room
to keep track of the actual size of the
catalogue so the maximum possible size is
always assumed.

All the filenames are shown on the
screen so there is no need to store them in

Ram,again savingspace. Once a filename
has been selected the string load " is first
placed into the keyboard buffer using
osbyte 138.Its name is then read from the
screen a character at a time using osbyte
13 5 and placed into the buffer. When a
space is found it is taken to mark the end
of the filename and the final apostrophe
and carriage return are placed into the
buffer before exiting.

Control passes back to the current
language which will now find the string
load "filename" in the keyboard buffer,
which it should then act upon.

The biggest problem arose from the
fact that language Roms have different
syntax for input commands. Even within
the View family different abbreviations
and delimiters are used.

Since some languages will accept lo. as
a valid short form but others will assume
that the full stop is part of the filename,
the load command cannot be abbreviated
unless theutility isto be used with only a
few specific languages.

Presumingthat Basic will beoneof the
most commonly used languages, the
filename will have to be enclosed by
apostrophes. However, certain languages
will take the first non-alphanumeric
character after the LOAD to be the
delimiter between the command and the
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filename - they take the commands

LOAD file and

LOAD"file

to be identical. Therefore the string
load"file" would cause an error. So

finally, the form of the string to be read
into the buffer to ensure the greatest
chance of working is:

LOAD"file"

and this is what is used.

All in all, simple and straightforward,
and short enough to put a copy on every
disc you work with. Simply enter the
language ofyourchoice and type*m, then
select a file from the list. Note the

program will not work correctly if you
press the cursor keys. You canchange the
prompt character and the message by
altering the text strings at the end of the
program. The load keyword is stored
backwards, any alternative keyword or
sequence you insert. For example, to load
a Wordwise file, the sequence would be 2
< filename >. You can insert carriage
returns in the sequence too.

HINTS & TIPS

SMOOTH SCROLLING
CHARACTERS

Denonstratio'" •

Murray Mackenzie of Edinburghhassent
a program which uses an interesting
method to display characters. Each char
acter is 'dropped' into position using
smooth single pixel scrolling. The first
demonstration program (in the yellow
pages) drops the text into place, using the
procedure procscroll, which takes three
parameters, the text to be displayed and
the horizontal and vertical text positions
on the page.

The second demonstration program
takes the idea a little further, replacing
onestringwithanother byreplacing each
of the characters in the first string with
the corresponding character in the second
of the two strings.

The program works by taking each

character of the string and redefining it
eight times. The first definition places the
bottom row ofdots in the character on the

top row of the character and then prints
it on the screen.

All remaining rows are set to zero (ie
blank). Then the character is redefined
again with the second to bottom row on
the top row and the bottom row on the
second row, and again all the other rows
are blank.

The characteris again printed on top of
the previous one. Then the bottom three
rows are displayed, and so on, until all
eight rows have been done.

The final definition is identical to the

original character.The program does not
actually redefine the character code in
question. Instead, all redefinition and
printing is done using character 224, a
user-definable character available in all

BBC configurations. The character pat
terns are read using the standard system
call 0SW0RD &10.

The second program uses two strings,
replacing one with another. If one of the
strings is longer than the other, then the

Needville Ltd

Summer Special
Call Now 0480-811994

34

BBC Master 128
Master Turbo

Our Price

£379.00

£89.00

RRP£

£439.00

£109.00

Z80 (New) BBC 2nd Processors £199.55

BBC 6502 2nd Processors (New) £199.55

Prisma 2000 Modems £49.00
All prices are excluding VAT. Government & Educational Orders Are Welcome. Please Add 611.50 Per
Item For Courier Despatch. Make Cheques Payable to Needville Ltd, 18 Willow Green, Needingworth,
St Ives PE17 3SW. Tel: 0480 811994. Fax: 0480 812026.
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effect occurs throughout the longer
string. The method used is similar but this
time, the rows 'underneath' the new rows
being built up are not blank. Each
character from the new string is used in
turn to build up the top rows of the
redefined character but the bottom rows

consist of data from the old character,
starting from the top.

So, the first iteration displays the
bottom row of the new character in row i

and the top seven from the old character
in rows 2-8. The next iteration fills rows

1-2 with rows 7 and 8 of the new
character, and rows 3-8 with rows 1-6 of
the old character. The routine continues

like this,giving the new character being
scrolled in and the old one out.

The program should work on everyth
ing from an Electron (the machine
Murray used for development) to an Arc.
Note that with the Arch, the effect is lost
due to the speed of the machine, and a
delaycommand should be inserted such as
dummy = inkey(3) • immediately before
the next line instruction (or anywhere
in the inner loop).

SCREENS IN
graphics screen of your choice to disk.
The standard techniquefor this,discussed
many times in the pastin these pages, isto
append to your program which creates
the desired screen the following line:

*5AVE <screenname> <s

tart address> 8000

where < screenname > is the filename

you wish to give to the screen,and < start
address> is 3000 for modes o, 1 and 2,
and 5800 for modes 4 and 5, so *save
picture 3000 8000 is the command which

will save a mode 1 screen under the name
'Picture'.

To reload the screen into a graphics
window, first define the window, using
the usual vdu 24 command, and then
issue the command *lpic < screen
name>, in this instance *lpic picture.
The original screen will be reloaded into
the window.

You could use theutility toincorporate
full screen designs into a larger informa
tion page, perhaps as the basis for a
graphic menu system or a catalogue of
screens available on a disc.

For speed, the program works at a byte

MINIATURE

Mr A Bennett of Portsmouth has sent in

an interesting program which copies an
entire graphics screen into a screen
window, defined as the current graphics
window.The program correctlyscales the
original graphics screen into the dimen
sions of the window, including any
additional non-linear stretching required
to make it fit.

A machine code file called lpic will be

saved to disc. The next stage is to save the

flICRQ riEDIR Computer Supplies Ltd
ALL PRICES INC. OF DELIVERY AND VAT - ALL PRICES INC. OF DELIVERY AND VAT

Printer Ribbons Computer Paper HOW TO ORDER5]A Unbranded Discs
Price per 25 50 100 250

Price per 10 20 50 100

3V£dS 10.90 20.94 46.15 86.00

SVAfllCROSlEDIRBrand Discs
SS/DD 5.75 10.90 25.50 46.50
DS/40T 6.75 12.74 29.85 57.20
DS/80T 8.50 15.96 36.25 71.30
DS/HDPCAI's 14.50 27.90 66.50 127.20
Reversible 8.50 15.96 36.25 71.30
Alldiscs supplied a re withlabels 5 Va" write protects,
envelopes & hub rings, 100% certified error tree.
Lifetime guarantee.

31* lllCROilEDIRBrand Discs
DS135TPI 14.15 27.30 64.80 124.00
DSHD2MB 36.90 70.60 167.95 311.50

Anti-static
MD120 Lock lid MD100
5'/4xl20 5'/ixl00

SS/DD 8.90 14.90 26.88 61.90
DS/40T 9.90 15.90 27.88 63.00
DS/80T 10.90 17.90 32.96 73.50
DS/HDPCAI's 23.90 39.90 73.88 173.20

5Va Colour DiSCS (5 colours)
DS/40T 12.45 23.56 38.92 89.20
DS/80T 13.45 25.94 46.20 97.50

5V4 Reversible
DS/40&80T 14.50 26.94 49.48 107.20
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Priceeach Ribbon 2 6 IS
Canon 1080/1156 2.99 2.85 2.61

R.BLGR.BR.Y 3.99 3.85 3.7(
Centronics G LP 3.65 3.45 3.1 J
R.BLGR.BR.Y 4.65 4.40 4,0(
Cttteen 120D/LSP10 3.60 3.40 3.2!
Epson M.F&RX80.F&LX800 2.99 2.75 2.5!
R.BL.GR.BR 4.35 4.20 4.0!
Epson LX80/86GX80 2.80 2.65 2.4C
R.BLGR.BR.Y 380 365 3.41
Juki 6100 MS 2.85 2.70 2.6(
R.BL.BR 2.95 2.80 2.7(
KagaKP810/910 2.99 2.85 2.6C
R.BLGR.BR.Y 3.99 3.85 3.7C
NECP2200 4.95 4.60 4.2!
Panasonic KXP1080/1/2/3 3.99 3.80 3.6C
R.BL.GR.BR 6.50 6.20 5.8!
ShlnwaCP80MS 3.99 3.80 3.6C
Star NL10 4.95 4.60 4.2£
R,BL.GR.BR 6.15 5.85 5.5!
Star LC10 3.50 3.10 2.8£
R.BL.GR.BR 4.90 4.60 4.2£
StarLC24-10 3.99 3.80 3.6C

Please mixcolours and types lor best prices.
R = Red. BL = Blue, GR = Green, BR = Brown.

Y = Yellow

If tho ribbon you require Is not listed
please let us quote.

Plain fanfold, micro pert edges
Size Weight 1000's Price per box

gsmperbx 1 box 3bxs 5bxs
11x9'/* 60 2000 14.95 14.45 13.65
llx9tt 70 2000 18.45 16.05 15.15
11x9V? 80 2000 20.25 18.55 16.45
A411%x9'/! 70 2000 20.95 19.70 18.45
A411%x°'/4 80 2000 24,55 23.05 20.15
A411%x9'/j 90 1000 14.25 13.15 14.15

Computer Labels
Continuous fanfold, sprocket fed
Price per 1000 1000 3000 5000

70x362%xl'/iG 4.85 3.85 3.55
89x363'/i>xl'/V, 5.35 4,50 4.10
89x493Wxl'yi6 6.60 5.90 5.40

Please state no ot labels across sheet (1. 2 or 3)

Disc Storage Boxes
Price each 1+ 3+ 6+
MD1205'/4Xl20 9,95 8.95 7.60
MD1005'/ixl00 8.90 7.99 7.40
MD50 5'/ix50 6.10 5.65 4.80
MD80 3^x80 8.90 7.99 7.40
MD 180 5'/.i x 180 19.90 18,90 17.95
MD1503V/X150 20.95 19.25 18.90

Printer Stands price each
PS10 80 col 28.50 27.25 25.30
Wire 80col 11.10 9.90 8.95

SwiVel BaSeS Price each
12" 55x280x260 mm 11.90 10.40 9.60
14"55x355x320 mm 13,50 11.80 10.90

28.50 27.25 25.30
11.10 9.90 8.95

Price each

11.90 10.40 9.60

13.50 11.80 10.90

LEICESTER 0533 856622
OUT OF OFFICE HOURS (0533 85865J)

EE3lB MICRO MEDIA DEP1 AU
(no stamp required) FREEPOST

LEICESTER LE3 6ZQ

LEICESTER 0533 858932

iPERSONALl
CALLERS

OFFICE HOURS

LEICESTER - SORRY NO

PERSONAL CALLERS

POTTERS BAR - PERSONAL

CALLERS WELCOME - MICRO MEDIA
Rydal Mount. Baker St.. Pollers Bar. Herts
Mon to Fri 9.30am 3 30pm

leic Mon to fn 8 30om b JUpi

WITHIN 24 HRS

PLEASE ALLOW 5 DAYS
For guaranteed next day delivery please phone -
from C3 90 EXTRA Postage covers UK only

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE
FOR PAYMENT WITH ORDER MIN VALUE £8.90
or £1.50 HANDLING CHARGE.
FOR ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN VALUE
£15.00 or £3.00 HANDLING CHARGE.

SPRING CATALOGUE OUT NOW
PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY ^

Swivel Base

' Adjusts by
I' front dial

turns 360°

Tilt up & dovvn 25°
^ -^Interconnecting. Stackable

' MD180 5'/-j x 180 MD150 Z'fr x 150

IIWWWMIMIBmB
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View»Mac - Converts documents between MacWrite

and View, Wordwise Plus, or InterWord
View»Mac is the complete answer to
converting documents between MacWrite,
the universal format on the Macintosh, and

all the main document formats on the BBC

Microcomputer: View, View Professional (or
PipeDream), Wordwise Plus, and InterWord.

View»Mac performs all the file transfer and
conversion from the Macintosh via a serial

cable; no other software is required.

Each conversion preserves the styles and
formats of the original document, including
bold and underline, text alignment, tab
settings, headers and footers, and
paragraph formats.

Screen»Mac - Transfers graphics between the
BBC Microcomputer and Macintosh

Screen»Mac allows you to exchange bit
mapped graphics images between a BBC
Microcomputer and a Macintosh.

Applications include:

• Incorporating BBC Microcomputer screen
displays in documents created on a
Macintosh, or in HyperCard stacks.

• Using MacPaint, and other Macintosh tools,
to create graphics for BBC Microcomputer
programs.

• Transferring photographic images to a BBC
Micro using a Macintosh-based scanner.

• Using Macintosh clip art in BBC software.

BBC»Mac - Puts the BBC Microcomputer onto your
Macintosh desktop

BBC»Mac uses a BBC Microcomputer, or
Master 128, as a dedicated bridge between a
Macintosh and a BBC filing system. It is
primarily designed to provide a direct link
between BBC Microcomputers on an Econet
filing system, and a Macintosh on AppleTalk.

BBC »Mac provides:

• Direct interchange of files between the
BBC file server and the Macintosh, with

the file server treated just like an external
disc on the Macintosh.

• Printing from any station on the Econet
network to a LaserWriter or ImageWriter.

HUMANTCOM PUTER

The file exchange facility can also be used
with floppy disc or hard disc drives
attached to a single BBC Microcomputer.

AU10/89

For more information:

Human-Computer Interface Ltd, FREEPOST,
Cambridge, CB1 1BR (no stamp needed in UK).

N T l_ R FA C E ' LI M I I ED Telephone: (0223)314934. Fax: (0223)462562
Appleand Macintosh are trademarks ol AppleComputer, Inc.



level, reading in the pixel data as saved
and dividing the full width and height
into the reduced area provided by the
window. The resultant pixels are dis
played by direct screen access.

For this reason, the program will not
work in shadow mode and the new screen

containing thegraphics windowmustnot
be scrolled.

The program uses the 640times multi
plication table pointed to by &Eo &Ei
and so will not work on a Master Series

machine, as thesedo not use this pointer.

NEVER SAY
NEW AGAIN

Derek Dingle of Birmingham uses Word-
wise Plus to writefor a livingand hascome
up with an elegant way to delete one
segment rather than the whole memory.
:new in Wordwise Plus has really destruc
tive power, wiping text in all the seg
ments as well as the main text area. The

tactical answer to retaining valued seg
ment text whilst knocking out all un
wanted material in the main area is a

selective and safeguarded segment
program.

Use Wordwise Plus to write this file,
called, originally enough, deleter, and
save it onto your boot disc:
DOTHIS

PRINT" "

PRINT" "

PRINT" Are you sure y

PRINT" "
PRINT" Press DELETE to contirm,"
UNTIL GET=127

SELECT TEXT

DKLETE TEXT
RECOUNT

ah to delete teyt"

END

Without a tab command in the Wordwise

Plus language, the print" " lines are
needed to position the text on the menu
screen. Similarly, the spaces in the text
place the instructions correctly on screen.

127is the keyboard codefor the delete
key. Pressing escape puts you back into
the segment,cursor control keys have no
effect, and any other key simply repeats
the 'Are yousure youwish to delete text ?'
query, recount resets the word counter to
zero, after the text has been deleted.

You should add the following lines to
the end of your !boot file (after the
*wordwise command):

CLS

SELECT SEGMENT 7

LOAD TEXT 'DELETER"
SELECT TEXT

DISPLAY

Segment 7 is used because function key 7
already has the 'Delete Marked Text'
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HINTS&TIPS

So, when you've had enough of your
main text, pressshift-f7, pressdelete or
break as appropriate and off you go
again.If you want to delete the text in a
particular segment, simply select that
segment from the Wordwise front menu
and press shift-f7.

ADFS
WIPE

Another offering from Murray Macken
zie is a machine code version of *wipe for

ADFS users. MurraysawmyBasic version
in the December 1988 editionofHints and
Tips, and whileagreeing that it isa useful
utility for ADFS users, decided that a
more convenient version, which can be
used from any language would be one
written in machine code, which can be
kept in an ADFS library.

The listing in the yellow pages pro
vides such a program. If you run it, a
machine code file called wipe will be

created and saved to disc. This should be

placed in a library directory on anyADFS
disc from which you wish to use the
command.

To run the program, mount the drive,
and select the directory you wish to wipe
some files from, and type *wipe. The
normal list of files is presented, one at a
time, with a Y/N prompt. You should
press the Y key if you wish to wipe the
file, N otherwise, just like the DFS
version.

Provided the file is not locked, it will
be deleted.

The program works by issuing the
osgbpb 8 call which reads the filenames in

a directory. Each filename is read in turn
and printed,followed bythe Y/N prompt.
No attempt has been made to separate
files and directories but if a directory is
encountered, and it is empty and not
locked, it can be deleted just like a file.

The way the filenames are handled is
rather neat. Each name is placed in an
eleven character buffer, where it is pre
cededbya space. Immediatelyprior to the
text is the text of the word 'DELETE',
and immediately afterwards is the text
(Y/N):. This allows one routine to print
' < filename > (Y/N):', andanother to use
oscli to execute delete < filename >.

If you press N, the program continues
to offer the next file. When all the

filenames are read in, a flag is set by
osgbpb 8 and this signals the end of the

routine.If you press Y,a carriage return is
inserted after the filename, and oscli
attempts to delete the file.

The only other key recognised is
escape, which causes the program to
terminate. (The OS will then recognise
the escape key as having been pressed.)

This program was also developed on
Murray's Electron and will work on a
BBC B/B+ with ADFS, Master Series
and Archimedes BBC Emulator. There is

no reason why the program should not
alsowork on Econet, although from what
I remember, BBCNFS3.34 and 3.40 had a
bug which did not correctly return the
flag showing that the file list had ended,
and instead it wasnecessary to checkfor a
zero length filename. I believe there is no
problem with the Master ANFS.

VIEW
TIPS

Bruce Smith, fellow contributor and
former technical editor of BAU, has
always been a big fan of View but it has
taken him five yearsof using the package
to come up with this tip, which should
save some mental anguish.

If you have some notes which you wish
to leave on the screen whilst scrolling
down the page and they can be accommo
dated in one line, then a good placeto put
them is in a user-defined ruler at the top
of the page.

Simply pressctrl-f5 at the top of your
document to generate a ruler, alter the
length if you need to and then, using
overtype mode, type your note(s)over the
top of the ruler. View only seems to care
about the asterisks (which represent tab
stops) and the angle brackets(< and >) at
each end of the ruler. The other char

acters,normally full stops, can apparently
be any character other than an asteriskor
an angle bracket.

So, you can type layout notes in the
form of 'Indent 6 for subsections' or 'PB

at item 24' or a more usefulone might be,
when preparing tables, to rememberwhat
each column is when preparing a table,
for example.

As you scroll your headings off the top
of the screen, they are preserved in the
ruler as you move down.

Remember this text in the ruler is not

printed out, so if you want these notes on
paper, you must include them in the
normal text as well.
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Wordwise Plus 2
Produced with theco-operation of Computer Concepts, Wordwise Plus 2
(WW+2) is an extensionof the top-selling Wordwise Plus.

Unlike products such as Wordaid (Watford), WW+2 is not just another
Wordwise add-on. It is a complete word-processing system which offers
all the features of Wordwise Plus, and much more besides.

Most Wordwise support packages have several disadvantages. They occupy
an extra ROM socket and are often very slow. WW+2 suffers from neither
of these problems. For example, WW+2 sorts 200 addresses in about 2
seconds whereas Wordaid takes 45 minutes!

"WW+2 is superb, including all the essential commands which
were omittedfrom the original'' Acorn User, April 1989.

Just some of the features include;

• Supplied on a single chip
• Menu-driven file access
• Compatiblewith existing text files
• Over 12 new CTRL keys (eg Stringsearch, delete line)
• Mail merge and label printing
• Print multiple copies of document
• Very fast and versatile data sorting
• Runs all WW+ segment programs (but faster)
• Single key selection of text or segments
• BASIC program editor and segment program utilities
• Upgrades available
• 28 day money back guarantee
• Write or 'phone for our free information sheet.

Remember that with WW+2 you have our 28 day no-quibble
money back guarantee. Do you get that with Wordwise Plus?

Prices includeVAT, but please allow£1 postage. Make cheques
payable to "IFEL".Official orders welcome.
Wordwise Plus 2 complete £56.35
Upgrade from Wordwise Plus £37.95
Upgrade from Wordwise £47.15
Spell Master £51.00
16KsidewaysRAM £16.50

E3
0752

847286 A
IFEL

36 Upland Drive
Derriford

Plymouth PL66BD
0732 847286

Update your
word processing with

AdvancedI

FOUO
Many improvements over FOLIO

• 20 new fonts for creative DTP

• Print out several documents in one go
• Easy-to-follow manual
• Design your own fonts

Please send me Advanced Folio @ £25.00 on:

BBC • or Compact •

Please send me details of

European and Asian Folio•

All prices exclude VAT.

Private orders: Please send payment with order adding
VAT @ 15%. Cheques payable to ESM.

Name

esm

Address.

Signature.

L
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Postcode.

. Date

SOFTWARE

FOR

SCHOOLS

Send to ESM, Dept 10, Duke Street, Wisbech, Cambs PE13 2AE.

J

Emerald Publishing

An advanced user guide
by

Anne Rooney

The Advanced User

Guide helps you get the
most from Acorn

Desktop Publisher. It
offers:

fr full operating
instructions

I hints and tips
fr style guidelines
♦ explanation of layout

terms and techniques
fr how to create a wide

variety of documents
^ special layout features
fr how to exploit DTP's

powerful features fully.
This book leads you
through ownership of
Acorn DTP from

installation to becoming
an expert user.

Available now from Emerald Publishing, Dept A, PO Box 324,
Cambridge CBl 3HB. £14.95; examples disk, £3.95; p&p
included. Cheques payable to Emerald Publishing.

Laser Fonts

Helvetica
Times Roman

Presentations

A fine new range of Epson/Hewlett Packard
Download Fonts is available exclusively from
Datathorn Systemsfor Archimedes users.
Write or Phone NOW for more information.

Also available for Archimedes:
Sprite Dumps for Lasers.
Enhanced First Word Plus Printer Driver to
make full use of our fonts, dumps and forms.

Datathorn Systems Ltd.,
George House,
50 Spring Grove,
Loughton,
Essex.
IG10 4QD
01-508 4904
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A rchimedes A rchimedes Mrchimedes J% rchimedes J% rchimedes Mrchimedes
RRP SALETITLE RRP SALE TITLE RRP SALE

3D POOL . . NEWI e 19.95 £17.96 Enthar seven £29.95 £24.96

1st Word Plus E91.94 £84.95 Film Maker £79.95 £69.96

8 Bit Sound Samp, -t- Midi £224.25 £199.95 Fish £24.99 £19.96

8 Bit Sound Samp. + Mono £155.25 £139.96 Fire Ball £19.95 £17.96

8 Bit Sound Samp. + Stareo £189.75 £169.96 Flying Start 2
Freddy's Folly

£99.95 £89.96

Alerion £14.95 £11.96 £14.95 £11.96

Alpha Boso £49.95 £44.96 Fortran 77 (rolooso 2) £113.85 £99.96

Ancestry £79.95 £69.95 Fugitives Quest £29.95 £24.95

Achoton £19.95 £17.96 Gamma Plot £69.95 £59.95

Ansi C (Rolaaso 2)
ARC - PCB

£113.85 £99.95 Giant Killer £17.50 £16.96

£195.00 £175.96 Graph Box . . NEWI £79.95 £69.96

ARC - COMM £29.95 £26.95 Graphic Writer £29.95 £24.96

Arcade 3 Compilation £14.95 £11.96 Hearsay £69.00 £59.96

{Zarfcon Invasion. Mazay Man & Bounce-a-Ball) Home Accounts £49.95 £44.96

Arcondium £14.95 £11.96 Hovorbod £14.95 £11.95
(Back Gammon. Draughts. Othello & Co meet Four) IBIX THE VIKING . . NEWI £19.95 £17.95
Arch. Reloronce Manual £29.95 _ IMPRESSION . . NEWI £171.35 £164.95
Arch. Basic Compiler £99.95 £89.95 INSTIGATOR . . NEWI £49.95 £44.96

Arch. Assombly Lang. £21.95 £18.95 Intor-chort £21.85 £44.96

Arch. Operating System £21.95 _ Inter-chart - ROM £28.76 £24.95

Archtrivla £24.95 £19.95 Inter-sheet £33.35 £29.96

ARMADEUS . . NEWI £79.95 £69.96 Intor-shoot - ROM £44.85 £39.95

Arpeggio Studio 24 + £99.00 £89.96 Inter-word £33.35 £29.95

Artisan £39.95 £34.95 Inter-word - ROM £44.85 £39.95

Artisan Support D £19.95 £17.95 ISO Pascal (Release 2) £113.85 £99.96

ARTISAN 2 . . NEWI £59.95 £54.95 Jot Fighter
Logistix

£14.95 £11.95

Assembler £228.95 £199.95 £1 13.85 £99.95

ATELIER . . NEWI £99.95 £89.95 Logistix Monual Part 1 £10.00 £8.98

Autosketch . . SPECIAL OFFER £90.85 £69.95 Logistix Manual Part 2
Moilshot

£10.00 £8.95
Avon £19.95 £17.96 £39.95 £34.96

BASIC V (A dabhand mini guide)
Bumpor Disc 1 (Educational)

£9.95 £8.95 Missile Control £14.95 £11.95
£19.95 £15.96 Minotaur £14.95 £11.95

Bumper Disc 2 (Educational) £19.95 £16.96 Matrix 3 £109.25 £94.96

Conquoror £24.95 £19.96 Nominal Ledger £64.95 £64.96

Control Panel . . SPECIAL OFFER £17.20 £13.95 O/P 8. Invoicing £64.95 £64.95

Corruption £24.95 £19.96 Orion £14.95 £11.96
Creations Disc £19.95 £16.96 Ovorload . . NEWI £14.95 £11.95

Doltaboso £29.95 £24.95 Pac Mania £19.95 £17.96

DESKTOP PUBLISHER (Acorn) £171.35 £149.95 PC Emulator £113.85 £113.85

Disc Tree £49.95 £44.96 Porsonul Accountant £279.99 £249.96

Dust Cover Archimedes £14.95 £9.96 Pipedroam £113.85 £99.95
Euclid £45.OO £39.95 Plpodroom Spellcheckor £49.95 £44.95

TITLE
Pipodrearr
Prosentatii
Prosonter
Prolog
Pro Artisan . . SPECIAL OFFER
Purchase Lodger
Roaltimo Solids Modeller
Render Bender
Reporter

i 3 . . NEWI
jn System

£171.35
£49.96
£28.69

£228.85
£169.95

£64.95
£89.95
£79.95
£39.95
£19.95
£19.95
£99.95
£99.95
£33.35

£29.95
£64.95
£79.95
£69.95

£228.85
£49.95
£49.95
£44.85
£58.99
£17.95
£64.95
£24.95
£69.95
£29.95

£19.95
£14.95
£34.44
£39.95
£49.95
£33.35
£59.95
£59.80
£17.95
£23.00
£19.95

£149.95
£44.95
£24.95

£216.95
£129.95

£64.95
£79.95
£69.95

£24.95

£17.96
£17.96
£89.95

£89.95

AMAZING OFFER!!
ELECTRON ONLY

ADVENTURE

BUMBLE BEE

CYBERTRON MISSION

ELE INVADERS

FELIX EVIL WEEVILS

FELIX FRUIT

GAUNTLET

GALACTIC COMMANDER

JET POWER PACK

MOONRAIDER

RUBBLE TROUBLE

SWOOP

MAGIC MUSHROOMS

SNAPPER

INTERGALACTIC TRADER

INTRODUCTORY CASS.

STRANDED

TEMPEST

REVERSI

FRUITMACHINE

ALIEN DROPOUT

EDUCATIONAL

WHERE?

WORKSHOP

ENGLISH

BIOLOGY

Linkword ITALIAN

LISP (Piogramming Language)

BANDIT AT3

CHESS (Micro Power)
DANGERUXB

ESCAPE MOONBASE

FELIX FACTORY

FRENZY

OVERDRIVE

GHOULS

KILLER GORILLA

POSITRON

STOCKCAR

THE MINE

BOXER

GYROSCOPE

DRAW

CONSTELLATION

INVADERS

ZANY KONG JNR

DRAUGHTS

CENTIBUG

CHESS (Superior)

WORLDGEOGRAPHY

DESK DIARY

TALKBACK

Linkword SPANISH

TURTLE GRAPHICS

DISASSEMBLER

BBC ONLY
BUMBLE BEE
FRENZY
POSITRON
RUBBLE TROUBLE
SWOOP
STAR DRIFTER
MICROCOSM
DEATHSTAR
MREEI
MOONCRESTA
SPELLBINDER
PLANETARIUM
2002
SPITFIRE COMMAND
STAR STRIKER
COSMIC KIDNAP
WINGED WARLORDS
MUTANT SPIDERS
BOFIS IN THE UNDERWORLD
DRAUGHTS
REVERSAI
STRANDED
MISSILESTRIKE
STAR TREKADVENTURE
CRAZY PAINTER
LOST CITY
FRUIT MACHINE
HUNCHBACK
CRI8BAGE
FROGGY
JACK & THE BEANSTALK
WALLABY
ZANY KONGJNR
ACORNSOFT HITS 2

WELCOMETAPE
WHICH SALT?
BIOLOGY
Linkword SPANISH
DRAW

BLOCKMASTER

BANDITS AT 3
GHOULS
WIZARDSCHALLENGE
INTERGALACTICTRADER
STARFLEET ENCOUNTER
FAT MAN SAM
GYROSCOPE
ESCAPE MOONBASE
CYBERTRON MISSION
THE KETTRIOLOGY
WINTER WONDERLAND
THE ALIEN DRAGONS TOOTH
ROCKY
OVERDRIVE
STAR WARP
BMX ON THE MOON
CHESS
TEMPEST
NEUTRON
LADDER MAZE
MOON MISSION
STAR BATTLE
GALAXIANS
GIDEONS GAMBLE
COLDITZ ADVENTURE
ALIEN DROPOUT
PONTOON
SPACE FIGHTER
INVADERS
SPACE PLOT
AIRLIFT
QBERT
ACORNSOFT HITS1
EDUCATIONAL
EUROPEAN KNOWLEDGE
WORLD GEOGRAPHY
ENGLISH
Linkwotd LATIN
WHERE?

ANY 10foros,.y£9.95! («••)

DESKTOP PUBLISHING INTEGRATED OFFICE SUITE

TITLE F
Admin Extra (40T) I)
Admin Extra (80T) I)
Fleet St Editor MOT) U

Fleet St Editor (80T)
FleetSt Editor Compact
Fonts & Graphics 40

I)

U
Fonts & Graphics 80 U
Stop Press (Mas) U+H
Stop Press (B/B+) U+H
Walt Disney (40T) U
WaltDisney (80T) U

RRP SALE
14.95 11.95
14.95 11.95
39.95 29.95
39.95 29.95
44.95 39.95
14.95 11.95
14.95 11.95
49.95 41.95
49.95 41.95
14.95 11.95
14.95 11.95

TITLE

Mini Office (BBC or Ele)
Mini Office II

Mini Office II 40T

Mini Office II 80T

Mini Office II M40T

Mini Office II M80T

Mini Office II Compact

* Please add95pP&P (overseas £4.50)
*Allprices include VAT
*Goods despatched within 48 hours- Subject to

availability
* Out ofhours answerphone: 0532 436300
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F RRP SALE

C 5.95 4.75

C 14.95 11.95

D 16.95 13.95

D 16.95 13.95

D 19.25 15.95

D 19.25 15.95

21.95 17.95

FT

Rise Forth
Rise-OS
(Customer responsible for installation)

£24.95
£64.85
£69.95
£69.95

£199.95
£44.95

£44.95
£39.96
£49.96
£16.96
£54.96
£21.96
£59.95

£17.96
£11.96
£29.95
£34.96
£44.96
£29.96
£49.95
£49.95
£15.96
£19.96
£16.96

Solos Ledge
School Adrr
Sigmo She
Softv D.

Solid CAD
Sound Synth
Spollmaster
Spollmastor - ROM
Star Trader
Stock Management
Super - Dump
System Delta Plus
System Delto Plus Ref
Terramex
Thundermonk
Timowotch
Toolkit Module
Toolkit Plus
Twin
U-Connect
View 3.0
Word Up Word Down
Wordwise +
Zorch

€d.*V
scrnool
UNDER 6 YEARS Includes:
- SHAPE SNAP:Colourful shape recognition
- FINDTHE MOLE:Experiment with numbersizes
- TEDDY COUNT: Ideal introduction to numbers
- WRITE A LETTER: Creative fun at the keyboard
- COLOUR TRAIN: Playat spotting colours
- PICK A LETTER: Wordbuilding made easy
- SPELLA WORD: Enjoy namingthe pictures
-TEDDY BEARS PICNIC: Move around a maze

6-8 YEARS Includes:
- NUMBER TRAIN: Calculations madeenjoyable
- SHOPPING: Which shopsforwhich products?
- MATHS MAZE: Funimproving arithmetical skills
-TREASURE HUNT: Introduction to co-ordinates
- BOUNCE: Get to grips withangles
- PACKING: Discover tesselatingshapes
- CATERPILLAR: Word building challenge
- NUMBER 1 JUMP: Havefun practisingtables
OVER 8 YEARS Includes:
- BUILD A BRIDGE:Shape-fitting challenge
- PASSAGE OF GUARDIANS: Enjoy anagrams
- UNICORN: Firststeps in problemsolving
- LOGIC DOORS: Mapping made easy
- SOUVENIRS: An introduction to travel
- CODE BOXES: Discoverbinary arithmetic
- MYSTERY MACHINE: Havefun breaking codes
- ESCAPE: A finalcheck on progress

(PER LEVEL)
BBC/Ele CASS
BBC 5.25" DISC

RRP SALE

9.95 7.95
12.95 9.95

BEST 4 LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
BEST 4 MATHS PROGRAMS

£24.95 Each or
BUY BOTH FOR ONLY C44.95

JOYSTICKS
ELECTRON JOYSTICK

INTERFACE & SOFTWARE
£14.95

QUICKSHOT II TURBO JOYSTICK
£13.95

BUY BOTH £24.951
For use with Plus 1 or BBC

VOLTMACE DELTA 3B TWINS
£19.95

VOLTMACE 3B SINGLE
£13.95

ELITE ZIPSTICK
£10.95

COMPETITION PRO
£19.95

VOLTMACE DELTA 3S
£12.95

(tor Master Compact)

alope

ELECTRON SPECIALS
VIEW (ROM CART) £14.95

WORDPROCESSOR

VIEWSHEET (ROM CART) £14.95

BUY BOTH £21.95

LOGO (CART) £24.95

LISP (CART) £9.95

TURTLE GRAPHICS £2.95

(CASS)
BUY ALL THREE £19.95

NEW EXPANSION BOARD
BASIC - 1 CARTRIDGE PORT

VIEW + VIEWSHEET £29.95
EXTENDED - 1 CART PORT.
1 PRINTER PORT. VIEW + V-SHEET£36.95
FULL - 2 CART PORT,
1 PRINTER PORT. VIEW + V-SHEET£39.95
BEST BUY FOR THE ELECTRON YET!!

MAINS ADAPTOR £9.95
7 DIN - 3 JACKS CASS LEAD £2.65

ELECTRON USER GUIDE £3.95

ADVANCED USER GUIDE £1.95

START PROGRAMMING

WITH THE ELECTRON £2.95

RECENT RELEASES
BBC BBC BBC

or ELE Disc Somp
A Question of Sport 9.50 10.95 14.95
Barbarian 6.95 8.85 10.95
Barbarian 2 6.95 8.95 10.95
Breakthrough 6.95 8.95 —

By Fair Means or Foul 6.95 8.95 10.95
Circus Games 6.95 8.95 10.95
Exile 9.50 10.95 14.95
Ingrids Back — 11.50 _

Kourtyard 6.95 8.95 10.95
Lancelot (80T only) — 11.50
Life Of Repton 5.25 5.95 6.95
Living Daylights — 5.95 —

Phantom 5.25 9.95 9.95
Pipeline 6.95 8.95 10.95
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM
1 through 10 (each) 6.95 8.95 10.95
Predator 6.95 8.95 10.95
Repton Infinity 9.50 10.95 14.95
Skirmish 6.95 8.95 10.95
Spy Cat 6.95 8.95 10.95
Spy vs Spy 6.95 8.95 10.95
Superior Collection 1 6.95 8.95 10.95
Superior Collection 2 6.95 8.95 10.95
Superior Collection 3 (Ele) 6.95 8.95 —

Superman 6.95 8.95 —

Tank Attack 9.50 10.95
The Last Ninja 6.95 8.95 10.95
Time and Magik

— 11.50 —

Dept AUfJ'J, c/o Northwood House, North Street
Leeds LS7 2AA. Tel: 0532 436300.

Out of hours answerphone:0532 436300

We can offer attractive discounts for
all educational establishments, phone
or write for a quote.

We supply a catalogue of our entire
stock range per machine type with
every order.
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VARIOUS HARDWARE DISC DRIVESARCHIMEDES

A3000 Nowavalable £748.35

Baric Colour

A410/I £1378.85 £1631.85

A420/1 £1953.85 £220685

A44Q/1 12873.85 £3128.85

A3000 wth Triung Colour Montor

Super Pile* £860.00 II
A410/1 Colour Syalemwth 20 meg Hsid Dbc

pkja2nwgRAM
Super Pifee £1949.00 II

(ThH* two othn do not IncLea *m 10% vouch*)

0% FINANCE PLEASE

TELEPHONE

We are now giving a voucher for
10% of the value on all

NEW Acorn computers
le. A410/1 Colour £141.90

to apend on anything I

ATPL Sideways ROM Board
Cambridge ZB8 32K RAM
Cambridge 2B8 32K ROM
Cambridge ZB8 128K RAM
Cambridge ZB8 128K ROM
Cambridge Eprom Eraser
Graph Pad
Morley AA Board
Ferguson TV tuner
Vine Micros ROM Board 4

Watford 16K Disc RAM

Acorn Data Recorder

Vkjln Data Duck
Vlgin Haid Disc 30 Meg

£41.50

£18.95

£18.95

£47.43

£47.43

£37.95

E69.00U

£43.64

£55.00

£26.94

E23.00U

E13.B0U

E11.50U

E290.00U

No PSU Drives

Ahkter 40,60 400K Single
Ahkter 40/80 BOOK Dual
Cumana CSX400 Single
Cumana CDX800S Dual

Pace PSD3 Single
Pace PDD3 Dual

Single Drives 40/80T
Dual Drives 40/BOT

With PSU Drives

Ahkter 40«0 400K Single
Ahkter 40/80 COOK Duel

Cumana CS400 Single
Cum ana CD800S Dual

Pace PSD3P Single
PacePDD3P Dual

Single Drives 40/80T
Dual Dnves 40/80T

MINERVA SYSTEMS Computeck Ltd, are
now probably the major
source for second user

Acorn Hardware and

Software, at present we
have approximately
1500 items for Acorn

computers (even used
Archimedes software!)

If you buy for yourself,
your business or your
school surely it makes
sense to save money

by purchasing fully
tested used products at
keen prices.
We are able to trade in

your Acorn equipment
against almost any
computer, i.e.

Amstrad, Commodore,
Atari, Samsung, AST,
Olivetti, IBM, Philips,
etc. etc.

So Remember

System Delta*Card Index
Dekabnse (Archimedes)
System Delia Plus (Arch)
System Delta -Card Index

£58.45

E17.25U

£62.95

E39.00U

£118.95

£229.44

£138.54

£25645

£137.13

£254.86

£98.90

£191.73

Accounts Packages all 10% Dis.

CLARES MICRO SUPPLIES

Alpha Base (Archimodos)
Artisan (Archimedes)
Toolkit (Archimedes)
BiomBBC

Mac rom

Art room

Fontwiso 3.5" package

£44.94

£35.95

£35.95

£11.50

E17.25U

E13.80U

£30 59

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS

AMX Art * Paintbox E25.00U
AMX Mouse ♦ Supeiart. OS E46.00U
AMX Desk E15.00U

AMX Stop Press £33.0011

DATABASE SOFTWARE

ACORNSOFT

£131.69

£276.20

£161.95

£305.94

£161.71

£302.73

£124.68

£21659

COMPUTER CONCEPTS

£504.85

£267.37

E190.00U

£80.5011

£795. OOU

£103.5011

E300.00U

Intel-Base

Inter-Chart

Inter-Sheet

Intel-Word

Intei-Chnrt (Archimodos)
Intel-Sheet (Archimedes)
Intei-Woid (Archimedes)
Mega 3 Rom
Spel Master
Wordwise Plus

Disc Doctor

ROM podule Arch BM/Bk

£55.20

£29.44

£45.08

E34.50U

£23.00

£35.88

£35.88

£87.99

£47.19

E30.00U

E13.80U

£64.44

Master 128

Cambridge 2B8 Lap Top
Second/Ueer BBC B'a from
Master Turbo Module
Uud Archimedes A310M Basks

6502 Second Processor
BBC B.OIK

MONITORS

PhHpo BUM colour
Phlpo QOOl colour

Phipe 7502 Green
MicrovHoc 1431

Microvtec 1441

Tatung Colour Std/Ras

Mini Office disc 5.25

Mini Office disc 3.5

PRES

£12.70

£16.45

Adv. Control Pnnel £32.08

Adv. Disc Invsabgotoi £26.73
Adv. 1).-.(. TooM £32.08
Adv. Fie Manager £25.87

Al PRES products less 10%

PMS

Genie In a Box
Genie Junior

Genie Master Cartridge
Genie UtOtJes

Genie Reel Time Clock
6502C B2P Soc Processor

£71.41

£22.49

£71.41

£8.94

£26.08

£80.95

NIDD VALLEY PRODUCTS

Dkjlmouse mouse only
Dlgtnouse* Graphic
Digimouse»llust!atoi

£32.78

£35.91

£40.39

Fortran 77 Archimedes

Logo

ISO Pascal ROM
Lisp
Logbux (Archimedes)
Micios in Business

Twin (Archimedes)
View 3.0
View Index

View Plot

View Professional

ViewSheet

ViewSpel
View Store

BCPL Roms

Hi View

£69.0011

£39 00U

£55.20

£18.40

£102.46

£39.95

£30 00

£47.84

£11.96

£23.95

£79.94

£47.84

£23.00

£36.80U

£36.00

E23.50U

DABS PRESS

£275.82

£194.95

£83.65

C149.50U

E230.00U
£175.00

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC

Wight SignwiHei
Fonts foi Above

£26.94

£5.11

Master Guide Book
Vlewstoro/Sheot Book

View Guide Book

Hypoid river
Program Discs for books
Hyper Driver

£11.65

£11.65

£11.65

£19.9511

£7.14

£26.49

PRINTERS
BEEBUG SOFT

Toolkit Plus E20.70U

Help E11.S0U
Printwise Disc E20.70U

C Language E39.00U
C Stand Atone Generator £13.8011

•We slock the complete range
Beebug Soft Bl Discounted

VINE MICROS

Replay Tape lo Disc
Rom board 3

Rom board 4

Write Protect Switch

£26.91

£17.94

£26.94

£8.05

Panasonic KX P1081

Panasonic KX P1180
Panasonic KX P1082

CW»n120D

Epson LQ800
MJeroP135t
SetoshaSPIBOAl

Acorn AP100A

Epson GO3500 kaser

£149.00

£189.00

£243.80

£149.50

£539.05

£159.36

£138.00

E69.00U

We spedabein "Tracingk>~and buying
Used Hardware S Soft**™

Anythingwe fieve for
atnoef Anythingyou have.

WoStock ALLtho popular and unpopular
gomes both now and used fromas tttte as

£1.50
Theabove arepst a taw of the items wo have

Please telephone or send a SAE
forup to the minuteprices

All Prices in this Advert include VAT al f5%

Post and Packing charges CI.00 torlight
items CZ45 tormedium items. ExpensHe

products £8.50 forcourier service.
* Items marked 'V are used stock '

COMPUTECK Ltd. Dept.( AU )
Dinting Lane Industrial Estate

Glossop
Derbyshire SK13 9NU

VISA/ACCESS

telephone 04574 65953

IF YOU USE A COMPUTER

DONT FORGET TO USE

COMPUTECK

Mijas Software
«* Bringing the new toftware world to YOUR BBC Micro

The Professionals
choice for

6502 based systems.
Used in major

industrial projects.

New Issue of
Berry and Meekings

'A Book on C
£11 inc.

Mijas Small C brings source-code compatibility with high performance between
the BBC B, MASTER and ARCHIMEDES as reviewed in the September issue.

With Mijas Small C you can:-
1) Develop code for the BBC B and MASTER using any BBC C or MASTER,

and/or
2) Use the POWER of the ARCHIMEDES to compile BBC B or MASTER code

and/or
3) Use ARCHIMEDES ANSI C (not supplied) to run the SAME source-code in

native mode on your ARCHIMEDES
Mijas Small C gives near-assembler performance on the BBC B or MASTER
and saves development time when updating to the ARCHIMEDES

A complete 65(C)02 relocatable assembler and linker is included with all systems.

Now Small 'C is even faster
NEW CODE OPTIMISER for Small 'C makes many programs run THREE TIMES

FASTER. The SIEVE program now runs 24 times faster than in BASIC.
Included in new systems, upgrade cost for existing users £25+vat

Laser typesetting Version 2 Other microprocessors
Professional printing you can afford today. Our new
LASER TYPESETTING PROGRAM prints multi-window
multi-column, multi-page sheets and booklets.
Software £25+vat. Requires one of the new low-cost
Laser or similar printers with proportional fonts.
Available for the BBC B, MASTER and ARCHIMEDES.

Please state disk system when ordering for
the BBC B or MASTER series.

Development system for the Mitsubishi
740 series as well as for the 6502 and
65C12. Supports all the new addressing
modes. Mix C and Assembler.
Write software for single board
computers and other industrial
applications using your BBC B, MASTER
or ARCHIMEDES computer. £150+vat.

Full post-sales support on all systems

40

Complete System for
MASTER or BBC B

with 64K ofs/w RAM
£70+vat

Complete system for
ARCHIMEDES

includingnative-mode
compiler and optimiser

and BBC B/MASTER libraries
£80+vat

Offerprice for BOTH
of the above£90+vat

Write for full details

or order today from:-
Mijas Software
Winchester Rd.
Micheldever
Winchester
Hants S021 3DG

Tel: 0962 89 352

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989



OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS LTD 0&B* 50

BUY DIRECT FROM DISTRIBUTORS gj TT
AND IMPORTERS.
PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE OF VAT & DELIVERY (UK ONLY)

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE (0533) 877733 (24 hours)

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME 9.30-5.00 pm

TOP QUALITY BULK DISKS CERTIFIED AND

GUARANTEED

DSDD 40/48 TPI

DSDD 80/96 TPI

DSHD AT DISK

COLURED DSDD 40/48 TPI

50

£15.90

£19.50

£42.50

£26.50

RED, BLUE, GREEN, YELLOW, WHITE.

Supplied with Envelopes, Labels and Write Protectors

100 200 500

£27.50 £ 52.00 £125.00

£30.50 £ 59.00 £140.00

£80.00 £155.00 £375.00

£49.00 £ 92.00 £220.00

25

£22.50

£62.50

50

£ 42.50

£112.50

100

£ 75.00

£225.00

200

£145.00

£420.00

£3.90

£2.75

£4.50

£4.25

£4.25

£3.90

£2.90

Epson MX/FX/RX80/FX/LX800 £2.90
Most other makes of Printers Ribbons available, please call for prices.

Dust covers for above £4.50

NEC P2200

Panasonic KXP 1081

Star NL10

Star LC10

Star LC10 Colour

Star LC24-10

Shinwa CP 80 MS

£4.50

£4.50

£3.90

£3.90

£7.90

£4.50

£4.50

DATA SWITCH BOX

Available in RS232 or Centronics

2-Way £19.50 4-Way £25.50
3-Way £22.50 CrossOver£27.50

INTERFACE CONVERTERS! DUST COVERS
CONVERTERS FOR THAT DIFFICULT

CONNECTION BETWE5N SERIAL

AND PARALLEL DEVICES

SP200 Serial to Parallel £62.50

PS200 Parallel to Serial £62.50

SXP 300 Bl Directional £99.00

PRINTER STANDS

Acorn Archimedes

BBC Master 128

BBC Master Compact
Acorn A 3000

Printers 80 Col

Printers 132 Col

£8.50

£4.50

£7.50

£5.50

£4.50

£5.50

YU-S25 K/D PRINTER STAND
Made of molded plastic. Feeds and
rofolds paper underneath the printer.
takes up hardly more space than the
printer itself
YU-S25A: for 80 col. printer. £27.00
YU-S25B: for 132 col. printer. £32.50

YU-S23 PRINTER STAND

Securely holds any printers wide or small. Made
of molded plastic. £10.50

Rugged steel frame.
Height adjustable basket

(o for output paper &base
shelf for input paper.
Self assembly -
includes castors.

80 column £57.50
132 column £74.50

MOBILE PRINTER STAND Q PRINTER BUFFERS

Parallel printer
buffer memory
with copy
bypass and
reset

PB 64K 1 IN 1 OUT £ 75.00

PB 64K 2 IN 1 OUT £ 95.00

PB 256K 1 IN 1 OUT £145.00

PB 256K 1/2 IN 2/1 OUT £169.00

Quality Disks supplied with Labels

"DISK BOX OFFER"

only £3.50
WITH BULK DISK ORDERS.

CHOOSE EITHER 50 or 100 CAP BOX

DISK STORAGE BOXES

5%" 50 £6.90

5 V*" 100 £7.90

5%" 140 £9.90

3Vi" 50 £6.75

314" 100 £8.90

All Storage Boxes are with

Lock and come with 2 Keys

COMPUTER PAPER I COMPUTER LABELS

PLAIN FANFOLD PERF. EDGES

11 x9'/2" 60 gsm 2000 £16.90
A4 11%x9%" 85gsm 1000 £14.90

SELF ADHESIVE, CONTINUOUS

PACKED 2000 1,2 or 3 across

314x1'/, a" £10.90
4x1'/16" £11.90

DISK HEAD CLEANER WITH FLUID

5'/4 £2.75

COPY HOLDERS SUPER MOUSE PAD

With

adjustable
arm

80 Column

£14.50

132 Column

£19.50

Desk Top
£8.90

PRINTER CABLES

IBM PC/Amstrad/Compatible
25 PIN-36 PIN £7.50

RS232M/M £8.50

RS232M/F £8.50

CENTRONICS/CENTRONICS

£8.50

11" x 9" HIGH QUALITY MOUSE

PAD WITH NON SLIP RUBBERISED

BACKING £4.90

u
OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS LTD

OM HOUSE,
139-141 DOMINION ROAD

GLENFIELD, LEICESTER LE3 8JB
TEL: (0533) 877733 (24 hours)

FAX: (0533) 873999

ORDER BEFORE 12 noon

FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH

EDUCATIONAL, GOVERNMENT AND PLC ORDERS ACCEPTED.

TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MINIMUM ACCOUNT ORDER £25.00
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7 TECTOJOMATIC""
g Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8TQ.
f __^_ Tel: 01-205 9558 Fax: 01-205 0190 Telex: 922800

Archimedes, Computer Systems
AllArchimedes systems are fitted with new RISC OS
systems.Carriage £12/system £8/computer

Model Base Colour*

A3000 £649 £849
310 £899 £1099

410/1 £1199 £1399
420/1 £1699 £1899

440/1 £2499 £2699
R140 UnixSystem £3500

*For the colour system we offer a choice between
Acorn Colour Monitor (Philips CM8533) and
PhilipsCM8833.

R140 UNIX SYSTEM
Technomatic are authorised UNIX dealers and

have UNIX systems on display. Please arrange
for a demonstration or ask for literature.

Technomatic Special Deal
To get you going on any of the above Archimedes
systems you purchase from us, we will contribute
10% of its cost towards any additional hardware or
software purchase from us OR take advantage of
our special finance offer detailed below.

FINANCE DEALS
You can use our above discount offer to

finance vour purchase of the above systems
at no extra charcie over a 11 month period or
use it to pav towards the finance charqe for
payments spread over 24/36 months period.
Please ask for details. Technomatic is a licensed

credit broker.

Techno 410/1Upgrade Specials
3MbRAM+ 49MbHD (fitted) £799
3MbRAM + 40MbHD (fitted) £720
1MbRAM + 20MbHD (fitted) £325
(All hard drives arc with fast access times)
ThesepricesapplyonlywhenpurchasedwithArc410/1
(Yourdiscount entitlementcanbeusedtowardspayingfor
any of the above kits)

A versatile hand held scanner for Archimedes

offering four monochrome resolutions (100, 200,
300 & 400 dpi) as well as having 4 different modes
of operation to select gray scaled or monochrome
images.
Software is fully integrated with the multi-tasking
RISC OS and utilises the desktop environment to
facilitate easy incorporation of scanned images
into RISCOS compatible DTP, WP, art or
drawing package.

The scanning area is 4" wide and vertical height is
limited only by memory constraints. The image
brightness is adjustable to obtain the optimum
quality. Tone selector allows different settings for
text and photos.

Software appears as an icon on the icon bar from
where all its facilities can be accessed. Software

features include:

Variable X and Y scaling, X & Y flips, picture
cropping, colour tinting, on screen help, etc.

Scanned images can be saved as sprite file or
dragged into other applications. The images can
be dumped to a printer as a sprite using a RISC
OS printer driver.
technoSCAN complete with interface card and

manual £149(b)

Genius Digitising Tablet
Latest model of Genius GT1212A PC tablet

adapted for use with Archimedes offering 12"x 12"
working area with a accuracy of ± 0.01 resolution
up to 1,000 lpi.
Four button puck controls the cursor movement
and position, precision of movement assured by
cross hair cursor on the puck.
Optional 3 button stylus also available.
Fulldetailson request
GT121A Tablet complete with RISCOS compatible

softwareandexternal poweradaptor £259(a)
Optional3button Stylus £35(c)

EXPANSION SYSTEMS

RISCOS(305/310/440) £29(b)
Econet Module £49(c)
Ethernet Card for R140 £449(b)
Floating Processor Unit £599(b)
RAM UPGRADES

1MbRAM upgrade (A3000) £199(b)
1MbRAMupgrade(410) £149(c)
2MbRAMupgrade(420) £289(b)
3Mb RAM upgrade (410) £429(b)
FLOPPY DRIVE UPGRADE

3.5"Int Drive(305/310/410) £118(b)
ExternalDriveAdaptor £30(c)
External5.25" Drive40/80T, psu £90(b)
I/O UPGRADES/EXPANSION

Acorn Backplane (2slots) £37(c)
TechnoLog Backplane (4slots) £39(c)
FanforTcchnoLogb/plane £8(d)
I/O Podule £80(c)
MidiExpansion Card £66(c)
MidiAdd-on to I/O £37(c)
Acorn ROM podule £51 (c)
CCROMPodulc £45(c)
IEEE Interface Card £283(b)
16 bitparallel I/OCard £195(b)
Dual RS232Card £195(b)
WildVision Chromalock Board £280(b)
ArcPrototypinb Board £35(d)
Tracker Ball for Arc £59(c)

HARD DRIVE UPGRADES:

Acorn20MbHD + Controller(310) £449(a)
TechnoHD Controllerfor2 HD (310) * 209(b)
SCSI HD Controller

Internaldrivesfor 410suppliedcompletewith
mounting bracket, cables&instructions £299(b)
Techno 20Mb £179(a)
TOSHIBA 40 Mb with auto park, fast
access £329(a)
Techno40Mb £299(a) Techno49Mb £399(a)
External Hard drive for 400 Series systems and
310 with internal HD already installed Techno
49Mb2nd Ext HD (cased & psu, cables) £525(a)
Techno A300020MbHD + Controller* £429(a)
• pse check delivery

CABLES:

Arc BBCSerial Linkincsoftware £15(d)
Arc/BBC Serial Cable £7(d)
Arc PC Serial Cable £7(d)
Arc Parallel Printer lead £7(d)
Arc Keyboard Extn lead £7(d)
Arc Scart Lead £7(d)
Arc/CM8833lead with audio jack £ 10(d)
ARC Dust Cover £8.50(d)
HighQualityMouse mat £4(d)

rchimedes software

LANGUAGES & PROG. TOOLS

ANSI C/ISO PASCAL/
FORTRAN 77

PROLOG X/LISP

TWIN Editor

Archimedes Assembler

Software Dev. Toolbox

RISC BASIC Compiler (SV)

each£95(c)
each£175(b)

£27(d)
£185(b)
£185(b)

£85(c)
CharesToolkit £32(d) Clares Toolkit+ £41(d)
Acorn Desk TopPublishing £125(b)

WORDPROCESSORS

1stWord Plus £79(c) Graphics Writer £27(d)
Pipedream £89(c) P. Spellchecker £43(d)
PipcdrcamVcr3 (incSpellingchecker) £129(c)

Logistix

SPREADSHEETS

£95(c) Sigmasheet £57(c)

DATABASES

SystemDeltaPlus £57(c)
System Delta PlusProg RefManual £25(d)
ReporterVMailshot* each£33(d)
School Administrator £125(b)
Alphabase £37(d)
'Requires System Delta plus

ACCOUNT SYSTEM

Minerva'sSuite* each£54(d)
(Order Processing/SalesLedger/Stock Manager/
Purch. Ledger/Nom. Ledger)
'RequiresSystemDeltaplus
Home Accounts £41(d)

GRAPHICS/ART/CAD

ProArtisan £137(b) Artisan £30(d)
Artisan Support Disc £17(d)
Atelier £90(b) Auto Sketch £55(c)
GammaPlot £52(d) Render Bender £59(b)
Presenter £24(d) SVARC-PCB £167(b)
SVSolid CAD £41(d) SV Super Dump £20(d)
Sv RealTime Solids Modeller £75(c)

MISCELLANEOUS

PC Emulator £79(d)
HEARSAYCommsPackage £55(d)
MAYATerminal Emulator £29(d)
Control (setup utility) £13(d)
(inc VT52, ANSI, Tektronix 4034, Kermit protocols)

Arcomm £29(d) Presenter II £POA

EMULATED PACKAGES

VI EW/Viewshcet/Viewstore

Interword/Intersheet

Wordwise

GAMES

each£47(d)
each£35(d)

£20(d)

Hoverbod/Missile Control each £12(d)
Orion/Freddie'sFolly/JetFighter each £ 12(d)
Fugitive Quest/Rise inCrime/Overload each £26(d)
Zarch £15(d) Conqueror £24(d)
Enthar Seven £29(d) Minotaur £9(d)
Clares3Pack £12(d) Viking £17(d)
Thundcrmonk £12(d) Corruption £20(d)
Pacmaria £16(d) Terramex £16(d)

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

We can provide attractive discounts to Education
Authorities, Schools, Colleges and Health
Authorities. Simply phone us or write, outlining
your requirements, and we will supply a nnntation

+f 4-1-11111111111111111111 u 1111111111 mr;



/ Technomatic /
Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8TQ. Tel: 01-205 9558 Fax: 01-205 0190

MASTER SERIES

AMB15 Master 128 £439(a)
The Master package includes: View Word processor
and Viewsheet spreadsheet software and EITHER
Educational!Fun software bundle with
STARdataBASE package OR A 200K 40T DS single
drive TS200. Please specify your choice.

ADC06 Turbo 65C102 Module £115(c)
ADF10 Econet Module £49(c) Acorn Rom Catridgc £13(d)
ADJ22Ref Manual I £14(c) ADJ23Ref Maualll £14(c)
TRC3232K RAM Cart. £15(d) Master Dust Cover £4.75(b)
Universal CoProc Adapter £49(b)
BBC Domesday System £2,500(2Xa)

ECONET ACCESSORIES

Stacking Filestore EOIS
Filestore Hard Disc E40S

Filestore Hard Disc E60S

Econet Starter Kit

Econet Socket Set

FileServer LevelII

£999(d)
£899(a)

£1199(a)
Econet Bridge
Printer Server Rom

£75(b) 10 Station Lead Set
£41(d)

Master FS Utility Disc £17.25(d)

Ml LTI I/O Podule

A low cost card provides: Video Digitiser, Sound
Sampler, a full RS232 interface, 3 ROM skts &
Joystick interface within RISCOS environment.
Details on request. £117(b)

a i; i) a

ARCHIMEDES EXTERNAL

DRIVE ADAPTOR

Technomatic's AEDA provides a reliable external
disc drive adaptor with a variety of novel features.

•*• It is designed for easy and neat installation and
takes only a few minutes to instal. Rear fixing
plate is supplied in two halves so as not to
interfere with existing expansion boards or those
likely to be installed in future.

* It is fully buffered and allows up to three
external drives (3.5" or 5.25") to be connected.

* Externally located toggle switch allows
selectingeither internal or external drive as drive
0 or drive A. This feature is particularly useful
when booting up from the external drive is
required.

* AEDA is supplied configured for one internal
and up to three external drives. On board options
allows for reconfiguration to two internal and two
external drives.

+ Other on board options allow setting 'disc
eject' from the keyboard if the drive is capable of
this facility.

Technomatic AEDA £30(c)

MASTER COMPACT ADD-ONS

128K RAM, 640K 3.5" DS Drive + Educ software
and our bundled Educ/Fun package included

EntrySystem £310(a)

with12" MonoMonitor £375(2 Xa)

with 14"Col Monitor £475(2 Xa)

2nd Drive Kit £90(c) Serial Kit £25(d)
Mertec Adaptor £35(c) TV Modulator £26(d)
Ext Drive Adaptor £9(d) Printer Lead £7(d)

TECHNOMATIC DISC DRIVES
A range of high quality high performance drives to meet the needs of all BBC Micro Users.
*A11 drives are fitted with high quality slim line ultra low power mechanisms capable of single and
double density operation and offering fast track access and head setting times.
*5.25" floppy drives are fitted with 40/80 track switches as standard at no extra cost. The switches are
located in the front and clearly marked to indicate the status at a glance.
*A11 drives fitted with all necessary leads and are ready for operation on unpacking. The drives with
the mains power supply are supplied with a mains lead fitted with a suitably fused 13A moulded plug.
*Our plinth drives have been thoughtfully designed and provide a choice of two 5.25" drives or a
combination of 5.25" and 3.5" drives.

5.25" Single Drives 40/80 switchable:
TS400400K/640K

PS400 400K/640K withintegral
mainspowersupply
5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:
TD800 800K/1280K

PD800 800K/1280K with
integral mains power supply

PD800P 800K/1280K with
integral mainspower supply and
monitor stand

PD800 Case with psu & data cable

PD800P Case with psu & data cable

PS4O0/PS351 are Compact/Archimedes compatible.

PD800/PD352/PD853 areArchimedescompatible.

TS 400

£80(b)

£90(b)

£160(a)

£170(a)

£185(a)

£42(b)

£75(a)

WINCHESTER DRIVES

Most popular range of Winchesters for BBC at
competitive prices.
Single Winchesters, housed in attractively styled
metal enclosures in BBC matching beige colour
are fan cooled and powered by switch mode
power supply for quiet, efficient and reliable
operation.

Winchester/floppy combination drives, housed in
our elegant plinth housing.

To get the most from the Winchester, the
following utilities are installed on the drives:

* TREE PLAN: A utility to create an organised
directory structure and display it on the screen or
dump it to a printer.
* Formatter and verify program.
* For Master users our popular front end utility
to display the entire contents of the drive in icon
format. Files can be loaded simply by pointing at
the icons.

P30HD 30Mb Winchester £410(a)
P304HP* 30Mb Winchester +

640KDS40/80T floppy £609(a)
'(mounted in plinth type casing)

Larger drives available onrequest.

UPGRADE KITS

1.20SROM

DNFSROM

BASIC II ROM

£15(d) ADFSROM

£19(d) 1770DFSKit

£22.50(d) EconetKit

RAM/ROM EXPANSION

£26(d)

£49(d)

£55(d)

ATPL Board for Model B. Simple
to instal, no soldering. Allows
expansion to 15Roms +2*8K RAMS £37(c)
ATPL Battery backup kit £18(d)

3.5" 80TDS Drives:

TS351 single 400K/640K

PS3513.5" single drive with
integral mains power supply
in a 5.25" case.

TD352 Dual 800K/1280K

PD352 3.5" dual drive with
integral mains power supply
in a 5.25"case.

Combo Drives (5.25" & 3.5" drives)
PD853 with integral psu
PD853P with integral psu
(Combo drives in plinth mounting).

DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER
For Master, B,B+ and any DFS/ADFS
TDM2 Two computers/one drive unit
TDM4 Four computers/one drive unit

PD 800P

£69(b)

£95(b)
£126(a)

£139(a)

£180(a)
£205(a)

£65(b)
£115(b)

3M I LOPPY DISCS

5.25" Discs in packs of 10
74440TSSDD

745 40T DSDD

74680TSSDD

747 80T DSDD

(Add £1 for library case packing)

3.5" Discs in packs of 10
80TSSDD £10.00(d)
80TDSDD £11.75(d)

£6.50(d)
£7.00(d)

£12.00(d)
£11.00(d)

IH'I.K DISCS

50 5.25" 40 T single sided discs with sleeves
'n lockablebox. £20(b)
50 5.25" 80 T double sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box. £25(b)

403.5"80TDSDiscsin lockablebox £38(b)

FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD CLEANING KIT

5.25"Kit with 20disposable discs £14.00(d)
3.5"Kit with 20disposable discs £14.75(d)
Conventional DriveHeadCleaning Kit £4(d)
(psespecify 3.5"or 5.25")
DISC STORAGE BOXES

DB340 Lockable40 x 3.5" £6(c)
DB380 Lockable80 x 3.5" £7(b)
DB550Lockable 50 x 5.25" £6(c)
DB100Lockable 100x 5.25" £7(b)

EPROMS/RAMS

2764-25 £2.80
27128-25 (12.5vVpp) £4.50
27512-25 £9

Thesepricessubject tochange

27256-25

27128-25 (21vVpp)
6264LP-15

(Carriage code d)

£6
£6

£6

u-i 111111111111111111111111111111111111111 n
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PRINTERS & PLOTTERS MONITORS

EPSON

LX800 £145 LQ500 £245
FX850 £285 LQ850 £405
FX1050 £395 LQ1050 £569
EX800 £429 LQ2550+ £919

GQ3500 Laser £1199

NATIONAL PANASONIC

KXP1081incl Master Lead £139
KXP1124 £269 KXP1540 £435

INTEGREX

132 Inkjet Colour
COLOURCELLInkjet

PLOTTER

Hitachi 672XD A3 4 col
PlotmateA4S

PlotmateA3M

£515

£2750

£409

£379

£549

Roland A3 FLATBED PLOTTERS
DXY880A £510 DXY1100 £625
DXY120O £865 DXY1300 £1025
AUaboveitemsare carriage (a).

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

£79(d)
£49(d)

SERIAL INTERFACES

Epson 8143 £32(d) Epson 8148 (8K buffer)
NatPanKXP17 £39(d) Taxan

RIBBONS

LX80/86/800, MX/RX/FX80/85/800/850
MX/RX/FX100, FX105/1000/1050
LQ500/800/850
LQ1000/1050, EX800/1000 (Black)
EX800/1000
LQ2550.JX80
StarLClO/NLlO, NatPan KXP1081
LC10 Colour
Taxan 810/815/910/915
Integrex Black Cartridge
Integrex Colour Cartridge
Juki 6100

£4(d)
£6(d)
£5(d)
£8(d)

£16(d)

£13(d)
£4(d)

£6.50(d)
£5.75(d)

£10.50(d)
£16(d)

£1.80(d) Brother HR15/20 £4(d)
HI80Pens (4) (Aqueous or Oil Based)
HitachiPens (6) Aqueous £18.50(d)
Colouroption EX800/1000
CUT-SHEET FEEDERS
LX800 £70(b) LQ500
FX7LQ/800/850 £135(b) FX/LQ1000/1050
EX800 £150(b) EX1000/LQ2500
StarLCIO £55(b) Brother HR20

TRACTOR FEEDS
LQ800
LQ850

£44(b) LQ1000
£70(b) LQ1050

PRINTER STAND

£6.90(d)
Oil£25(d)

£35(d)

£75(b)
£179fa)
£210(a)
£229(a)

£55(b)
£85(b)

A new style printer stand with easy paper feed and
paper seperation, provides complete access to
paper. Can be used with' both top and bottom
paper feed. Very space efficient. £26 (b)

STAR

LC10

LC24-10

£149 LClOCol

£269 NB24-10

£199

£449

TAXAN

KP815 £155 KP915 £275

P2200

NEC

£269 P6+

P7+ £579

HP

Laserjet Series II Laser
Deskjet

£439

£1349

£520

BUFFERS & SHARERS

TSB 256 Auto Sharer/Buffer
256K buffer with 3 input ports. Each port
scanned automatically every 10 sees until data
found. PAUSE, COPY and RESETFacitilies.
Full spec on request. £169(a)
Smart Printer Buffer 256K

256K parallel buffer with facilities for 256 copies,
PAUSE, RESET& SELF-TEST £149(b)
Compact Two Way Switch
A economical solution for connecting two computers to one
printer orone computer totwo printers. Easily attaches to the side of
compute ormonitor (sperify parallel orserial) £19(c)

Manual Printer Sharers:

(All lines are switched).
2computers toone printer
3computers toone printer
4computers toone printer
2computers to1or2printers

Parallel Serial
83(C) £23(c)
"0(c) £30(c)
"6(c) £36{C)
W9(c) £49(c)

Cablesetsforabovesharersavailableforallpopularcomputers
BBC Computer Sharer: TCS26
1computer to2printers fitted with BBC cable £15(c)

Parallel Printer Leads

BBC/Master (1.2m) £5(d) BBC/Master (2m) £7(d)
Archimedes (2m) £7(d) Compact (1.2m) £7(fd)
Paper & Labels
Plain fanfold paper with microperforations:
2000sheets:9.5"xll" £ll(b)

14.5"xll" £18 (£4.50)

1000sheets: A480gsm £ll(b)
A490gsm £12(b)

500 Loose A4 plain sheets £3(c)
50 sheets Art paper 115gsmA4 £3(c) A3 £5(c)
100sheets A40HP film £45(b)
Labels/1000

Single Row 3W x l7/ie" £5(d)
Double Row 3W x P/ie" £5(d)
Triple Row 27/W' x P/ie" £5(d)

12", 14" and 20" MONITORS
Microvitec 1431

StdRes,14" £175(a)
Microvitec 1431AP

Std Res + PAL/Aud, 14" £199(a)
Microvitec 1451

Med Res, 14" £219(a)
Microvitec 1451AP

MedRes + PAL/Aud,14" £255(a)
Microvitec 1441

Hi Res, 14" £359(a)
DustCoverforMicrovitec 14" monitors £5.50(d)
Philips 8833 14" RGB

Med Res, 14", high contract screen,
TTL/Linear input, Mono/Colour
Switch Stereo Sound Input.
Separate controls for brilliance and
contrast. £209(a)

Touchtec501 £239(a)
Acorn Philips
14"ColourMonitor £199(a)
Microvitec 2030CS

20" Standard Resolution RGB/
Comp Video £380(a)
Microvitec 2040CS
20" High Resolution RGB/Comp
Video £675(a)
TAXAN SUPER VISION 625

12" Super Hi Res and contrast RGB
Monitor with option to switch to
mono BBC/IBMcompatible. £269(a)
TAXAN 770+

MultiSysnc Autoscan 14", ideal for
utilising te hi res modes on
Archimedes. Our price includes a
tilt&swivel stand £429(a)
VIKING II

19" Hi Res white screen monitor for
CAD applications c/w Tilt & Swivel
stand £849(a)
CM1686 16"

Hi Res colour monitor for use with
hi res modes on 400 series. Res:
1280 x 1024. Complete with tilt &
Swivel base £1499(a)
MONOCHROME MONITORS

PHILIPS 7502

HiResgreen screen £72(a)
PHILIPS BM 7522

Hi Res amber screen £79(a)
Tilt & Swivel Stand for PhilipsMono £6(c)

MONITOR ACCESSORIES

Microvitec Swivel Base
(14" plastic monitors) £10(c)
MonitorStand ModelsB&B+ £10(c)
Monitor Stand Master £13(c)
Double Tier Stand Models B,
B+or Master £24(b)
Taxan RGB Lead £7(d)
MicrovitecLead £4(d)
Monochrome BNC/Phono Lead £4(d)
Copy Holder SelfSupporting A4 £l5(c)
General purpose tilt and swivel
standfor 12" and 14" Monitors £12(b)

MODEMS & SOFTWARE

MIRACOM WS4000 V21/V23

MIRACOMWS3000 V22

MIRACOM WS3000 V22bis

PACE LINNET V21/23

£115(b) Termulator(B/B+)
£275(b) Termulator.(M)
£395(b) MAYA(B/B+/M/Arc)
£129(b) CommstarII(B/B+/M)

All modems carry aBABTApproval

£25(d)
£35(d)
£49(d)
£28(d)

I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I.I I I I I I I I I I I 1+4-
Allpricesex VATand subject tochange without notice. See page 6for CarriageCharges.
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BBC FIRM/SOFTWARE
INTEGRATED PACKAGES

MEGA3 ROM £76(c)
Three ROMS in one

Interword/Intersheet/Interchart

MINI OFFICE

The most economical package you can buy.
DiscforModelB&B+ £14(d)
Discfor Master £16(d)
Disc forCompact £19(d)
(please specify 40 or 80T Disc)
ROM Version (B,B+ ,M&C) £43(c)

WORD PROCESSORS

Acorn View Professional £50(c)
VIEW2.1 £35(d)
VIEW3.0 £45(c)
Double ViewDisc £15(d)
ViewPrinter Driver £9(d)
WORDWISE £24(d)
WORDWISE PLUS £38(d)
INTERWORD £36(d)
SPELLMASTER £42(d)
EDWORDII £39(c)
WYSIWYGPLUS £15(d)
(What You SeeIs What You Get)

Ascreen andprinter utility ROM

DATABASE SYSTEMS

Viewstore

Overview (forMaster orCompact)
InterBase

STARdataBASE

SPREADSHEETS

£36(d)
£65(b)
£49(d)
£29(d)

Viewsheet £36(d)
Windomatic £15(d)
(utility torelease the power ofViewsheet)
Intersheet £37(d)
Interchart £25(d)

LANGUAGES

Acornsoft C

Acorn MicroProlog
ISO PASCAL

ISO PASCAL SAG

Oxford Pascal (B,B + )
Oxford Pascal (M)
Logotron Logo

£29(d)
£49(d)
£51(c)
£30(d)
£32(d)
£32(d)
£49(c)

NOVACAD(B,B+,M)

NOVACAD T/M Version

NOVACAD + Plotter DG

Plotter Driver Generator

TechnoCAD

£39(d)
£49(d)
£12(d)
£99(c)

MARCONI TRACKER BALL

RB2Stand Alone £49(c)
(Specify ifAMX compatibility reqd)
RB2 with Pointer Rom (M) £59(c)
RB2with Icon Master (B,B + ) £59(c)

UNIVERSAL DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM

A set of three packages to meet the needs of
any software developer for assembling,
disassembling and emulating codes for over 30
processors. Packages arc structured to work
with new processors.

META Assembler £90(b)
META Disassembler £90(b)

COMMUNICATIONS

Termulator(B,B+) £25(d)
Termulator(M.C) £35(d)
MAYA Terminal Emulator £49(d)
(Disc with ROM Image (B.B+, M.C.A)
MAYA Terminal Em. ROM £7(d)

PRINTER UTILITIES

Dumpmaster ROM £26(d)
(screen dump utility for avariety ofprinters incl colour printers)
Screen Print (apowerful printer dump utility)
Black& White £25(d)
Colour £25(d)
Please specify STAR or other
Printmaster £24(d)
(Versatile utility for Epson printers)
WYSIWYG plus £15(d)
Printer drive for any printer, compatible with View, WW,
Interword. On Screen display ofthe actual typestylcs/fonIschosen.

UPGRADES

ADFS ROM

1770 DFS Kit

DNFS ROM

1770 DFS ROM

1.2 OS ROM

BASIC II ROM

£26(d)
£49(c)
£17(d)
£15(d)
£15(d)

£22.50(d)

BBC PUBLICATIONS EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

PRIMARY EDUCATION

Astronomy £8(d)
ComputersAt WorkAud/Disc £16(c)
PictureCraft £17(d)
IntroducingGeography £15(d)
The Hallof Mirrors £13(d)
Geordie Racer £12(d)
BirdSpy £8(d)
MathsAud/Disc £12(d)

SECONDARY LEARNING

Technology &Design Pt 1 £21.50(c)
ElectricFields £8(d)
'A'Level Statistics £19(d)

'A'Level Geography £13(d)
Inside InformationProg/Cass £10(d)

Book £8(d) Aud £5(d)
Open Learning Pack D/Aud/Bk £36(b)
ScienceTopic (ST): WAVES £7(d)
ST: RELATIONSHIPS £7(d)
ST: BONDING £7(d)
ST: ElecMag. Spectrum £7(d)
ST: Electronic in Action £7(d)
ST: Newton & The Shuttle £9(d)
ST: ECOLOGY £9(d)
ST: POLYMERS £9(d)
ST: Classif.& PeriodicTab £10(d)
ST: Food & Population £10(d)
SecScience(SS) Microtech £7(d)
SS: Mole Concept Disc/Aud £10(d)

TIME WARP for Models II & B +

Upgrade your model B or B+ computer to
provide real time and date information at any
time. Time Warp with battery back up fitted as
standard simply plugs into the User Port. Demo
Software on Disc includes a diary/planner
application. £29(d)

SPARE PARTS

BBCB/B+ PowerSupply £65(b)
BBCB keyboard £52(b)
BBCB Keyboard Connector £4.75(d)
BBCB/B+ Video ULA £18(d)
BBCB/B+SerialULA £12(d)
KeySwitchB,B + ,M £1.75(d)
(pse specify original type)
UHF Modulator £4(d)
16MhzXtal £2.50(d)
17.734MHz Xtal £2.50(d)
6502A £5.50(d)
4816RAM (B) £2(d)
Master psu £59(b)
Master Keyboard £62(b)
Keyboard Connector set (M) £5(d)
1MbOS ROM M £39(d)
CF30060ULA(M) £10(d)
CF30047ULA £15(d)
ULA (512) £34(d)
ULA (6502 &Z802nd Proc) £28(d)
PowerSupply(2nd Proc) £42(b)
ARC Keyboard Assy £85(b)
Arc PowerSupply £65(b)
Mouse £49(c)
Drive Cable £5(d)
Keyboard CurlyCable £22(c)
WindowMoulding £6(d)
41464 £8(d)
Ifthe parts you needare notlistedaboveplease call us)

MISCELLANEOUS

Single Drive Case (no psu) £ 10(d)
Dual Drive Case (inc cable/psu) £42(b)
PlinthCase(inccable/psu) £95(d)
DriveData CableSingle £5(d)Dual £6(d)
DrivePowerCableSingle£3(d)Dual £4(d)
Econet Cable5pinDIN/5 pin DIN £3(d)
ROM Extraction Tool £2(d)

EPROM ERASER

UVIEraser: Compact eraser in smart case, can
erase six eprom at a time. Safety cut out switch
ensures no exposure to UV rays when the carrier
tray isdrawn out. £47(c)
UV1T Easer: As above but with a built-in timer

so that you do not have to worry about over
exposureand damagingthe eproms. £59(c)

GENERAL

Vu-Type £7.50(d)
Vu-Type Professional £19(d)
White Knight Mk II £16(d)
(psc specify Compact or1770DFS)
Battlefields Cass £5(d)
Espana Viva Disc £19(d)
Book £6.95(d) Disc/Aud (2) £7(d)
Black Queen (1770DFS) £13(d)
Bismark(1770DFS) £13(d)
Codes: Cass: Program on Cassette. Aud: Audio
Cassette. Discor no Code: Program on disc
Above Programs are suitable for BBC B. B+ & Master

All software in this advertisement has been tested to work with appropriate Acorn Disc Filing Systems only and we are unable to comment on
compatibility with any other filing system. It will be the buyers responsibility to verify such compatibility.

ii iii i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiii i i ii ii i| | | | | |
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An easy to use CAD system
with pop up menus providing a user
friendly interfaceat all stagesof operation.
Input can be configured for keyboard, mouse or tracker ball. Only three keys to input
all commands if input from keyboard.

Virtually no limit to the sizeor complexity of the drawing that can be created. Powerful
zoom facility allows a A0size drawing to beviewed from single screen or a single screen
can be enlarged to AO size. Continuous panning across a drawing by specifying co
ordinates.

Lines, arcs and circles can be drawn with ease and in user defined colour and thickness.
These can be modified at any stage of drawing.

User definable grid and scale, together with on screen display of dimensions, and co
ordinates enable easy and accurate drawings.

Multi layering capability with 8 levels allows superimposition of drawings.
Powerful icon utility allows any shape or drawing to be saved to a library as anicon.
Icons can be recalled from the library and placed anywhere on the screen drawing at
required scale and orientation.

Toolkit program allowscustomisation of files, utilities and peripherals.
* Drawings can be scaled on screen to suit the plotter or printer in

use. A maximum resolution of 0.01mm is available. Pre-
configured drivers for many popular plotters and a driver

generator for any BBC compatible plotter is included.
Printer drivers for Epson 9 pin and 24 pin printers

are included as standard as is the facility for
installing drivers for other printers. Printers

/ill output in landscape or portrait format.

No VAT Carriage Code (c)
LANGUAGES

6502 Assy Lang Prog £10
6502 Programming £8
8086 Book £23.95
Acorn FORTH £8
Acorn LISP £8

Acorn ISO Pascal Rcf Manual £8
BASIC ROM User Guide £9.95
30Hr BASIC £7.50
Intro to COMAL £8
Master Reference Manual I £14
Master Reference Manual II £14
Micro Prolog Rcf Manual £8
BBC MICRO GUIDE BOOKS

Inside Information £8.95
Maths Prog in BBC Basic £5.95

ARCHIMEDES

Archimedes Reference Manual £29.95
Arc. Assy. Lang. Prog £14.95
Inside Autosketch £12
Operation Archie £14.95

PROGRAMMING/UTILITY

Advanced Sideways Ram User Guide £8
Advanced User Guide (BBC) £15.95
New Advanced User Guide ..£19.95
Assy. Lang. Prog. BBC • £10.50
Mastering Assembly Code £6.00
Mastering Interpreters & Compilers £10.00
Master Operating System £6.95
Mastering View, Viewsheet & Viewstore £8.00
View by B. Smith Dabhand £8.00
View 3.0 Manual £8.00
Viewstore Manual £8.00

+-|-HH-H-H4-|-H+f-r-
V\ l"-.Ml<KiiliiiTt Ic.rli: . ft !'..,- I •..,-;.

The best feature of technoCAD is not its out
standing performance, not its unique ability to
allow creation of complex icons, not the quality of
output from printers or plotters. The best feature
is the unprecedented ease with which it can be
mastered. With easy to use single key commands
limited to three keys, pull down menus and a clear
and concise, easy to read manual, tcchnoCAD is
truly the system any one can use.
technoCAD will meet the needs of most
professional applications and is an ideal
tool for teaching CAD in technical schools, CDT
departments and colleges.

.-

draw
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icons
attribute
pan

files
hard copy
set up
block del
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restart
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House
CBP 7/7/88

Viewsheet User Guide £8.00
Wordwise Plus £5.00
Understanding Interword £5.00

SOUND'& GRAPHICS
Computer Graphics & CAD Fundamentals £5.00
Mastering Music £5.00

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS

Advanced Disc User Guide £15.00
Disc Programming Techniques £7.00
File Handling on the BBC £7.00
Practical Disc File Techniques £4.00
Mastering the Disc Drive £5.00
Mastering DOS plus £9.00

APPLICATIONS

The Software Business £2.50

Sitt
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MAIL ORDER & RETAIL

Techno House

468 Church Lane

London NW9 8TQ.

Tel: 01-205 9558

Fax: 01-205 0190

BOOKS

1-2-3 For Business £20.95

1-2-3 Tips, Tricks &Traps 2nd £19.95
80286/80287 Progs Ref Man £17.00
8087 Applies. & Programming £19.10
ABCof WordPerfect 5 £16.95
ABC's of 1-2-3 £16.95

ABCsofAutocad! '. £20.95
AdvancedCTechniques& Apple £19.95
Advanced MS DOS (Microsoft) £22.95
Advanced Ventura £21.95

C ProgrammingLanguage 2 Ed £24.95
CThe Complete Reference £21.95
dBASE IV Essentials £14.80

dBASE IV Handbook 3rd Ed £19.95

dBASE IV Quick Ref £6.95

dBASE IVTips. Tricks &Traps £20.45
DOSComplete Reference £21.95
DOSPowcrTools £39.95

DOS Programmers Reference £22.95
EverymansPrimer dBASE IV £16.50
How to Run a Hard Disc PC £18.45

Inside AutocadV 2.6 REL9 £32.45

Inside Autosketch £13.95

Inside Xerox Ventura Publisher £18.45

LotusAgenda £12.95
Managingyour Hard Disc £20.95
Mastering 1-2-3 2nd Ed £19.95
MasteringAutocad 2nd Ed £28.95
Mastering Framework II £22.95
MasteringSymphony4th Edition £24.95
Mastering Ventura £21.95
MasteringWordPerfect5 £19.95
MS-DOSEncyclopedia to 3.2 £95.00
MS-DOS Users Guide 3rd Ed £20.95

NetworkingIBM PC2nd Ed £18.45
PC Magazine DOSPowerTools £39.95
Peter Norton's DOS Guide £17.35

PostscriptLanguage Rcf. Man £21.95
Power of Turbo Prolog £12.00
Programmers Guide to Windows £23.95
PublishingPowerwith Ventura £25.95
RS232 Solutions £18.95

SmartTips. Trick &Traps £22.45
Turbo G Complete Reference £24.95
Turbo Pascal Complete Refer £21.95
UNIX-ThcBook £9.95

UNIX The Complete Reference £22.95
Upgrading& Repairing PCs £22.95
Using I-2-3 Special Edition £21.95
UsingExcel £19.95
Using Multimate Advant 2nd Ed £18.45
UsingPagemaker on the IBM £22.95
Using Ouattro Prof Spreadsheet £21.95
UsingSidekick Plus £21.95
UsingSmart £21.45
UsingVentura Publisher £22.95
UsingWordPerfect5 £19.95
Using WordPerfect W/Book & Disc £27.45
Ventura Tips & Tricks £19.95
Wordpcrfect Advanced Tcchnqs £17.95
WordPerfect 5 Desk Companion £22.95
Wordpcrfcct Tips/Tricks/Traps £19.95
dBASE III Plus H Book 2nd Ed £20.95

We have, many more books instock. Please ask fordetails.
So VATon books£2.50 P&P.

For fast delivery telephone
your order 011*01-205 9558
using VISA/Access Card

All prices ex VAT
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Courier)
(b) £3.50
(c)£1.50
(d) £1.00

M J
Orders welcome from

government dents, &
educational establishments

NOVACAD

Computer Aided Draughting
System

Novacad can drive a plotter toproduce drawings ofhighest quality...
Novacad is excellent. It is flexible, genuinely easy lo operate
wilhoutmuchpractice.andapleasuretouse. Beebug Dec 86
A sophisticated CAD package with unique
facilities. Thousands of Novacad packages are
being used in widely differing fields ranging
from industries for producing engineering
drawings to accountants offices for producing
flow charts. Architects, engineers, plumbers,
kitchen planners and many other professions
requiring easy to use facilities for producing
high quality output are making extensive use
of Novacad's unique features. Novacad is
proving to be an invaluable teaching aid in
technical schools simply because of the ease
with which it can be used.

Novacad is compatible with all models fitted
with Acorn DFS. Hardware requirements can
be minimum; single drive and FX80
compatible printer are enough to get started,
though its performance is enhanced
considerably by use of 6502 2nd processor,
dual drive and to a degree with B+ and
Master's shadow ram.

The major features offered are:
* Simple and easy to use with logical command

sequence.

* A large drawing area (approx 15screens)
* Unique ability to create complex icons made

up of upto 500 lines instead of the usual 15 to
20 pixels, store them in a library and recall
them at different scales and orientations.

* Zoom facility.

* Create multi level drawings.

* Text entry at any 90° orientation anywhere on
. the screen.

* Grid scaling and locking, displacement
measurements.

* Printer routine for FX80/100 compatible
printers

* Cursor control from keyboard/tracker ball/
mouse.

Plotter driver generator available as an optional
utility, configures a routine for any BBC
coompatiblc plotter. Pre configured routines for
popular plotters like Epson HI80, Hitachi,
Plotmate arc included. Drawings can be scaled to
maximumm plotter size.
NOVACAD T/M Version £49(d)
NOVACAD T/M + Plotter DG £61(c)
Plotter Driver Generator £15(d)
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EnromRvter

♦Highlysophisticated & Advanced Programmer
'•All current single rail eproms handled
•State of the Art Programming Algorithms

^cc**8*

%
\

EpromRyter is a powerful eprom programmer
designed for use with the BBC Master Computer.
It takes full advantage of the latest developments
in the eprom technology and the extra facilities on
the Master to provide fast, simple and efficient
programming and editing facilities.

The software is totally menu driven and on
screen help messages make the programming
simple for both specialists and novices alike.

The EPROMRYTER interfaces with the
Master through 1MHz bus. It is mains powered
with its own psu. 3M Textool zif socket has been
fitted to ensure consistent and reliable service

over long periods.

1 The single rail eproms handled by the EpromRyter are: '
I §2716273227642712827256275122751327011 I
1 2516 2532 2564 (NM0S& CMOS)
I • One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc. |
I • AlsoA suffix epromssuchas 27XXXA 1

£89(b) + VAT

EI'ROMKKII

A proven Eprom programmer for BBC Model B
and B+ with thousands in use in industry,
educational and R&D establishments. It offers
many of the powerful features of the EpromRyter
and can program all single rail eproms upto 27256.
Full details on request. £89(b)

This advertisement can only show an example
of the range of products stocked by
Technomatic. So send for our latest BBC
catalogue providing detailed information and
Prices on BBC Computer Systems,

eripherals, Software and Books. To obtain
your free copy please complete and return the
coupon below.
Technomatic is an authorised BBC
Computer and Econet Referral Centre
providing a professional and reliable service
to the BBC user.

NAME

ADDRESS.

.PostCode

9/89

Return to Technomatic Ltd, Techno House,
468 Church Lane, London NW9 8TQ.

All nrice.M"\ VAT and suhiect tochanue «ithoni notice. Sec nave ft for Carrltue t'ha



LINGENUITY'S SCSI interface card for the
Archimedes and A3000

• Up to 75% fatter than the standard Acorn ST508 20MB Hard Drive upgrade. In more
detail SCSI allows considerably (aster Data transfer from computer to device over the
conventional ST standard devices, be It a Hard Drive, Tapestreamer, CD ROM or any
other SCSI device.

• Acorn compatible tiling system. RISCOS envlroment Is Identical to Acorn with allSCISFS
commands behaving Inthe same way as ADFS and NETFS. All SWI calls within SCSIFS
are as detlned by Acorn.

• Upto 7 Devices per SCSI Interface card, Amaximum ot tour ot these can be HardDrives
(ADFS limitation) other devices can be added.

• CD ROM compatible lor large data storage In this exciting new technology. Driver
software Is currently under development and will be available shortly. Please contact
Ungenulty fordetails andlatestavailability.

• Other SCSI devices are being looked at and software will become available for the
following: Tapestreamres, Printers, Scanners andothers as they become avalalable.

• No limit to size of disc. The Hitachi chip used on ST506 Hard Drive Interfaces limits the
useof drives over 70MB. SCSI however has no fixed upper limit and therefore larger
drives can be attched.

A30O0 SCSI Interface card
Fitted Internally In the A3000 as a "mlnlpodule". With the external drives available from
UNQENUITY this must be the neatest solution forA3000 users.
£149 * VAT

:.Arohimados SCSI Interface card
Fitted Internally this 1/2 width Eurocard will allow Internal or external drives to be
connected to yourArchimedes.
£199 + VAT

HARD DRIVES for the A3000 & Archimedes.
iSffiMB for/lhe A3 0.0 0
Includes 20MB drive, In an external case with A3000 Internal "mlnlpodule" andallcables to
connect the driveto your A3000.
£475+ VAT. Larger drivesareavailable, please contactLINOENUITY.
ABM.BJor the Archimedes
Includes 45MB Hard Drive andmounting bracket, cabling andSCSI Interlace card.
£499+ VAT.A3000.Larger drivesareavailable, please contactLINGENUITY.

All LINQENUITY products are available direct or
fromgood Acorn dealers.
For further deatalls please contact us at the
address below.

LINGENUITY
WOODFARM UNSTEAD MAGNA HALESWORTH SUFFOLK IPIt OOU

TEL: MS US 477

MALICE
SOFTWARE /HARDWARE

Vector 1*
TAPE TO DISK UTILITY
FEATURES
+ Once only purchase
+ Can save to any disk
+ Very user friendly, help pages on disk
+ 40/80 Format
+ No awkward ROMs, can be used on any

machine
+ Can load to all available RAM &400-

&7FFF
- Simply the best tape to disk utility

available

VECTOR 2 »
DISK TO DISK UTILITY
FEATURES
+ 40/80 Format
+ User friendly, menu driven
+ Contains powerful features such as a

disk sector editor. Disk Compare.
format, verify and track repair

• The most powerful disk utility available

Vector 1 versions compatible with Acorn, Opus. UDM,Cumana. BBC+ &Watford (Not
1-42.1-43 DFS's.)

VECTOR 1 & VECTOR 2
now available with BBC+ and Master series,
Opus 1770 and also Solid-Disk issue 2 Inc.

NEW IMPROVED VERSION (1.40)
Send £3.00 with old disk for upgrade PLEASE SPECIFY DFS
Prlcee: £12.00 each for Vector 1 or Vector 2 £23 00 for both,

Scythe Toolkit £21.95 (Send for full details)

Centurion 16K RomToolkit for Master series only £25 (Please write for details)

All prices shown Include VAT and p&p. Please add £3.00 per disk II yourequire3"
disks and specify when ordering.

Orders to:

CHALICE SOFTWARE, Dept AU
3 Merlin Way, Covlnoham,
Swindon 0N3 5AN
Telephone 0793 615026

48

Archimedes & A3000
PRODUCTS FOR THE 1990s

All LINGENUITY products are RISC OS compatible.

Q NEW PRESENTER II

A RISC OS application based on the established presentation package "PRESENTER" (or
Archimedes users In schools and businesses alike. 3-D(optlonal) colourBar&Pie charts and
Line graphs can be made quickly and easily In the RISC OS environment. These charts and
graphs can be printed on any RISC OS printer drivers. As the graphs tiles are
Draw-compatible, details canbe altered within draw allowing Individual design. Added features
Include StackedBarcharts, 3-DPie with exploded segment.Scattergram andlineofbest fit.
£39.95+ VAT (upgrade from Presenter available at£14.95 * VAT)

QNEW PRESENTER STORY
The ultimate In business Presentation software. Turn your Archimedes Into a tool to project
combined Images of text, Logos, Graphs, Digitised Pictures to Illustrate your presentations
more clearly. Many special features are included such as vertical and smooth scrolling and
bouncing. It canbe used with most makes of RGB projectors oryoucanuse your Archimedes
monitorforsmaller presentations. PRESENTER STORY is available now.
£199* VAT.

• NEW COLOUR DIQITISER
At last a real time colour dlgitlser for the Archimedes. Grabs Video and other real time
movement forInclusion In otherRISC OS applications. Features Include RISC OS application
software toallow Instant grabbing anddragging to DTP orArt packages. Available In thefinal
quarter of this year.
Price: tba.

QCOLOUR CONVERTED
Ifyouwant tocapture colour images anddisplay them onyour Archimedes screen, thecolour
Converter Is the answer. The Colour Converter works In conjuctlon with the Watford
monochrome Dlgltiser converting the normal monochrome result Into full 256 colours. The
package also Includes dithering software which willgive enhanced results and near television
quality pictures. With an effective colour palette of upto256,000colours
£169.95 * VAT

All Lingenulty products are available direct or fromgood
Acorn dealers.
Educational discounts and site licences for software are
available.
For further details please contact us on 098 685 477 or
write to Llngenuityat the address below.

LINGENUITY
WOOOFARM LINSTEAO MAGNA HALESWORTM SUFFOLK IPISOOU

TEL: MS SS5 477

CommunlTel
PROFESSIONAL VIEWDATA SYSTEM

CommuntTel ii anexciting professional viewdata lyitem
fortheBBC B.Master &Compact Micros (DFS, AOFS or Network).

"IT'SUSES INEDUCATION INCLUDE
Learning Information Technology Cross-Curricular Davelopment

Structuring Creative Learning Administration/Publicity
Thesystemincludes a comprehensive suiteof programswhich enablesthe creation of a databasewith
message facilities. This canthenbemade available tocallers using a telephone line andany viewdata
terminal. The package includes comprehensive tutorial andreference manuals anda sample database.

Available In TWO LEVELS FOfl USE WITH THE DTI (Di.Com or Tandeta) SCHOOLS MODEM

LEVEL 1 + FRAME EDITOR

SEARCH

CAROUSEL DISPLAY

FRAME PRINTER

VIEWDATA - TERMINAL

UPGRADE FROM LEVEL 1 + TO LEVEL 2 £45

FRAME EDITOR
SEARCH

CAROUSEL DISPLAY

FRAME PRINTER
VIEWDATA - TERMINAL

DIAL IN HOST SYSTEM
TELESOFTWARE FORMATTER

UPGRADE FROM LEVEL 2 TO ADFS LEVEL 2 £45

LEVEL 2 with Auto-answer/Auto-dial MODEM from £376 (all prices exclude pScp & VAT)
The ADFS version includes response frames and gives up to 500pages with

a single 80 track D.S, disk or thousands of pages using a Winchester disc drive.

ALSO FOR NIMBUS LI, L2
AND ARC LI

FOR A DEMONSTRATION of LEVEL 2 dial:
Viewdata No 0251252923 or Telephone: 0251255137

For more information cut out the coupon and send to:
C0MMUNITEL, THE MALT HOUSE, FARM OFFICE, FREN8HAM, SURREY G.U10 3EH

Please send me details of CommunlTel products. I am particularly interested in (please indicate)
NAME

ESTABLISHMENT .

ADDRESS ...

..TEL AU 10
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BBCACORN

USER

Following the success ofthe Spring Open Day (when some 1100
people attended) by popular demand Acorn 's Biggest Dealer
and the leading magazine for ALL Acorn Users Present ..

Autumn Hands On
Open Day

at WATFORD ELECTRONICS
Jessa House, 250, Lower High

Street, WATFORD
(Tel: 0923 - 37774)

on Sunday 8th October 1989
10.00am - 4.

Watford Electronic^ Technical and Sales
personnel will be on hand to discuss all
your technical queries and computer
requirements.

Also appearing:
ACORN - technical staff to answer your questions on the whole Acorn range of computers,
Software & Hardware.

COLTON SOFTWARE - to demonstrate the world beating Pipedream.?package.

COMPUTER CONCEPTS - to demonstrate the sophisticated 'Impression'package and the
Scan Light Scanner.

MINERVA SOFTWARE - to demonstrate the power of the AtelierArt package.

GORDON TAYLOR - often hailed as the Archimedes 'Guru', will be on hand to discuss and advise
on Archimedes related subjects.

ARCHIVE MAGAZINE - Paul Beverley will be glad to enrol New Members to Archive - the
most informative Archimedes specialist magazine, at a Special Open Day rate.

BBC ACORN USER MAGAZINE - staff and contributors to answer your questions, give advise
and demonstrate some of the best programs appearing every month in the magazine.

INSTANT CREDIT - Mercantile Credit Co Ltd will be at hand to process 0% and Extended Credit
Finance deals, so you can take away your choice of system on the Open Day.

ON PRESENTATION

I OF THIS VOUCHER

Refreshments will be served.

"~W£ SHAlll\LLOW |
£10 OFF ANY PURCHASE i

1ON THE OPEN DAY ^a^ OVER (£200) one per person J
m



Watford Electronics
Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street, Watford WD1 2AN, England

a ^ Tel: Watford (0923) 37774 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: 01 950 8989
-/YCOrnW Sh°P House: 9am to 6pm (Mon.-Sat.) Thursday 9am to 8pm. FREE customer car park. L-
The Choice A" Pfices exclusive ofVAT: subject to chanaa without nntte* x. •u«ii*hu» «« ..«„..—♦ The choice

of Experience
All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice &available on request.
Credit Card Orders (ACCESS &VISA) Tel (0923) 33383 or50234 (24 Hours)

before and after
the experience

r* rchimedes micro
Now supplied with the New RISC OS

System
305

310

310M
410/1
420/1

440/1

Basic Mono
£725 £785
£899 £959
£959 £1019

£1199 £1204
£1699 £1759
£2499 £2559

Colour Multiscan
£914 £1144

£1088 £1318
£1148 £1378
£1333 £1563
£1888 £2118
£2688 £2918

(Securicor carr. £10 on Archimedes)

A3000
A RISC worth taking

• A3000 Archimedes Micro £649
9 A3000 3.5" External Drive £89
• A3000User Port/MIDI Upgrade £49
• A3000 Serial Upgrade £19
• A3000 Monitor Stand £29
• A3000 Twin Monitor Stand £TBA
• A3000 Dust Cover £5

SPECIAL OFFER
This month we have a very special offer
open to absolutelyanyone who wishes to
purchase an Archimedes micro from us
at the above advertised prices. Note that
no special membership is required to
take advantage of this offer.

We will donate 10% of micro's value
towards any goods you wish to purchase,
like disc drive, software, printer etc.

PLUS... PLUS... PLUS...
In addition to the above offer, we are giving
away completely FREE OF CHARGE, if
months subscription to the most informative
Archimedes specialist magazine, ARCHIVE.

ACCESSORIES
• NEWMultitasking RISCOS £29
• 0.5 Mb RAM for 305 £110
• A300/400 Memory Upgrade

(see Ram Upgrade section)
• ROM Podule Acorn £56
• ROM Podule (Computer Concepts) £45
• ROMPodule (CC)with Battery Backup £59
• 2 Podule Backplane + Fan (Acorn) £37
• 2 Podule Backplane (Watford) £25
• 4 Podule Backplane (Watford) £38
O Backplane FAN only (for Hard Disc) £9
• 3.5" 800K 2nd Floppy Drive (305/310) £118
• 5.25" 800K external Floppy Drive

(305/310) £105
• I/O Podule (with Analogue port, User port,

&1 MHz bus) £80
• MIDI add-on to I/O Podule £37
• MIDI Expansion Card £65
• Sound Sampler Mono (Armadillo) £129
• Sound Sampler Stereo (Armadillo) £166
• Sound Sampler Stereo/Midi (Armadillo) £186
• Chromalock Podule £280
• 20 Mb Hard Disc & Controller Card £469
• Econet Network Board £49
• Archimedes IEEE Interface Adaptor £269
• Dual RS232 Podule £195
• 16 bit parallel I/O Card £195
• NEW- Archi MK II Replacement Mouse £39
• PC Emulation Pack incl. MSDOS 3.21 £52
• Archimedes Reference Manual £29
• Arm Assembly Lang. Prog. Manual £15
9 Archimodos BBC Basic Guide £20

GRAPHICS,
Atelier
Artisan
Pro Artisan
Support Disc
Toolkit (Beebug)
ArcTermulator
Alerian
Minotaur
Kermit
Archeffect
ArcTFS
Render Bender
Graphbox
Gamma Plus
Graphic Writer

ART, DESIGN & GAMES
84

£31
£140

£16
£32
£56
£12
£11
£46
£20
£25
£66
£64
£60
£23

Autosketch £69
Toolkit (Clares) £31
Zarch £16
Conquerer
Missile Control

£20
£13

EntharSeven £29
Lingenuity

Presenter 24
Freddys Folly £12
Hoverbod f1?
Ibix the Viking £16
Jet Fighter £12
Orion £12
Thundermonk £12

0% FINANCE
We are once again able to offer 0% finance
for the purchase of an Archimedes Micro
and some peripherals. For further details
please write in or telephone

0923 37774 ext 203, 202 or 201

Desk Top Publisher
Acorn's Archi DTPPackage £125

MINERVA'S Archimedes Software
Sigmasheet
Deltabase
Home Accounts*
Stock Manager*
Nominal Ledger"
Ancestry
Gammaplot

£57
£24
£42

£53
£53
£59

£57

System Delta+
Sales Ledger*
Purchase

Ledger*
Reporter
Mailshot

£69
£53

£53
£20
£33

Manual

g*
£25
£53

£66

System Delta + Reference Manual
Order Processing/Invoicing
School Administrator
• Requires System Delta

Archimedes RAM Upgrade
Archimedes as we all know is a very powerful
micro. It's potentials are limitless. However, on
the Basic 305, 310, 3000 and 410 series the lack
of RAM restricts a user from making full use of
the machines' power. Upto now the price of the
RAM upgrades wer prohibitive but now Watford
have come to your rescue by marketing RAM
UPGRADES at affordable prices. For A3000
micro, Watford's 'BACKROOM BOYS', have
even ingeniously designed a 4Meg memory
upgrade card which no so long ago, Acorn had
claimed to be an impossibility.
All our memory upgrades are simple to fit. No
soldering required.
9 A3000 Watford 1MB RAM Upgrade
• A3000 Watford 4MB RAM Upgrade
• A305/310 2Meg RAM Upgrade
• A305/310 4Meg RAM Upgrade
• A410/1 RAM Upgrade to 2 MB
• A410/1 RAM Upgrade to 4 MB

FINANCE AVAILABLE

£159

£449

£325

£549

£149

£399

In these days ol expensive borrowing^
we ."»• pleased tu have negotiated a

i:iistomi'is. with fl.it interest rate of
12.25% |)im .minim, typical APR 7!> !>".
In addition to the above, we aie able
lo ofiei all An himi-ili's anil BBC-
Mastci computers as well as selected
hardware on a I)', interest Iree hnanc
deal

please wnie
exl 203 201

By popular demand, we are now
supplying refurbished and fully
guaranteed BBC Micros with Disc
Filing System

(Please telephone for price &
availability)

WORDPROCESSORS
Wordwise + £18 Pipedream £89
ImageWriter £25 P. Spellchecker £40
Interword ROM £35 View £49
1st Word Plus £75 Viewspell £32
Archie SpellMaster £39 Viewlndex £12

DATABASES
AlphaBase £39 FlyingStart II £80
Viewstore £49 System's Delta+ £60

SPREADSHEETS
Intersheet ROM £35 Viewsheet £49
Sigmasheet £59

BUSINESS GRAPHICS
GammaPlot £59 Interchart ROM £25

INTEGRATED PACKAGES
Logistix - Database, Spreadsheet, Time
Management & Business Graphics £94
Pipedream 3 - Wordprocessor,

Database & Spreadsheet £TBA

Archimedes to BBC SERIAL LINK
Using this simple data link, it is possible to
solve all your BBC to Archimedes data transfer
problems. The kit is supplied with a disk, and
the necessary cable to connect the two
computers.

Only £15

Archimedes SWI2W Disc drive
Interface

With this interface it is possible to connect
almost any 5V473V4" disc drive with its own
power supply to the Archimedes. NO
SOLDERING is involved. Supplied complete
with necessary lead.

Only £21

Watford's 20Meg & 40Meg
Archimedes Hard Disc

Watford Electronics' 20Meg & 40Meg hard disc
fits internally into the Winchester slot provided.
It is fully compatible with Acorn's hard disc
upgrade, (the only difference is our low price).
Price includes the Hard Disc Drive, Controller
Podule & fitting instructions.
P.S. The 310 upgrade requires a backplane and
a fan.
• 3HDP -Hard Disc Podule only £249
• 3HD20-20Meg Hard Disc for 310 £329
• 3HD40-40Meg Hard Disc for 310 £399
• 2 Podule backplane (Watford) £25
• 4 Podule backplane (Watford) £38
9 Fan for the backplane £9
• 4HD20-20Meg Hard Disc for 410 £179
• 4HD40-40Meg Hard Disc for 410 £299
• A3000 Hard Disc Podule only £TBA
• A3000 20 Meg Hard Disc £TBA
• A3000 40 Meg Hard Disc £TBA

LANGUAGES (Archimedes)
ANSI *C; ISO-PASCAL; FORTRAN 77;

all Release II.
Cambridge LISP; PROLOG X
LOGOTRON LOGO
BASIC Compiler
Archimedes Assembler
TWIN EDITOR

£94 each
£181 each

£55
£89

£189
£27



MASTER 128K Micro incl. Acorn's:
View, Viewsheet, ADFS, BASIC Editor
& TERMINAL plus FREE OFFER (see
below) (can £7) £439

FREE... FREE... FREE...
Hardware and Software OFFER
AMX Mouse Mk III & SuperArt

plus
Gemini's OFFICEMATE & OFFICE MASTER

packages on Disc consisting
of: Database, Spreadsheet, Beebplot
graphics. Accounts packs: Cashbook,

Final Accounts, Mailist. Easyledger,
Invoice & Statements, Stock Control.

Withevery BBCMaster purchased from
us this month.

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
Turbo 65C102 Add-on Module £118
Econet Module for the Master £49
Twin ROM Cartridge for Master £8
Quad ROMCartridge for Master £12
Universal Processor Adaptor £75
Master Reference Manual I (No VAT) £14
Master Reference Manual II (No VAT) £14
Master Advance Ref. Manual (No VAT)£17
64KUpgrade Kitfor B+ £32
Acorn 1772 DFS Kit complete £49
ECONET Upgrade Kitfor BBC £42
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available
ARIES' Professional IEEE Interface £238
Morley Teletext Adaptor with ATS Rom £99
Filestore E01S £899 Filestore E40s £799
Filestore E60S £1080 Ecolink £270

Z88 Sinclair's

Portable Micro

Watford Electronics are the largest
Z88 Dealer in the UK

Only: £199

FREE
With every Z88 purchased from us this
month, we are giving away absolutely FREE,
a Z88 to BBC Interface Link, 4 rechargeable
batteries and a compact Mains Battery
Charger worth £38.

ACCESSORIES
32K RAM Pack or 32K EPROM Pack £17.35
128K RAM Pack or 128K ROM Pack £43.40
512K RAM Pack £169
Z88 Eprom Eraser Unit £34.75
Z88 Pipedream Spellcheck (Colton) £52
Z88 Spellmaster for Pipedream £51
Z88 Carrying Case £8.50
Z88 Computing Book £9.95
AA Nicad Rechargable Battery £1.50
Battery Charger Compact & Fast £6
Z88 Serial Printer Cable £8.65
Z88 Parallel Printer Cable £24.00
• Z88 to BBCLink £22 • Z BASE £56
• Z88 to PC Link II £30 • ZTAPE £42
• Z88 to Macintosh £49 • ZTERM £42
• Z88 Mains Adaptor £8.65 • Z88 Modem £145

Watford Electronics is now able to offer a
complete hand held scanning package, possibly
the most essential addition to any desk top pub
lishing system, for only £149. The package
includes the most comprehensive utility software
available for the Archimedes, a high quality hand
held scanner, and all necessary documentation to
get you going straight away.

SCANNER

The scanner is capable of scanning up to an
amazing 400 dots per inch (DPI)! The scanning
area is 4" wide, and the height is only limited by
the maximum amount of memory available. The
dot resolution may be switched to 100, 200, 300
or the maximum 400 dpi. One of four operating
modes may be selected offering either pure
monochrome scanning, or one of three grey level
modes. The grey level modes use different size
dither patterns to represent up to 16 shades of
grey. There is also a dial to allow the
"brightness" to be adjusted over a wide range, in
order to optimise the quality for any specific
image. The scanner interface is a standard, single
width, expansion card (podule) which plugs into
the Archimedes' backplane. The socket on the
rear panel connects the scanner by 1.8.metres of
cable.

SCANNER SOFTWARE

Full use is made of the windowing and the
multi-tasking facilities of RiscOS. The software is
supplied in a 64Kbyte ROM located on the
interface board. The scanner appears as a small
icon on the desktop icon bar, and the software is
retrieved from the ROM simply by clicking on that
icon. As you scan a page, the image appears in
the scanning window on the screen, scrolling up
in real time. The other facilities included in the
software are.

Cropping and scaling to any size including
stretching and squashing in X and Y directions
separately.

Colour tinting.
X and Y flip.

Edge detection which turns solid objects into
outlines.

Selective directional copying which allows fea
tures (i.e. lines or text) to be made thicker or
thinner.

Scanned images may be saved as sprite files or
transferred directly into other RiscOS applica
tions (DTP, Draw, Paint) simply by dragging the
sprite file into the application's window. Sprites
may also be generated using anti-aliasing. This
greatly improves picture quality and is particu
larly effective when scanning material with a
range of grey tones, such as photographs.
Images can be printed on any printer that is
supported by a RiscOS printer driver, with
optional settings for portrait or landscape modes,
image scale and positioning. Images are printed
using the full resolution of the printer and are not
limited to the screen resolution.

On-screen help is provided via the RiscOS
interactive help facility. Calls are also provided in
the ROM for users wishing to write their own
software, incorporating the use of the scanner.

Launch offer £149

Archi
Graphic Tablet

^

This package allows Archimedes users to take
advantage of the low cost graphpad (sometimes
called a digitiser tablet, but not to be confused
with a video digitiser!)

The Archi Graphpad offers performance and
accuracy comparable to other graphics tablets
priced at well over £400, and has the useful
addition of a liftable cover, which can hold trac
ing material or menu templates securely.

The software, which is in the form of a relocat
able module (RM), intercepts the system calls
which control the mouse, and so allows virtually
all mouse based Archimedes software to be con
trolled using the tablet without any modification.
The only exceptions are programs which use the
serial port, as the tablet is physically connected to
this post itself.

Graphics programs such as Artisan, Pro
Artisan, AutoSketch, Oak DTP, and the RiscOS
Draw, Paint and DTP packages are considerably
enhanced by the use of the graphics tablet as
opposed to the mouse, although it can, of course,
be used with any other mouse driven application.

The software allows the user to define how
much of the tablet's 12" x 12" working area to use,
allowing very fine control when drawing free
hand or tracing from a variety of differently sized
drawings, diagrams, photographs, etc.

The tablet driver is compatible with all Archi
medes machines, and with both Arthur and
RiscOS operating systems.

The pointer is moved via a four button puck
complete with transparent lens and crosshairs for
optimum accuracy. Three of the buttons emulate
the Archimedes mouse buttons precisely, the
fourth being used for special functions such as
setting the position and size of the active working
area. The buttons may be re-mapped to allow the
relationship between tablet and mouse buttons
to be redefined, should this be required.

The software is supplied with a special adaptor
lead to connect the tablet to the Archimedes'
serial port, and a power lead which plugs onto
the Archimedes' main board.

Launch Price £259
(Price includes Tablet, leads and software)

Archimedes

Real-Time Digitiser

Watfords' Archimedes Video Digitiser isthe mostsophisticated
digitiser ever designed for a micro. It provides a fast and
flexible means of capturing images from a videocameraor
recorder for display and manipulation on the Archimedes
rangeofMicros. Off-air television signals may alsobedigitised
via a video recorder or TV tuner.

Please write in for further details.

Price £249

Continued

s



MONITORS

MICROVITEC 14"

• 1431 - Standard resolution as used on the
BBC television computer programme £175

e 1451 - Medium resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode 0 £219

• 1441 - High res, exceeds the capabilities of
the BBC micro £359

• 1431AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £199

• 1451AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £255

• 2030 CS 20" Med Res £399

• 2040 CS 20" Hi Res £675

• Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £239

14" MULTISCAN COLOUR
TAXAN Multisync 770 Plus £425
TAXAN Multiscan 870 16" Monitor £575
EIZO 8060H - For technical info, read the
review in Micro User, Jan. '89 £429
EIZO 9060S Super High resolution multiscan
monitor for a wide range of applications. 800
dots x 600 lines. Display for high res VGA.
0.28 Dot pitch £469

TAXAN 12"
• Super Vision 3 - Type 625 Super Hi-res RGB

Colour, Green/Colour Switch £269
• KX117-Hi-Res Green Screen Monitor £79

PHILIPS
• BM7502 12" Hi-res Green Monitor £64
• CM8833 14" Med. Res Colour Monitor £195

STAR BUY

PHILIPS 14" Medium Res, dark glass,
attractively finished Colour Monitor -
supplied complete with RGB, SKART and
Audio/Phono Inputs. A push-button
switch toggles between Hi-Res
monochrome green text mode and full
colour display. (Please state the type of
Connecting Lead you require).

ONLY £189

Dust Cover for Phillips Monitors £6

SPARE LEADS
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips £3
Skart Monitor Lead £5
RGB lead for TAXAN Monitors £3
Archimedes Colour Monitor Lead £7.50

SWIVEL BASES
By simply placing your monitor on one of our
front adjustable professional swivel bases (see
drawing at the top), you can easily adjust the
monitor viewing angle.

for 12" Monitors £8 (carr. £2.50)

for 14" Monitors £12 (carr. £2.50)

Anti Glare VDU Screen

These extremely effective, easy to install, 12" &
14"VDU screens eliminate harmful glare,
improves contrast on colour monitors.
Increases productivity in offices. A must for
wordprocessor users.

Price £12

PLOTTERS
PlotmateA4S £379 • PlotmateA3M £549

Roland Plotters
(Official Roland Appointed Distributor

DXY 880A
DXY 1200

£560
£879

DXY1100

DXY 1300
£630

£1035

TAXAN KP-815 PRINTER

Offer Price £149

Taxan KP915 132 Column
RS232 Interface
RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer
RS232 Interface with 16K Buffer

£275
£49
£69
£89

Panasonic KX-P1081

UK's most popular printer.

SUMMER SALE OFFER only: £135
Optional RS232 Interface: £39
(Price inludes, FREE a 4ft Printer Lead, and a
Dump Out 3, Screen Dump ROM worth £35
with every printer purchased from us).

KX-P1180 Printer Offer
This month we are glad to be able to offer a
special deal on this superb printer. Not only
have we reduced the price but we are also
giving away our highly acclaimed Dump Out
3, the BBC screen Dump Rom and a printer
lead worth £35, FREE with every machine.

Offer Price £146

Panasonic Printers
KX-P1124 24pin80col. 192/63 CPS £249
KX-P1180 9pin80col. 192/38 CPS £146
KX-P1540 24pin 136col. 240/80 CPS £435
KX-P1592 9pin 136col. 216/45 CPS £275
KX-P1595 9pin 136col. 288/61 CPS £355

Panasonic KX-P4450 LASER PRINTER

Latest technology at Watford's special
offer price £1,349

• Spare Toner
• Drum Unit

£29

£149

A4 Feeder £55

Developer £115

Panasonic Accessories
Cut Sheet Feeders

KX-P1592/1595IP32) £175; KX-P1540(P35) £185
KX-P1124(P36) £88; KX-P1180(P37) £79

BUFFERS

P12 4K Buffer Board for 1081 £55

P42 32K Buffer Chip for 1592/1595 £49

P43 32K Buffer Chip for 1540/1124 £49

Serial Interfaces
P17P1081/1592 £32 P19 P1124/1180 £55

Original Panasonic Ribbons
Guaranteed to last 3 million characters

P110forKX-P1081; 1592 & 1595
P115forKX-P1180 £8 P145 for KX-P1124
P140forKX-P1540 £10

£8

£8

INTEGREX COLOUR JET
• Colour Jet 132 Printer £515
• Paper Roll £6.50
• Screen Dump Software £10
• Colour Cartridge £16.50
• Black Cartridge £10.35
• 100 A4 0HP transparencies £55
• 8KSerial Interface Optional £123

NEW - Intergrex COLOURCEL NPQ Ink
Jet Colour Printer £2,695

NEC P2200 PINWRITER
24 pin; 80 column; 168CPS - 56CPS LQ; Epson
LQ compatible, 7K Buffer; 7 resident FONTS,
Friction & Tractor feed, front load single sheet
feed, etc.

£269
Pinwriter Serial Interface (optional
P2200 Cut Sheet Feeder
Additional Font Cartridge
NEC P2200 Pinwriter Ribbon

£55

£59
£25

£6

NEC PINWRITER P6/P7 Plus
NEC P6+ 80 columns
ColourOption
Cut Sheet Feeder
NEC Ribbons for

£439
£74

£125

NECP7+ 136columns
Serial Interface

£575

£73

P6 £8; P7 £9.50

Don't miss our open day. For details
please see Page 1 or our advert.

Payment may be made by credit card,
Connect card or cheque, but we also
have available a range of finance
terms, see the feature in our advert.

Star Printers
StarLCIO £145
LC10 Colour £195
XB24-10 Colour £425
StarLC24-10 £269
NB24-10 £425
LC10 Colour Ribbon £6
Cut Sheet Feeder £65

EPSON PRINTERS

EX800 £410 LQ850 £430

EX1000 £564 LQ860 £539

FX850 £279 LQ1050 £549

FX1000 £425 LQ1060 £679

FX1050 £395 LQ2550+ £895

FX1060 £679 LQ2500+ £839

LQ500 £239 LX800 £142

LQ550 £245 SQ2500 £899

GQ3500 Laser £1150

CUT SHEET FEEDERS for
EX800 £149; FX800/LQ800 £149; FX850/
LQ850 £149; FX1000/LQ1000 £179; LQ500/
LX800 £79; LQ1050 £175; LQ2550 £390.

TRACTOR FEED for
LQ800 £44; LQ850/FX850 £69; LQ1050/
FX1050 £85; LQ2500 £90; LQ2550 £90

ACCESSORIES
• EX800/1000 Colour Option £55
• EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon £18
• LQ2500 Colour Option £65

(Securicor Carriage on Printers £7

EPSON PRINTER INTERFACES
All these interfaces fit inside the printer.

RS232 £32 RS232 + 2K Buffer £52
IEEE 488 £40 RS232 + 8K Buffer £79

PRINTER LEADS
BBC Centronics 4'long £5
BBC Centronics 6'extra long £7
Compact's Special Centronics Lead £7
Archimedes Printer Lead 1 meter £6
Nimbus Centronics Lead £12
IBM Parallel Lead 1 meter £6
Double Ended 36 way Centronic Lead 4' £7
Double Ended 36 way Centronics Lead 6' £9
MSX Centronics Parallel Lead 4' £12
RS232 Leads (Various) P.O.A.



Listing Paper (Perforated)
• 1,000 Sheets 9W x 11" Fanfold Paper £7

• 2,000 Sheets 9'/2" x 11" Fanfold Paper £12

• 1000 Sheets 9Vi" x 11" NCR 2 Part Fanfold £19

• 1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9

• 1000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £11

• 2000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper 70gms £19

• Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

(All our Fanfold paper is Micro perforated leaving
a smooth clean edge when the tractor feed strips
are detached).

Carriage 1K Sheets £2.50. 2K Sheets £3.00

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1,000 90 x 36mm (Single Row)
1,000 90 x 36mm (Twin Row)
1,000 90 x 49mm (TwinRow)
1,000 102 x 36mm (Twin Row)

Carriage on 1,000 Labels £1.00

£5.00

£4.90
£7.50
£6.25

Perspex Printer Stand

Give your Computer System a touch of Class with
our elegant, smoke finished Perspex Printer
stand. The printer sits on top and the fanfold
paper rests neatly underneath, thus occupying
the same space as the printer footprint.

80 Column version

136 Column version
£16 (carr £3)
£20 (carr £4)

Professional Printer Stand
This new profes
sional printer
stand takes hardly
more space than
your printer. Due
to the positioning
of the paper feed
and re-fold
compartments ie.
one above the
other, the desk
space required for
your printer func

tions is effectively halved. Additional facilities
include: Easy access to paper from both sides,
used with both top and bottom feed paper and
with its dial controlled paper feed system with
adjustable deflector plates it ensures smooth
paper flow and automatic refolding.

80 Column version £23 (carr. £3)
132 Column version £26 (carr. £4)

PRINTER RIBBONS &
VARIOUS DUST COVERS

Type Ribbons Dust Covers
Brother HR15/20 £3.00 —

BBC Micro _ £3.50
BBC Master - £4.00
Archimedes Micro pair - £9.00

IBM PCs pair — £6.00
RX/FX80/MX80 £3.00
DMP2000 £3.75 £4.75
EX/LQ800 £4.50 £4.50
EX/LQ1000 £7.50 £5.00
RX/FX80/85/800/MX80 £3.90 _

RX/FX100/1000 £5.75 —

Kaga/Taxan KP810/815 £4.90 £5.00
LC10 (Black) £4.25 £5.00
LQ500/800 £3.75 £5.00
LQ1050/LQ2500 £8.50 £5.50
LX80/86/800 £3.80 £4.50
M1009/GLP £3.80 £3.75
Panasonic KX1080/81 £4.00 £4.75

SQ2500 £23.00 £5.50

Star NL10 £3.75 £4.50
Olivetti Ink Jet

Cartridges (set of 4) £9

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured
from translucent PVC. The seams are stitched
and edges are taped to prevent splitting due to
continuous use.

Universa

Printer Sharers/Changers
Connect upto 5 Micros to 1 printer or 5 Printers to
1 Micro with our combined, Sharer/Changer.
These Units are made to a very high standard.
For extreme reliability, they all have Printed
Circuit Boards mounted inside the case, (not a
Spagetti Junction of wires). Internal connection is
made via high quality ribbon cables.

(Ideal for School environments.)

Connects Serial Centronics
2 to 1 £20 £22
3 to 1 £27 £30
5 to 1 £36 £39

(Cables extra at £6 each. Please specify type
required when ordering)

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO,
MASTER & PRINTERS

Protect your computer from the heat of your
VDU. Our micro plinths have slots for maximum
ventilation. The single plinth is suitable for a BBC
and VDU, whilst the double height version
provides enough room for our stacked disc drive
and other peripherals like, Eprom programmer,
music unit or simply discs & stationary. The com
puter slides neatly in the lower section allowing
eesy access to remove the lid.

The single printer stand is equally sturdy but
instead of cooling slots it has elegant cutouts on
the sides. This allows easy access to paper from
all sides. Colour: BBC Beige.

Single BBC Plinth

Double BBC Plinth

Printer Plinth

Single Master Plinth

Double Master Plinth

420x310x105mm £13

420 x310 x210mm £24

420 x310 x105mm £12

490 x310 x105mm £14

490 x310 x210mm £26

(Carr. Single plinth £2; double plinth £3)

Copy
Holder

Whether you want to type in your latest pro
gram or the draft of a new trilogy, Watford's
manuscript holders are superb for holding your
paper at the ideal height and angle to allow you
to read and type in ease and comfort.

Available in 2 full A4 versions, desk resting and
shelf clamping. Paper is held firmly by means of a
plastic retaining rulerand a clipgrip, (for resting
books or magazines, the desk top version is rec
ommended).

Desk Top £7 (carr. £3)

Angle poise £12 (carr. £3)

>^>
Handy 2 Way

Printer Switch
A handy two way compact printer switch that
enables you to connect 2 Micros to 1 printer, or 2
printers to 1 Micro. Attaches easily to your prin
ter, monitor, etc. A low cost solution for educa
tional establishments. Ideal for those wishing to
use a dot matrix and a laser printer. Available in
two configurations.

Compact ABSwitch Centronics £20
Compact ABSwitch RS232 £19
(Cables extra at £6 each)

MEGABUFFER 256

The Smallest 256K Printer Buffer Unit in the
world 38mm x 130mm x 134mm.

This new Megabuffer 256 from Watford is a full
featured 256K Printer Buffer. The features are:

• Improves efficiency by making more efficient
use of computer and printer.

• Compatible with any computer and printer
that uses Centronics Parallel connections
including all BBCs, IBM PCs, etc.

• Total compatibility with all software.
• Cheaper phone bills when using your

Modems.
• Ideal for those doing large graphics screen

dumps that are slow to print.
• Multi-Copy facility allows you to print several

copies via Megabuffer without going through
your computer.

• Data Dump facility is included.
• Built in test unit for both the buffer & your

printer.

Only £149 (carr £5)

THE EPSON RX-FX-KAGA
PRINTER COMMANDS

REVEALED
So you bought yourself a new printer, because
the salesman in the shop showed you how clever
it is and impressed you with all sorts of printouts
to show its capabilities - he may even have
offered you a special price.

However, now that you have got it home and
connected it to your BBC microcomputer, you are
wondering how to make it perform these magical
tasks. The manual seems to give no clues, and
when you type in the example programs, the
computer throws the LPRINT statements back in
your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400 piece of
high technology refuses even to move its head,
and you have stayed up until 2 in the morning
with copious supplies of coffee, desperately
trying to print something out. Once again,
Watford Electronics comes to your help with our
new book entitled THE EPSON FX-KAGA PRIN
TER COMMANDS REVEALED'.

This book describes in plain, easy to under
stand English, how to use and make the most of
your KP810, PW1080A or any other Epson FX80
compatible Printers like Panasonic KX-P1080/1,
etc., with the BBC Micro, both from BASIC and
Wordwise.

It describes in detail how to obtain the
maximum in graphics capability from your prin
ter and includes full indexes allowing you to
cross index the numerous commands. Every
command is explained in detail, with an accom
panying BBC Basic program and an example of
its use from Wordwise.

£5.95 (No VAT)

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383



DISC DRIVE SHARER

(Ideal for educational establishments)
At last,a lowcost alternative to the Econet system. Watford's Intelligent
Disc Drive Sharer allows you to connect 3 BBC micros (model B, B+ and
Master series) to a single or double disc drive. Running under any DFSor
DDFS, this intelligent unit will automatically queue the computers. Each
computer has a status light dedicated to it. If it is green you will get
immediate access to the disk, and red means that you are next in line.
The unit plugs directly into the disc drive socket on each computer and is
powered by the mains. (N.B. Not for use with ADFS.)

Launch Price: £65 Price includes 3 Cables

NOW WITH EXTRA FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST - Watford's latest DFS 1.44

Incorporates Acorn's Official Tube Host Code so that those with 2nd
processors no longer need to waste a ROM socket on the DNFS.
Option to DOUBLE the speed of BPUT and BGET.

Ifyou already have the Watford Electronics DFS and wish to incorporate
these new facilities then simply return your existing DFS ROM to us
together with £5 remittance for an upgrade. Please pack the ROM securely
and address the package to our Upgrades Dept.

WATFORD'S & ACORN's DFSs
Watford's popular and.wtdely acclaimed DFS has now been available for six
years and has gained a large following amongst serious and educational
users of the BBCMicro. Owners of Acorn or any other standard DFS can
upgrade to our "Ultimate"DFS merely by replacing their DFS ROM. See
below for this upgrade. (P.S. Watford's highly sophisticated DFS is fully
compatible with Acorn standard DFS). (while Acorn's 1770 DFS is fully
compatible with Watford's Mk II DDFS)

9 Watford's sophisticated DFS ROMonly £16
• We will exchange your existing DFS ROM for

Watford'sUltimate DFSROMfor only £12
• DFS Manual (Comprehensive) (no VAT) £6.95

(P.S. Our DFS manual is the only comprehensive
Manual available for the BBC micro and covers both
Acorn & Watford DFSs).

9 DNFS ROMonly £,W 9 ADFS ROMonly £25
(The Single Density DFSsystem is now old technology. Like Acorn, Watford
too have decided to replace it with their more up-to-date 1770 DDFS
interface. We have informed most of the software houses of this decision in
order that they can ensure compatibility with our highly sophisticated and
fully Acorn compatible DDFS).

Watford's Mkll 1770
Double Density DFS Interface

Many of our customers have wanted to use our superior DDFS and Acorn
ADFS together. Now our Mk II DDFS Board with its 1770 Disc Controller, has
been adapted to allow the use of Acorn ADFS as well. It also has all the
commands of the Acorn's 1770 DFS, plus the added features:

Added features include:
• Acorn ADFS compatible - Use ADFS on our DDFS board.
• Tube host Code - No longer any need to have the DNFS in your machine

to use Co-Processors, even the CoPro and Master 512.
• Auto 40-80 Track sensing - no need to fuss with 40/80 track switches

(even works with protected disks).
• An extremely powerful 8271 emulation - ensuring compatibility with

almost all software.
• New low profile - small footprint board.
• Fits with all third party ROM boards.
• Option to double the speed of file handling operations - BPUT and BGET.
• Operates in both single and double density modes.
• OSGBPB has been recoded, increasing still further the speed of file

handling.

Please note that not all DDFS's are capable of providing either the full 80%
storage increase or of allowing a file the full size of the disk - Ours allows
both of these!
If you already have a DDFS (any manufacturer), and wish to upgrade to our
Mkll version, then simply return your existing ROM and DDFS board and we
will supply the new DDFS for only £30.00.

• SPECIAL PRICE

• DDFS Manual

£44.00

(No VAT) £6.95

• We will exchange your existing DFS Kit for our
sophisticated DDFS for only £25.00

Please note, as the Mkll DDFS is a hardware and software upgrade, it is not
possible for existing Watford DDFS users to simply exchange their ROM for
the new version.

DUST COVERS (For our Disc Drives)
Single CLS (without PSU) £3.20

Single CS (with PSU) £3.25
Twin CLD (without PSU) £3.85
Twin CD (with PSU) £3.90

3M - DISKETTES
3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty from Watford Electronics
your 3M Appointed Distributor.

9 10 x 5.25"S/S D/D 40 TrackDiskettes (744) £6.00
9 10 x 5.25"D/S D/D40 TrackDiskettes (745) £7.00
9 10 x 5.25" S/S D/D 80 TrackDiskettes (746) £11.50
9 10 x 5.25"D/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes (747) £11.00
9 10 x 5.25" 1.6M D/S D/D High Density Discs for IBM

XTandAT £16
9 10 x 3.5"S/S D/D 40/80 track Discs £10.00
9 10 x 3.5"D/S D/D 40/80 track Discs £11.75

9 10 x 3.5"High Density Diskettes £25

TOP QUALITY 3.5" & 5.25" DISKETTES
To complement our range of Quality Discs and Disc Drives, WE are now
supplying SPECIAL OFFER packs of 10 Lifetime guaranteed discs. Each disc
has a reinforced hub ring. Supplied complete with selfstick labels and a
Plastic Library Disc Box.

10 x M33.5"D/S D/D 80 Track Discs

10 x M9 3.5"Double Side High Density
10 x M4 5.25"S/S D/D 40 Track Discs
10 x M5 5.25" D/S D/D 40 Track Discs
10 x M7 5.25" D/S D/D 80 Track Discs
10 x M8 5.25"D/S H/DHi-Density Discs

3" Double Sided Discs

£10

£25

£5

£7

£9

£14

£2.50 each

Special BULK OFFER on BVa" DISCS
(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable Storage Units)

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100

Type S-S40T D-S40T D-S80T

• Without Sleeves £35 £39 £45

• With Sleeves £38 £42 £48

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and very sensitive to din.
use of a cleaner Kit is a sensible precaution against losing valuable data,
is recommended to clean the drive head once a week. It is very simple to
use. Available in 3'/j" & 5W, please specify.

Price £4

ANTISTATIC LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE UNITS
Gives double protection - Strong plastic case
that affords real protection to your discs.
Antistatic helps avoid data corruption whilst
in storage. The smoked top locks down.
Dividers and adhesive title strips are supplied
for efficient filing of discs.

• M35-holds upto 50 5%" discs

• M85- holds upto 95 5V4" discs

• M25* - holds upto 25 3 >/*" Discs

• M50- holds 50 3V&" Discs

• M10-holds8of No. 10 Data Cartridges
* Not lockable

The
It

PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASES

Holds up to 10 5V«" Discs. Only £2.00

DISC PLONKER RACK

When using ones micro, there is a tendancy to have
more than one Disc on the desk. This exposes them to
the hazards of fingerprints, scratches, dust, coffee and
an untidy desk.
Why not protect your valuable data from all these
hazards with the help of our extremely handy and low
cost DISC PLONKER RACK.Holds upto eight 5V4" discs.

Protection at Only: £2

DISC ALBUMS
Attractively finished in black leather look vinyl. Stores upto 20 Discs. Each
disc can be seen through the clear view pocket. £A



Quality Disc Drives from Watford

To help you decide which drive is the most suitable for your needs (and
your pocket!/, we have produced the table below.
This30 Megabyte hard disc is completely compatible with the Acorn ADFS -
that's why we have bundled it with each Winchester drive, along with an
Utilities Disc.

The tinting on some of the boxes is used to indicate which Drives are 40
track (non-tinted) and which are 80 track (tinted). All our 80 track drives are
already fitted with a 40-80 select switch.
All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will operate in both Single and
Double Density modes. Extensive experience of the usage of disc drives
suggests that the JAPANESE drives currentlyrepresent about the best in
terms of speed, reliability and overall "elegance" available for the BBC
Micro.

Various UK "manufacturers" of disc drives for the BBC micro (more
accurately, "packages" label other manufacturers drives with their own
name). We buy the high quality NEC and Mitsubishi drives in large
quantities directly from the manufacturers, package them and sell them at
"dealer" prices direct to the public.
If you look around the popular BBC micro press, you will find that the prices
we quote for the top quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually without
exception, some of the best around. These prices, coupled with the backup
of one of the country's largest distributors of BBC peripherals provides a
superb deal.
Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully expanded BBCsystem for
long periods of time with little ventilation, then we suggest that our range of
"CL" disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply Unit) would be quite
adequate (extensivetests within our workshops have confirmed this). All
drives are supplied complete with a SPECIAL UTILITIES Disc, Cables and
Plugs. The Drives with power supply have a mains moulded plug for safety
purposes, ideal for Schools & Colleges. We are now able to supply all single
disc drives with Power Supply, in either single or dual case. (Dual case has a
twin data cable and a power supply capable of driving two disc drives)
allows easy expansion to a dual drive unit, at a later date. Prices stated in
the pricing boxes below are for single drives in standard single cases. Single
drives in a dual case cost an extra £18. (At Watford we anticipate your needs
of tomorrow, not just today)!
When using a BBCMicro, most people find themselves short of desk space.
The Watford's BBC Micro plinths form an ideal way of recovering some of
this precious space) your BBC, Disc Drive and Monitor can all occupy the
same vertical footprint and still be comfortably situated. With the Watford
Double plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted vertically at one side, leaving a
very valuable area directly in front of you for such useful items as spare
discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc. Follow the trend with Watiord
plinth. (Turn to the 4th page of our advert for the Plinths).
P.S. All our 5'A"Disc Drives with PSU are compatible with the Compact
Micro. All you require is the special Compact Disc Drive Cables designed by

Our Disc Drives conform to BS415

"Test Bureau Approved for Use in Education"

Capacity
Drives without P.S.U. Drives with P.S.U.

Single Twin Single Twin

400K

(720K)
CLS400S
£75

CLD 400
£168

CS 400S
£85

CD400
£188

800K
(1.44M)

CLD 800S
£153

CD 800S
£163

• TWIN Disc Drive Case, complete with Power Supply & Cables £43
Securicor carriage on Disc Drives £6 to £7

Prefix C = Cased Drive
L = Less PSU
S = Single
D = Double

Suffix S = 40-80 Switchable

e.g. CLS400S = Cased Disc Drive, Less power supply unit, single 5'A"400K,
(720K in double aensity); Double sided; 40/80 track switchable.

Cable to connect 5%" Disc Drives to BBC Compact
Single £9 Twin £12

Special Cable to connect both V/z" and 5W' Disc
Drives simultaneously to the BBC Compact £13

Special 40/80 Disc Drive/DDFS Mk II Offer
• The popular 40/80 track 400K single Disc
Drive, Double Sided, cased with Cables.
Plugs directly to your Micro.
• Watford's extremely popular DDFS Disc
Interface (allows 720K storage). Will run in
both. Single & Double Density modes.
• A comprehensive User Friendly Manual.

A Bargain at Only £119 (£7 carr) (Offer valid while stocks last)

3V2" DISC DRIVE OFFER

These top quality 3W Double sided, 80
track, 1 Megabyte (unformatted each Disc
Drives), are attractively finished in BBC
beige. They are supplied complete with all
cables and a Utilities Disc.

Drives to connect to BBC Micros own PSU

• CLS35 400K Unit £69 • CLD35 Twin 800K £125
Drives with built-in Power Suply Unit
• CS35 Single 400K £85 • CD35Twin800K £135

WATFORD'S

WINCHESTER
DRIVES

Undoubtedly the best value for money Winchester Hard disc available
anywhere for the BBC Micro.

This 30 Megabyte hard disc is completely compatible with the Acorn
ADFS - that's why we have bundled it with each Winchester drive, along
with a Utilities Disc.

Finished in rugged metal and fetching BBC beige, the Winchester has an
internal fan, so quiet you won't even hear it! A switched mode power
supply and a neon-lit on/off switch are there along with a light on the hard
disc to tell you when it is working - just compare the price with our
competitors' 20 or 28 Mbyte discs!

Compatible with the Master, and the BBc B (with 17 X disc interface).

• 30 Megabyte BBC Hard Disc £405 (carr £9)

CDPM 800S DP35-800S

Twin 800K Double sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted in an
attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the BBC Micro. Supplied
complete with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc. The mains
switch with neon On/Off light indicator, and the two 40/80 track switches are
mounted on the front panel for ease of use.

CDPM 800S for the BBC B & Master £182

A Double disc drive - with a difference! Times are changing fast for the
floppy disk, and whilst the current standard for the BBC B and Master
Series is the 5.25 inch disk, the standard for the future will most certainly be
the smaller; faster and more reliable 3.5 inch disks - now a standard feature
of both the Master Compact and the Archimedes Series.

To support the present disc drive users, and cope with the future, we have
designed our own plinth-mounted disk system - called the DP35 800S, it
contains both the 5.25 inch and the 3.5 inch drive formats as well as offer a
firm and rigid support for a monitor on top. With the BBC Micro underneath,
the plinth makes a surprisingly small footprint on the desk - leaving you
more space to work with.

The 5.25" disc drive is 40/80 track switchable. DP35-800S has its own
power supply, independent of the BBC Micro.

DP35-800 for BBC/Master £165

(Securicor Carr. £7)

(The above drive units are 2 Megabytes unformatted)

Continued'



• Quest Mouse II & Quest Paint £58

• Quest Mouse II, Quest Paint, AMX
. Stop Press & Pagefont £89

• Quest Mouse IIonly £29
• Quest Paint Software only £34

• Quest Font Disc £15

• Quest Mouse Mat (Red or Blue or
Green please specify) £3

• Part Exchange your unreliable AMX
Mouse for a Quest Mouse for only £22

• GXR ROM for the BBC Micro £22

(P.S. Quest Paint is not compatible
with BBC Compact)

N.B.

1. Quest Paint supplied complete with Software
in a 32K ROM, Comprehensive User Guide and
a Utility Disc.
2. Quest Font Disc has 22 text FONTS for use
within Quest Mouse.

Conrajest
Watford's Quest package is an extremely
powerful and flexible drawing package, with
very wide and unusual features. However, since
its launch various suggestions for even more
advanced & powerful facilities were received
from the Quest users. ConQuest allows you
these more advanced facilities, like, distortion
of a cutout to any shape and a full font
designer. If you also have a GXR ROM in your
machine or you are using a BBC Master then
ConQuest will take advantage of this to give
ellipses at any angle, sectors and arcs, etc.
Quest combined with ConQuest and Acornsoft
GXR ROM make up THE MOST POWERFUL
drawing packages available for the BBC range.
Quest Paint is able to take advantage of almost
any additions to your machine, such as Shadow
or Sideways RAM. ConQuest takes this principal
even further, by utilising the otherwise normally
incompatible Sideways RAM facility by holding
pictures in them.
Some of the features are:

# Pick filenames off the screen for loading and
saving.

9 Rotate a cutout to any angle and Distort it to
any four sided shape.

9 Has Built in Font editor.

9 Default brushes and patterns on startup.
9 16 x 16 font available on start up.
9 Ability to reset patterns, fonts and brushes to

default at any time.
9 ROMbased enhanced Epson and compatible

printer dump.
9 ROM based enhanced extended picture

routine.

9 Ability to create and abort extended pictures.
9 Improved disk access speed for extended

pictures.
9 User definable sideways RAM driver for

incompatible sideways RAM systems.
9 Ellipses at any angle on Master 128 (or B

with GXR ROM).

ConQuest ROM Package
(Price includes software in ROM and a
comprehensive Manual).

(Not Compatible with BBC Compact)

£30

'ARCHI Mk II MOUSE
An extremely reliable replacement mouse
for Archimedes Micro £39

THE NEW Mk III
AMX MOUSE
Inc. Super Art package

ONLY: £59 (carr £3)
(Please specify for BBC, Master or Compact)

MOUSE MAT
AMX MOUSE ONLY

£3
£29

AMX UTILITY Package £13
AMX SUPERART Package £34
AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop
publising software. Works with
Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse £32

PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for
use with AMX Pagemaker £13

AMX DESIGN (ROM) £55
AMX XAM Educational £15
AMX EXTRA EXTRA £16
AMX MAX A gem of desktop
(ROM) £15

WE MOUSE HOUSE
Treat your mouse to a cosy Mouse House. This
handy little gadget solves the problem of where
to store your mouse when it is having a rest.
Made of sturdy plastic, the WE Mouse House
attaches to the side of your computer, Monitor,
disc drive or desk.
It protects it from damage when not in use, yet
within easy reach when you need it again.
There is also a second compartment for your
pens and pencils - and at £4 it doesn't cost a
rodent's ransom.

Price £4

Our Mark II Light Pen is the very latest in light
pen technology. It is totally insensitive to local
lighting conditions and works with many
different monitors. The pen only responds to
the High Frequency light produced by your
monitor/TV. An LED indicates when valid video
data is being produced. A conveniently located
switch is also fitted. (Price includes FREE
software Disc and Operating Manual)

Only £21

FLEET STREET EDITOR
Software pack for BBC Micro £33
Software pack for the Master £39
Software Pack for Compact £40
Admin Xtra Disc Utility £13
Walt Disney Disc Utility £13
Fonts N Graphics Disc Utility £13

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

"Test Bureau Approved for
Use in Education"

Using any source of composite video (colour or
monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC
Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may
be a camera, video recorder or television, and
is connected via the video output socket.
Images produced can be compressed, stored to
disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,
directly used to generate graphics, analysed for
scientific and educational use or converted to
other formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a
picture from a remote camera using a modem.
The output from the digitiser exactly matches
the graphics capability in each mode, with up to
8 levels of grey in mode 2. The unit connects
into the User Port and automatically scans a
complete picture in 1.6 seconds.
Both the black and white levels can be adjusted
manually for the optimum picture, or switched
to automatic for unattended use. The image
produced can be reversed if necessary.
Full controlling software is supplied on a
normal sideways ROM and this is easily
accessed via additional * commands. The
package designed to allow easy input of
complex screens and give full access of the
data to the user. Once on the screen, the image
can be used as a normal graphics screen,
allowing any of the usual graphics commands
in BASIC or other ROMs to work on it.
A special print dump routine is included with
the driver programs. This is specially designed
to produce a fast, correctly proportioned
picture, with reduced "contouring", resulting in
an accurate reproduction of the original image.
Detailed examples of driving this unit from
BASICor other languages are all provided in
the extensive manual supplied.

£109 (Carr. £5)
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)
(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software

in ROM & a Comprehensive Manual)

Magazine Maker
(As seen on TV)

A combination of Stop Press and Watford's
Beeb Video Digitiser.

Using any video that provides a composite
signal and the digitiser, images from a camera
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen
on the BBC Micro.

They can then be used within Stop Press to
illustrate magazines or newsletters - in fact
anything that needs to be created on A4 size
paper.

With Stop Press's many features, a variety of
pictures can be composed - the only limit being
the imagination.

Pictures can be doctored using Stop Press's
graphics option to produce any number of
effects.

Text can be formatted around the digitised
photo on screen using the facilities available,
which include 16 typefaces, character and
pattern definer, text formatting and the ability
to load in wordwise and viewfiles plus much
more.

Once created the picture can be printed out.
The Magazine Maker is suitable for any use

that requires illustrated documents.

Complete Package £135.00 (carr. £3)



The WAPPING EDITOR
The Wapping Editor from Watford Electronics
represents a breakthrough in Desktop
Publishing for the Beeb. The package includes a
64K ROM containing ALL the software needed
to get into print fast; a very sophisticated
graphics module, professional quality
typesetting software, a word processor, a
comprehensive font editor for designing your
own typefaces, and a variety of printer dumps.
This mouse-driven system is designed for the
BBC B, the B+ and Master computers and will
take full advantge of any Sideways and Shadow
RAM that may be fitted. It will run under DFS,
ADFS and Network filing systems and requires
as a minimum just a single 40 track drive.

Included with the system is a utility disc
containing several high quality fonts, various
utilities and a ROM image of a Support ROM. A
comprehensive 100 page manual completes the
package. The Support ROM contains routines to
allow an area to be rotated to any angle or
distorted to any four-sided shape. Also included
are facilities to draw ellipses at any angle and
sectors, segments and arcs (in Master or BBC B
with Acorn GXR). Another of the features of the
Support ROM is a Turbo DFS' which gives DFS
access times comparable with those of ADFS.

PAGE LAYOUT SECTION
The Wapping Editor may be used to create
pages of any size from an A6 to a full A3 page.
If none of the eight default page types suit your
purpose, the stand-alone page creation
program may be used to create pages to your
own requirements. By using proportionally
spaced fonts and genuine microspacing it is
possible to print over 150 characters across an
A4 page. A unique feature of the Wapping
Editor is the 'A5 x 2' page size allowing two A5
pages to be printed side by side onto a single
A4 sheet.

The graphics module is a mode 0 version of the
highly acclaimed Quest Paint package, detailed
elsewhere in our advert, and incorporates all
the same drawing facilities, e.g. pencil, brush,
airbrush, polygon, circle, ellipse, fill, cut-and-
past, etc., etc.

Text may be typeset, either justified or
unjustified, in any font anywhere on the page.
Simply select which font and text document
you wish to use, and pull out a rectangle on the
page where you want the text to be - it's as
simple as that! Multiple columns may be
printed just as easily and a special 'expand'
feature may be used to expand the
microspacing so that the document exactly fits
the space defined.

WORD-PROCESSOR
The integral word processor is the ideal tool for
producing your text documents, although text
can of course be read in from any of the other
popular word processors such as View,
Wordwise etc.

THE FONT EDITOR
The font editor module will allow you to design
your own typefaces or to modify the ones
provided on the utility disc. This sophisticated
editor has numerous functions designedto take
the tedium and frustration out of producing
good looking, well balanced fonts. Each
character may be individually proportionally
spaced and characters of any size up to 16 x 16
pixels may be defined.

Upgrading to the Wapping Editor could not be
easier since the font editor will convert fonts
from other packages, such as Quest Paint or
Stop Press (formerly Pagemaker), into Wapping
Editor format and a mode conversion utility will
convert any screen in modes 1, 2, 4 or 5 into a
full grey-scale mode 0 screen. Pictures may also
be 'grabbed' from a video source by using the
Watford BEEB Video Digitiser, either
independantly or from within the Wapping
Editor package.

For convenience all types of file may be stored
on the same disc, with the software intelligently
and transparently distinguishing between them.
Filenames are picked off the screen with the
mouse, despensing with keyboard entry
wherever possible.

"The Wapping Editor combines sophistication
with ease of use and power with simplicity, to
make it the most comprehensive and user-
friendly DTP system ever likely to be written for
the Beeb".

Wapp'ng Editor Software Pack £69
Wapping Editor plus Mouse £89

^ Wapping Art Disc

Over 250Kof clip art to cut and paste into your
Wapping Editor pages. Pictures include maps,
transport, people, media, sport, games, etc.
Two 'ratio' screens for use with hi-res and
rotated A5 pages to ensure images are not
distorted when printed out.
Music writing symbols in the form of pattern
and brush for quick production of manuscripts
are included together with staves.
There are two prepared hi-res pages layed out
for printing labels, both single and double
width. Ready made label designs are included
but these can be easily replaced with your own
designs.
A Mode 0 screen dump routine is also included.
To pack such a large amount of data onto the
discs the screens have been compressed and
routines to compress and expand Mode 0
screens are included on both discs. Using the
packing routines you can archive large numbers
of screens onto a single disc.

£15

The Beeb HandScan

Hand-held Scanner

for the BBC Micro

Watford Electronics are pleased to announce
the launch of the first hand held scanner for the
BBC Micro. HandScan is a compact unit which
will allow photographs, diagrams, or any other
documents to be digitised quickly and easily, to
then be used in a desk top publishing package,
art program, or even in your own Basic
programsl These useful devices have been
available for faster and more expensive micros
for some time, but only now is Watford
Electronics able to offer for the BBC Micro
computer.
The HandScan plugs directly into the 1MHz bus
on the BBC while a comprehensive set of
utilitiesis provided by the sophisticated ROM
firmware. The scanner has a resolution of either
100 DPI or 200 DPI when accuracy is essential.
Pictures as wide as 4" may be scanned in mode
0 and various type of dithering may be selected
to simulate the grey levels of a scanned picture.
All necessary software has been included in the
firmware to allow the scanner to read images
directly into our Wapping Editor with little more
than the click of the mouse. The digitised
picture may then be incorporated,into your
magazine, newsletter, report or any other
document.

Beeb HandScan & Firmware £135

Wapping Font Disc

Sixteen Wapping Editor fonts including smaller
versions of Oberon and Daisy and two new
sizes of the standard font.
Also included are three Mode 0 screens
containing giant 'headline' fonts to cut and
paste to create extra smooth headlines.
Supplied complete with instructions.

£12

DIAGNOSTICS DISC

The BBC Micro is a very complex machine and
thus diagnosing a fault can be very difficult. At
Watford Electronics, we realise how difficult it
can be when faced with a problem, finding
yourself a long way from your nearest dealer,
or even just uncertain about your Beeb's health,
but not wanting to waste time and money
taking it to be looked at.
The solution to these problems is here now, in
the form of the Watford's Diagnostics Disc. This
excellent utility is specially designed to test out
the following areas of your Beeb:
RAMs, ROMs, ULAs, Sound, Keyboard, Disc,
RS432, ADC, User Port, Printer Port, Cassette,
Joysticks, Speech, Disc Drives, 6502 and Z80
2nd Processors.
This utility is an invaluable aid for all those who
take the reliability of their system seriously. A
comprehensive manual provides full operating
details and a list of possible causes and
remedies for any faults that you may find along
the way. The package also enables a permanent
equipment and service record to be maintained.

Only £20.00

DUMPOUT 3

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM. This
has to be the most flexible and powerful screen
dump ROM yet produced for the BBC micro. It
will put on paper anything you see on the
screen, including full Mode 7 graphics.
Also provided are window setting utilities and
OSWORD calls to plot and read Mode 7
graphics pixels.
Facilities:

• Vertical and horizontal scaling in all graphics
modes and mode 7

• Rotation of image by 90, 180 or 270 degrees
• Left hand margin setting
• Screen dump window setting
• Colours appear as grey scale
O Two tone fast dump
• Colour mask
• Mode 7 contrast expansion
• Mode 7 contiguous dump
• Key triggered and User Port triggered dumps

For use with the following printers:
GLP, GP80/100/250, CANNON, STAR, KAGA/
TAXAN, NEC, SHINWA CP80, GEMINI, EPSON
MX/RX/FX, M1009, NEC PC8023, DMP100/200/
400, Panasonic KX1081/82, Mannesman Tally
and compatibles.

Only: £25

Continued



ARIES
CORNER

B-32 Shadow RAM Card
Like the BBC B+ , the B32 provides 20k of shadow
screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM. Unlike the
B+ , the B32 has simple software commands
which allow the user to reconfigure the RAM as
16k of shadow RAM and 16k of sideways RAM, or
all 32k as sideways RAM.

With the B32, the programmer gets up to 28k of
RAMavailable for Basic, Logo, Comal, Forth, Lisp
and BCPL programs in any screen mode. The
business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus, Interword and many
other applications. For advanced applications,
the scientific user gets access to a massive 47k of
data storage using the Acorn approved "FX call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the
copyright holder's permission) stored on disc.
The B32's sideways RAM can also be used to
extend any operating system buffer (such as the
printer buffer) or to load tape programs into a
disc system.

The B32 simply plugs into the 6502 processor
socket on your BBC micro - no flying leads to
connect and no soldering. Provision of the on
board ROM socket means that the Aries-B32
control ROM does not use up one of your existing
ROM sockets.
9 Recommended by Computer Concepts for use
with their Inter series of ROMs.

Price: £69 (carr. £2)

Aries B-12

Sideways ROM Board
The B12 provides a total of twelve sideways

ROM sockets (the four in the original machine are
replaced by the twelve on the board), all fully
accessible by the MOS sideways ROM system. In
addition, there are two sockets for sideways
RAM, giving up to 16k of RAM using 6264 static
RAM chips.

If you do not have a B32 or B20, a small adaptor
module (the Aries-B12C) is available at a nominal
cost.

Price: Aries B-12
Aries B-12C

£36
£5

ARI^S B-488
IEEE-488 INTERFACE UNIT

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the
BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus

systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the
'GPIB' or 'HP-IB') is the standard method of
interconnecting programmable laboratory instru
ments and control equipment. Using the B488, up
to 15 devices may be connected in a single
high-speed data network.

£238 (Carr £3)

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Delta Base B

Analogue aircraft style yoke
Joystick to run in the analogue port of
the BBC B& Master 128

Delta 3B Single Joystick
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks
Delta 3C Joystick for Compact
Delta 14B Single Joystick
Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module
Transfer Software Disc-Tape
Delta-Cat A mouse eliminator Joystick
for the Archimedes

£25

£10
£15
£10
£11
£12

£7

£26

SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZIF) socket is located into the
ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING
required. The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) elimi
nates the possibility of damage to your ROM pins
when inserting & extracting.

• The low profile of the socket allows unrestric
ted access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly termi
nated to ensure correct operation of suitable
ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a
purpose designed see-through storage container
with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to
12 ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and
static damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of
running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling
or pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for all
professionals and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B t and Master compatible.

ONLY £18 (carr £3)

Low Profile
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Complete System consists of: Low profile ROM
Cartridge, Socket housing. Cable assembly, 5
labels and a library storage rack for the BBC B.

£11• Complete System

• Spare Cartridges

• Spare Rack

£2.50

£1.50

ROM Cartridges for the BBC Master
Will accept the new larger Piggy Back

ROMs like: Interword, Interbase, Quest,
Conquest, etc.

Twin £8; Quad £12

16K DISC RAM
(16K Sideways RAM Module)

Complete with such features as read and write
protection, these new modules from Watford
Electronics are ideal for the hobbyist, software
developer and ROM collector.
Key points to note about this new addition to the
Watford range of products are:

• Write protection (useful in a variety of circum
stances).

• Compact construction.
• Supplied complete with Battery Backup.
• No overheating or overloading problems.
• Free utilities disc supplied.
• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER.
• Ideal for professional software development.
• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Only: £32 (carr £2)

P.S. 16K Disc Ram Board is not designed to work
in conjunction with a Sideways ROM Board.

SOLDERLESS
SIDEWAYS ROM
SOCKET BOARD

In the May 1986 Micro User's independent
review, the writer concludes, "The board has
been well laid out. Its position is much better than
others - not over the HOT RAM chips and further
away from the disc controller area". "I give the
solderless ROM board the thumbs up and wish it
success".

This brand new board from Watford Electronics
is designed specifically for those wishing to add a
ROM board to their own BBC without the need to
perform any soldering.

This new board expands the total possible
number of ROMs in a BBC from 4 to 16.

Unlike our competitors inferior boards, the ONLY
upgrade required for fitting battery backup to the
Watford Solderless ROM board (all Watford ROM
boards, actually) is the fitting of the battery itself.
(No other expensive components are required.)

• The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to
install quality product from BBC leaders
Watford Electronics are as follows:

• Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4
to 16.

• No soldering required.
• Very low power consumption.
• Minimal space required.
• Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd

Processor, etc.
• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.
• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows

recovery from ROM crashes.
9 Battery backup option for RAM chips.
• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive

instructions.

Price: Only £35
Battery backup fitted £39
Battery Backup only £3

(carriage £2)

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless
ROM Board. Includes the options to load and
save ROM Images and the facility to use Side
ways RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

USER PORT
SPLITTER UNIT

Gone are the days when you had to plug and
unplug devices from the User Port. This
extremely useful little device allows two units to
be connected to the User Port simultaniously,
and select between them simply by toggling a
switch. This device is particularly useful for those
people using Quest Mouse and the Watford
Video Digitiser or any similar combination.

Excellent Value at £22 (carr £2)



ROM/RAM
CARD

Watford Electronics announced the first ever
commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the
Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 3
years ago. Following the success of this board,
we have designed what probably represents the
ultimate in expansion boards, the new Watford
Electronics ROM/RAM board. This highly ver
satile and sophisticated board represents the
latest in "2nd generation" sideways ROM tech
nology for the BBC micro, designed to satisfy the
serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.
• NO overheating problems.
• No User Port corruption (avoids problems

with the mouse, modems, Eprom Pro
grammers, etc.)

• Fully buffered for peace of mind.
• Firm mounting in BBC micro.
• Compatible with all BBC micros (not BBC+ or

Master).
• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.

• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).
• Option for 16k of Battery backed CMOS RAM

(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).
• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES

crashes during ROM development).
• Separate RAM write register (&FF30 to &FF3F).
9 Automatic write to currently selected RAM

socket for convenience.
• Accepts any ROM.
• FREE utilities disc packed with software.
• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM

Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.
• Large printer buffer.
• UNIQUE Fully implemented RAM FILING

SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).
• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up
to the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any
paged RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as
a disc drive, with all the normal Watford DFS
features (including OSWORD &7F for ROM-
SPELL, etc.) to provide an environment that looks
like a disc but loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the
ROM-RAM Board.

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all
ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits
(with full instructions) are available for all of the
options, for later.

Please write in for further details.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:

9 ROM/RAM card with 32k dynamic RAM £48
9 ROM/RAM card with 64k dynamic RAM £65
9 ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k dynamic

RAM £109
(carriage on ROM-RAM Card £3)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
9 16k plug-in Static RAM kit £10
• 16k Dynamic RAM for Upgrade £17.50
• Battery backup £3
• Read and Write protect switches £2 each

Complete ROM-RAM board
All options installed £115

P.S.

Is your existing ROM Board overflowing with
ROMs? Do you need more Sideways RAM? Is
your Board unreliable? Then upgrade to Watford
ROM/RAM Board and pay £5 less

32K
SHADOW RAM

Printer Buffer
Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Watford Electronics now brings you the latest
state-of-the-art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBC microcomputer. Don't throw away
your BBC B for a BBC B Plus or BBC Master. Just
plug the ribbon cable into the 6502 processor
socket, and fit the compact board inside the
computer. Immediately you will gain not 16K or
even 20K, but a massive 32K of extra RAM!!!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,
whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a
slow printer - type in text while printing. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and £100 +
saved on a printer buffer.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type in
letters in 80 columns and have up to 28,000 bytes
free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24K of text in
memory. This product is recommended as an
ideal complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG PRO
GRAMS. Use the top 20K of the expansion RAM
as the screen display memory, leaving all the
standard BBC RAM free for programs. Benefit
from MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28K of program
space.

• Use the FULL 32K or the bottom 12K of the
expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for PARAL
LEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels, RS423
etc. Print large text files while running long
graphics programs, and have all your buffer
options available as well (*FX15,21,138,145,AD-
VAL etc). Please note only a 12K printer buffer
can be used with Wordwise or Wordwise-Plus,
due to the way they are written.

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on again.
Unlike all other ROM managers, this feature does
not use 'unofficial' memory. Two bytes of nor
mally user-inaccessible memory on the RAM
card are used to ensure ROMs are disabled
WHERE OTHER ROMS FAIL.

Only £59 (carr £2)

(Price includes a comprehensive manual
and the ROM)

INCREDIBLE

WORDPROCESSING
DEAL

Watford's 32K SHADOW RAM CARD and Com
puter Concept's INTERWORD Wordprocessor
package.

£89at Only (carr £2)

Don't miss our open day. For details
please see Page 1 or our advert.

Payment may be made by credit card,
Connect card or cheque, but we also
have available a range of finance terms,
see the feature in our advert.

BBC SOFTWARE'S
Popular Educational Software

• Maths with a Story 1 (Disc). 4 primary level
maths programs £11.25

• Maths with a Story 2 (Disc) 4 further maths
programs £11.25

• Picture Craft (Disc) 6 - 14 age group. Pack
consists of flexible geometrical design &
colouring programs £17

• RELATIONSHIP: Science (Disc) O Level
Biology program. £20.00

• BONDING: Science (Disc) O Level Chemistry
program. £20.00

• ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM (8 Discs) O
Level program. £20.00

• ELECTRONICS IN ACTION (Disc) O Level pro
gram £19.95

• NEWTON & THE SPACE SHUTTLE (Disc) O
Level program. £20

• ECOLOGY (Disc) O Level program. £20
• POLYMERS(Disc) O Level program. £20
• Clasification & Periodic Table O Level. The

suite is supplied with its own database of
chemical elements which can be classified
according to your own rule. £20

• FOOD & POPULATION (Disc) O Level pro
gram. £20

• MICROTECHNOLOGY (Cassette) O Level pro
gram. £11.25

• A VOUS LA FRANCE (2 Cassettes) A French
language home study aid.

• DEUTSCH DIREKT! (Disc &
Cassette)

O Modem Master (Disc)

• ADVANCED TELETEXT SYSTEM

• PERIOD TABLE SOFTWARE

• Astronomy-Primary (Disc)
• Computers at Work-Primary
• Introducing Geography-Primary
• Introducing Geography 11-17yrs
• Electric Fields 6-14 years
• BlackQueen Contract Bridge
• Espana Viva-3 Discs
• A Vous La France Disc

Educational Software

FUN SCHOOL 2 - Red:

6-8 yrs - Eight programs on Disc, Number Train,
Shopping, Maths Maze, Treasure Hunt, Bounce,
Packing Caterpillar, 3 Number jump. £11

FUN SCHOOL 2 - Green:

Over 8 yrs - Eight programs on Disc. Build a
Bridge, Passage of Guardians, Unicorn, Logic
Doors, Souvenirs, Code Boxes, Mystery Machine
& Escape. £11.25

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

Versatile BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER Unit

The Watford Speech Synthesiser is a very flexible
speech synthesis unit based upon the powerful
phonemes system. This system stores the
building blocks of speech (called phonemes) and
allowsyou to combine them quickly and easilyto
form virtually any word imaginable.

Supplied with an advanced ROM, you are
provided with a 500 word dictionary to get you
started. These can easily be added to by
following the notes given in the comprehensive
manual.

SPECIAL PRICE £32 (carr £2)



ROMS

ACCELERATOR £30

CARETAKER Basic Utility £23
DISC DOCTOR £28

Graphics ROM £29
TERMI £25

COMMUNICATOR £49

Wordwise £26

Wordwise plus £40

We are giving away absolutely FREE,
the superb Word-Aid ROM worth
£24 with every WORDWISE PLUS
package bought from us.

Word-ffid
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM
for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise Plus word
processor with this most advanced ROM from
Watford. By utilising the powerful Wordwise
Plus programming language, WordAid provides
a whole host of extra features, all accessed via
a special new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles Moir, the
author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

9 Text transfer options.
• Chapter marker.
• Epson printer codes function key option.
9 Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.
• Print Multiple copies of a document.
9 Multiple file options for print and preview.
• Address finder.
• Label printer.
• Mail-merger.
9 Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear text-segment area.
• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc Interface in your
Micro)

HI-WORDWISE-PLUS DISC: £5

SPELL MASTER £42

Inter SHEET ONLY £37

CHART ONLY: £25

Inter-WORD

MEGA-3 ROM
Interword, Intersheet & Interchart -
3 in one ROM

£36

£76

INTERBASE £49
All Prices Exclusive of VAT

DISC Version for BBC B&B+ £14.00
DISC Version for BBC Master £16.50
Disc Version for the Compact £18.00

(When ordering please specify for which Micro
& 40 or 80 track Disc).

Advanced Computer Products
Advanced Disc Toolkit £30
Advanced Disc Investigator £25
Advanced 1770 DFS BBC £29

Advanced 1770 DFS Master £30
Advanced File Manager £25.00
Advanced Control Panel £30.00

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER

ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but until
now has seriously lacked in terms of printer
support. With the launch of our Printer Driver
ROM, which includes an extremely powerful
and easy to use Printer Driver Generator, View
users can find themselves in the realms of
advanced word processing only at a small
outlay.

The VPD extends View's printer command
with a series of mnemonic commands. All
standard highlight sequences are also
supported. A large range of printers are
supported by drivers contained within the ROM
(the drivers can be downloaded and
customised). Printers supported include:
Epson's MX, RX, FX, FX, LX, JX80 range, HI80,
KP810/910, PW1080, JP101, HR15, M1009, GLP,
Panasonic KX-P1081/2, JUKI 6100, etc.

Other printers are readily supported by
defining a Printer Driver using the built in
Printer Driver Generator. The features
mentioned below are available to both the built
in Printer Drivers and user defined drivers
(assuming the printer supports the features).

NLQ control, Underline, Bold, Proportional
Spacing, Microspacing, Italic, Superscript,
Subscript, Condensed, Enlarged, Double Strike,
Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI 6), Set
characters per inch numerically (e.g. CPI 5),
Select printer font, Select printer ribbon colour,
Translation sequences, Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric expressions for
certain operations, Full printer setup, Send
control codes. Print prompt on screen,
Redefinable Pad character, Pause for key press,
Prompt to change daisywheel, and Execute *
command when printing.

Other features include a very powerful on
screen preview, with bold, italic, underline,
super/subscript, enlarged highlights, and a
special printer driver to allow memory based
text to be previewed by View 1.4. Of course.
View 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all supported, as is
Shadow RAM and 6502 Second Processors. The
BBC B series and Master series of micros are
supported. A comprehensive manual is
supplied. All in all, a very professional product
for the discerning user who wants power at
their finger tips. (Write in for a detailed leaflet).

Price: Only £33

VIEW WORDPROCESSOR 2.1 £35

VIEW 3.0 ROM £48

VIEW PROFESSIONAL £59

VIEWSHEET (Acornsoft) £36

VIEWSTORE £36

VIEWSPELL with 80 track disc £29

VIEWPLOT Disc £20
(Please specify for Master 128 or Compact)

VIEW-INDEX £12

OVERVIEW Packs 1 & 2 £69

Watford's own Sophisticated
VIEW PRINTER DRIVERS

Epson FX80&KagaKP (Disc) £8
Juki & Brother HR15 (Disc) £8
Silver Reed Printers (Disc) £8

OFFICE
MASTER

CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand Alone"
accounting software package for the cash based
sole trader/partnership business. It is designed
to replace your existing cashbook system and
will provide you with a computerised system
complete to trail balance.

FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data prepared by
the Cashbook module and produce a complete
set of accounts as following: Trial Balance with
inbuilt rounding routine; Notes to the accounts;
VAT Summary; Profit & Loss A/C; Balance
Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program. Enables
you to keep records of names and addresses
and then print, examine, sort and find them, all
with special selection techniques.
EASILEDGER - A management aid software
tool designed to run alongside an existing
accounting system. Essentially a Debit/Credit
ledger system which can handle sales, purchase
and nominal ledger routines to provide instant
management information.
INVOICES & STATEMENTS - Greatly reduces
the time and cost of preparing Invoices and
Statements by storing essential information like
customer names, addresses and account
numbers. Has VAT routines and footer
messages facility.
STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to enter stock
received, stock out, summary of stock items
and current holdings together with details of
total cost, total stock to minimum level, units in
stock ordering, quantity and supplier detail.

Al. this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE
MATE

m. DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS
DATABASE - Set up a computerised card index
system with powerful search facilities.
SPREADSHEET - Offers many calculation and
editing features.
BEEBPLOT - Provides visual representation
from Spreadsheet data.

OFFICE MATE Only £10 (Disc)



BOOKS (No VAT on Books)
15HrWordprocessing BBC/View £5.95
15HrWordprocessingBBCA/VW&WW+ £5.95

30HourBASIC(BBCMicro) £12.95

6502 Assembly Language Programming £19.95

6502Application £13.95

6502 Development Package £7.50

6502 Programming the £16.95

6502ReferenceGuide £10.95

68000 Assembly Language £15.95

68000 Assembly Language Prog. £19.95

68000 Assembly LanguageTechniques £24.95

68000 MachineCode Programming £13.00

68000 Microprocessor Handbook £14.95

68000 Programming the £22.95

68000UserGuide £8.95

6809, Programming the £18.95

Advanced UserGuideforBBC £10.95

Amiga Hardware Ref Manual £23.70

Amiga Machine Lang. Guide £19.95

Art of MicrocomputerGraphics £16.95

Assembly Language Prog.forthe BBC £10.95

Assembly Language Quick Ref. £21.95

AY-3-8910 Programmable Sound Generator
Data Manual £3

BASIC2-UserGuide £2

BasicV-ADabhand Guide £9.95

BBC-Advanced Graphics with the £11.75

BBC - Advanced Programming
Techniques for £8.95

BBCBasicGuide £19.95

BBC Computer Handbook -
TheComplete £14.95

BBC-Mastering Assembly Code £8.95

BBCMicro&thesmall Business £5.75

BBCMicro-FileHandlingOn £8.50

BBCMicro-withinthe £13.95

BCPLUserGuide £14

BCPLThe Language &its Compiler £8.50

CBigRedBookof £7.50

C-ADabhand Guide to £14.95

Cfor Programmers £9.95

CProgrammingLang.2ndEdition £24.95

COMAL-lntroductionto £9.50

Complete FORTH £6.95

Computer Graphics &CAD fundamentals £9.95

Deutsch Direkti (Bookonly) £5.95

DNFSInstruction Booklet £2

DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)
Operating Manualfor BBC £6.95

FileHandling on BBC Micro £8.50

FORTH-Advanced £9.95

FORTH on the BBC Micro £9.95

Hackers Handbook-New £6.95
Hitch-HikersGuidetoA.I. £8.95
Introduction to COMAL £9.50

Inside Information, Computers &Corns. £9.95

ISO-PASCAL Reference Manual £9.95

LISP the Language of
Artificial Intelligence £13.95

Logo on the BBC Micro £7.50

Mysteries of DISC DRIVES and DFS
REVEALED £5.95

Mastering Assembly Code £8.95

Mastering Interpreters &
Compilers £14.95

Mastering Music £6.95

Mastering the Disc Drive £7.95

Master512 Guide-Dabs £9.95
MasterOperating System £12.95

Master Reference Manual Parti £14.00

MasterReferenceManual Part2 £14.00

Master Reference Manual-Advanced £19

MINIOFFICEII-ADabhand Guide £9.95

PASCAL-lntroductionto £17.95

PASCALonthe BBC Micro £9.95
PASCALProgramming £9.45

Practical DiscFileTechniques £5.95

The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER
CommandsREVEALED £5.95

The Software Business £5.50
Towers Int. Transistor Selectors £14.95

Understanding Interword -
ABeginnersGuide £6.50

View3.0UserGuide £10
ViewGuide (View 2.1) £4.50
Viewsheet & Viewstore Dabhand Guide £12.95
Mastering View, Viewsheet &

Viewstore £12.95
VIEWDabhandGuide £12.95

Viewsheet User Guide £10

Viewstore User Guide £10

Writing Interactive Interpreters
&Compilers

Wordwise + A UserGuide

Z88 Computing
Z88UsingYour

£8.45

£9.95

£9.95

£9.95

Carriage on Books vary between £1 to
£3.50, depending on their weight.

BOOKS for
IBM PC & Compatibles

1-2-3 For Business2nd Edition £20.95
1-2-3Command Language £19.95
1-2-3 Special Edition (QUE)-Using £21.95
8086/8088 Assembly Language Prog. £12.45
8086/8088 Programming the £17.95
Ability-Using £12.95
Accountancy software in Business -
Using £12.95
AdvanceCTech&Application £19.95
Advanced Tech. in Turbo Pascal £19.95
AldusPagemaker-Using £21.45
Amstrad Basic2 Manuals £12.95
AmstradTechnical Manualfor 1640 £19.95

Amstrad PC ProgrammersRefGuide £7.50
Amstrad PC1512-1640 Step by Step -
Using £8.50
Amstrad PC 1512/1640-Using 2nd Ed. £9.95
Amstrad PC 1512 PC User Guide - 2nd Ed £9.95
Autocad-Using Release 10 £26.95
Businesscompaniononthe1640 £12.95
dBasell&lll-Understanding £7.95
dBasell-Workingwith £9.95
dBaselll-Mastering £21.95
dBaselllPlus £12.95

dBase IIIPlus-Complete Reference £19.95
dBaselllPlus-Mastering £21.95
dBase IIIPlus Handbook 2nd Edition £20.95
dBase III Plus - tips, tricks and traps
(QUE) £20.45
dBase IIIPlus-Quick Ref. Guide £4.95

dBase III Plus-Quick Prog. Guide £8.95
dBase Instant Reference(lll&lll + ) £10.95
dBase IV - Handbook £19.95

dBase4-Understanding £22.95
DOS Instant Reference(upto3.3) £10.95
DOS,MasteringforVersionsupto3.3 £19.95
DOS PowerToolsfincludesa disk) £39.95
DOSPIusManual/AmstradPC £10.95
DOS-ProgrammersRef.Manual £22.95
ExcellBMVersion-Usingthe £22.95
Good Software Guide - for IBM PCs

andCompatibles £19.95
Hard Disc Instant Reference £10.95
HardDiskManagelBMPCXTAT £17.35
Hard Disc-Managing your 2nd Ed. £20.95
Hard Disc management - Quick

Reference Guideto £4.95
IBM PS/2 Handbook £19.95
IBMPCAT-lnsidethe £20.95
Local Area Networks2nd Generation £19.95
Lotus 1-2-3 Desktop Companion Soft/B £24.95
Lotus1-2-3-lllustrated £18.45
Mastering 1-2-32ndEdition £19.95
MS-DOS-ABC'sof £16.95
MS-DOSAdvanced Programming £20.95
MS-DOSHandbook3rdEdition £18.95
MS-DOS Instant Reference Guide £10.95
MS/PCDOS3.3-lllustrated £18.45
MS-DOS Masters-Tricksof £22.50
MS-DOS Performance Programming
Under £18.95
MS-DOSQuickProg Ref Guide £8.95
MS-DOS Commands - Quick Reference
Guide £4.95
MS-DOS-Running4thedition £21.95
MS-DOS-Supercharging 2nd Edition £17.95
MS-DOS UsersGuide 3rd Edition £20.95
MS-DOS-Using £19.95
Operating the IBM PC Network £18.45
Pagemaker-Desktop Publishing £15.95
PagemakerlBMPC-Mastering £18.95
Pagemaker IBMversion-Using 2nd Ed £22.95
Pagemaker-lllustrated £18.45
PagemakeronlBMPC-Using £24.95
Programming Guide to EGA & VGA
Cards £23.95
Prog. Guideto IBM-P.Norton's £19.95
Quattro-Mastering £21.95
Smart-Using £21.45
Smart-tips, tricksand traps (QUE) £22.45
SuperCalc4-Mastering £19.95

SuperCalc4-Using £21.45
Symphony 4th Edition-Mastering £24.95
The Good Software Guide - for

IBMPCsandCompatibles £19.95
TurboPascalAdvancedTech £18.95

Turbo Pascal CompleteVer.4.0 £21.45
Turbo Pascal Program Library £18.95
Upgrading&RepairingPC's £22.95
Using DOS* on the 1512

(95%OKfor512Ed) £9.95
Using Microsoft WORD2nd Edition £19.95
UsingPagemakeronthelBMPC £22.45
Ventura-Mastering £21.95
Ventura Publishing-lnstantincl. DISC £34.75
VenturaTips +Tricks £18.95
WordPerfect 5-DeskTop Companion £2.95
WordPerfect Desktop Companion £20.95
Wordperfect-lllustrated £18.45
WordPerfect 3rd Ed-Using £20.45
WordPerfect Made Easy £15.95
Wordstar & CP/Mmadeeasy £10.95
WordStar Release5.0-Mastering £19.95
WordStar 1512/1640-Using £9.95
WordStarUser'sRef.manual £12.50

Wordstar-Quick program Ref. Guide £8.95
WordStar4.0-Using 2nd Edition £18.45
Xerox Ventura-Desktop Publishing £14.50
Xerox Ventura Publishing-Inside £18.45

The Advanced Reference

Manual for the BBC Master
At last Acorn's long awaited Advance Reference
Manual for the BBC Master Series of
Microcomputers has now been published.
Watford Electronics' own authors have edited
and added missing sections to the original
script and produced a very high quality
publication.

It features information about:

• Memory Organisation
9 Slow data bus

• Detailed circuit description
• Keyboard controller

O Screen display
• User port
• Serial Processor

• Peripheral bus controller
• 1 Mhz Bus

• Machine operating System
• Second processors - Internal, Z80 and 80186
9 Disc Filing Systems
• ANFS

• Terminal Emulator & Editor

• View internal format

• Detailed differences between Model B, B+,
Master 128K and Compact
• Comprehensive appendix on 65C12
instruction set

At the rear of the manual there are pull out
circuit diagrams for the Master 128K.
A worth-while addition to any Master owner's
library.

All this for just £17 (NO VAT)

The Complete Mouse
User Guide to BBC Micro

This manual has been written to reveal the
secrets of the mouse. It explains all the
principles required by the hardware and
associated software, and also example listings
for inclusion into custom programs. The
manual first details the basic principles of the
mouse and a simple program which uses these
principles. This information should be adequate
for most applications. However, it is possible to
improve the performance of the mouse by
expanding on the principles already used in the
software. This is again fully explained and an
example program given.
It is possible to gain a full understanding of the
mouse from this manual. For those not
interested in exactly how the mouse functions,
complete example programs'are also included.
These may be typed directly into the micro,
without the need for any understanding of the
hardware or software involved, enabling the
mouse to be used for custom applications.

Price £5.95 (No VAT)
Example programs on Disc £4.95



Take control of your Sideways ROMs with ROM
Manager. This powerful utility ROM gives you
power over your sideways ROMs. Disable
whole ROMs, send commands directly to
named ROMs and many other powerful
facilities.
"Provides comprehensive management of all
your installed ROMs". (BEEBUG November '84.)

ONLY £20

ADDER

The only low cost EPROM Programmer for the
BBC Micro that will program both the standard
21V and the new 12V5. 27128 EPROMS.
Adder is the ultimate EPROM programmer for
the BBC Micro. It will program many different
EPROMs up to the very latest 27256 32K
devices.
The Adder unit connects to the User Port and
draws its power from there too. The EPROM is
mounted in a top quality ZIF socket. There are
no switches or controls as Adder is entirely
software controlled.
The Adder software provides sophisticated
facilities for programming EPROMs from a RAM
image produced by loading disc files. The
software is menu driven and designed for ease
of use.
Features:
• Two ultra fast programming algorithms or
standard slow algorithm.
• Supports standard 21V programming and
newer 12.5 volt EPROMs. (Software switched).
• The RAM image to be programmed can be
built up in many ways. Sections of image can
be loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.
• Automatic processing to handle a list of files
to program into the EPROM.
• Automatic disc buffering to allow
programming of 32K 27256 devices from a 32K
file without extra effort.
• Verification gives detailed error list and
checksums are maintained. There is also a
blank check facility.
• Works with all standard filing systems.
Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow
Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM.
More than one file per ROM permitted.
9 Programs the following EPROMs:
From 2K to 32K: 2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2764,
2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256 (Both 12.5V and
21V).

£65 (£5 Carr)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to
survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of
EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give the
maximum possible working life by not erasing
too fast. We use these erasers for all'our own
erasing work.
• ERASER EB - Standard version erases up to
16 chips. £28 (carr £2)
• ERASER GT - Deluxe version erases up to 18
chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off
the UVlamp when opened. £30 (carr £2)

Spare UVtubes. £9

Servisol Foam Cleaner
This 415MI. king size multi-purpose foam
cleanei spray is ideal for cleaning the Keyboard.
Monitor, Disc Drive and your computer
furniture surfaces. Simply spray on the surface
to clean and wipe off with a clean cloth.

£2.50

Antistatic Aerosol Spray
Ideal for cleaning and preventing static build-up
OH TV/Monitor Screens.

£2.50

Aerosol Dust Spray
This simple to use aerosol spray is ideal for
removing Dust and Dirt deposits from the
Keyboards and similar inaccessible places. £3

SPARES for BBC Micro
BBC Keyboard £42 Speaker
Master Keyboard £62 Keyswitch
UHF Modulator £4 16MHz Crystal
Speaker Grill £1 32.768MHz Xtal
Power Supply £56 Master PSU
BBC Casing £20

£2
£1.50

£4
£1.00

£59

Replacement FLEXIBLE 17 way
Keyboard Connector £4

SURGE PROTECTOR Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment against mains
surges. Nearby lightning strikes, thermostats
switching and many other sources which put
high voltage transient spikes on to the mains.
This con lead to data corruption in memory and
on disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. A must for every computer user.

Protection for only £8.50

4 WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 way lop quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired Up with mains plug ready for
use. Con be screwed to floor or wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads
from your peripherals.

£8.65 (carr £1.50)

ARIES SPIKE CLEANER UNIT
A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a
built-in Surge Arrester, providing protection for
your complete computer system

£13.50 (carr; £1.50)

ROM EXTRACTION TOOL
This extremely useful tool allows you trouble
free chip insertion and removal from your
computer by distributing the removal force over
the whole body of any 24 or 28 pin chip.

28pin DIL HEADER PLUG
SOLDER type £1.50; IDC CRIMP type £1.95

8 WAY DIP SWITCH
Increase the speed of your Disc Drives by
soldering this switch to your BBC B or B •
Keyboard.

Only £1.00

28 pin ZIF SOCKET (Textool) £6.95

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

CONNECTING LEADS
(All ready made and tested)

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug
to 3 pin DIN Plug + 1 Jack Plug £2.50
to 7 pin DIN Plug £3.00
to 3 Jack Plugs £2.50
6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB) £3.00

DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS
Supply from BBC power supply to standard
Disc Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

DISC DRIVE INTERFACE LEADS
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable

Single £4 Twin £6

Miscellaneous Conn ectors

Plugs Sockets

RGB (6 PIN DIN) 50p 75p
RS423(5pin Domino) 70p 80p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 40p 95p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) 35p 50p
Paddles (15 pin'D') 150p 250p
Disc Drive Plug 4 way 100p -

6 way Power Connector 120p 150p

Watford DATA DUCK

Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual
Drive with this simple external unit (Suitable for
Disc Drives with PSU. For Disc Drives without
PSU, you will also require Watford Power Duck,
see below).

£14

Watford POWER DUCK £8

CHIP
SHOP

DS3691
DS88LS120
LM324
SN 76489
SAA5050
UPD7002
2764-250nS
27128A-250nS
(12V5)
27128-250nS
(21V)
27256-2
27512-2
27C101GI1 Meg)
4013
4020

4164-15
4464-12
4464-15
4816 RAM
41256-15
41256-12
6264LP-8K
6502ACPU

65C02 3M
65C12

6512A
6522
6522A
62256ALS-15
6818
6845SP
68B50
68B54
7438
74LS00
74LS04
74LS10
74LS123
74LS163
74LS244

74LS245
74ALS245
74LS373
74LS393
75453
75159
9637
ICL7673PA

£4.50

£5.25
£0.45

£5.50
£8.75
£6.00

£2.80

£3.00

£5.25
£3.99

£7.99
£13.95

60p
£0.90

£3.25
£9.95

£8.25
£2.00
£6.00
£7.50
£4.95
£4.50

£9.75
£9.00

£10.00
£3.40
£4.50

£13.00
£4.00

£6.00
£2.95
£7.50

40p
25p
25p
25p
80p
70p
80p

£1.00
£2.75

£1.00

£1.00
70p

£2.00
£2.00
£2.00

ASSORTED
ROMS

ACORN ADFS £25
ACORN BASIC 2 plus

User Guide
Acorn BCPL
Acorn COMAL
ACORN DNFS

Acorn FORTH
Acorn Graphics
Acornsoft C Disc
Acorn LISP
Acorn LOGO
Acorn OS B +
AcornOS 1.2
Basic Editor
BBC PCB Designer
Beebfont
Beebmon
Buffer& Backup
Communicator
EPSON NLQ ROM

£22

£42
£38

£17

£32

£25
£45

£19
£42

£25
£14
£24
£49

£25
£22

£20
£49

£25
Graphics Extension Rom
GXR-B £21

GXR-B + £22

ISO Pascal £51

ISO-Pascal Stand
Alone Generator £30
ICON Master £28

Logotron LOGO £39

Master OS ROM £38
Micro Prolog £62

Microtext Disc £46

Microtext Rom £199

NLQ DESIGNER £25

PendownROM £29

ROMIT £29

Serial ULA £13

TED £35

Termulator B, B + £28
Termulator Maste r £32

Video ULA £14

ULTRACALC II £26
1Mb OS ROM £39



Now for a touch of FINESSE when you choose an Aries PC from Watford

FREE... Hardware and Software worth £300, with every Aries PC System
purchased from us
The Aries IBM PC-XT88 and Aries PC AT286 compatibles are now supplied with Digital Research's GEM, the
powerful Finesse 1.1, Desk Top Publishing package and Multiwriter WORDPROCESSING software, (in addition
to PC Organiser, MSDOS and 12 months on site maintenance warranty). So not only you get the best all round
value in PC compatibles, but you also get a complete and powerful WYSIWYG DTPsoftware package that
takes you from typewritten text onto typeset quality layouts. LOGITEK MOUSE too is included with the
package. P.S. To operate Finesse DTP, you require a Hard disc system.

WATFORD GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY.

ARIES PC-XT 88

Specification:
• 16 Bit Intel 8088-2 or NEC V20 78108 microprocessor, running at

8MHz or 4.77MHz. (3 times faster than IBM PC/XT).
• 8087-2 maths co-processor, optional.
• 640K minimum expandable to 1024K on system board, extra

384K RAMDISK available.

• 360K Single Floppy (optional 2nd Floppy/3.5720MB Winny/T.
Streamer).

CLOCK on System board, gives non stop DATE & TIME.
8 expansion slots. • 102 keys keyboard.
RS232 with two ports. • 150W power supply.
Microsoft MS DOS 3.30. • GW-BASIC 3.21.
Mono graphics/parallel card.
Legal BIOS and built in games port and clock.

ARIES PC AT286

Specification:
80286 microprocessor.
Optional 80287 Moths co-processor
640K RAM standard expandable on-board to 4MB.
1.2M Single Floppy (optional 2nd Floppy/3.5/Winny/T. Streamer)
CLOCK on System board, gives non stop DATE & TIME.
8 expansion slots. • 10? key keyboard.
Serial/Parallel Card. • HDD/FDD Card.
Switchable Speed 8/12M
Landmark test at 16MHz. • 200W power supply.
Microsoft MS DOS 3.30. • GW-BASIC 3.21.
Mono graphics/parallel card (Here. Compt.l
Slide in metal case with function display.
Legal BIOS and built in games port and clock.

FREE 12 month On-site Maintenance warranty (UK mainland) included in the price
Available in the following configurations:

• System 1 - Aries PC-XT88 Basic System including FREE
Bundled Software & Hardware £445

• System 2 - Aries PC-XT 88 system 1 as above plus
14" hi-res monochrome Flat Screen monitor £489

• System 3 - Aries PC-XT 88 System 2 as above plus
a 720K 3.5" Disc Drive fitted £579

• System 4 - Aries PC-XT 88 System 2 plus a 20MB
Hard Disk fitted £799

• System 5 - Aries PC-XT 88 System 2 plus a 40MB
Hard Disk fitted £849

• System 6 - Aries PC-XT 88/EGA hi-res Colour System,
Aries EGA Monitor/EGA Card and 40MB Hard Drive
fitted. £999

• System 7 - Aries PC-XT88 System 5 plus Ultra High
Res VGA/Multisync Colour Monitor & Card plus 40MB
Hard Disc Drive fitted £1149

Available in the following configurations:

• System 1 - Aries PC-AT286 Basic System including
FREE Bundled Software & Hardware £759

• System 2 - Aries PC-AT286 system 1 as above plus
14" hi-res monochrome Flat Screen monitor £799

• System 3 - Aries PC-AT286 System 2 as above
plus a 720K 3.5" Disc Drive fitted £889

• System 4 - Aries PC-AT286 System 2 plus a 20MB Hard
Disk fitted £995

• System 5 - Aries PC-AT286 System 2 plus a 40MB Hard
Disk fitted £1199

• System 6 - Aries PC-AT 286 /EGA hi-res Colour
System, Aries EGA Monitor/EGA Card & 40MB Hard
Drive fitted. £1399

• System 7-Aries PC-AT286, Ultra High Res VGA/
Multisync Colour Monitor 8t Card plus 40MB Hard Disc
Drive fitted £1499

If you want a different combination, we will be pleased to configure a system
to your specific requirement. Please telephone our PC department for price.

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request. ALL
OFFERSsubject to availibility.
Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and Export inquiries welcome.
Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS
Accepted.
Shop Hours: 9.00am to 6.00pm. Monday to Saturday. Thursdays Sam
to 8pm. (Free Customer's Car Park)

VAT: UK customers please add 15% VAT to cost incl. Carriage.
CARRIAGE: Unless stated otherwise, minimum £1.50 on all orders. £3
on Larger items. On bulkier items, £7 Securicor charge applies (UK
mainland only). Overseas orders, carriage is charged at cost.

Specifications of all products are given in good faith but is subject to
change without notice. Some items vary in their availability. Please
ring for latest delivery situation.

Watford Electronics
JESSA HOUSE, 250 Lower High Street,
WATFORD WD1 2AN, ENGLAND
Telephone: (0923) 37774; Telex: 8956095
FAX: 01 950 8989 ^
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UPGRADES/8271

(264 LP 160 nS
Acorn 8271 DFS
Acorn 1770 -
410/1 IMflam-

410/1 20M Hvd One 28mi
A3000 E.I Dnva 1/F
Tutbo Upg/idf

SOO
3828
4522

45 22
4522

14815
18826

1826
11730

Paarlraa MRBOOO i_.4143
RISC OS Uporada .2900

MONITORS

PnApi CM8802
Pnihp* CM8862
Philip*CM itand
Philipi BM7602 G'aan
Philipi 7622 Aircc
Phiiipi TV Tunai
Ta«anKX1202c5aa*c39'
Phiiipi 3cm 88C9 VQA : .• <m
MicioviKc 143'
Micieviiac 145"
(Pnciilnc BBC tit a)

•>c VAT
.17304
2'652

'626

36600
17304

21862

Inc VAT
575

44 00
6200
5200
5200

16800
22800
2100

13600

49 85
33 35

Inc VAT
19800

24900
2100
7200
8500
6900

7900
420 30

19900
24900

Philips CM8833
with cable

£215.00 (186.97 + VAT)

Taxan 770+

with cable

£483.00 (£420.00 + VAT)

Star LCI 0

Colour Dump

Rom £39.95 inc.

PANASONIC KXP 1081

with cable & paper

£149.00 (£127 + VAT)

PANASONIC KXP1124

with cable & paper

£297.00(258.17 + VAT)

PANASONIC KXP1180

with cable & paper

£175.00 (£152.17 + VAT)

CITIZEN 120D

with cable & paper

£125.00 (£108.67 + VAT)

EPSON LQ550

with cable & paper

£315.00 (£273.91 + VAT)

PRINTER RIBBONS
Exe VAT Inc VAT

LX800 & FX800 Print Ribbon 2 30 2 65
LC-10 Print Ribbon 4 00 4 60
120D Pfml Ribbon 4 00 4 60
Taxan/Canon Punt Ribbon 3 22 3 70
Juki 6100 Pnnl Ribbon 1 30 I 50

Pnone (Of lull range 100* original&
compatible nbboni ♦ bulk discounts

DISKETTES 100% error free
(lifetime warranty)

Exc VAT Inc VAT
10 Banana Reversible disks 6 85 9 95
10 3 5 D/S 135lpi 7 39 8 50
5035-D/S 135lpi 3460 4000
1003 5" O/S 13Stpi 6783 7800
10 96tpi D S D D in box 517 596
50 96tpi D S D D in boxes 17.17 1975
100 96lpi D S D D in boxes 32.09 3690
10 3m High Density 35" 2500 28.75
10 3m High Density 525" 1200 1380
100 Disc. Box 5 25' -lock 6.52 7 50

ROMS/SOFTWARE
E«C VAT

WOfdwtM Plut. 3738

DTP-Acom
Vnw Slort
Ovirvitw 11 II

12067
3666

M70

MASTER/ARCH

512 MSOoi Proeanor
Mum 128K Mieio
Archimadai 410/1
Archimtdii A3000
Maim Cartridgai
Ralaranca Manuals
Mailai & BBC Dual Covan
BBC B'l Irom

Exe VAT
17304
40436

118900
64900

8 66
1400

. 300
16217

Ine VAT
4100
54 00
4300
8200
4800
3500

13800
4100
7800

Inc VAT
18900
46600

1378 86
74835

996
1400
346

17600

CONCEPT KEYBOARDS

A3 for BBC B/B+ & Master

£142.60 (£124.00 + VAT)

STAR LC2410

with cable & printer

£295.00 (£256.52 + VAT)

Mono

f 169.00 (£146 + VAT)
Colour

£219.00 (190.43 + VAT)

(with Cable & Paper)

Taxan KP815

with cable & paper

£169.00 (146.96 + VAT)

CANON PW1080A

with cable & paper

£159.00 (£138.26 + VAT)

EPSON LX800

with cable & paper

£169.00 (£146.96 + VAT)

EPSON LQ400

with cable & paper

£255.00 (£221.74 + VAT)

PRINTER/CABLES/ETC.
Canon A55 (17" w)
EpionLOBSO.
Juki 2200 Daily Whaa

26600 29900
418.62 47800
23391 26900

Amilrad L03500di 22622 26900
Sue NXI6 (15-w) 294 78 33900
16m (4 lool) BBC Cabla 4 00 4 60
20m 16I001I 600 890
IBM Aich.madal caola 18m _ 800 690
LX/LO Snaai Faadar 6261 7200
LC10/LC2410 8131 5900
2 way prmtar iwilch.. 1800 2070
Prmtar Dm Covan .. 4 00 4 80

5.25 DISC DRIVES

CSX100 40T
CSX400 40/80T
CDX800S40/80T
CD800S40/80T
400k No PSU 40/80T
400k & PSU 40/80T
No PSU 40/80T . ,
800k & 40/80T. ..
•800k - Sland 40/80T 19043

Phone (or Hard discs & Torch

Cumana
Cumana
Cumana
Cumana
MD400A
MD400B
MD802C
MD802E
MD802D

Exc VAT
74 78
89 57

175 76
195 65

78 26
88 70

156 52
169 57

Inc VAT
8600

103 00
20200
225 00
9000

102 00
18000
19500
21900

Phone lor our heat prlco Before piecing your ordei
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

We are closed Saturday afternoons
Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

Acorn Dept.

128 West Street,
Portchester,

Larger,terns g—,,-• HenU.
delivered \"ggfu\ P016 9XE.

by Securicor BH Tel: 0705 325354
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THE PUBLISHER

ANO-NONSENSE, NO-GIMMICK DESKTOP PUBLISHING SYSTEM

•INTEGRATES WITH YOUR EXISTING WORDPROCESSOR

•SIMPLE BUT POWERFUL PAGE DESCRIPTION COMMANDS
•ON-SCREEN PREVIEW FROM WORDWISE, VIEW &INTER-WORD

THE PUBLISHER Is asingle, massive 64K ROM which holds the controlling
software and 16 FONTS, Being ROM based, THE PUBLISHER is instantly
available, no disc access required. PREPARE, PREVIEW and PRINT all from
WITHIN your wordprocessor £39 + £1P&P+ VAT = £46INC.
CONTACT PMS FOR FULL DETAILS, SCREEN-SHOT AND SAMPLE PRINTOUT

YOUR WISH...
..IS MY COMMAND

"stunning","superb", "wellwritten"...
unanimously praised by reviewers

The PROFESSIONAL TOP-UP" for the
BBC Micro.

ADDRESS BOOK, CALCULATOR,
CALENDAR, PHONE BOOK,
NOTEPAD, all you need to get organised!

B2P 65C02 Second Processors V- i" !•'
Few only left £79.95 - Contact PMS before (I •
ordering.

Battery-backed
£79.35 + £2 P&P

Disk/ROM based
GENIE Junior
£25 + £1 P&P

GENIE Watch RTC
£29.90 + £1 P&P

Utilities disk
£9.95 + £1 P&P

(PRICES INC VAT)

rrrm

Permanent Memory Systems
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVfc
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796

(24 hour)
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Let people know that you
have one of the best

microcomputers with the new
Acorn range of products
which are only available
through BBC Acorn User
magazine.
Acorn's T-shirts, sweatshirt
and sports shirt are all made
from a polyester/cotton mix
giving hardwearing garments
which are both cool in the

summer and comfortable in

OFFERS
SET THE STYLE WITH ACOHN

the winter. Ideal for

casual/social occasions as
well as being suitable for all
sporting events. For even
more style there is the Acorn
baseball cap.
The Acorn sportsbag is
designed to be both
attractive and practical as a
dual purpose sports or
school bag. It is made of
strong silver grey nylon with
PVC backing, black webbing

handles, a full length zip and
it sports the Acorn logo. And
you can save £1.50 on the
normal retail price.
Acorn's half pint mug —
bright, strong and practical
— is just the thing for late
night sessions in front of
your micro.
For the smart, practical and
safe way to store your 3.5
inch discs there is the Acorn
disc wallet, made of a strong

Please send me the following products .. .

nylon material. It is designed
to hold six discs. The disc

wallet is a great buy at only
£8.25, a saving of £1.70.
Finally let us introduce
Archie, everybody's soft
cuddly friend. Archie wears
either an Acorn T-shirt or one
with the Archimedes logo,
he's great fun as well as
being of superb quality. Give
Archie a home either as a gift
or a club mascot.

1Tproduct Pacorn
LOGO

[archimedes
LOGO

SIZE
S,M,L,XL

["retail
PRICE

[POST AND
PACKAGING

I-TOTAL
QUANTITY

["total
PRICE PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES AND POSTAL

I T-Shirt £3.99 £1.20 ORDERS PAYABLE TO COACH HOUSE

PROMOTIONS
1 Sweat-shirt £7.50 £1.95

J Sports-shirt £7.99 £1.95 NAMF

I Baseball hat £3.50 £1.20 AnDRFRS

j Teddy bear £6.99 £1.95

Mug £2.50 £1.95 POSTCODE

I SPECIAL OFFERS SlfiNFD nATF

j Sports bag £7.99 £1.95

Disc Wallet £8.25 £1.20
Please return to BBC Acorn User Offer, Redwood
Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick Place. London N1 6DJ
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This month's

reader offer is far from

trivial. From as little as £14.95

you can have the following Trivial

Pursuit games, Genius, Baby Boomer and

Young Persons. All three for the price of one.

Trivial Pursuit the computer game is very faithful to

the original board game. The basic idea is for the players to

travel around the board answering questions and trying to collect a

wedge for each of the six subjects. The questions are asked by TP, a cute

character who presents his congratulations if you answer the questions correctly

Please send me

OFFERS
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

Three for the price of one

NAME.

•
Trivial Pursuit, Genius, Baby Boomers and Young Players

on cassette at £14.95.
ADDRESS.

or his deepest

commiserations ifyou don't.

The screen layout is very similar

to the board game with a chart

showing the wedges of each player. Don't

worry about running out of questions - there are

spare blocks on a second cassette or disc. One feature of

this marvellousfamily game is that there is a score board which

keeps track of each player's performance and it can be consulted

throughout the game. Send off today and you will receive bags of fun for ali

the family with this most populargame.

• Trivial Pursuil, Genius, Baby Boomers and Young Players

on 5.25in disc at £19.95.

Cheues to be made payable lo Domark Lid.

I enclose my cheque lor Please charge my Access/Barclaycard Number

POSTCODE.

EXPIRY DATE

I

66

SIGNED. DATE.

Pleasesend this coupon withyourremittance to Trivial PursuitsOffer, BBC AcornUser Merchandising, 20-26 Brunswick Place,LondonN1 6DJ.

(fjfcjjt.fL.^ "Trivial Pursuil is aTrade Mark owned and licensed by Horn Abbol International Ltd"
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B&S COMPUTING (Nottm) Ltd.
258 Derby Road, Bramcote, Nottingham NG9 3JN
Telephone: (0602) 491202 Fax: (0602) 491322

VISA'

ACORN APPROVED DEALER CITIZEN SUPER DEALER*****STAR REGISTERED DEALER

ARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS

(carnage free)

Multi-
Base Mono Colour Sync

A3000 £ 649 £ 709 £ 849 £1069

A310 £ 899 £ 959 £1099 £1319

410/1 £1199 £1259 £1399 £1619

420/1 £1699 £1759 £1899 £2119

440/1 £2499 £2559 £2699 £2919

PC Emulator (with systerr) £ 60

A3000 Monitor Plinth (with
system) £ 29

ARCHIMEDES EXPANSION

(carriage £2.50)

1Mb RAM Upgrade* £ 199
' 400/1 series or A3000 — Please specify
machine

(carriage £6.00)
2nd 3.5" Drive (305 & 310)
2nd 3.5" Drive (400/1 series)
Computerware 20MB Hard
Disc drive (305/310) with
backplane

£ 115

£ 125

£ 370

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

(carriage £1.50)

1st Word Plus £ 69

System Delta Plus, Sigma
Sheet and Gamma Plot each £ 60

Render Bender £ 65

Artisan £ 31

ANSI C. ISO Pascal, Fortran
77 and Logisitx each £ 95

(carriage £2.50)
Lisp, Assembler, Prolog X

each £ 180

Acorn Desk Top Publisher £ 149
Pro-Artisan £ 140

WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER A CHOICE
OF SPECIAL PACKAGES ON ALL
ARCHIMEDES SYSTEMS. 0%
FINANCE-CREDIT TERMS-FREE
PRINTERS-SOFTWARE ETC.

PHONE OR COMPLETE THE COUPON FOR
FURTHER DETAILS (B&S are licenced credit
brokers)

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989

BBC MASTER 128

(carriage £6.00)

Master 128 £ 395

The Master 128 comes complete with
VIEW 3 word processor and VIEW-
SHEET spread sheet program.
Master 65C 102 Co-Processor £ 115

Takeadvantage ofoursystemprices which
enableyou to obtaina completesystemat a
reduced price.

Second user model B/B+ /Master and
peripherals often available. Please phone
for current price andavailability.

PRINTERS

(carriage £6.00)

Citizen 120D

Citizen Swift 24

Star LC10 (limited offer)
Star LC24-10

124

269

139

289

The new Star range of printers is
now available. These are
"professional" printers with superb
performance. 48 pin emulation on the
XB range.

Star FR10 £ 339

StarFR15 £ 439
StarXB24-10 £ 439
StarXB24-15 £ 579
Star FR/XB Colour upgrade £ 39
Star Laser 8 laser printer £1395

One years on site maintenance
included on the FR, XB and LASER

Free printer lead and paper with all
printers purchased (Please State Machine)

UK CUSTOMERS: Please add 15%
VAT to all prices (INCLUDING
CARRIAGE)

Government department and education
al establishments official orders
welcomed.

All prices are correct at time of going to press and
can be subject to change without prior notifica
tion. All goods subject to availability. Finance
subject to status.

MONITORS

(carriage £6.00)

Philips CM8833 (Colour) £199
Taxan 770+ (Multi Sync) £ 490
Philips BM7502 (Green mono) £ 64

DISC DRIVES
double sided 40/80T

(carriage £6.00)

Without Power supply
Single drive 5.25"
Dual drive 5.25"

With Power supply
Single Drive 5.25"
Dual Drive 5.25"

Dual Drive in plinth 5.25"

(carriage £1.50)
Acorn 1772 DFS kit (for bbc bj

90

180

£ 105

£ 195

£ 199

£ 47

DISCS AND DISC BOXES

(carriage £1.50)

B&S 5.25" 96 tpi Double sided
B&S 3.5" 136 tpi Double sided
(The above supplied in library case)

3M 745-0 48 tpi Double sided
3M 747-0 96 tpi Doublesided
50 disc lockable box

100 disc lockable box

£ 10

£ 13

£ 9

£ 13

£ 7

£ 9

THIS ADVERT ONLY SHOWS A
PART OF OUR EXTENSIVE
RANGE. TO RECEIVE OUR CUR
RENT CATALOGUE OR DETAILS
OF FINANCE, PACKAGES, Etc.
PLEASE RETURN THIS COUPON.

Name

Address

Catalogue

Archimedes

Finance

Master
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S&MAIN MEDIAE
FREEPOST, ANDOVER,

HANTS SP10 4BR

UNBRANDED LIFETIME GUARANTEE
20 30 40 50 100

£15.50 £22.75 £29.50 £35.75 £69.95
£16.50 £23.95 £31.25 £37.95 £74.95

50 100 250 500
£13.95 £26.95 £64.95 £124.95
£15.50 £29.95 £77.50 £139.95

31/2" SS/DD
31/Z'DS/DD

QUANTITY
135TPI
135TPI

QUANTITY
48TPI
96TPI

10
£7.95
£8.50

25
£7.25
£7.95

51/4'DS/DD
51/4 DS/QD

All 31/2" Disks come complete with labels. All 51/4" Disks supplied with Write
Protect Tabs, labels and envelopes and come with our No Quibble Money Back

orReplacement Guarantee.

DISKETTE STORAGE BOXES
Price Each

50 x 51/4" Hinged Lid Lockable £5.50
100x51/4" Hinged Lid Lockable £7.50
140x51/4" Hinged Lid Lockable £9.50
50x31/2" Hinged Lid Lockable £5.50

100x31/2" Hinged Lid Lockable £7.50

DISK BOXES WITH DISKS
50x51/4" Hinged LidLockablewith 25 DS/DD 48TPI £11.95
50x51/4" HingedLidLockable with 25 DS/QD 96TPI £12.75

100x51/4" Hinged LidLockablewith 50 DS/QD 48TPI £20.95
180x51/4" Hinged LidLockablewith 50 DS/QD 96TPI £22.50
140x51/4" Hinged Lid Lockable with 100DS/DD 48TPI £35.95
140x51/4" HingedLidLockable with 100 DS/QD 96TPI £38.95
50x31/2" Hinged Lid Lockablewith 20 DS/DD 135TPI £21.50

100x31/2" Hinged Lid Lockable with 50DS/DD 135TPI £44.95

All prices include VAT and Carriage.
All Goods despatched withn 24 hours subject to availability.

a-tfl Cheques/P.O.'s to:
R«=S MAIN MEDIA, Dept AU

=FREEPOST, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 4BR
Telephone: 0264 333830 (24 hours) credit card

____ HOTLINE

w*. A LOW COST DISC BASED

O*
PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PROGRAM<
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"MICRO-TRADER"
INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Turn any BBCComputer from the humble Model 8 to the latest Archimedes into a fast, powerful
business tool. 'Micro-Trader' can provide easy to use and timesaving computer accounts for
businesses with a turnover up to €21 million per'year.

Designed for business use by a business man. "Micro-Trader" offers full Sales and Purchase

Ledger facilities including SALES INVOICEand STATEMENT PRINTING with a capacity of up
to 1,000 accounts and 5,000 transactions per month.

Nominal Ledger features quick and easy entry ot everyday transactions. Up to 6 Bank Accounts,
full V.A.T. facilities. Journal Posting. Full Reporting for Individual accounts. Audit Trail, Trial
Balance, Prolit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

"MICRO-STOCK"
Stock Control program, fully integrated with "Micro-

Trader". 4.000 Stock Items with user defined Codes.

Invoice 8nd Credit Notes and Cash Sales routine. Full

Stock Held Reports.

£75.00 + V.A.T.

"EXTENDED PAYROLL"
Micro-Aid Full Feature Extended Payroll. For use
stand alone or integrated with "Micro-Trader".

£49.95 + V.A.T.

"MICRO-MAILER"
A Mailmerge program, fully integrated

with "Micro-Trader". With a user

Database.

£30.00 + V.A.T.

ARCHIMEDES
Improved program for RISC OS features faster searches,

largercapacity and improved analysis facilities. VA\ rchimedes

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

ttlEADOU) COmPUTERS
11. LONDON STREET, WHITCHURCH, HAMPSHIRE. RG?8 7LH

Telephone: Whitchurch (0256) 892008

HITTHE JACKPOT!
DISKETTES, RIBBONS, DATA CARTRIDGES, |
PAPER AND BOXES AT UNBEATABLE PRICES 1
Save £££'s on our top quality branded diskettes |f
at 13 for less, than the normal price of 10! 1/ <p/ o

♦♦♦

You just won't believe it!
Buy two boxes ofBranded Diskettes
and well give you athird box FREE!
The sky's the limit.
And ifthat's notenough eachboxcontains extradisks
•13 or 27!!
Fully tested and guaranteed forlifeit alladdsup toa package toogood to miss.
•Price quoted isfor 10 Inues ofproduct no. I(XII excluding postage, packing and VAT

4£ wk
esBB

Branded diskettes:
2 FOR I REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
PROD PER BOX OF 13 DISKS
No. DESCRIPTION 1-4 5-9 10+

1001 5i/>"DS/DW8TPl

1002 Si/*"DS/QD96TPI
1003 5i/4" HE 1.2Mb

1004 3i/;" DS 135 TPI

5.99 5.79 5.49

6.99 6.49 5.99

10.99 10.49 9.99

14.99 14.49 13.99

PER BOX OK 27 DISKS

1001-1 5'A" DS/DD48 TPI

1002-1 51/4"DS/QD96 TPI

11.99 11.49 10.99

12.99 12.49 11.99

Check out our latest prices on Data
Cartridges, Ribbons, Paper,
White Box and Bulk Diskettes!

^0753 830466/477
or Fax 0753 830488
FOR INSTANT SERVICE!
Mydisk Limited FREEPOST (RG147S)
Windsor Berks SL4 IDS

£5.49
PER BOX OF

13 DISKS'

Storage boxes:
PROD

No. DESCRIPTION
PRICE PER BOX

1-4

5001 V10 51/4"Holds 13disks 1.99

5002 V10 3>h" Holds 13 Disks 1.99
5102 3'/;" Holds 40 disks with lock 5.99

5103 3V2" Holds 80 disks with lock 7.99

5104 51/4" Holds 50 disks with lock 5.99

5105 51/4"Holds 100disks with lock 7.99

All prices exclude carriage and VAT
(Postage £3.00. Courier £6.50)

3H ^^ AU 10/89

Sciways for Scientists

* Over 350 defined characters accessible withsimple 2-key codes
* Allcharacters printable on both screen and printer
* User defined characters can be stored on disc
* Allfacilities can be used with word processors or with BASIC
* Tested with BASIC I & II,Wordwise, Wordwise Plus, View 2.1,View 3.0,
on the Master 128,B+ &Model B, and with Epson /compatible printers

GREEK ALPHABET: Upper and lower case, upright and italic

ABrflEZK81UI1HSOnP[Tr*XTC

SCIENTIFIC CHARACTERS: Mainly mathematical but also chemical
symbols

h h a h h a
I | / oxidation I I /

H-C-C-C > H-C-C-C
IIS I I \

H H H H H OH

See Review in April 1988 Acorn User
"first class product- nobody should be without it"

3 r-

Ordersaccepted from schools, colleges, establishments, etc.
Private orders - cheque withorder, please

PRICE£39.95inc.VAT,p&p
16k ROM, 40/80 disc & manual

(not compatible with Inter-Word)

Mayhew Telonics,
376a Ringwood Road,
Poole. Dorset BH12 3LT

TEI: (0202) 747 695
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POINTS OF VIEW
A new program makes pointing your satellite dish in the right direction

an awful lot easier

fall'all

i =

As the advertising hype gets
under way, satellite television
is expected to boom like home
computers and VCRs. Certain
lythereis the same bewildering

choice facing the novice along with a
brand new jargonof terrifying words and
mnemonics.

Many readers may already have suf
fered the cost of choosing an unsuitable
computersome few years ago and anyone
who was convinced that Betamax was

superior to the less expensive VHS may
well still be the less than proud owners of

Ja quantity of electronic junk and useless
'software' - the video tapes.

The difficulty is that knowledge only
comes from 'hands on' experience, which
is seldom cheap.

Before getting into the technical jun
gle, prospective purchasers need to know
if their position is physically suitable for

!__ satellite TV reception.
1~ Above all, reception depends on a
Incompletely unobstructed 'view' of the
^satellite. A telegraph pole or even leaves
4on a tree can distort the signal and make
^viewing impossible. It seems sensible,
^therefore, to have a good idea of where

Igthe satellites actually are so you know
|Swhere your dish should be pointing.
§ A large number of communications
"?satellites are winging through space at
0 about 11,000 kph some 36,000 km above

the equator in an area known as the
Clarke Belt. Their exact speed is matched
to that of the rotating earth so they appear
to us to be stationary - they are in a geo
stationary orbit.

A satellite located due south of an

observer has the highest apparent eleva-
jption and the Clarke Belt arcs towards the
|_ horizon towards the eastand west. Part of
T this arc may well be masked, at any given
•^ position at ground level, by hills, trees or

the local gas works.
Theutilityin the yellow pages was first

Michael Leete

Adjusting a roof-mounted satellite dish

>«: BBC ncorn Ui

tion is: 27.6786 degrees.

aring is: H4.7365 degrees East

Ony key to end. RETURN It

The utility at work with example location

written for a chain of TV shops. The idea
was to do a print-out for everyenquiry to
helpcustomers decide on thesuitability of
their proposed sites.

Data is included for a few satellites and,
by increasing the number read at line 390,
more can be added as they come into
service at different locations.

As a word of warning, the program is
only intended to give a rough idea of the
elevation and azimuth of the chosen

satellites. It is not, and could never be, a
substitute for a proper reading from a
signal strength meter when actually in
stalling the dish antenna, BSB squarielor
Sir Clive's squish.

You may initially only be interested in
reception from Astra iA and the forth
coming BSB (British Satellite Broadcast
ing) satellites, but their orbital locations
are over 50 degrees of longitude apart -

something around 22,000 miles in space.
Between them lie several interesting
satellites beaming TV microwaves in
roughly the right direction.

Although the English language satel
lite programmes may offer a wider choice
at a particular moment in time, their
programme content is largely covered by
the existing network. In the long term, |==|
therefore, the more flexible equipment, |lff|l
capable of receiving from the widest j!Hf|
possible range of satellites, would seem to||||||
be the safest purchase. =1=1=1=

All you need to know to use the5'""
program is where you are, in degrees ofj
latitude and longitude. I was told at!
school that, since latitude derived from
theLatin word meaning broad, it was easy j^^J •
to remember which was which. However,
sincea fair definition of a sphere isthat an
object is as broad as it is long, this allusion
to my classical education which been QO'j^rv^
help at all. 1

In English, longitude is the smallerfMu\
figure read from the top or bottom of ajjj#'
map and latitude. (Lizard Point excluded) ^|
is something over 50 degrees. The input [_
calls for commas to be inserted after the jvij^
degrees and the minutes.

The selected satellites range from Intel- jjHj
sat VF5 in the east which has so far!
beamed only one programme of horse
racing from Hong Kong into Western
Europe, to Intelsat VF4, carrying Spanish Jifl_ ;/
Channels to the Canary Islands off rhc^^KSR
coast of Africa, in the west. \m

In between, about 10 newsatellites are 5=1 10
already planned but only BSB 1has been|f||'̂
included in the data. The other satellites
have been chosen because they are likely
to produce some pictures from a larger
dish.The data may,of course,bealtered to
suit any need.

Orbital locations may be found in al
number of sources (which seldom agree
with each other) so a little fine tuning of
the data may be necessary.



THE ACORN SPECIALISTS

2 & 4 MB Ram Expansion
For The Archimedes 310

CJE Micro's 320/340 RAM expansion board provides the ideal
upgrade path for Archimedes 310 owners. The board can be
supplied with 1MB fitted giving 2MB total or 3MB fitted giving 4MB
total. The 1MB board can have 2MB more RAM fitted at any time.
The extra memory is functionally the same as a 400 series.
Availability anticipated early September 1989

Professional fitting is required, so collection, fitting and return of your
computer is included in the price.

Upgrade 1MB to 2MB £380,1MB to 4MB £650

Please phone to book your upgrade fitting and/or more details.

7°

BBC A3000 NOW IN STOCK
Phone for details of SPECIAL DEALS

on A3000 & 400 Series
Phone/Credit Card/Official Orders/Trade and Export orders welcome,

all prices shown include VAT

Officially approved ACORN Dealer & Service Centre.
Demonstrations available.

C.J.E. Micro's (Dept, AU), 78 Brighton Road
Worthing, W. Sussex BN112EN

Tel: (0903) 213361 (3 lines)
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MUSIC

TAKE NOTE
We can't promise you a recording contract but you can get

down and boogie to our computer composition program

The links between computers and
music are many and varied. At
one end of the scale you might
placethe repetitive (and endlessly
jolly) tunes that accompany

games. At the other, computers havebeen
used to 'compose' classical music.

Far from new is the idea that a machine

could produce original music using noth
ing but some random element and the
skill of its creator.

Perhaps the first to try was the priest
and mathematician Athanasius Kircher

who, as early as 1650 described a compos-

BBC acorn USER OCTOBER 1989

Dave Acton

ing machine in his Musurgui Universalis.
Many similar attempts followed in

cluding a famous booklet containing
'segments' of waltzes that could be ar
ranged into original pieces by casting
dice. Whether this work can truly be
attributed to Mozart himself is a matter of

conjecture but, without doubt, even cen
turies ago people's imaginations were
ignited by the possibility of music con
jured up from random numbers.

It was inevitable that the appearance of
computers in the 1950s would forever
affect the course of 'random music'. Here

were machinesnot just capable of'throw
ing dice' at considerable speed but also of
taking the hard work out of choosing
notes according to aset of pre-determined
rules.

In 1955 a then high-speed computer
called ILLIAC produced a piece of two-
part counterpoint. This, I suppose, was
the first real computer-composed tune.

But how can a machine produce
something as ethereal as music? How can
the creative element of the human imagi
nation be simulated by selections of
random numbers? One simple method
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TURN YOUR BBC INTO ATELETEXT RECEIVER

Fj State-of-the-art unit.
• ATS (Advanced Teletext

Software) supplied on ROM.

~~\ Easily programmed to allow
l-J interactive data processing.
• Free use of automatically

updated massive database.

BBC/Master
Compact

£104
£120

• Digital tuning - no manual
controls.

j"j Comprehensive user guide.
• Allows standard Teletextpages

to be saved and printed.

| \ World's biggest selling adapter.

RML Nimbus
Optional PSU

£104.20
£9.50

• Attractive state-of-the-art unit. • Programmes 27128/2764/27256
v-J Eproms: 12 and 21 volt.

I | Totally software controlled.
Eprom creator utility also
available.

J Includes full ROM management
software with numerous features.

£30

THE ULTIMATE ADD-ON FOR ALL SERIOUS
MASTER USERS

• No more need to switch your
computer off to insert a
cartridge containing a
required ROM.

• With 2 cartridges and a ROM
board, a staggering 32 ROM
images installed and
accessible at any time..

• Allowsup to an additional 8x16k
and 4x32k ROMS installed inside
your computer still leaving your
cartridge slots free.

• Master control ROM which includes
a clever filetransfer program
allowing files to be transferred
between DFS and ADFS formats or
vice versa. CAfi

|~~| Fast to install andoperate.
User-frien
software.

~\ User-friendly menu driven

| \ Built-in features include:
Autosaves computer's entire
memory.

Freeze program at any point.

Screen dump (any mode) to
printer or disc.

Allows most protected
software to be backed up
including disc to tape and
tape to disc.

Extensive range of useful
FX calls.

£30

SOFTWARE... SOFTWARE... SOFTWARE...
M/B SOFTWARE

J DESIGN 7+. Commonly accepted as the brand leader
in Teletext screen programs £8.60

j DESFAX. Design and run your own Teletext information/
display system £17.40

J MASTERFAX. Enhanced Desfax program on the Master
or compact £26.00

J MASTERCOPY. Amust for any Masteror Compact owner. Allows simple,
intelligentfile transfer between ADFSand DFS systems.
You'llwonder how you managed without it £11.20

MORLEY SOFTWARE

i I Teletext utility disc. Includes auto downloader, screendump, etc. £5.20

THE BEST DISC DRIVES
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

~\ Completely compatible with
BBCs, B+s and Masters fitted
with ADFS.

• High output switched mode
power supply.

• Free utility disc incl. Format;
Verify; Archive and Park.

\~\ Whisper quiet internal fan.

20meg £370 30meg £420
40meg£500

LIMITED STOCK
1 Meg Ram Disc £150

I The fullrange of Care Master
~mJ Cartridges:

Dual2 x 16k £9.00

Quad 4 x 16k £14.00

Duet 2 x 32k

32k NON VOLATILE RAM

Cartridge (ideal for Spellmaster
Dictionary) £33

J Eprom utility disc. Put all your favourite routines into sideways ROM,
both basic and machine code

COMPUTER CONCEPTS

£5.20

TO ORDER.
CARRIAGE: £1 on all orders.

£3 on larger items (adapters).

VAT: UK customers please add
15% to cost incl. carriage.

BY POST: Enclose cheque
made payable to MORLEY
ELECTRONICS LTD.

BYPHONE: By quoting your
ACCESS or VISA card number.

Goods usually despatched by return.

Government and Education

orders welcome.

£12.00 FJ Spellmaster
l^jj Mega 3
I I Interword

I I Interbase

|J Intersheet
Plus full range.

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD ACORN DEALERS
The Morley range includes a full range of Amstrad/IBM peripherals. Telephone for details

Morley House, Off Norham Road, North Shields, Tyne &Wear NE29 7TY. Tel: (091)257 6355. Fax: (091)257 6373

CONSUMABLES

£51.30 rj 27128 Blank Eproms
£85.00 Hj 51/, Floppy Discs xio
£49.00 Q 3% Floppy Discs ••
£60.00

£49.00

£4.20

£5.00

£10.00



quoted in many books uses the idea of
probability distribution tables.

Essentially the idea is this. Many tunes
of a particular style or by a particular
composer are analysed to find out which
different notes are used and with what

frequency. Then, the probability table
produced can be used to play a 'random'
tune in the style of the original.

In the simplest form, if middle-C is
chosen in the original tunes, say, 10
per cent of the time, the random tune
must be created in such a way that the
probability of any given note being
middle-C is also 10 per cent.

The 'order' of the probability table can
be increased to produce a more realistic
result. For each note x we ask 'what is the

probability that it will be followed by
note y? The larger table formed can be
used to compose a tune which sounds
more like the originals.

Higher order tables can also be used -
'if note x then note y are played, what is
the chance that note z will follow ?' - and

so on. The results of random music

composed in this way vary from the
incoherent melodies produced with low-
order tables to virtual copies of the
original music using the higher-order
ones. It's a nice idea but it's only really a
'cheap' trick - the computer has no idea
why any note is better than another,
merely that a previous composer thought
so at one instant.

Similar probability tables could be
created to write prose by feeding the
computer with, say, the complete works
of Shakespeare. Occasionally, like the
proverbial monkeys with their proverbial
typewriters, a recognisable sentence
would trickle out of a sea of gibberish.

The idea of piecing musical 'segments'
in a random way can produce pleasing
results although it isreally a bit of a cheap
trick too.

Feeding a computer with such seg
ments and some rules about how they
might be used is a little more intelligent
than using probability tables. Here, albeit
in a small way, the computer is provided
with some ideaof harmony. Although the
segments have to be pre-written by-
human hand, the computer does have a
clue about how they might fit together.

A (somewhat trivial) example of the
use of random musical segments was used
in the Wizalon game in a past issueof BBC
Acorn User. For the benefit of those who

missed this musical masterpiece, I've
knocked together an equally and unasha-
BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989

HOW SEGMENT WORKS

Listing 1on the yellow pages producesa
random tune from pre-defined musical
segments. It works on both BBC and
Archimedes machines, although differ
ences in the waysounds are produced on
the Beeb and Arc mean certain parts of
the program are present in two versions.

A flagcalled arc(,0 is set at the start to
true or false. This depends on whether
the machine is an Archimedes or not.

This isdone with a simpleteston himem
although you might like to set arc",,
explicitly.

The segments are stored at the end of
the program in data statements. Each
note has been compacted into a single
byte and the collectionsof such bytesare
given as hexadecimal strings.

Each is preceded by a 'type' number
which describes where and when the

phrase may be played. In all, there are
five different types of phrases.

The whole tune lasts forever though
it really consists of 12 segmentsrepeated
continually. The permitted segment
type for each of the twelve bars isgiven
in the first data statement.

Three voices are used. Two play a
fixed bass pattern given as data at the
end of the program. The other plays the
randomly chosen segments. The array,
time"0 contains the time (in centi-
seconds) at which the next note for each
voice is due to be sounded.

The actual random selection of

phrases is done by procnewphrase,
which simply uses the Basic rnd func
tion to choose a valid segment from the
36 that have been read into the array,
phraseS.

Note that Archimedes machines will

play the melody using the wavesynth-
beepeffect and the accompaniment with
stringlib-soft. The volumes used by
the Arc are stored in vol%. BBC and
Master machines play the melody and
accompaniment using the envelopes
defined in procinitbeeb.

To add a little more variety to the
piece, the overall key is changed from
time to time. This is determined by the
variable o,ff% which is added to all
pitches before generating sounds.

Key changing is a simple way of
spicing-up a computer-generated tune,
although you might like to try more
complex methods rather than simply
switching from one key to another.

MUSIC

medly trivial demonstration of the idea -
listing 1 on the yellow pages. Details of
how listing 1 (or Segment) works are
given in the box.

You may be interested to know that to
be sure to hear every 12-bar permutation
that Segment can generate you would
need to listen for at least 800 thousand

years. It's possible, of course, that the
finest variation the program can produce
will happen in half-a-million years or so.
Personally though, I wouldn't hold your
breath in anticipation ...

We're still in the realm of musical

tricks. True, listing 1 has some idea of
harmony but it still stops a long wayshort
of true composition.

A true random-music program would
create every aspect of music randomly -
the rhythms, melodies, and harmonies.
The tempo would be varied where neces
saryand even the instruments would need
to be chosen by the program.

To do all this is asking rather a lot,
especially of a humble home micro.
Furthermore, even a human composer
relicson a great number of predetermined
rules. Peoplewriting musicare influenced
by their contemporaries and their prede
cessors. They are affected by public taste,
by culture and tradition - by widespread
(though mainly unstated) laws of what is
right and what is wrong.

It would be unfair not to give a
computer an idea or two about what is
accepted as 'good' musically before pre
senting it with a blank piece of manu
script paper.

It had occurred to me that the best

example for a computer-generated piece
of music would be something 17th
century-ish, with a good helping of
counterpoint - a canon perhaps, where
the rules of acceptability are a little more
clearly defined than with other styles.
Alas, my experiments did not bear par
ticularly authentic fruit.

Aside from any limitations in the
programming techniques employed (and
I'll happily concede there are many) it
seems that in some ways the more rigid
the rules of composition, the less success
ful a computer will be in producing a
piece of any merit.

The argument runs like this. If a
computer has 'free reign' to selectalmost
any note it chooses, it will producea lot of
rubbish (like the monkeys and their
typewriters) but has the opportunity to
come up with something surprisingly
good that might not have occurred to
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HIGH PERFORMANCE COLOUR INK JET PRINTER
(compatible with IBM pc, BBC micro, Nimbus etc.)

PRINTS ALL 64 SCREEN COLOURS FROM CGA AND EGA USING
OPTIONAL INTEGREX SOFTWARE

EMULATES OTHER PRINTERS (A1210, PJ1080A and QUADJET)
OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY PRINTING
80 + 132 COLUMN OPERATION, A4 WIDTH
UP TO 1280 DOTS/LINE ADDRESSABLE
FULL VIDEOTEX CAPABILITY

OPTIONAL BUFFERED RS232 (INTERNAL)
HIGHLY VERSATILE -

SALES
By Vision

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE **-+

INTEGREX LTD church gresley, burton ontrent
STAFFS DE11 9PT — wen—*
Tel (0283) 215432 llil™™LirNG
Telex 341727 INTEGX

TEXTILE PRINTING

INK CARTRIDGES

NOW AVAILABLE

LIST PRICE

£589 + VAT

I CALL 0603 6SS051

HMSO



HOW IMPRO WORKS

Listing 2 improvises a melody given a
fixed bass line. Like listing i, the
variable arc% is used to accommodate
differences between the BBC and Archi

medes machines. Because the sound

produced by the Beeb is rather 'lack
lustre'compared to that of the Arc,only
one melody line is composed on it.
Archimedes users can enjoy two melody
lines running together.

Several key variables are defined at
the start and their names should reveal

their function. Only two data state
ments are used.The first definesa simple
majorscale which is usedfor harmonisa-
tion. The second defines the key struc
ture. The arrays, pitch% and dur% are
used to contain the pitch and length of
each note chosen.

Overall harmony within the program
is governed by the array, harmony%.
There is an entry in this array for each
point in the tune and for each possible
note of the scale at every such point.

This is simply true or false. If true
then that is a valid pitch to choose at
that stage of the composition.

To allow the computer some freedom
while keeping it sufficiently in check,
notes at key stages (every four units of
time, or everycrotchet) are only allowed
to be chosen from three special notes -
the 'tonic', 'mediant' and 'dominant'.

In the case of the C major key, these
notes are C, E and G respectively. In
between these stages of the tune, any
note from the major scalecan be chosen.

The bass line is very simple indeed
and is created by PROcmakebass. The
melody lines are created by procmake-
melody which is a little more complex.

Basically, rhythm patterns are chosen
at random, pitchesarechosen to go with
the rhythms and the whole process
continues until the bar of music has been

created. The tune is in 6/8 time and to
providesomestructure to the piece,only
four types of rhythm pattern are avail

anyone in a thousand decades.
On the other hand, too many rules will

cramp the computer's style and produce
mediocre results.

Furthermore,any pieceof music worth
itssaltbreaks the rulesanyway, or at least,
redefines them. When a machine is fed

with rules governing composition they
immediatelybecome fixed whereas in the
human world they are always constantly
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able. These are chosen with equal
probability and are dealt with by the
functions fna to fnd.

These functions make use of fnseq
which composes(or at least, attempts to
compose) a piece of the melodic line
according to the parameters provided.

These parameters determine not only
the length of note required but also the
range of notes in which the melody must
lie and the degree to which the pitch
may change from note to note. This is
necessary to avoid voices going off the
rails or wavering about violently.

The operation of fnseq is roughly as
follows. The sequence is based on a
'current' pitch - curpitch%. A 'destina
tion' note is chosen using fnrandom-
note. This isthe pitch we're aiming for.
Having chosen the end point, the notes
in between areselected according to the
rules of harmony described above.

The range% parameter determines
how far the destination note may be
from the current one. The minrange%
parameter indicatesa minimum distance
between current and destination

pitches. (This may be used to make the
melody go somewhere definite rather
than just hang around!) Finally, the
smallrange% parameter specifies the
maximum jump allowed from one step
in the sequence to the next.

So that the composition process
doesn't get stuck, fnrandomnote
stretches the rules a little if it cannot

find a suitable note. That is, given a
particular range, if it cannot come up
with a suitable pitch for the next note,
the range is stretched until it can. Also,
the variable fail% is used by fnseq to
keep track of the number of times it
couldn't produce a suitable sequence of
notes. If this number exceeds 10 then

fnseq returns a value of false which is
passed back to PROcmakemelody.

The program will keep retrying until
a suitable melodic line is found.

changing.
As an aside, consider listing 2, Impro,

which attempts a little improvisation. It
has been provided with some basic rules.
For example, the keyof the music is fixed
for each of the 16 bars it composes. Also,
the (very simple) bass line is fixed. The
program creates one or two melody lines
to 'fit upon' the bass line using rules to
determine rhythm and harmony of equal

MUSIC

simplicity.
The results vary widely. Occasionally it

comesup with something rather interest
ing, sometimes a tune that's quite appall
ing! So do persevere with Impro. Details
of how the listing works are given in the
box on this page.

All-in-all, Impro producespretty bland
tunes by human standards. This is the
result of being bound by many rules and
limited in the choice of rhythms.

There are many ways in which you
might like to experiment with alternative
rules however. New rhythms could be
added or weight given to particular
rhythm patterns. Greater melodic free
dom could be provided by altering the
'range' parameters passed to FNseq. Also,
the key used in each bar could be varied
randomly rather than being fixed.

You may also realise that the key of a
particularbar isdealt with rather stupidly
at the time of playing. Like listing 1, key
is varied merely by changing the valueof
an offset which is added to the pitch of a
sound statement.

To deal with key properly one would
really need to incorporate it within the
harmonising process. This would also
mean that changes from one key to
another would be smoother because the

composition part of the program would
see such a change coming.

Finally, you might like to consider the
prospect of using a minor key. This is
rather more complicated than using a
major one, particularly regarding melody.
In general, going up the 'melodic' minor
scale is a little different pitch-wise to
coming back down and this would need
to be taken into consideration.

Having made such improvements,
would wereally beanycloser to creating a
machinethat itselfwascapable of writing
original and valid music? Much though I
would like to think so, I'm afraid the
factors that go towards making a 'good
tune' will always be a little beyond
mechanical minds. However, this does not
invalidate the exercise - far from it!

Experimenting with computer music,
apart from being a thoroughly enjoyable
activity, can reveal a great deal about
which part of music belongs to the
creative imagination and which part to
the rulebook.

Here's a little hypothesisto finish with:
no computer will everproduce a really 'good'piece
ofmusic because such a machine isnot capable of
realising when it has done so. Well ? Happy
composing ...
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Impression is more than a
word processor, it can handle
complete documents ranging

from whole books, newsletters, or
technical articles, to single page
advertisements. It can handle all aspects of the final printed result
- the text, line graphics, photographs, company logos etc. Yet it
can still be used to bash out a single page of text as well as any
'simple' word processor. It is a document processor.

RISCOS

Impression is one of the first products to take full advantage of the
new multi-tasking WIMP based operating system for the
Archimedes. Because it uses the windowing/pointer/menu
facilities the product is simple and intuitive to use - long gone are
the days when users had to remember commands, or
codes for each operation. Considerable design effort has
been expended on making the programsimple lo learn and
simple to use - only five main menu options contro
everything within Impresson.

Impression has been optimised to ensure the fastest
possible screen update and this, in conjunction with the
very responsive windowing environment, ensures even the
most experienced word processor user will
gain considerable benefits from this form of
control.

Frames

Impression is a frame based page layout system. All objects on
the page are held within frames which may be positioned freely
anywhere on the page. Frames can contain text or graphics, they
may overlap, and may be transparent or have any coloured
background. They can have a variety of borders displayed around
them and may be arranged in columns to create multi-columned
text. Text may be forced to automatically repel around any frame
so enabling text to How around graphics.

A text frame may be linked to any other text frame (even on
subsequent pages) so text will automatically How from frame to
frame and page to page. Since Impression has been designed
primarily as a word processor, it is important that users can enter
text unhindered. Therefore frames and pages can be created

»Katauaiici)

automatically as text flows out of a
frame, ensuring that while text is
being entered you do not have to
worry about creating new frames or
pages.

Graphics frames maycontain any sprite (forexample images from
Scan-Light) or any Draw file. All graphic frames may have the
picture scaled within the frame to any degree. In addition the
aspect ratio of pictures can be controlled and even locked to any
required value.

Windows

Impression can handle up to 16documents in memory at any one
time. Each document may be viewed in one or more windows.
Each individual view may be scaled as required so that, for

example, one view may be at 100% while another
window shows the same document scaled to 20% so

showing a live 'mini' view. This mechanism also allows
two different parts of a document to be edited without
the need to scroll between them. Impressioncan display
its pages within the window as side-by-side left/right
pages, and as vertically arranged pages in a more
traditional word processor-like fashion. Not only does

this present a far more WYSIWYG display
but is also allows instant scrolling to any
l position in the document. There is no need
• to specifically turn over the page, thereby

overcoming a limitation of traditional
DTP systems. Since any window can be

scaled to show a reduced view, this system also allows multiple
page 'thumb-nail' views.

Spelling checker

Included with Impression is a 60,000 word spelling checker
providing some of the most advanced spelling facilities. Check-
as-you-type. multiple user dictionaries, ignore dictionary,
crossword and anagram solving and an intelligent 'guess' feature
are included. Other related dictionaries control automatic

abbreviation expansion as you type, and a hyphenation exception
dictionary provides precise hyphenation control over and above
the normal automatic hyphenation.
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Styles

Like the most powerful word processors on
the Mac, Impression supports a system of
styles. Rather than having fixed text effects
such as bold, underline etc.

Impression allows the
user to apply any user
named style to any part
of the text. This style
may be defined and
re-defined at any time
to represent any

combination of

stylistic effects.
So, for example, one style, perhaps called 'heading' may specify
text to be in a Times font, one inch high, in italics and centered.
This style may then be applied to any region of text with one
menu option (or just one key-press). A traditional word processor
would require four separate operations lo be applied for each
heading (assuming it could do it at all).

Printing

Included are the latest RISCOS printer drivers for Epson
compatible 9 and 24 pin printers, LaserJet compatible laser
printers and ink-jet printers, and PostScript printers. These
printer drivers ensure the output is to the maximum resolution the
printer can manage so ensuring the print is to the highest quality
possible. In addition Impression supports 'text mode' draft
printing so text may be output as fast as possible using the
printer's character set. The user therefore has a choice between
fast text only printing or high quality text (any font, any size) and
graphics printing.

Impression comes witha 'no quibble' money backguarantee
when purchased directfrom Computer Concepts.

This advert was designed, laid out and edited on Impression. All
logos were created in Draw and imported into Impression frames.
Thepages were then 'primed' via the PostScript primer drivers lo
disc. This disc file was then sent directly lo a Linotron photo-
typesetter, whichoutput thefinal camera ready artwork. Thestudio
photographs were pasted in separately.
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Other features:

•Master pages for consistent document design.
•All measurements may be specified in inches, mm. cm, points
picas, all to an accuracy of l/72000ths of an inch.

•Ideal for a IMbyte machine - over 300K of free workspace!
•Fast automatic disc spooling of documents larger than memory,
again making Impression ideal for the smaller machine.

•Print multiple pages per sheet, any scale and rotated.
•Includes Acorn's new outline font manager and outline fonts.
•Very fast graphic scale and PostScript graphics printing.
•Automatic index generation.
•Package includes 200 page manual (produced entirely with
Impression), including tutorial, introduction and reference
sections. Four discs include Impression, the printer drivers, the
outline font manager and fonts, example document. Line-art
examples, utility programs etc. An Independently produced
guide book to typography and page design is also included.

Contact Computer Concepts lor a more detailed brochure.

£149.00+VAT (£171.35 inc)

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead. Herts HP2 6EX Tel (0442) 63933
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PROGRAMMING

This program is designed to help
you tidy up or re-organize an
ADFS disc. It makes it easy to
rename and delete files and to

move them around the directory
structure, by creating new ones, making
them into subdirectories of one another
and so on.

In addition, it offers the option of
compacting the disc fully after the work
has been done on it.

Initializing
Type in the ADFS Disc Manager program
from the yellow pages, save it and run it.
Make sure the disc you want to deal with
is in the drive, and then enter the disc
drive number when prompted. You can
enter any one of o, i, 4, 5,A, B, E, F. You
will then have to wait for a few moments
while the program scans the disc to find
out what is on it.

This can take a little while for a disc
with acomplex directory structure. (Note
that the program,as it is written, will not
cope with directories nested to a depthof
more than nine).

The program will then display the
contents of the disc on the screen. It is

possible that there will not be enough
room on the screen for all the items to be

displayed at once but it is easy enough to
scroll through them.

The display
Mostof the screen is takenup with the list
of the items on the disc but there is also a

small command window at the bottom of

the screen.

In the main area the display is of a
hierarchical nature, corresponding to the
directorystructure. Files appear in white
and directories in green.

The contents of each directory are
shown immediately below the directory
name and are indented by two spaces
more than the directory itself.

Within each directory, the files appear
first, in alphabetical order, followed by
the subdirectories (with their own con
tents). These subdirectories are displayed
in reverse alphabetical order. This is
simply a consequence of the way that the
program scans the disc while initialising.
It would be possible to reverse them and
put them into true alphabetical order but
it would require somemore programming
and seems to offer little advantage to
justify this extra work.

The cursor takes the form of a blue bar

on a file or directory. This can be moved
through the items on the disc using the
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CONVERSION FOR ELECTRON
There are two problems which will
appear if you try to use this program
with the Electron, both caused by the
lack of mode 7. These are memory
shortage and screen display style.

The first of these is not terribly
serious. You can try a combination of
decreasing max% andstsz% (say, to 100
and 200), removing 'cosmetic' parts of
the program such as the help facility
and rems and replacing PROCoscli with
oscli throughout and removing the
procedure definition. After this, there
seems to be no difficulty in running the
program in mode 6 with quite a bit of
space left over.

The second problemis more fiddly to
solve. The BBC version of the program
relies on teletext controlcodes, especial
ly to distinguish directories from files
and to display the cursor and marked
files. In mode 6 these will appear as odd
characters to the left of the filenames.

However, it is not difficult to change
the program to show directories in
reverse video, and to show the cursor
and marks as user-defined characters. A

user might like also to hide the *map
output which is used when testing
whether the disc is fully compacted. In
the BBC version this is done with

teletext control code 152.
arrow keys. The up and down arrow keys
work as you would expect.

The left arrow key moves the cursor
from its present position to that item's
parentdirectory. The right arrow key has
no effect at all. The screen scrolls when
the cursor approaches the top or bottom
of the display.

It is also possible to display the
attribute codes (as set by *access). The
tab key toggles these on and off. When
on, they are shown at the extreme right-
hand edge of the screen to avoid clutter
ing the main display.

There are some commands which work

selectively (you can choose which items
on the disc are affected by them). This
selection is done by 'marking' the files or
directories which you want to deal with.
The item at the cursor can be marked or

unmarked by pressing the copy key.
Marked files and directories appear

with a red bar. When the blue cursor co

incides with a red mark (as it always will
when an item is first marked) the bar is
shown in purple. You cannot mark the
root directory.

Commands
Commands are entered from the key
board. They may be entered in upper or
lower case and most of them can be
abbreviated (but don't adda full stop). In
the following list, theshortest permissible
abbreviation is shown in brackets.

When a command needs the cursor to
be in a specific position or needsfiles to be
marked, then this canbedoneat any time
before pressing the return key at the end
of the command. When a command needs
a filename, the program prompts for it.

delete (de) - deletes the file or
directory at thecurrentcursor position. If
the item is locked, the program first asks
you to confirm that you are sure.

This command cannot be used to
remove a non-empty directory.

wipe (no abbreviation) - used to delete
selected files from anywhere on the disc.
To use it you first mark all the files to be
removed (by moving the cursor to them
andpressing the copy key). Entering wipe
will then delete all these marked files.

This command cannot be used to remove

directories.

With this and the other commands that

can potentially destroy a lot of files you
must enter the command in full and also

confirm the action.

kill (no abbreviation) - destroys a
directory and all its contents. To use it
you simply move the cursor onto the
directory you want destroyed and type
kill. As with wipe this command can

result in large-scale deletion and so it has
to be entered in full and confirmation

given. The kill command will not work
with the root directory.

annihilate (no abbreviation) - de
stroys everything on the disc: files and
directories. As its effects can be a bit

drastic,it has to be typed in full. Sinceyou
usually have to think how to spell it, this
is normally sufficient protection but as an
extra precaution you are asked to confirm
the command.

Note that if there is a lot on the disc,
then annihilate can take a bit of time to

operate and it is sometimes quicker
simply to re-format the disc.

cdir (cd) - creates a directory. Move
the cursor to the directory that you wish
to be the parent directory and then type
cdir. The program asks you for the name
of the new directory.

move (m) - moves files from one
directory to another. Using it (along with
cdir and dirmove) you can totally re
organize the structure of the disc. It can
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NEW ORDER
Put your house in order with this easy to use front end for your

advanced disc filing system

be used to move as many files as you like
into one specified directory.

First mark all the files you want to
move, then place the cursor on the
directory you want them to be transferred
into and type move.

This command will only affect files and
cannot be used to move subdirectories

around. Neither can it be used to move

'Execute only' files (files with the E
attribute set. This is not a deliberate

feature of the program. It is simply that
the ADFS will not allow it to be done).
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David Harper

dirmove (d) - movesa directory. It is used
like the move command but can only be
used to move one directory at once
because various checks have to be made,
such as to ensure that a directory is not
being moved to within itself.

To use dirmove, you first mark the
directory you want to be moved (just the
directory itself, not the contents) and
place the cursor at the new parent
directory. Type dirmove and the directo
ry, along with all its contents, will be
moved to the new position.

rename (r) - renames a file or directory.
Move the cursor to the item you want to
be renamed and enter the command. You

are then prompted for the new name.You
cannot rename 'Execute only' files,
neither can you use it for moving files
around the directory structure, since this
would cause the program to lose track of
where the file was. Use move for this.

access (a) - used to change the
attributeson anycollection of files and/or
directories. Mark the items to be affected

and enter the command. You will then be
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asked for the new access codes. The

display of the access codesassociated with
the items on the disc is switched on or off

by pressing the tab key.
clear (c) - removes all marks. Note

that they are cleared automatically any
way after a successful wipe, move, dir
move or access command.

quit (q) - leaves the program. You
should use this (or exit) at the end of a
session since escape is switched off. (This
isdone because otherwise it would beeasy
to abandon a command half-way through
and then the details on the disc itself

would not correspond with the copy in
the memory).

Before finally leaving the program, the
directory at the cursor (or its parent
directory if the cursor is at a file) is first
selected as the current directory.

exit (e) - This is like quit except that it
first compacts the disc fully. Since com
paction can take a bit of time, the
program counts the compactions and
displays which one is taking place. This is
for the sake of reassuring the user (and
alleviating boredom).

help (h) - gives a brief summary of the
above commands.

The program
The program is written entirely in Basic.
It was written using Basic 4 on a Master
128 but it works even with Basic 1. There

is sufficient room for the program to run
on a model B without shadow Ram and

with Page set at around &1F00.
If you have Basic 2 or above, you can

replace PROCoscli by oscli wherever it
occurs and delete the procedure defini
tion and all references to the variables

cliblk% and clih%. This will give a little
more memory space. You will have to
reset the variables max% and stsz% to
utilize this memory.

You will notice that there is an

extensive use of indirection in the pro
gram but this is mainly to access four,
quite large, byte arrays. These save space
over integer arrays.

As it stands it will not work on an

Electron, though I can offer a few
suggestions as to how it might be
converted. There is one point at which
the display is not quite correct.

Files which, under ADFS, have the E
attribute set may or may not have the L
attribute set as well. However, there is a
difficulty in reading whether this is so for
a particular file. Normally attributes are
read using osfile with A=5. If the E
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Available commands;
<arrous> - Move cursor
<COPY> - Mark at cursor Con'ofO

- Access codes CorVofO
DELETE - Delete -file or directory

at cursor
UIPE - Delete marked files
KILL - Delete a directory
ANNIHILATE - Delete everything
CDIR - Create a directory
MOVE - Move all marked files to

directory at cursor
DIRMOVE - Move a directory
RENAME - Rename a file or

di rectory
ACCESS - Change access codes
CLEAR - Remove all marks
QUIT - Quit immediately
EXIT - Compact and quit
HELP - Display commands

CPress a key to continue)

The help screen showing all the commands provided by the program

!BOOT
TEXT

UORDUISE+
Instructns
Letter

SPOOLED

arxables

BASIC
Manager

Command: ANNIHILATE

The Disc Manager reveals the structure of your disc catalogues

attribute is set, though, this call returns
with &FF in the accumulator (indicating
an 'Execute only' file) but no other
information is given.

It is possible to tell whether the L flag
is set in these circumstances by reading
the attributes in a completely different
way. The only legal command which
distinguishes an EL file from a simple E
file is *info ( and *ex on the Master).

The information could be written to

the screen this way and then read off it

with osbyte £87. This could be done
while initializing but it shouldn't be
attempted at other times.

Alternatively, this procedure can be
clone by intercepting the wrchv vector,
issuing a *info command and then
reading the flags from its output which
hasbeen written into memoryrather than
to the screen. As you might imagine,
though, doing this led me to some very
messy programming, so take care with
this method.
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LANGUAGES

ABREPORT
The second in our series on languages looks at Pascal -

in many ways the forerunner of BBC Basic

Last month we began this series on
languages with Comal, a rather
neglected language which we
found offered a number of extra

commands and structures over

Basic to make programs more elegant and
readable. This month, we look at one of
the most popular computer languages
after Basic-Pascal.

Pascal, and its predecessor Algol are
much used in scientific applications and
were the inspiration for languages suchas
BBC Basic and Comal. Many of the
'structuring' features, talked about last
month, such as while, repeat, case, were
originally used in Pascal.

However, Pascal has many other
strings to its bow, which could not easily
be added on to Basic.

The first thing you notice about Pascal
is the number of steps needed to get a
program up and running. In Basic you
just type in all the lines and type run. If
anything goes wrong, you just retype the
offending line and run again.

Pascal does not have this immediacy.
Tobegin with, you type the program into
a text editor - possibly a wordprocessor -
to produce an Ascii file, usually called the
source code. You then compile this file to
produce the object code which can then
be run.

If an error occurs anywhere, the whole
process has to bestartedagain. Because of
this, you need to keep two files for each
program you write. This way of working
will be familiar to those who use the Basic
assembler, where run assembles the code,
which you then need to call, or *save
and *run.

This makes trial-and-error develop
ment difficult in Pascal. With large
programs, though, this is no bad thing.
Programs written this way usually need
lots of trials and produce lots of errors!
The discipline imposed by Pascal, and
many other compiled languages we will
82
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be looking at, will make you a better
programmer.

Let's begin with a simple program to
print all the letters of the alphabet. In
Basic you have:

10 FOR X7.=A3C"A" TO ASC'Z"
20 PRINT CHR*X"/.;
30 NOT XV.

Translating this into Pascal gives you:

program letters(output);

var

c : char;

begin
for c 1= 'A' to 'Z' do

write(c);
end.

Evenasimple program suchas this brings
out several differences between Pascal and

Basic. The most significantof these is the
declaration of the variable c, along with
its type (char - for character).

In Basic, if you want to use a variable,
you justgive it a value - X= 4.The type
of variable is implied by the endingof the
name - X$ is a string, X°0 is an integer.

When you start writing Pascal prog
rams you will often forget declarations
and be greeted with an error everywhere
the variable occurs. Eventually you will
get into the habit of declaring variables
and it is actually good practice to think
about what variables you will use before
writing a program.

Variables of type integer, real (floating
point), char (single character) and
Boolean (true or false) are available auto
matically. What sets Pascal apart from
Basic is that you can define your own
types of variable. For example:

type

model = (Fiesta, Escort, Orion,
Sierra, Granada);

This is the simplest definition of a
variable type, in this case model, called an
enumerated type. Any variable can now
be declared to be of this type. Such a
variable can only have the values listed.
You cannot say:

mycar := 5;

or:

mycar := yourcar + 1;

but you can move forwards or backwards
through the list of values with succ and
PRED. Assuming the order of model above,
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succ(Orion) is Sierra and PRED(Escort) is
Fiesta. These typescan alsobe used in for
loops, as can characters. In the sample
program you had:

•for c := 'A' to ' Z' do

In Basic you can only use for with
numbers, so you had to write:

FOR X7.= ASC'A" TO ASC'Z"

In other words, you use asc to translate
from characters to numbers, only to use
CHRS in the next line to translate the

whole thing back again.
This highlights one of the major

problems of Basic and it is an area
where Pascal has considerable advan

tages. Basic constrains all data to
become numbers or strings and is very
good at handling these. When the
data you are using doesn't fit into
these categories, clumsy program
ming is required.

Sometimes, data is more complicat
ed than you have seen so far. You may
be familiar with the structure of
databases, such as Viewstore, where the
information is held as records which

have a number of fields within them.

Pascal has facilities for handling such
data. For example, you could expand
your definition of the model type to
include other details:

type
car =

record

name : model;
cc : integer;

InsGp : 0 .. 9;
end;

Note that InsGp has been declared as
what is called a subrange type. You
could have made it an integer but
giving the limits in advance means
the car cannot, say, accidentally be put
into insurance group 329, generating
a correspondingly large premium for
the unfortunate owner!

This new type of variable can be
manipulated as a single unit, which
makes the writing of databases much
easier than in Basic, where you would
have to keep track of individual fields.

Sometimes, of course, you will need
to access these fields, which you can
do with the notation:

i-f yourcar.cc < 1000 then

yourcar.InsGp :-
1;

This can be written more neatly:
with yourcar do

i-f cc < 1000 then InsGp := 1;
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Another data structure which Pascal

supports is the linked list.
Suppose you were writing a pro

gram in Basic to keep track of the cars
in for repair in a garage. You might
decide to hold the details in a number

of arrays. How big should an array be ?
If you allowed for, say, 20 jobs you

GETTING INTO PASCAL
Acorn's ISO-standard Pascal costs

£51 as two 16K Roms for the model
B or on cartridge for the Master or
Electron. There is also a version for

the Archimedes at £95.
A Master 511 owner has access to

a number of very high-quality (and
appropriately priced) compilers de
signed for the PC market. Many of
these packages provide the string
facilities missing from standard Pas
cal. One of the best-known of these

is Turbo Pascal by Borland. This is
also comparable in price to the
Acorn compiler, whereas some PC
packages are in the £200 bracket.

The Acorn ISO Pascal conforms

to the ISO standard, and has some
extensions, such as vdu and adval to
give access to the BBC's hardware. It
also supports calls to external machine-
code routines.

The manual supplied explains in
detail how this can be done, and also
gives a full guide to the editor
supplied with the system which
Master users will recognise as an
earlier form of Edit.

Another excellent book is sup
plied with the compiler - Pascalfrom
Basic by P J Brown. This book is one
of the best text books on Pascal I

have seen. It is written in a light and
often humorous style but still covers
every aspect of the language very
well indeed.

ISO Pascal does not produce 6502
machine code but instead compiles
to an intermediate code which is
interpreted by one of the Roms
when the program is run.

This means only computers fitted
with the Pascal Rom will be able to

run your programs. However, Acorn
also produces a Stand-Alone Gener
ator on disc which will convert your
compiled programs to run on any
machine, giving you an option of
disc or sideways Ram format. This
costs an extra £30.

LANGUAGES

would be in trouble if there was a cold

snap and a shortage of mechanics.
You could get around this by

allocating enough space for 200 jobs
but this space would be wasted and
you could run out of memory.

A linked list is a structure where

each element contains a pointer to the
next one. Because the pointers can
point anywhere in memory, the space
for the data does not have to be set

aside before the program is run and
when space is not needed it can be
freed for use by other data.

Pascal has special types of variables,
called pointers, which make the pro
gramming of linked lists easier.

Pascal also has its disadvantages. In
particular, the user-defined variable
types we have looked at can only be
read from or written to machine-

readable files, not to the screen or
printer or to text files. For example:

wr i te(yourcar.name);

will not produce something like Fies
ta. It will give an error. To print these
types you will have to write some
thing like:

procedure WriteName(c : car);
begin

with c do

case name o-f

Fiesta : write(*Fiesta*);

Escort : write('Escort*);

and so on. This necessary translation
of internal names into printable
strings brings us to the weakest point
of Pascal - string handling. Pascal has
very few facilities for handling
strings. You -can declare a type:

String = packed arrayC1..50]

of char;

but if you have a variable s of this type
then:

s := 'Hello'

will not work because the string you
assign must have 50 characters also.
This produces very untidy code.

If you assign a string, you can write
but not read from the keyboard - you
must write another procedure to do
this. The main advantages of Pascal
are its ability to fit in well with the
structure of your data, and that it is
portable between computers.

If these factors are important to
you, and you can live with its
limitations, Pascal is an excellent tool
to have at your disposal.



The ftxthimtdts <Tcl\t (Processor

For word procesing, mail shots, invoices, address lists, data bases, etc, Premier will meet all
your text processing needs in one package. Why use several incompatible programs when you
only need Premier? Why not give us a call and place an order, or simply discuss your
requirements. Dealer and educational discounts, and multi-machine licences available.
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(Pfease suppfy -
i Full details of Premier

I 1 A demonstration disc for £4.35 + VAT (refundable)
I Premier, with 220 page manual, £96 + VAT
1 I Ienclose my cheque for the full amount
I I Please debit my credit card account

SIGNED:-

Name:-

AddressH

CARD NO

CircCe Software
EXP. DATE:

33, Restrop View,
Purton, Swindon,
Wilts. SN5 9DG

Tel: 0793 770021
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REPUBLIC OF IRELAND ONLY

B.B.C. HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
TELEPHONE MAIL ORDER

SCHOOLS — Order your A3000 Computer now. The A3000
Computer will be replacing the present range of B.B.C.
Schools Computer. RING FOR DETAILS NOW.

We sell the entire Archimedes Range and all its
Peripherals. We also sell all the present range of B.B.C.
School machines. We sell software for all the Acorn

Computers.

GAYNOR HIGH-TEC CO. LTD.

EDUCATION COMPUTER CENTRE

Lower Main Street, Letterkenny, Co. Donegal
PHONE: (074) 25050/1 /2 FAX: (074) 25053

WE ALSO TAKE VISA

Archimedes Shareware Discs
Shareware N2 0 - 49 graphics demo programs plus
"MenuMaster" - which allows you to add in your own
demos and edit the order in which the programs are run.

Shareware N2 1 - MenuMaster with 7 more graphics
demo programs plus Life, Mandelbrots, European
Geography, Structured Directory Lister.

Shareware N2 2 - DFS reader, backup and archiver, 9
graphics demos, 256 colour Sprite Editor, CMOS ram
Editor, Disc Copier, LQ printer Font Dcfincr, Matrix
Functions, Memory Mappings & VectorListings, BASIC
Fast Screenload, Connect Four, Mastermind, Solitaire
and Star Trek. (Cost £4.50)

Shareware N2 3-Epsonprinter setup, Underground map
update, CMOS editor update, System Delta to FWPlus
mailshot, Audio tape inlay printer / database, Videotape
database, File transfer with a Liberator, Monitor test
pattern generator, Contours Demo, Graphics Demo, VTR
count-down clock, "ARC" file compressor, Flip Game,
Night Shooter, Let Drop.

Shareware N2 4 - BBC font character editor, Bird
watcher's database, 3D Mandelbrots (BASIC), Graphical
shape transformations, 8 "pretty patterns" programs,
Hidden line graph plotting, FWPlus printer driver editor,
File transfer and sorting utility, Patience, Golf.

Shareware Disc N2 5 - 51 pieces of music, some
classical, some modem, for the Music Editor.

Shareware N26 - Contains various utilities and printer
drivers for First Word Plus

Shareware N27 - A disc database of Archive magazine
plus data files for Archive, Rise User and Beebug for use
with the Arc-Scan Database available from Beebug.

Shareware N28 - "YAIG" - Yet Another Invaders Game
with excellent sprites and animation (Needs 1 Mbyte.)
Shareware N29 contains various graphics demos and
examples of computer graphics, several file utilities
(EXALL, disc tree printer, filetypes and Tiledo' utilities
and a disc recoverer), mode 15 to mode 12 converter,
palette converter (Arthur to RISC-OS), NEC printer
utilities, two fast fade programs, System Delta Plus
export utility, ADFS disassembler (Arthur only), bank
account manager and three games: 3D breakout, bowls
and roller ball.

Shareware N210 contains Address book database, 4096
colour selector, expenses manage, Reversi game, Star
Trek, a simple 3D volume of rotation program and 29
astronomical programs.

Shareware N211 - 6 concern in Maestro form - Beet
hoven, Chopin, Grieg, Liszt, Mozart and Schumann.

Discs £3.50 each (except N92: £4.50) - Buy four discs and get one free
Special price for Archive Magazine subscribers - all discs (including N3!) are only £3.00 each
Formore details, contact either Adrian orAlison on0603-507057. Send cheques, payable

to Norwich Computer Services, 18 Mile End Road, Norwich, NR4 7QY.
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EDUCATION

This article will be of interest to

parents and teachers alike since it
directly affects them both. Par
ents will want to be aware of the

new curriculum being designed
for their children by government agencies
and teachers will want to know what it is

that they are going to have to teach.
The recent report by the working

group on Design and Technology has
given food for thought to all levels of
school education since its proposals are
wide ranging and have broad implica
tions for many other subject areas.

It is true to say that the implication of
these proposals would revolutionise the
educational process.

Here, we shall take a look at the
information technology element of the
report and see how its impact will be felt
by pupils, teachers and industry.

The report is unique in the National
Curriculum discussion process since it
proposes a whole new subject area -
Design and Technology. This subject
should not beconfused with Craft Design
Technology (CDT) which has now be
come but a part of the broader subject
discipline. Design and Technology em
braces the formersubjects of CDT, Home
Economics, Business Studies and Com
puterStudies, threeof which were already
relative newcomers to the secondary
school arena only a few years ago.

The interesting, and tricky, part of this
new subject is that the former subjects
from which it is composed will continue
to operate, but as aspects of the whole
subject. So, a CDT teacher may be
involved in processes which overlap into
the areas of Home Economics or Business

Studies and similarly for his or her
colleagues. There will be a high level of
retraining required aswellas the need for
support across those subject boundaries.

The whole report places emphasis on
the importance of projects or standard
assessment tasks which incorporate a
broad understanding of the implications
of any or all of the disciplines for the
project. A pupil may decide to design a
solution to a problem such as the creation
of an effective flip-top dustbin. In that
project there will be design, planning,
costing,evaluation,useof technologyand
materials, creation and marketing of the
finished project. Where relevant, infor
mation technology will play its part.

The information technology aspect is
in many ways more intriguing than the
actual Design and Technology subject

86

REPORT
RETORT

The new subject of Design and Technology is ready to make an impact
in our schools. How will IT fit into the scheme of things?

Chris Drage and Nick Evans

Pupils will need to use their IT skills

areasince it too is unique in that its brief
crosses all subject areas within the school.
The assessment of information techno

logy skills will take place in thosesubject
areas where the technology is being used
appropriately and as part of other Nation
al Curriculum core subjects.

A child's understanding of the use of,
say, databases may be evaluated through
their work in history, geography, science
or wherever. The main implicationof this
is that there will be a significant load on
the information technology co-ordinator
in the school. In the first place, few
teachers have the necessary IT skills to be
able to implement the requirements of the
report. Therefore the IT co-ordinator will
have a heavy load of in-service training to
undertake.

Even assuming a basicfamiliarity with
tools such as databases, spreadsheets and
the like, few teachers actually possess the
detailed information skills necessary for
the assessment of pupil performance in

creating relevant projects 'to design,
develop, explore andevaluate appropriate
models of real or imaginary situations'.

For example, at Key Stage 4, towards
the latter end of the child's school career,
he or she is asked to 'analyse real systems
which are to be-modelled using IT, to
make appropriate choices in designing,
implementing and testing the model and
to justify the methods they have used'.

Bearing in mind that this involves a
detailed use of IT at a level normally used
in industry and business, this represents a
significant sophistication compared with
previous tasks required under computer
studies for instance.

The main difference between this type
of task and computer studies is that the
task isdeveloped in a context which hasa
real meaning. Computer case studies that
examine the real world through the end
of a simulation rarely either inspire the
user or actually recreate the context in
which the computer tools are used.

With regard to the National Curricu
lum, however, the applicationsare usedin
a context of the pupil's own designing. In
order to achieve their ends they are
choosingappropriate toolsand exploiting
them. This naturally has a significant
impact on the levelof computer facilities
necessary for the implementation of this
policy and also on the management of
those facilities.

Who is to undertake the training, the
management, indeed the general oversee
ing of the whole IT operation across the
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relevant curriculum areas as well as in the

Design and Technology areas? Yes, the
IT co-ordinator: 'we envisage that in each
school there will be a teacher responsible
for the overall co-ordination of IT in the

school and he or she will have an

important role to play in moderation
arrangements between schools'.

So what about the actual IT compon
ents of the Design and Technology
report? What is actually required? First,
it should be understood there are two

separate IT facets to the report. The first
is the appropriate use of IT in Designand
Technology itself and the second is the
teaching of IT skills and their evaluation
in other areas of the curriculum.

Within Design andTechnology, pupils
will be required to use IT skills and tools
that will help them in the solution of
design, planning and implementation
problems in their standard assessment
tasks as well as in their day to day
curricular work. A pupil may find that in
the course of any single project he or she
will use a project planner to schedule the
work,databases to research aspectsof the
design, spreadsheets for costings and
financial viability, graphic design tools
for creation and modification of a design
and computer controlled devices such as
CNC lathes and so on for the machining
of the end product.

Control technology figures large in this
arena as well, with younger pupils at
Attainment Level 3 (age 10-11) 'control
ling a robot device or arrowhead on
screen', building up through programma
ble robots at Level 4 to the concept of
feedback, inputsand outputs and stability
at Level 5 (11-12).

The essence of this first level of use of

IT is that it is specifically a part of the
Design and Technology process as speci
fied in the report. The child uses the tools
to achieve the objectives set by the
standard attainment tasks whereas the

separate and discreteIT component of the
report is specifying the skills to be
examined without necessarily providing a
context. That is provided by the subject
area in which the skill is developed and
evaluated.

In that context,achild willbeexpected
to master a wide range of IT skills and,
since this is now a core subject of the
National Curriculum, it is further expect
ed that children will be evaluated in their
IT and D&T skills at age 16.

This moregeneralised component deals
with information handling generally in
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Design and Technology should foster awareness in design and manufacturing

all its forms. Therefore they will exper
ience the use of databases and word-

processors, numbercrunchingin the form
of spreadsheet and similar applications,
graphic handling, music creation and
editing, simple programming, computer
aided design and modelling, building up
to the ability to use a combination of IT
tools and resources appropriately in order
to achieve a specific objective.

In and among that process however,
they will also be required to learn to be
discriminating in the selection and pro
cessing of data - creating questionnaires
that are not biased towards the required
answers, creating information structures
that meet the needs of the end users and
processing information in an efficient and
effective manner.

How many, even of those reading this
article, possess sufficient skills to tackleall
that now ? Yet it is realistic to assume that

thegenerations ofschool children passing
through the system will be highly IT
aware even before this system gets under
way? The main problem is the staff, not
the pupils!

Despite press agitation, particularly in
The Times Educational Supplement when the
original report was released, there is little
for schools to be anxious about in terms of
cut-backs on present IT practice. On the
contrary, they should be worried about
whether they have sufficient resources

and skilled staff to implement all of the
report's suggestions.

It is certain the broad thrust of the

report is designed to build a nation of
entrepreneurs. The entire design and
manufacturing process is rehearsed in a
school context and the opportunities for
business simulation or I suspect, actual
implementation in some adventurous
schools will be extensive. Not only the
viability of a product at its design stage
must be considered but also the market

appealand likelybuying trends haveto be
taken into account.

The idea of school enterprises, raising
funds and producing goods may be
anathema to some yet there is little doubt
that an awareness of the need for quality
in design and manufacturing, a pride in
one's own work and its worth are well

worth fostering.
The problem of integrating the pre

viously discrete subject areas that com
prise this new subject area will, in a few
years, disappear into the mists just as did
the horrors of raising the school leaving
age,introduction of computer studiesand
the implementation of GCSE, CPVE and
all the other schemes that comeupon the
teaching community.
The Design and Technology Committee's recom
mendations to the Secretary ofState are available
from HerMajesty's Stationery Office, PO Box
276, London SW8 jDT. Tel: oi-S/j 9090.
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COMPETITION

WIN A MIDI MUSIC SYSTEM
BBC Acorn User with Electromusic Research, Acorn, Roland and Casio

brings you the chance to win a complete MIDI music system for your micro

The
Prizes

3rd Casio CSM-1 worth £200
A MIDI sound expander with 28
instruments, 49 percussion sounds and
23 sound effects on 16 voices with 4
channel multitimbrality. 20 rhythm
patterns and a sample tune are built-in

Each prizewinner will also receive a
MIDI interface and sequencer soft
ware to suit their computer. For Beeb
and Master owners, EMR is giving an
EMR MIDI interface with one MIDI

in, two MIDI out and a sync connec
tor (worth £79) plus a copy of the
EMR Miditrack Performer 8-track

sequencing software (worth £50).
Winners with an Archimedes will

receive an Acorn AKA16 Midi inter-

The
Competition
To win one of these mouth-watering
prizes, all you have to do is to answer
the 10 simple questions on the right.
The first three correct entries out of

the editorial hat after the closing date
will be the winners of the three prizes.

Study each question and when you
think you've got all the answers, write
the answer for each next to the

question number on the back of a
postcard or sealed envelope.

Put your name and address clearly
on the card or envelope along with

,«.: Ml]..' ' '•

rnij mi o» mi

jj- .J1 • |jaiiii-i_a

I; 1. t I: 1: 0

wiiiii^j;

your choice of a Beebor an Arc system
and send your entry to:
Music Competition, BBC Acorn
User, Redwood Publishing, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ
Entries must be in the eager arms of
the BAU post room by Friday Oc
tober 27th.

The competition is not open to
employees of Redwood Publishing,
Acorn, EMR, Roland or Casio, nor
their families. The judges' decision on
all matters concerning this competi
tion is final.

1 Which famous classical composer
was deaf?

2 Name the five notes represented by

1st Roland CM-32P worth £445
A MIDI expander unit specially
designed for computer use
with 64 PCM sounds and
reverb on 31 voices and six
multitimbral channels.

2nd Casio HT-3000 worth
£429 A full size 61-key MIDI
keyboard with 30 preset SD
sounds and PCM rhythm
sounds on eight voices.

face podule providing one MIDI in,
two MIDI out and a MIDI thru. Arc

winners will also receive a copy of
EMR's Studio 24 Plus program
(worth £99).

There are also runners up prizes of
10 EMR Symphony discs - an instant
introduction to Archimedes music

(worth £10 each) - and 10 MIDI,
Micros and Music books from EMR

(also worth £10 each).

the five lines of a treble stave

3 How many strings does a Spanish
guitar have?

4 Who founded the promenade
concerts?

5 Name the inventor of the electric

guitar
6 What does MIDI stand for?

7 When was the MIDI standard first

published?
8 Name the pop star who uses a BBC

Micro to control his MIDI system,
featured in the June issue of BAU

9 How many semitones are there in
an octave?

10 By what name is ex-computer pro
grammer Declan McManus better
known ?
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This is a program whichgenerates
a sequence of 3D views of a
rippled surface of a silver liquid,
then animates them, making the
ripplesspread outwards continu

ously. The surface is shaded to simulate
being lit by a parallel beam light source,
resulting in a very realistic picture.

Any number of waves of different
amplitudes and phases can be placed
anywhere on the surfaces, and they will
interact and cause interference patterns.

So, this program could be of use in
teaching simple wave properties, such as
standing waves, interference, principle of
superposition, nodal lines and so forth.

Using the program
To achieve a smooth animated sequence,
about 20 large sprites are needed, so the
program needs a lot of space. On a 1Mb
machine this can beachieved by configur
ing ScreenSize to 40K, and SpriteSize,
FontSize and RamFsSize to o. SpriteSize
can be o because the program stores the
sprites in its own area.

Smaller numbers of sprites are possible
and a reasonable effect is still possible
with only 1o. More framescould bedrawn
on a 2 or 4Mb machine or the program
could be run in mode 12 or 20.

If you do this, you will need to change
both occurences of 32044 to 32944*2
or 32944*4 for modes 12 and 20
respectively.

When you run the program, it first asks
if you want to load previously drawn
sprites from disk. If you do not, the
program then prompts for a number of
squares per side. Thisadjusts thequality of
the picture. With 160 squares on a side,
the individual squares are not visibleand
the surface is very smooth but each
picture takes a very long time to draw.
With 40 X40 squares, each picture is
drawn very quickly and this is useful for
checking the placing of waves before
doing a 'final copy'.

The program next tells you the maxi
mum number of frames and asks how

manyyou want. For a still picture, enter 1.
The pictures are then drawn one at a

time. An hourglass tells you what percen
tage of the drawing has been completed.
Once drawn, there isan option to save the
sprites to disc before viewing them.

The wave sources and their attributes
are defined by fnz. Several definitions of
fnz are included, so you can put rems in
front of all except the one you want.

Alternatively you can enter your own
BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989
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RIPPLE
Michael Attenborough goes out to sea with a program

for your Arc. But watch out, it'll cause waves

set of wave sources in the same way. For
each source an FNwave is needed. The first
two parameters must be X, Y. The next
two are the coordinates of the centre of
the wave source.

The visible surface has X and Y
coordinates from —600 to 600 but the
centre doesnot haveto be inside this area,
for example when it is acting as an image
point meaning the ripples start out of
sight. The first two parameters in the
programare the phase in degrees and the
amplitude.

The viscosity of the liquid and the
wavelength of the waves are defined in
PROCinitz. The incident angle of the
lighting is defined in PROC3Dinit. Array
elements I(o), I(i) and I(2) are the Z, Y
and X components respectively of the
light direction.

Drawing pictures
The 3D algorithm is based on matrices,
which the Archimedes can multiply in a
single Basic instruction - a unique aspect
of the Basic. The mathematical formulae
for this came from the December 1987
edition of Byte.

The 3D coordinates are multiplied by
matrices to rotate them around the Z and
then the Y axis. Perspective is then
applied before the X and Y coordinates
are used to determine the position of the
point on the screen.

Theshading algorithm also uses whole
array manipulation, using 1by 3arrays as
column vectors to find a normal to the
plane, then the cosine of the angle
between this normal and the light vector
which is proportional to the amount of
light on the surface.



C L ft R E S

The biggest Break

for Ears in Years

Here's a chance to let the composer in you break out and go
wild. Introducing Armadeus, an incredible new sound sampling

package from Clares.

What issoundsampling? Sound sampling is the
ability to take a basicsound or musical piece and
then bend it, shape it, move it, repeat it, create
something new and excitingfrom it. The sound
can then be transferred to your cassette player or
added to computer programs as a sound track.
{Armadeus is totally RISC OS compatible.)

How does it work? A sound sampling package
consistsof two main components. Hardware and software. The
hardware is on a board, which can fit into an Archimedes
backplane. There we fit externaldevices likea microphone, hi-
fi or a CD playerwhichallowsinput. The sound is then simply
imported into the computer, and that's all there is to it.

What is sound sampling useful for? There are
many varied uses. Sound sampling is
professionally used in recording studios. Analysing
musical characters and pieces, allowing various
parts to be recognised and changed. And more
commonly, it's used for fun, creating wild and
whacky noises, or sound tracks for home videos
and computer programs.

Armadeus from Clares. It's the biggest break for
ears in years.

Una Sensational Sound J-^ackacf

Total control is now available with Armadeus E1 /I I [JO

ll I Hi \ I

Sampler Board, the perfect Hardware end for I i J
your sound sampler system.

MICRO SUPPLIES

98 Middlewich Road, Rudheath, Northwich, CHESHIRE CW9 7DA.
Telephone: 0606 485H Fax No: 0606 48512

IS



OFFERS

Taking full advantage of the Rise OS, ArcComm isa unique new
communications package for the Archimedes.

ArcComnfs comprehensive design boasts access to all three
European viewdata standards, (Prestel, Teletel and Bildschirmtext),
together with ANSI colour, VT52 and VT102 scrolling terminals. Both
Prestel and Bildschirmtext support Vasscom error correction, and the
VT102 terminal offers 132 columns, and smooth scrolling. Full coverage
of international character sets is included.

The package has been produced with ease of use as a priority. All
screen displays are clear and uncluttered, with pop-up menus and
dialogue boxes making control as simple as possible.

You won't have to remember strings of numbers! Its telephone
number list allows you todial and log-on automatically. You can store
viewdata frames while on line, edit and upload mailboxes, and
load/save frames or screens onto disc.

While communicating, it makes useofthe full screen, rather than
running in a desktop window. But you can return to the desktop atany
time, and ArcComm remains running as an icon on the icon bar. You
can use other desktop software while ArcComm stays on-line but
inactive. And clicking on the icon brings back full-screen communication.

You can automate the log-on sequence for any comms service, by
using ArcComm's own procedure language. This allows you to log-on,
set up the correct terminal emulation and all your preferences through a
single menu selection.

ArcComm supports Hayes, DTI and manual modems, with details of
how to write drivers for other modems in the User Guide provided. You
will need Rise OS to use the package, and 1 Mbyte or more of memory.
The package costs £29.95.

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER .989

Please send me.

Communicate
with Rise OS!

. copies ol ArcCommat £29.95

I enclose mycheque/postal order for£_
made payableto BBC EnterprisesLtd
Orders mustbe accommpanied by cheque/PO

NAME.

ADDRESS.

.POSTCODE.

SIGNED. -DATE-

Send this coupon with your cheque to ArcComm Offer, BBC Acorn User, Redwood Publishing Ltd,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.
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COMPLETE HEALTHCARE & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

ON THE SCREEN
Calderglen - Lancashire's leading Acorn dealer

At last there are some very user-
jLJu friendly computer systems
designed for healthcare and business
management. Whether you're an
experienced computer user or a novice,
our systems can save you two important
commodities - TIME AND MONEY.

* Healthcare Administration

* Business Accounts * Payroll * Stock
Control * Garage Recall And Much,
Much MORE!

» Both hardware and software

packages are available from
"^ CALDERGLEN - market leaders in Care
\ Administration Programs. (Educational
/ enquiries also welcome)

A full hardware catalogue includes:

BBC A3000 at £649 Archimedes 410/1

at £1,199 and 10% off your printer
when purchasing any Archimedes.

For a full catalogue or FREE
demonstration of any of our programs
please contact:

CALDERGLEN COMPUTERS LTD

279 Keighley Road, Colne, Lanes.
Telephone: 0282 866481

We operate a nationwide service
through our dealer network and a full
after sales service. Acce886f vlSawelcomed

HiH m®m HIH

Archimedes A3000
A3000 + Mono Monitor £649.00

A3000 + Colour Monitor £799.00
A3000 + Desktop Publisher £699.00

A3000 + Epson LQ550 £849.00

A3000 + Epson LX800 £699.00

A3000 + Taxan 770+ £1049.00

A3000 + Colour Monitor + £1149.00

Epson LQ550 + Desktop Publisher
A3000 + Mono Monitor + £899.00

Epson LX800 + Desktop Publisher

All Prices exclude VAT and carriage.

Archie A3000 £599.00

A310 £799.00

A410/1 £1099.00
A420/1 £1499.00

A440/1 £2199.00

Master 128 £389.00

Part Exchange your Master
128 for any product listed
here. Please phone for
allowance on your machine or
for prices of refurbished BBC
equipment.

Euromicro Ltd, Plaza Business Centre
Stockingswater Lane, Mollison Avenue, Enfield, EN3 7HD

Tel 01-443 3400 Fax 01-443 0615
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D E S I G N E R Bffillfcf®
Created specificalryfortho Archimedes.DESIGNER MTROis based

-DESWItraiARCHWEDeSL It shares tho samo
uniquely logical menustructure andmanyotthepowerful draughting

nits big

POSSIBLY THE ONLY
DRAUGHTING SYSTE

YOU WILL EVER
NEED

routines. Enough power in fact to c
draughtingrequirements. ManyofI

essentialsformostdrawing
applicationsbut particularly
important for engir
applications. Nino i hbuiltarc types

Ellipses, full or part.

Powerful deletefacilities, eg., last
item. lino,part line. arc. part arc. etc
(Thesoftwareautomaticallylinds
intersections.)

Unique MODIFYcommand allows
drawing to be rodrawn a line at a time

alter drawings

Automatic or manual dimensioning,
user definable arrow heads/leader
lines.

Textentryat anysize,angle orslope.
(Text output limitod only by tho
plotter available.)

Hatching atanyangle/spacing.
Automatically finds enclosed
boundaryplus singlo or multiple
islands.

Powerful ELEMENT (layer)
structure.

a with all of most people _
••—•—".•; «•«..HCa features aro shown below.

Thereisonefeaturehowever thatwecannotshow-itsmostimportant
one• thesimplicity ofusethatguarantees ashortlearning curveand
speedy drawing generation.

FEATURES
Fullymenu drivenwithsimple
prompts and instructions for all
routines.

User definable grid with grid lock

Hunt and lock onto nearest end of
line, arc or centre of a arc/circle
with a single button press.
True arcs, tangents and normals.

No practical limit to tho number of
drawingelements that maybe
created.

Comprehensive transformation
commands, MOVE,ROTATE.
MIRRORIMAGE.ALTERSIZE
No practical limit to the size of
drawingcreated - limitedonlyby
disk space.

Libraries ofdrawingscan easilybo
created. Library items can then be
incorporated into tho current
drawing at any size, angle, position.

Zoom,scaleand panfacilities(plot-
outs maybo takon at any time).
Output towiderangooflineplotters
tromA5 toAO. o g.,_Graphtec, Hewlett
Packard. Hitachi, Plotmato, Roland
etc Plus scroon dumps for

drawing toborodrawnalineatatime FXJM^^ compatible printors
forwards orbackwards. Thedrawing COST EFFECTTVE CAD FOR
maybe -entered'at anypointthus YOUR ABCHWffiDES
givmg total flexibility to edit and ,n ae„^NTT^chSoft have

kept the features that made
DESIGNER (BBC)so popular.Thero
is however ono foature that wo havo
cut back on - tho cost. INTRO Is not
atoy(althoughyouwillon]oyplaying
withIt),it isa true workingsystem
at a roalistic price.
P.S.Ifyourdraughtingrequirements
are more demanding than normal
take a look at DESIGNER
(ARCHIMEDES), more than a match
foranydrawing.

S-
A*

PERIPHERALS
Please remember that TechSoft can
supply a wide range of CADrelated
peripheralsandaccessories,o.g..
plotters, plotter pens, otc

ORDERING

Choquowithorder pleaso. payable
toTochSoftUKLtd.
AddVAT (t 15%of total. (Official
educational orders welcome.)

ESS S*
ti

#

NEWIDEAS INSOFTWARE

TechSoft UK Ltd.
Old School Lane
Erryrys.MOLD
ClwydCH74DA
Tel: 082 43318

COST EFFECTIVE CAD

WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY....

TimeWatch

£29.95

The personal organiser for the Archimedes, TimeWatch isthe most advanced diary and time
management system available onanylowcostmicro today. Making fulluse of RISCOS,
TimeWatch multi-tasks with other applications, making your diary instantly available. Able to
record details of appointments, a To Do'listof tasks, birthdays andanniversaries andshort
notes, TimeWatch is useful in the home, office or school.

Ideal for the hard disc user, DiscTree provides comprehensive facilities todisplay the directory
structure of a disc, search forfilesand backup/restore files. With DiscTree release 2,which
includes; optional file compression onbackup, enhanced TreeViewers with recognition of
creation/deletion of directories andfile/directory management facilities, DiscTree becomes the
most flexible toolforhard/network discmanagement available under RISC OS.

DiscTree

£49.95

Flying Start II

£99.95

The easy to use and understand database. Flying Start IIcan handle over 2billion records, ifyou
have the disc capacity. Widely used by businesses, councils and schools, the package includes
relational report generation, pilot systems consisting ofreal life examples toget you started and
file import/export. Flying Stan Uversion 2.00 is RISC OS compatible, with fast switching into
and out of the desktop.

For use with the ANSI CCompiler from Acorn Computers Limited, C-Front provides easy access tothe
compiler from the RISC OS desktop, removing the requirement to enter *commands. Compiler options
are chosen from menus, compilation is performed by dragging asource file tothe C-Front application.
C-Front also includes; 'make', ISetTypc and adesktop environment which allows the desktop
background to "hold' files and/or directories, avariety of desktops may then be saved for easy recall.

C-Front

£19.95

And so can you, see your dealer for a demonstration.
All prices includeVAT and p&p

For further details, contact: Mitre Software Limited, International House,
26 Creechurch Lane, London, EC3A 5BA. Tel: 01-283 4646
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HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE EXPANSION

FOR THE
ACORN ARCHIMEDES
COMPUTER SYSTEM

94

EXPANSION CARDS

1EEE488 INTERFACE a full implementation of
the standard for automatic test and
measurement systems

16 BIT PARALLEL I/O two 16 bit input or
output ports with handshake lines for digital
control applications

DUAL RS423 SERIAL INTERFACE for
communicating with two additional RS423 or
RS232 devices eg printers, plotters,
instruments, etc

12 BIT ADC an analogue to digital converter
capable of up to 166000 samples per second

All the above high performance expansion
cards are supplied with high level software
for ease of use and a comprehensive user
guide

TERMULATOR For Archimedes Computers
VT52, VT102, VT220 and Tektronix 4010
terminal emulations

Termulator, a trademark of Acorn Computers Limited, is
applied to this product under licence from Acorn
Computers Limited

HARD DISC UPGRADES Large capacity
internal and external hard disc upgrades for
Archimedes 400 Series Computers

COMPLETE SYSTEMS All the standard
models plus Archimedes 410 Computers
fitted with the following options:

1or 2 Mbytes of additional memory
Large capacity internal hard disc

LASER PRINTER - £1298 AEG Olympia
Laserstar 6 - the ideal printer for Acorn
Desktop Publisher

1.5Mbytes of memory for full page 300 x 300
dpi raster or vector graphics
HP LaserJet + and Diablo 630 emulations as
standard
Optional Postscript emulation

Officially appointed Acorn Scientific Dealer

Lfl
Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
43b Wood Street
Stratford-upon-Avon
Warwickshire
CV37 6JQ
Tel: 0789 415875
Fax: 0789 299600
Telex: 312242 MIDTLXG

A ce Computing

RISC OS EUCLID
IS HERE!

You've got RISC OS - fun isn't it?
Here's something to stretch it...

• Multidocument 3-D Editor

• Simple, intuitive, icon
driven, single window
interface

• Object orientated data
structure

• Curved surface primitives

• Cameras and lights

• Grid locking and measurement facilities

• Import and Export to 2-D packages

EUCLID - Explore a new dimension!
Price: £70 (inc VATand P&P).

Available by mail order from:
Ace Computing, 27 Victoria Road,
Cambridge CB4 3BW.
Tel: (0223) 322559.
Or from your local dealer.

BunndiuoQ sow
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r Service Centre & Authorised Dealer

ALSYSTEMS
HAMPSHIRE

Archimedes o

Master i

Econet •

I (0420) I

** — j
65 SALISBURY CLOSE, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE GU34 2TF, UK

EXPORT &BFPO ORDERS [^H P^^

Second -user

BBCs

q Technical
Support

0 Training
Courses

SUPPLIERS

FREE \A
with every computer
we sell... HKPAIRAMINr.;

COm'PRATION

MA'llK'tRlts

MICROCOMPl Tin

.•.our expertise!
If you are buying a new Archimedes or

Master Seriescomputer, you don't expect to
know all about it from day one. That's where

wecome in. We don't leave our customers high
and dry with their problems — they know they

can rely on us to get them out of trouble.
Whether it's hardware or software,

we're the people who know.

THE DATA STORE
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent

Tel: 01 460 8991 Fax: 01 313 0400

See us in the Acorn village
at the P.C. show
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MENTOR - TheProfessional MASTER 128compatible system
Mentor computer systems are 100% Master 128compatible and are used in
industry, commerce, education, research and the home. Housed in a 'PC
style case with internal drives andseparate keyboard, they canbe networked
andhave all thestandard i/o ports available at the rearofthe computer and
internally will accept all co-processors, 512 board etc, + all third party
add-ons. All systemsare coveredbyour 12month warranty.
Model 2801 one40/80track drive £535.00 P&P £15.00
Model 2802two 40/80track drives £625.00 P&p £15.00
Model 2820SCone40/80track drive plus20MbWinchester £934.00 P&P £15.00
Mono Monitor add £73 Colour Monitor add £289 Other sized Winchester systems available

Oak Disc Drives for the BBCComputer
Oak disc drive systems contain Mitsubishi D/S drives, single/double density
40/80 track switchable. Drivesare housed in metal cases, colour matched to
the BBC and include cables, utility disc, on-line manual and 12 month
warranty. P&P £8.00 (single drive £6.00).
400K Single 40/80t, D/S £85 BOOK Dual 40/801, D/S, PSU £215
800K Dual 40/801, D/S(rear sw) £165 800K 3.575.25'Dual 40/80t, D/S £185
BOOK Dual40/801, D/S (front sw) £180 800K3.5'/5.25" Dual 40/80t, D/S,PSU £220

SPARES
BBC Keyboard £25.00 P&P£3SO

Plastic Case £1200 P&P £3.00
PlasticKeyStrip £ZO0P&P£1.00
SpeakerAssembly £275 P&P£0.50
Keyboard Connector £1.00 P&P £0.50
Speaker Grille £1.00 P&P £0.50

MASTER Keyboard £56.00 P&P£3.50
Motherboard £246.00 P&P £350
Power Supply £51.00 P&P£3.50
SpeakerAssembly £2.75P&P £0.50
Battery Pack £2.75 P&P £0.50
PlastlcCase £20.00 P&P £300

Bits & Pieces
Uncased5.25'4Cf80t.DSDD drive £6B00PSP£5
Uncased35- 1/3heightDSDDdrive pcaoo PUPPS
35- to5.25-adaptorTdt £18.00P&P£3
Oak HardDischostadaptor&software £S500P&P£3
Single discdrive case £z$q P&P £3
Dualdrive case (rearswitch holes) £1500P&P£3
Dual drive case /accepts PSU&isw) £19.95 P&P £3
Harddisccase(accepts PSU&tan) C290QPAPF1
Dualdrive PSU(tor above case) C3500P&PC4
Winchester PSU(torabovecase) £45.00P&P £4

Archlrmdaa Computers t Roland Plotter* £POA

Computer Aided Design - Oak Professional Software
Oak Parametric Design Tool (PDT), theworlds first fully interactive Parametric CAD systam
nowgreatlyenhanced with extra features such as user definedfunctions, automatic movie
generation andfull definition enquiry facilities. PDT is usedwidely inIndustry andEducation
andaltows the usernot only to produce drawings, but to generate working models within the
computer and to test and refine designs. PDT may also be used as a modelHno aid in
mathematcs and physics. £359.00 P&p£ 6 00
Translator - interfaces with PDT and allows the user to import and export DXF and HPGL
roes, and to export IGES files. Files maybe converted between any of theformats, and files
of different formats may be merged, scaledandrotated. (Also useful for importing tricky- DXF
files into Arc-Draw). £740fi0p&p£g00
RIBACAD - DXF formal parts library forarchitects, ch/ll engineers etc.now available.

410 Upgrade Kits
20Mb (28mS access time) POA 47Mb (28mS access time) POA RAM upgrades POA

Oak Second Winchester
Drives for the Archimedes

Metal cased external Winchester drives
complete withpower supply, fan, all cabling
and metalwork for the back of the
Archimedes and easy to follow fitting
instructions. P&P £15.00
20 Mb £349.00 40 Mb £478.00

Oak External Winchester Drive
for R140 UNIX Machine

I External full height Winchester drive
; supplied as per Archimedes second
Winchester, plus wimpbased utility program
for formatting and partitioning of the

I Winchester for ADFS and UNIX.
£725.00 P&P£15.00

SCSI Disc Upgrade Kits Including Disc Controller Card
Suitable for the Archimedes and R140 computers, our new 16 BIT SCSI controller
card supports up to seven devices (winnies. tape streamers etc.) and has a higherdata
transfer rate (e.g. "IMb/sec) than Acorn's ST506 controller, particularly in high
bandwidth screen modes. The card can support up to 4 Winchesters of 512Mb each. A
range of external Winchesters for use with our card is available, sizes from 20Mb to
380Mb.
(Prices include controller card) p&p C15.00on all items.

SCSI Card £199 20Mb External £535
20Mb Internal £375 45Mb External £655
45Mb Internal £495 70Mb External £1055
70Mb Internal £895 100Mb External £1455

200Mb External £1850
330Mb External £2400

A3000 Systems — Same Price as External Drives
As Announced at the BBC Acorn User Show.

PCM20 - 20" MultisyncColour Monitor for Archimedes/R140
Weal for CAD andDTP work, thePCM20 isdesigned towork In all screen modes except 23
PftAhSiS5?I^a<li!is,mems '°r«**,<* 3frequency bands. Now also works with CGA,
fcfaA and VGA PCs by rrwanaof wmplo back panel adjuament £1495.00P&P £15.00

Used Equipment
Please Ring for current stocks. P&P£8.00
Model B DFS from £249.00
Master 128 from £325.00

Laser Printing
Bureau service available (DTP, Arc-Draw
etc.) Ring for prices.

20Mb Winchester
for BBC/Master

only £299
Complete with metal case, fan, PSU. a" cables, utilities, user guide and 12 months warranty

P&P £15

Othersired Winchesters available - 20Mbto94Mte POA

Education and volume
discounts available.
Local Government and
Education Authority orders
accepted.
Prices exclude VAT. UK
customers please add 15% to
total cost of goods and PSP. ©L^l

OAK COMPUTERS n
CROSS PARK HOUSE C*J
LOW GREEN B-3
RAWDON E3
LEEDSLS19 6HA.
Tel.(0532)502615
Fax. (0274)370543
Telex 51311 RELAYS G



SILICON VISION
SOFTWARE FOR THE ARCHIMEDES & BBC

SolidCAD

The ultimate 3DDraughting System forArchitectural design,Interior design,Engineering
Design andTeaching CDT. Allows drawing inplan, front &sideelevationsandalsodirectly
in3Dview. Includes powerful zoom&pan optionsforprecisiondraughting andsurface
definitionforcreating solid colourobjects. Alsoincludes Sweep, Extrude &Macro
facilities fordesigningvery complexobjectseasily.Designscreatedwith SolidCAD are
compatible with theRealtime Graphics Language forhigh-speedflicker-free animation.
Thecustom Archimedes version also performs smooth shading for realism.
SolidCAD(Arc) users can upgradeto the Realtime Solids Modeller (Arc) for£40.00.

£49.95 (ARC or BBC BIB+IMaster), New

REALTIME SOLIDS MODELLER
The packageincludesboththesophisticateddesign environment ofSolidCAD andthe
highspeed animation capability ofa Realtime Graphics Language (RGL) module
developed inpure ARM Risecodefor superchargedperformance. The package isidealfor
Architectural design,Interiordesign,Engineering design &teachingCDT. The RGL
module can be used to create standalone flicker-free animation ofdesigns from your own
programs. Smoothshadingis alsoperformed forrealistic images.Through ourin-house
expertise in3DDesignandHigh-speed techniques, no otherpackagecanrival thedesign
environment &animation speed of the Realtime Solids Modeller.

£89.95 (ARC) New

REALTIME GRAPHICS LANGUAGE
The Realtime Graphics Languageromprovidesa complete 3DSolids/Wireframe
animation systemwith 52starcommandsand3DEditors fordesigningobjectstoanimate
from yourownprograms. Includes a35,000pixelsIsec linegenerator forfast3Ddrawing
rates, 3DRotate, Scale, Orbit, Perspectiveand Turtlegraphics. Alsocompatiblewith
designs created with SolidCAD (BBC).

£49.95 (BBC BIB+/Master)

SUPER-DUMP
The ultimate printerdriver which takes advantage ofthehighest resolution capability of
ordinary Epson compatible printers toprovide 1920 x1024 resolution. Images canalsobe
scaled,positioned andpreviewed before printing. Fully compatible with SolidCAD,
Realtime Graphics Language, Gate-Array designsystem &3D CADIAnimation system.
Your own graphics programs orother CAD packages canbemade compatible with Super-
Dump bytheaddition ofafew simple commands. An example program isincluded in the
package.

£15.95 (BBC B/B+/Master), £24.95 (ARC) New

Presentation System
The package provides aninteractive environment tocreate, editandplay-back computer
controlledpresentations for lectures and demonstrations. Also handles graph plotting for
polynomials &user-defined functions which canbeincorporated within the
presentations.

£34.95 (BBC BIB+IMaster), £49.95 (ARC) New

All Archimedes software run in native mode on A305 - A440 & A3000 with Arthur 1.2 or RISC OS

SILICON VISION LTD, SIGNAL HOUSE, LYON ROAD,HARROW
MIDDLESEXHA1 2AG. TEL: 01-4222274or01-861 2173
FAX: 01-427 5169. TELEX:918266 SIGNAL G.
HH (Access/Mastercard'i'F.urocard accepted)
Allpricesinclude VATandCarriage (Overseas orders add£4).

ARC-PCB

The ultimate PCB design system
developed specifically for the Archimedes
with a specification that cannot be
matched. IncludesAutomatic routing,
Rats-nesting, 8 layers, Surface mount
capability, 0.001"resolution, 32"x32"
maximum boardsize, On-line Help, Fast
Zoom/PanlRedraw, Text &Silkscreen
facility, VariableLinelPadlTextlGridsizes,
Part Libraries, Block MovelCopylRotatel
MirrorIErase options, and up to 300,000
components.
Forhardcopy, the system supports the
industry standard HP-GL. GRAPHTEC,
PLOTMA TEplotters andprinters at their
highest resolutions. Also provides
automatic drilling information with
extensive support from PCB
manufacturers for final layout and
production, optional 1year telephone
Hotline support (£100) and software
maintenance service (£75) is also
available.

£195.00 (ARC) New

Rise BASIC
The first true BASIC Vsyntax compiler
which willconvert yourprograms into
supercharged Rise code for turbo
performance leaving the competition
standing. Features include Relocatable
modules, full cross references. Double
precision floating point &Integer support,
in-line assembly, Window-based or
command line compilation environment,
standalone code generator, object code
optimiser, fullarraymanipulation and
dimensions support, multiple exit
structures & full runtime error handler.

£99.95 (ARC) New

RiscFORTH
A new 32-bit implementation of the
FORTH-83standard, designed to take full
advantage of the ARMarchitecture.
Features include Multi-tasking,
Optimising compiler, built-in ARM
assembler with floating point mnemonics,
built-in Fullscreen Editor, File system
interface, OS calls support, Floating point
&Integer maths, WIMP support, Single-
step debugger, Shadow screen for
documentation, Block manipulation,
Dictionary &Vocabulary display, Call
finding and a standalone code generator.

£99.95 (ARC) New
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Notes. 1. Requires ADFS 2. Requires RISC OS.
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See Hints & Tips, page 33

Listing 1. Menus
10 REM Menu Program 560 DEX 1140 : 1700 BRto
20 REM For B/B+/M/C/E 570 CPX #top 1150 .finish 1710 :

with DFS 580 BPL notoffX 1160 LDY #ASC"""" 1720 .drive

30 REM by Carl Batema 590 : 1170 JSR wrch 1730 EQUS "DR."

1740 .ch:BRKn 600 .down 1180 LDY #13

40 REM (c) BAU Oct 89 610 LDX cy 1190 JSR wrch 1750 EQUB 13

50 ! 620 INX 1200 RTS 1760 .countiBRK

60 rtlim=21 630 CPX #bottom 1210 ! 1770 .tab

70 top=3 640 .notoffX 1220 .show 1780 .ptsEQUS ">"
80 lftlim=l 650 BEQ start 1230 LDA #ASC">" 1790 -cyiEQUB 4
90 bottom=22 660 STX cy 1240 .ptab 1800 .ex:EQUB 1

100 I 670 BNE start 1250 STA pt 1810 EQUB 31

110 osbyte=S<FFF4 680 : 1260 LDY #3 1820 .cat

120 oswrch=S<FFEE 690 .left 1270 .nxttab 1830 EQUS "."

130 osrdch=?.FFEO 700 LDA ex 1280 LDA tab.Y 1840 EQUB 13

140 oscli =8<FFF7 710 CMP #lftlim 1290 JSR oswrch 1850 .Id

150 : 720 BEQ start 1300 DEY 1860 EQUS DAOL"

160 FOR optX-0 TO 3 ST 730 BCC start 1310 BPL nxttab 1870 3

EP3 740 SEC 1320 RTS 1880 NEXT

170 PX=J<900 750 SBC #20 1330 .newdr 1890 :

180 COPT opt-/. 760 BPL notoffY 1340 LDX #drive MOD &10 1900 *SAVE M 900+FF

190 .code 770 : 0 1910 CALL code
200 LDA HI2 780 .right 1350 LDY #drive DIV S.10

210 JSR oswrch 790 LDA cs 0

220 LDX (teat MOD MOO 800 CMP #rtlim 1360 JSR oscli

230 LDY Heat DIV 8.100 810 BCS start 1370 JMP code

240 JSR oscli 820 CLC 1380 i Listing 2.
Shrink source code

250 .start 830 ADC #20 1390 .cursrt

260 » 840 .notoffY 1400 LDA #9

270 JSR show 850 STA ex 1410 JMP oswrch

280 .getch 860 BPL start 1420 : 10 REM Picture ShrinV

290 JSR osrdch 870 I 1430 .readch (M/C)

300 BCC noerror 880 .findfirstch 1440 LDA #135 20 REM for B/B+ only
310 RTS 890 JSR readch 1450 JMP osbyte 30 REM by Andrew Benn
320 .noerror 900 CPX «ASC" " 1460 : ett
330 ORA #32 910 BNE wrload 1470 .wrch 40 REM (c) BAU Oct 89

340 STA ch 920 JSR cursrt 1480 LDA #138 50 t
350 LDX ttO 930 JSR cursrt 1490 LDX #0 60 IF PAGE < 8.1900 TH
360 .rind 940 : 1500 JMP osbyte EN PRINT "Set PAGE to M
370 LDA keys.X 950 .wrload 1510 I 900 and CHAIN again" : E
380 BEQ getch 960 LDX #6 1520 .offset ND
390 CMP ch 970 STX count 1530 EQUB 0 70 PROCassemble(FALSE

400 BEQ found 980 .nxtch 1540 EQUB P55 DIV MOO )

410 INXiINX 990 LDX count 1550 .keys 80 PROCchecksum
420 BNE find 1000 LDY ld,X 1560 EQUS "I" 90 A*="SAVE LPIC 1100 .
430 : 1010 JSR wrch 1570 EQUB up "+STRS-07.+ " 2800 2800"
440 .found 1020 DEC count 1580 EQUS "/" 100 PRINT A*
450 CPX #12 1030 BPL nxtch 1590 EQUB down 110 PRINT"Press any ke
460 BCS donthide 1040 i 1600 EQUS "z" y to save ... "
470 LDA #ASC " " 1050 .wrfile 1610 EQUB left 120 IF GET
480 JSR ptab 1060 JSR readch 1620 EQUS "x" 130 X7. = 0
490 .donthide 1070 CPX #ASC" " 1630 EQUB right 140 YZ=7
500 LDA keys+l,X 1080 BEQ finish 1640 EQUS "1" 150 *8.700=A»
510 STA offset 1090 TXA 1650 EQUB findfirstch 160 CALL J.FFF7
520 JMP (offset) 1100 TAY 1660 EQUS "0" 170 END
530 l 1110 JSR wrch 1670 EQUB newdr 180 :
540 .up 1120 JSR cursrt 1680 EQUS "2" 190 DEFPROCassemble(op
550 LDX cy 1130 BPL wrfile 1690 EQUB newdr t)

Continued •
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< Hints &Tips, listing 2 continued
200 IF opt THEN set-7

ELSE set-6

210 FOR 1-4 TO set STE
P set-4

220 P7.-8.2800

230 OX-MI00

240 w2=6.70

250 ST2-8.72

260 COPT I

270 .shrink

280 LDA 8.355

290 CMP #3

300 BCC okmode

310 BEQ badmade

320 CMP #6

330 BCC okmode
340 .badmode

350 BRK

360 EQUB 154

370 EQUS "Bad mode"
380 BRK

390 .okmode

400 LDY #0

410 LDA #1

420 LDX #8.70

430 JSR 8.FFDA

440 LDA #8.40

450 LDX 8.70

460 LDY 8.71

470 JSR 8.FFCE

480 STA handle

490 CMP #0

500 BNE okhandle

510 BRK

520 EQUB 153

530 EQUS "No picture"
540 BRK

550 .okhandle

560 SEC

570 LDA 8.304

580 SBC 8.300

590 STA xs

600 LDA 8.305

610 SBC 8.301

620 STA xs+1

630 SEC

640 LDA 8.306

650 SBC 8.302

660 STA ys
670 LDA 8.307

680 SBC 8.303

690 BTA ys+1
700 CLC

710 LDA xs

720 ADC #1

730 STA xs

740 LDA xs+1

750 ADC #0

760 STA xs+1

770 CLC

780 LDA ys
790 ADC #1

BOO STA ys
810 LDA ys+1
820 ADC #0

830 STA ys+1
840 LDA 8.300

850 STA 8.70

B60 LDA 8.301

870 STA 8.71

880 LDA 8.306

890 STA 8.72

900 JSR address

910 LDA 8.70

920 STA u

930 LDA 8.71

940 STA W+l

950 LDA 8.72

960 STA wpib
970 LDA 8.362

980 LDX wpib
990 BEQ nord

1000 .rloop LSR A
1010 DEX

1020 BNE rloop
1030 .nord STA wps
1040 LDA #data MOD 256

1050 STA ST

1060 LDA #data DIV 256

1070 STA ST+1

1080 LDA 8.352

1090 STA temp+1
1100 LDA 8.353

1110 STA temp+2
1120 LSR temp+2
1130 ROR temp+1
1140 LSR temp+2
1150 ROR temp+1
1160 LSR temp+2
1170 ROR temp+1
1180 LDX 8.361

1190 STX temp
1200 .rloop2 ASL temp+1
1210 ROL temp+2
1220 LSR temp
1230 BNE rloop2
1240 LDA #0

1250 STA temp
1260 STA temp 1+2

YELLOW PAGES
HINTS & TIPS

1270 LDA xs

1280 STA tempi
1290 LDA xs+1
1300 STA temp 1+ 1
1310 JSR div

1320 LDA temp
1330 STA stx

1340 LDA temp+1
1350 STA stx*l

1360 LDA temp+2
1370 STA stx+2

1380 LDA #0

1390 STA temp
1400 STA temp+1
1410 STA templ+2
1420 LDA #1

1430 STA temp+2
1440 LDA ys
1450 STA tempi
1460 LDA ys+1
1470 STA templ+1
1480 JSR div

1490 LDA temp
1500 STA sty
1510 LDA temp+1
1520 STA sty+1
1530 LDA temp+2
1540 STA sty+2
1550 LDA #0

1560 STA styo
1570 LDA handle
1580 STA 8.70

1590 LDA #data MOD 256

1600 STA 8.71

1610 LDA Wdata DIV 256

1620 STA 8.72

1630 LDA #0

1640 STA 8.73

1650 STA 8.74

1660 STA 8.77

1670 STA 8.78

1680 STA 8,79

1690 STA 8.7A

1700 STA 8.7B

1710 STA 8.7C

1720 LDA 8.352

1730 BTA 8.75

1740 LDA 8.353

1750 STA 8.76

1760 LDX #8.70

1770 LDY #0

1780 LDA #4

1790 JSR 8.FFD1

1800 I

1810 .loon \ Star t of
main loop
1820 :

1830 LDA wps
1840 STA R

1850 LDA wpib
1860 STA RC

1870 LDA 8,362

18B0 STA SR

1890 LDA #0

1900 STA SRC

1910 LDA W

1920 STA w2

1930 LDA W+l

1940 STA w2+l

1950 LDA ST

1960 STA ST2

1970 LDA ST+1

1980 STA ST2+1

1990 LDA xs

2000 STA xs2

2010 LDA X3+1

2020 STA XB2+1

2030 LDA #0

2040 STA BT

2050 STA stxo

2060 STA MSK

2070 :

2080 .loop2 \ Star t of

second loop
2090 :

2100 LDY #0

2110 LDA (ST2),Y
2120 AND SR

2130 LDX SRC

2140 CPX RC

2150 BEQ nomv

2160 BCS bkwds

2170 TAX

2180 SEC

2190 LDA RC

2200 SBC SRC

2210 TAY

2220 TXA

2230 .rloop3 LSR A
2240 DEY

2250 BNE rloop3
2260 JMP nomv

2270 .bkwds TAX

2280 SEC

2290 LDA SRC

2300 SBC RC

2310 TAY

2320 TXA

2330 .rloop4 ASL A

2340 DEY

2350 BNE rloop4
2360 .nomv ORA BT

2370 STA BT

2380 LDA MSK

2390 ORA R

2400 STA MSK

2410 LSR R

2420 INC RC

2430 LDA 8.361

2440 CMP RC

2450 BCS 1330

2460 LDA 8-362

2470 STA R

2480 LDA #0

2490 LDY #0

2500 LDA MSK

2510 EOR #8.FF

2520 AND (w2),Y
2530 EOR BT

2540 STA (w2),Y
2550 LDA #0

2560 STA BT

2570 STA MSK

2580 STA RC

2590 CLC

2600 LDA w2

2610 ADC #8

2620 STA w2

2630 LDA w2+l

2640 ADC #0

2650 STA w2+l

2660 .1330 CLC

2670 LDA stx

2680 ADC stxo

2690 STA stxo

2700 LDA stx+1

2710 ADC SRC

2720 STA SRC

2730 STA temp
2740 LDA stx+2

2750 ADC #0

2760 STA SRC+1

2770 STA temp+1
2780 LDA 8.361

2790 STA temp+2
2800 .rloop5 LSR temp+ 1

2810 ROR temp
2B20 LSR temp+2
2830 BNE r1oop5
2B40 ASL temp
2850 ROL temp+1
2860 ASL temp
2870 ROL temp+1
2BB0 ASL temp
2890 RDL temp+1
2900 CLC

2910 LDA ST2

2920 ADC temp
2930 STA ST2

2940 LDA ST2+1

2950 ADC temp+1
2960 STA ST2+1

2970 LDA 8.362

2980 STA SR

2990 LDA SRC

3000 AND 8.361

3010 STA SRC

3020 CMP #0

3030 BEQ 1370

3040 LDY SRC

3050 .rloop6
3060 LSR SR

3070 DEY

3080 BNE r1oop6
3090 .1370

3100 SEC

3110 LDA xs2

3120 SBC #1

3130 STA xs2

3140 LDA xs2+l

3150 SBC #0

3160 STA xs2+l

3170 CMP #0

3180 BNE bnb

3190 LDA xs2

3200 CMP #0

3210 BEQ nbb

3220 .bnb JMP loop2
3230 i

3240 .nbb LDY #0

3250 LDA MSK

3260 EOR #8iFF

3270 AND (w2),Y
3280 EOR BT

3290 STA (w2>,Y
3300 CLC

3310 LDA w

3320 ADC #1

3330 STA w

3340 LDA W+l

3350 ADC #0

3360 STA W+l

3370 LDA W

3380 AND #7

3390 BNE notroub

3400 CLC

3410 LDA W

3420 ADC 8.352

3430 STA W

3440 LDA W+l

3450 ADC 8.353

3460. STA W+l

3470 SEC

3480 LDA W

3490 SBC #8

3500 STA W

3510 LDA W+l

3520 SBC •0

3530 STA W+l

3540 .notroub

3550 LDA W+l

3560 BPL ntb2

3570 LDX 8.356

3580 BNE ilOk

3590 SEC

3600 SBC •8.50

3610 STA W+l

3620 JMP ntb2

3630 .ilOk SEC

3640 SBC #8.28

3650 STA W+l

3660 .ntb2

3670 SEC

3680 LDA ys

3690 SBC #1

3700 STA ys

3710 LDA ys+1
3720 SBC #0

3730 STA ys+1
3740 CMP #0

3750 BNE 1400

3760 LDA y=

3770 CMP #0

3780 BNE 1400

3790 LDA #0

3800 LDY handle

3810 JMP 8.FFCE

3820 .1400

3830 CLC

3840 LDA sty
3850 ADC styo
3860 STA styo
3870 LDA sty+1
3880 ADC #0

3890 STA temp
3900 LDA sty+2
3910 ADC #0

3920 STA temp+1
3930 .rloop7 CLC
3940 LDA BT

3950 ADC #1

3960 STA ST

3970 LDA ST+1

3980 ADC #0

3990 STA ST+1

4000 SEC

4010 LDA ST

4020 SBC •data MOD 256

4030. AND #7

4040 BNE 1410

4050 SEC

4060 LDA ST

4070 SBC #B

4080 STA ST

4090 LDA ST+1

4100 SBC #0

4110 STA ST+1

4120 LDA handle

4130 STA 8.70

4140 LDA #data MOD 256

4150 STA 8.71

4160 LDA Ndata DIV 256

4170 STA S.72

4180 LDA 8.352

4190 STA 8.75

4200 LDA 8.353

4210 STA 8.76

4220 LDA #0

4230 STA 8.73

4240 STA 8,74

4250 STA 8.77

4260 STA 8.78

4270 LDA #4

4280 LDX #8.70

4290 LDY #0

4300 JSR 8.FFD1

4310 .1410 SEC

4320 LDA temp
4330 SBC #1

4340 STA temp
4350 LDA temp+1
4360 SBC NO

4370 STA temp+1
4380 CMP NO

4390 BNE plr
4400 LDA temp
4410 BEQ ploop
4420 .plr JMP rloop7
4430 .ploop JMP loop
4440 :

4450 .adc ress LDA 8.72

4460 EOR N8.FF

4470 STA 8.72

4480 LSR A

4490 LSR A

4500 LSR A

4510 ASL A

Continued •
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•4 Hints & Tips, listing 2 continued
4520 TAY

4530 LDA (8,E0),Y
4540 STA 8.74

4550 INY

4560 LDA (8.E0) ,Y

4570 STA 8.73

4580 LDA 8.356

4590 CMP N2

4600 BNE nothalf

4610 LSR 8.74

4620 ROR 8.73

4630 .nothalf

4640 LDA 8,72

4650 AND #7

4660 CLC

4670 ADC 8,73

4680 STA 8,73

4690 LDA 8.70

4700 AND 8.361

4710 STA 8.72

4720 LDA 8.361

4730 .getloop
4740 LSR 8.71

4750 ROR 8.70

4760 LSR A

4770 BNE getloop
4780 ASL 8.70

4790 ROL 8.71

4B00 ASL 8,70

4810 ROL 8.71

4B20 ASL 8.70

4830 ROL 8.71

4840 CLC

4850 LDA 8.70

4860 ADC 8.73

Listing 3

YELLOW PAGES
HINTS 8 TIPS

4870 STA 8.70

48B0 LDA 8.71

4890 ADC 8,74

4900 STA 8,71

4910 CLC

4920 LDA 8,70

4930 ADC 8.350

4940 STA 8,70

4950 LDA 8,71

4960 ADC 8.351

4970 STA 8,71

4980 LDA 8.71

4990 BPL getok
5000 SEC

5010 LDA 8.71

5020 SBC 8,354

5030 STA 5,71

5040 .getok RTS
5050

5060 .div LDX #24

5070 LDA #0

5080 STA temp2
5090 STA temp2+l
5100 STA temp2*2

5110 STA sty

5120 STA sty+1
5130 STA sty+2
5140 .divloop ASL
5150 ROL temp+1

5160 ROL temp+2
5170 ROL temp2
5180 ROL temp2+l
5190 ROL temp2+2
5200 BCS will go
5210 SEC

Listing 5

5220 LDA temp2
5230 SBC tempi

5240 STA sty
5250 LDA temp2+l

5260 SBC templ+1
5270 STA sty+1
5280 LDA temp2+2
5290 SBC temp 1+2
5300 STA sty+2
5310 BCC wontgo
5320 .willgo LDA sty
5330 STA temp2
5340 LDA sty+1
5350 STA temp2+l
5360 LDA sty+2
5370 STA temp2+2
5380 INC temp
5390 .wo tgo DEX
5400 BNE divloop
5410 LDA sty
5420 STA tempi
5430 LDA sty+1
5440 STA templ+1

5450 LDA sty+2
5460 STA temp 1+2
5470 RTS

5480 1

5490 .ha idle EQUB 0

5500 EQUW 0

5510 . xs EQUW 0

5520 .W EQUW 0

5530 .ST EQUW 0

5540 .st EQUW 0

5550 EQUB 0

5560 .st f EQUW 0

10 REM Picture Shrink Demo

20 REM for B/B+ only
30 REM by Andrew Bennett
40 REM <c> BAU Oct 89

SO t

60 M0DE2

70 IF HIMEM > 8,3000 PRINT "Will not w
ork with Shadow RAM"iEND

BO FOR 1-0 TO 50

90 GCOL 0,RND<7)
100 PLOT 85,RND(1279),RND(1023)
110 NEXT

120 tSAVE DemScr 3000 8000

130 CLS

140 FOR I»0 TO 5
150 A-RND<1179>
160 B-RND(923)

170 C«A+RND(1179-A)+100
180 D-B+RND(923-B1+100

190 VDU26, 18,0,7
200 MOVE A-8.B-4
210 DRAW A-8.D+4
220 DRAW C+B.D+4
230 DRAW C+8.B-4
240 DRAW A-8.B-4
250 VDU24,A;BjC;D;18,0,0,16
260 *LPIC DemScr

270 NEXT

280 END

REM Scrolling Message
REM By Murray MacKenzie
REM For B/B+/M/C/E/A

REM (c) BAU Oct 89

MODE 6

VDU 23,l,0j0i0)0j
PRINT TABdO, 10) "Demonstration"

90 PRINT TAB(12,20)("Hit Space"
100 REPEAT UNTIL GET-32
110 PRINT TAB(12,20)J"
120 PROCchangeC'Demonstration","Of Cha

nging",10,10)
130 PROCchange("Of Changing","Strings.

",10,10)
140 PRINT

150 END

160 :
170 DEF PROCchange(old«,new*,x,y)
180 AX=10ioldloc7.=8,70:newloc 7.-8.900

190 oldblockX-8,60

200 newblockX-8,70

210 old=LEN(old»):new=LEN(new»)
220 IF old>new THEN len=old ELSE len-n

ew

230 FOR char»l TO len

240 FOR line=0 TO 8

250 X7.»oldblock7. MOD 256

260 Y7.=oldblock7. DIV 256
270 oldblock7.?0=ASC(MID*(old»,char, 1) )
280 CALL 8<FFF1
290 XX=newblock7. MOD 256

300 Y7.=newblock7. DIV 256
310 newblockX?0=ASC(MID*(new», char, 1))
320 CALL 8.FFF1

330 VDU 23,224
340 IF line-0 THEN 390

350 FOR newlev-9-line TO 8

360 VDU newblockXTnewlev

370 NEXT newlev

380 IF line-B THEN 440

390 VDU 0

400 IF line-7 THEN 440

410 FOR oldlev-1 TO 7-line

420 VDU oldblock7.?oldlev

430 NEXT oldlev

440 VDU 31,x+char-l,y,224
450 NEXT line

460 NEXT char

470 ENDPROC

Listing 4

10 REM String Scroller
20 REM By Murray MacKenzie
30 REM For B/B+/M/C/E/A

40 REM (c) BAU Oct 89

50 I

60 MODE 6

70 VDU 23,lfOtOtOtO)
80 PROCscrol1("Demonstration.

90 GOTO 80

100 i

110

120

130

140

150

",10,1

DEF PROCscrol1(S«,x,y)
VDU31,x,y
A7.-101 X7.-8.70: Y7.-0

FOR char-1 TO LEN(S«)

XX?0«ASC(MID»<S»,char, 1) 1:CALL8.FFF

160 FOR line-1 TO 8

170 VDU 23,224
180 FOR lev=9-line TO B
190 VDU XX?lev
200 NEXT lev

210 FOR space-1 TO 8-line
220 VDU 0

230 NEXT space
240 VDU 31,(x+char-1),y
250 VDU 224

260 NEXT line

270 NEXT char

280 VDU 10,13
290 ENDPROC

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989

Listing 6

5570 EQUB 0

5580 .stxo EQUB 0

5590 .styo EQUB 0
5600 .wpib EQUB 0
5610 .wps EQUB 0
5620 .temp EQUW 0
5630 EQUB 0

5640 .tempi EQUW 0
5650 EQUB 0

5660 .R EQUB 0

5670 .RC EQUB 0

5680 .SR EQUB 0

5690 .SRC EQUW 0

5700 .xs2 EQUW 0

5710 .BT EQUB 0

5720 .MSK EQUB 0

5730 .temp2 EQUW 0
5740 EQUB 0

5750 i

5760 .data:1

5770 P7.-P7.+8.280

5780 COPT I

5790 3:NEXT

5800 ENDPROC

5810 1

5820 DEFPROCchecksum

5830 T7.-0

5840 FOR IX=shnnk TO

ata-1

5850 T7.-T7.+7IX

5860 NEXT

5870 IF T7.072733 THEN

PRINT "Checksum error"

END

5880 ENDPROC

10 REM ADFS File Wipe
20 REM By Murray MacK

enzie

30 REM for B+/E/M/C w

ith ADFS

40 REM (c) BAU Oct 89

50 :

60 osgbpb=8.FFDl
70 osrdch=8.FFE0

80 oswrch=8.FFEE

90 osnewl=8.FFE7

100 oscli-8.FFF7

110 codeX-8.900

120 :

130 FOR pass-0 TO 3 ST
EP 3

140 P7.=code7.

150 COPT pass
160 LDA #0

170 STA block+9

180 .fileloop
190 LDA #filenar

256

200 STA block+1

210 LDA #filenar

256

220 STA block+2

230 LDA #1

240 STA block+5

250 LDA #8

260 LDX #block MOD 256

270'LDY #block DIV 256

280 JSR osgbpb
290 LDA block+5

300 CMP #1

310 BEQ end

320 LDY #0

330 -printfile
340 LDA filename+l.Y
350 JSR oswrch

360 INY

370 CPY #17

380 BNE printfile
390 .choice

400 JSR osrdch

410 CMP #89

420 BEQ remove

430 CMP #121

440 BEQ remove

450 CMP #78

460 BEQ remain

470 CMP #110

480 BEQ remain

490 BNE choice

500 .remove

510 JSR oswrch

520 LDA #32

530 STA -f i lename

540 LDA #13

550 STA filename*11

560 LDX #delete MOD 25

6

570 LDY #delete DIV 25

6

580 JSR oscli

590 LDA #40

MOD

DIV

Continued^
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< Hints & Tips, listing 6 continued
600 STA filename*11
610 JMP return
620 .remain

630 JSR oswrch
640 .return

650 JSR osnewl
660 JMP fileloop
670 .end

See Arc Agora, page 30

Listing 1.

10 REM 'Agoral
20 REM MakeTab
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for Archimedes

only
50 REM (c) BAU Octobe

r 1989

60 :

70 DIM tablX 8,100, tab
27. 8,100

80 FOR x7.=0 TO 255

90 x7.?tablX=0

100 x7.?tab27.=0
110 NEXT

120 curX—1

130 jX-0
140 i7.=0
150 REPEAT

160 WHILE FNlog(i7.)=cu
rX AND iX<256

170 iX?tab27.»jX
180 iX+-l

190 ENDWHILE

200 jX?tablX-FNlog(iX)
210 curX-FNlog(iX)
220 JX+-1
230 UNTIL 17.-256

240 SYS "OS_File",0,"T
abl",,1tablX,tablX+MOO

250 SYS "OS_File",0,"T
ab2", , ,tab27.,tab27.+M00

260 PRINT"Now run list

ing 2..."
270 END

280 :

290 DEF FNlog(iX)
300 LOCAL J7.
310 SYS "Sound_SoundLo

g", (iX-8,80)<<24 TO jX
320 =jX

Listing 2.
10 REM >Agora2
20 REM BAUSound Sourc

e

30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for Archimedes

only

50 REM (c) BAU Octobe
r 1989

60 I

70 DIM codeX 8.1000

80 group7.= 16
90 numbufX=4

100 bufbltsX=12

110 bufsize7.=2~bufbits
X

120 vbit=l<<28

130 bits=l:byte=2:refi
11 count=3

140 current=4:writebuf
=5:smallest=5

150 bufbase=6:flags=7:
dataend=8

160 databyte=9:bitslef
t-10

170 dataread-lliconver

t-11

180 largest=12:bitsreq
-12

190 value=0:amp=l:conv
addr=2

200 time=4:read=5:read

buf=6

210 bufend=7:ptr-9
220 dmaend=10:dmastep=

11:dmastart-12

230 sp=-13:link= 14:pc= l
5

240 FOR passX=4 TO 6 S
TEP 2

250 PX=0:0X=codeX

260 COPT passX
270 EQUD 0

280 EQUD initmod

290 EQUD quitmod
300 EQUD 0

310 EQUD voicename

320 EQUD help
330 EQUD commandtab

340 EQUD 0

680 RTS

690 .delete
700 EQUS "DELETE"
710 .filename
720 EQUS STRING*(11,CH

R*0)

730 EQUS "(Y/N) :"
740 .block

350 EQUD 0

360 EQUD 0

370 :

380 .initmod

390 STMFD (sp) !,(link)
400 MOV R0,#6
410 LDR R3,required
420 SWI "OSJIodule"
430 STR R2,workbase
440 LDMFD (sp)!,{pel
450 :

460 .required
470 EQUD numbufX»bufsi

zeX

4B0 :

490 .quitmod
500 STMFD (sp) !,(link)
510 MOV R0,#7
520 LDR R2,workbase
530 SWI "OS Module"

540 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc)
550 :

560 .commandtab

570 FNz("CompactSample
")

5B0 EOUD compactsample
590 EQUD 8.0003FF02

600 EQUD compsyntax
610 EQUD comphelp
620 FNzC'MemoryPla/Bac

k")

630 EQUD memoryplaybac
k

640 EQUD 8-0002FF02

650 EQUD playsyntaxl
660 EQUD playhelpl
670 FNz("FilePlayBack"

)

680 EQUD fileplaybacl
690 EQUD &0001FF01

700 EQUD playsyntax2
710 EQUD playhelp2
720 EOUD 0

730 I

740 .comphelp
750 EQUS "tCompactSamp

le produces a compacted
version of a sound sampl
e file."

760 EQUB 13

770 .compsyntax
780 FNz("Syntaxi »Comp

actSample ,'filename> <fi
lename> <ticks>">

790 .playhelpl
800 EQUS "«MemoryPlayB

ack plays back a compact
ed sound at a given memo
ry"

BIO EQUS " address."
820 EQUB 13

830 .playsyntaxl
B40 FNz("Syntax: *Memo

ryPlayBack <start> <leng
th>")

850 .playhelp2
860 EQUS "*FllePlayBac

k plays back a compacted
sound sample file"
870 EQUB 13

880 .playsyntax2
890 FNz("Syntax: *File

PlayBack <filename>")
900 :

910 .help
920 FNz("BAU-Sound"+CH

R*9+"1.00 ("+MID*(TIME*,
5,11)+")")

930 :

940 .voicebase

950 B fill

960 B fill

970 B gateon
980 B gateoff
990 LDMFD (sp)<,Cpc)
1000 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc>
1010 LDMFD (sp)!,<pc)
1020 EQUD voicename-voi

cebase

1030 :

1040 .voicename

1050 FNzC'BAU-Sound")
1060 :

1070 .gateon
1080 LDR value,workbase
1090 STR value,Cptr,#16

750 EQUS STRING*(12,CH
R*0)

760 3

770 NEXT

780 A*="*SAVE Wipe "+S
TR*-code7.+ " "+STR*~PX
790 PRINT A*

800 PRINT "Any Key To

1100 .fill

1110 LDMIA R9,CR1-R6)
1120 ADR convaddr,table

1

1130 LDR readbuf,readin
gfrom
1140 .calcend

1150 LDR bufend.workbas
e

1160 ADD bufend.bufend,
NbufsizeX

1170 ADD bufend.bufend,
readbuf,ASL #bufbit*X
1180 .fillloop
1190 CMP read,bufend
1200 BLT notendbuf

1210 ADD readbuf,readbu
f,«1
1220 CMP readbuf,#numbu

fX

1230 MOVEQ readbuf,#0
1240 STR readbuf.readin

gfrom
1250 LDR read,workbase
1260 ADD read,read,read

buf,ASL #bufbitsX
1270 B calcend

1280 .notendbuf

1290 LDRB value,Cread),
#1

1300 CMP value,#128
1310 STREQ value,finish

•d

1320 LDRB value,Cconvad
dr,value)
1330 STRB value,Cdmasta

rt],dmastep
1340 LDRB value,Cread],

Nl

1350 LDRB value,Cconvad
dr,value)
1360 STRB value,Cdmasta

rt ),dmastep
1370 LDRB value,Cread),

#1

1380 LDRB value,Cconvad
dr,value)

1390 STRB value,Cdmasta
rt),dmastep
1400 LDRB value,Cread],

#1

1410 LDRB value,Cconvad
dr,value]
1420 STRB value,Cdmasta

rt),dmastep
1430 CMP dmastart.dmaen

d

1440 BLT fillloop
1450 SUBS time,time,#1
1460 STMIB R9.CR2-R5)
1470 MOVPL RO, #7.0000100

0

14B0 MOVMI RO, #7.0000001
0

1490 LDMFD (sp) !,Cpc)
1500 )

1510 tablel-PX

1520 SYS "0S_File",255,
"Tabl",07.
1530 PX+-256: 07.+-256

1540 COPT passX
1550 .gateoff
1560 MOV value,#0
1570 .flush

1580 STRB value,Cdmasta
rt ),dmastep

1590 STRB value,Cdmasta
rt l.dmastep
1600 STRB value,Cdmasta

rt ),dmastep
1610 STRB value,Cdmasta

rt ],dmastep
1620 CMP dmastart.dmaen

d

1630 BLT flush

1640 MOV RO, #7.00000001
1650 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc>
1660 :

1670 .nofile

1680 EQUD 214

1690 FNz("Can't find sa

mple file")
1700 :

1710 .fileplayback
1720 STMFD (sp)!,Clinl>

Save..."

BIO REPEAT UNTIL GET
820 S8.700-A*

830 XX-0

840 YX-7

850 CALL oscli

860 END

1730 BL copypars
1740 BL skipspaces
1750 STMFD 'sp)',CRO)
1760 BL s)lpnonspaces
1770 MOV Rl,#13
1780 STRB Rl,CRO]
1790 LDMFD (sp)!,CR1)
1800 MOV R0,#S.40
1810 SWI "X0S_Find"
1820 BVS cantfile

1B30 CMP R0,#0
1840 BEQ cantfile

1850 STR RO.inhandle
1860 MOV flags,#1
1870 BL msinplayback
1880 MOV R0,#0
1890 LDR Rl.inhandle
1900 SWI "0S_Find"
1910 LDMFD (sp):,Cpc)
1920 .cantfile

1930 LDMFD (sp) !,(1 ink)
1940 ADR RO,nofile
1950 ORRS pc,link,#vbit
1960 :

1970 .memoryplayback
1980 STMFD (sp)',Clink)
1990 BL copypars
2000 BL skipspaces
2010 STMFD (sp)',CRO)
2020 BL slipnonspaces
2030 MOV Rl,#13
2040 STRB Rl,CR0),#1
2050 BL skipspaces
2060 MOV R1,#0
2070 MOV R2,#0
20B0 SWI "XOS_EvaluateE

."pression"

2090 LDMFD (sp)',CRO)
2100 BVS cantmem

2110 CMP R1,#0
2120 BNE cantmem

2130 STR R2,sourcesize
2140 MOV R1,#0
2150 MOV R2,#0
2160 SWI "XOS_EvaluateE

xpression"
2170 BVS cantmem

2180 CMP R1,#0
2190 BNE cantmem

2200 MOV dataread,R2
2210 LDR byte,sourcesiz

e

2220 ADD dataend.datare

ad,byte
2230 MOV flags,#0
2240 BL mainplayback
2250 LDMFD (sp)',Cpc)
2260 .cantmem

2270 LDMFD (sp)',Clink)
2280 ADR RO.badmemory
2290 ORRS pc,link,#vbit
2300 :

2310 .badmemory
2320 EQUD 0

2330 FNz("Bad parameter
s")

2340 :

2350 .mainplayback
2360 STMFD (sp) ',Clinl.)
2370 ADR RO,voicebase
2380 MOV R1,#0
2390 SWI "Sound_Install

Voice"

2400 STR Rl.slot
2410 MOV bitsle«t,#0
2420 MOV writebuf,#0
2430 MOV byte,#0
2440 STR byte.readingfr

Off!

2450 STR byte,finished
2460 MCV RO, #0
2471 MOV R1,#0
2480 MOV R2,#0
2490 MOV R3, #0
2500 MOV R4,#0
2510 SWI "Sound_Conf ig.>

re"

2520 STMFD (sp)!,CR0-R4

2530 MOV bits, 118
2540 BL multiread

2550 ADD R2,b/te,byte,A
SL #1

2560 MOV R2,R2,ASL #3
2570 MOV RO,#1
25B0 MOV Rl,#208

Continued •
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2590 MOV R;,#0
2600 MOV R4,#0
2610 SWI "Sound_Configu

re"

2620 MOV bits,#8
2630 BL multiread

2640 MOV current,byte
2650 .initrefill

2660 BL refill

2670 CMP wrltebuf,#0
2680 BNE initrefill

2690 STMFD (sp)',CR0-R3
)
2700 SWI "Sound_QInit"
2710 MOV R0,#1
2720 ADR Rl,voicename
2730 SWI "Sound_AttachN

amedVoice"

2740 MVN R0,#0
2750 MOV R1,#0
2760 LDR R2,params
2770 LDR R3,params+4
2780 SWI "Sound_QSchedu

le"

2790 LDMFD (sp)',CR0-R3
)

2800 .piayloop
2810 LDR byte.readingfr

om

2820 CMF byte,writebuf
2830 BLNE refill

2840 SWI "OS_ReadEscape
State"

2850 BCS escape
2860 LDR byte,finished
2B70 CMP byte,NO
28B0 BEQ pi ayloop
2890 .escape
2900 LDMFD (sp)!,CR0-R4

)
2910 SWI "Sound_Configu

re"

2920 LDR Rl.slot
2930 SWI "Sound_RemoveV

oice"

2940 LDMFD (sp)',Cpc)
2950 :

2960 .params
2970 EQUD 8.FFFF0001

2980 EQUD 8.FFFF0080

2990 :

3000 .pars
3010 EQUS STRING*(255,"

")

3020 EQUB 13

3030 :

3040 .copypars
3050 ADR R2,pars
3060 .copyloop
3070 LDRB Rl,CR0],#1
3080 STRB Rl,CR2),#1
3090 CMP Rl,#32
3100 BGE copyloop
3110 ADR RO.pars
3120 MOV pc,link
3130 :

3140 .refill

3150 STMFD (sp)!,Clink)
3160 LDR bufbase,workba

se

3170 ADD bufbase.bufbas
e,writebuf,ASL #bufbitsX
3180 MOV refillcount,#0
3190 .refillloop
3200 TST flags, #7.10
3210 MOVNE current,#128
3220 BNE refilllooo2

3230 MOV bits,#3
3240 BL multiread

3250 STR byte.bitsneede
d

3260 MOV bits,#8
3270 BL multiread

3280 STR byte.diffbase
3290 .refillloop2
3300 TST flags, #7.10
3310 BEQ notplayedall
3320 STRB current,Cbufb

ase,refi11 count)
3330 B nextrefill

3340 .notplayedall
3350 LDR bits.bitsneede

d

3360 BL multiread
3370 STRB current,Cbufb

ase,refi11 count)
3380 ADD current,curren

t.byte
3390 LDR byte.diffbase
3400 ADD current,curren

t.byte
3410 AND current,curren
t,#255
3420 .nextrefill

3430 ADD refillcount.re
fillcount,#l
3440 TST refillcount,#g

roupX-1
3450 BNE refillloop2
3460 CMP refillcount,#b

ufsizeX

3470 BNE refillloop
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3480 ADD writebuf.write
buf,#1
3490 CMP writebuf,#numb

ufX

3500 MOVEQ writebuf,#0
3510 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc)
3520 :

3530 .multiread

3540 CMP bits,#0
35S0 MOVEQ byte,#0
3560 MOVEQ pc.link
3570 CMP bits.bitsleft
35B0 BGT slowread

3590 MOV byte,#l
3600 MOV byte,byte,ASL

bits

3610 SUB byte,byte,#1
3620 AND byte.databyte,

byte
3630 MOV databyte.datab
yte.ASR bits
3640 SUB bitsleft.bitsl

eft,bits
3650 MOV pc.link
3660 .slowread

3670 MOV byte,#0
36B0 STMFD (sp)!,Cbits,

link)

3690 .multireadloop2
370,"> CMP bitsleft.NO

3710 Bl.EQ bget
3720 MOV byte,byte,ASR

#1
3730 MOVS databyte.data

byte,ASR #1
3740 ADDCS byte,byte,#1

28

3750 SUB bitsleft.bitsl
eft,#l
3760 SUBS bits,bits,#1
3770 BNE multireadloop2
3780 LDMFD (spl'.Cbits,
link)

3790 RSB bits,bits,#8
3800 MOV byte,Dyte,ASR

bits

3810 MOV pc.link
3820 :

3830 .bget
3840 TST flags,#X1
3850 BNE bgetfile
3860 CMP dataread.datae

nd

3870 ORREQ flags,flags,
#X10

3B80 LDRNEB databyte,Cd

ataread],#1
3890 MOV bitsleft,#8
3900 MOV pc.link
3910 .bgetfile
3920 STMFD (sp)!,CRO,Rl

,1 ink)
3930 LDR Rl.inhandle
3940 SWI "OS_BGet"
3950 ORRCS flags,flags,

#7.10

3960 MOV databyte,RO
3970 MOV bitsleft,#8
3980 LDMFD (sp)!,CRO,Rl

,pc)
3990 :

4000 .skipspaces
4010 LDRB Rl,CRO]
4020 CMP Rl,#32
4030 ADDEQ R0,R0,#1
4040 BEQ skipspaces
4050 MOV pc.link
4060 :

4070 .skipnonspaces
40B0 LDRB Rl.CRO]
4090 CMP Rl,#32
4100 ADDGT R0,R0,#1
4110 BGT skipnonspaces
4120 MOV pc.link
4130 :

4140 .compactbuf
4150 EQUS STRING*(group
X+l," ")
4160 ALIGN

4170 :

4180 .fillinbuf

4190 STMFD (sp)!,CR0.R1
,link)
4200 MOV refillcount,#l

4210 .fillinbufloop
4220 TST flags, #7.10
4230 MOVNE R0,#12B
4240 BNE null fill

4250 LDR Rl.inhandle
4260 SWI "OS_BGet"
4270 ORRCS flags,flags,

#7.10

4280 LDRCCB RO.Cconvert

,R0)
4290 .nullfill

4300 STRB RO,Cbufbase.r
efill count)

4310 ADD ref illcour.t.re

fillcount,#l
4320 CMP refillcount,#g

roupX+1
4330 BNE fillinbufloop

4340 LDMFD (sp)!,CR0,Rl
,pc)
4350 :

4360 .compactsample
4370 STMFD (sp) '. ,CIink)
4380 BL copypars
4390 BL skipspaces
4400 STMFD (sp)!,CR0)
4410 BL skipr.onspaces
4420 MOV Rl,#13
4430 STRB R1,CR0),#1
4440 BL sUpspaces
4450 STMFD (sp)!,CRO)
4460 BL skipnonspaces
4470 BL skipspaces
4480 SUB R1,R1,#ASC"0"
4490 CMP Rl,#l
4500 MOVLT Rl,#l
4510 CMP Rl,#9
4520 MOVGT Rl,#l
4530 STR Rl.rate
4540 LDMFD (sp)!,CR1)
4550 MOV R0,N8.80
4560 SWI "X0S_Find"
4570 BVS cantfile

4580 CMP RO,#0
4590 BEQ cantfile
4600 STR RO,outhandle
4610 LDMFD (sp)!,CR1)
4620 MOV R0.N8.40
4630 SWI "XOS_Find"
4640 BVS cantfile

4650 CMP R0,#0
4660 BEQ cantfile

4670 STR RO.inhandle
4680 MOV ref ill count, #8.
1C

4690 .skipheader
4700 LDR Rl.inhandle
4710 SWI "XOS_BGet"
4720 SUBS refillcount.r

ef illcount,#l
4730 BNE skipheader
4750 MOV bitsleft,#8
4760 MOV databyte,#0
4770 MOV flags, #7.00
4780 ADR bufbase,compac

tbuf

4790 ADR convert,table2
4800 LDR Rl.inhandle
4810 SWI "OS BGet"

4B20 LDRB RO,Cconvert,R
0)

4830 STRB RO,Cbufbase)
4840 BL fillinbuf

4850 MOV bits,#8
4860 LDRB byte,rate
4870 BL multiwrite
4880 MOV bits,#8
4890 LDRB byte,Cbufbase

)
4900 BL multiwrite

4910 .compactloop
4920 TST flags, #7.10
4930 BNE donecompact
4940 LDRB current,Cbufb

ase)

4950 MOV small est,HM00
4960 MVN largest, #M00
4970 MOV refillcount,#1
4980 .compactloop2
4990 LDRB byte,Cbufbase
,refi1lcount]
5000 STMFD (sp)!,(byte)
5010 SUBS byte,byte,cur

rent

5020 CMP byte,smallest
5030 MOVLT smallest,byt

5040 CMP byte,largest
5050 MOVGT largest,byte
5060 LDMFD (sp)',Ccurre

nt>

5070 ADD refillcount.re
fillcount,Nl
5080 CMP refillcount,#g

roupX+1
5090 BNE compactloop2
5100 SUB byte,largest,s

mallest

5110 :

5120 MOV bitsreq,#0
5130 .howmanybits
5140 CMP byte,#0
5150 ADDNE bitsreq.bits

req,#l
5160 MOVNE byte,byte,AS

R #1
5170 BNE howmanybits
5180 :

5190 MOV byte.bitsreq
5200 MOV bits,#3
5210 BL multiwrite
5220 MOV byte,smallest
5230 MOV bits,#8
5240 BL multiwrite

5250 LDRB current,Cbufb
ase)

5260 MOV refillcount,#1
5270 .writedataloop
5280 LDRB byte,Cbufbase

,refillcount]

5290 STMFD (spl'.Cbyte)
5300 SUB byte,byte,curr

ent
5310 SUB byte,byte,smal

lest

5320 MOV bits.bitsreq

5330 BL multiwrite
5340 LDMFD (sp)!,Ccurre

nt)

5350 ADD refillcount.re
fillcount,Nl
5360 CMP reflllcount,#g

roupX+1
5370 BNE writedataloop
5380 LDRB byte,Cbufbase
,#groupX]
5390 STRB byte,Cbufbase

]

5400 BL fillinbuf

5410 B compactloop
5430 .donecompact
5440 MOV byte,#0
5450 MOV bits,#8
5460 BL multiwrite

5480 MOV R0,#0
5490 LDR Rl.inhandle
5500 SWI "0S_Find"
5510 MOV R0,#0
5520 LDR Rl.outhandle
5530 SWI "0S_Find"
5540 LDMFD (sp) !,Cpc)
5550 :

5560 .multiwrite

5570 CMP bits.NO
5580 MOVEQ pc.link
5590 MOVS byte,byte,ASR
Nl

5600 MOV databyte.datab
yte.ASR #1
5610 ORRCS databyte.dat
abyte,#128
5620 SUBS bitsleft.bits

left.Nl
5630 BNE nextwrite

5640 STMFD (sp)!,CR0,Rl
.link)
5650 LDR Rl.outhandle
5660 MOV RO,databyte
5670 SWI "0S_BPut"
5680 LDMFD (sp)!,<R0,Rl

,link)
5690 MOV bitsleft,#8
5700 .nextwrite

5710 SUB bits,bits,#1
5720 B multiwrite

5730 :

5740 .wort base

5750 EQUD 0

5760 .rate

5770 EQUD 0

5780 .diffbase

5790 EQUD 0

5800 .slot

5810 EQUD 0

5820 .bitsneeded

5830 EQUD 0

5840 .inhandle

5850 EOUD 0

5860 .outhandle

5870 EQUD 0
5880 .finished

5890 EQUD 0

5900 .readingfrom
5910 EQUD 0

5920 .sourcesize

5930 EQUD 0

5940 )

5950 table2=PX

5960 SYS "OS_File",255,
"Tab2",OX
5970 PX+=256:07.+ = 256

5980 NEXT passX
5990 mod*="BAUSound"

6000 SYS "0S_File",0,mo
d*, ,,codeX,07.
6010 SYS "0S_File",M2,

mod*,t,FFA
6020 PRINT"Module saved

as "mod*

6030 END

6040 :

6050 DEF FNz(z*>

6060 COPT passX
6070 EQUS z«

6080 EQUB 0

6090 ALIGN

6100 )

6110 -0

Continued >-
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Listing 3
10 REM >Ago -a3

20

30

REM Loca Variable

REM by Terry Blunt
40 REM for Archimedes

with RISC OS

50 REM (c) BAU Octobe
r 1989

60 I

70 a*-"This is a test

to check that no corrup

tion occurs on return"

80 b=45

90 aX-123

100 ♦SET TEST This is
a str ng system variable

110 PRINT'">>"FNos var

("TEST")"<<"

120 PRINT'a* 'b" (shou

Id be 45)"'aX" (should b

e 123

130 END

140 :

150 DEF FNos var(a*)

160 LOCAL aX, bX

170 DIM aX -

180 SYS "OS ReadVarVal

",a*,aX,255 TO ,,bX
190 a7.?b7.= 13

200 =*a7.

See Satellites, Page 69

Listing 4
10 REM >Agora4
20 REM Scaled Sprites
30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for Archimedes

with RISC OS

50 REM (c) BAU Octobe
r 1989

60 :

70 MODE 9

80 OFF

90 DIM spX 8.B000,scal
eX 16,wkX 10

100 FOR cX-B TO 15
110 COLOUR cX,7
120 NEXT

130 'spX-S-BOOO
140 spX!4=0
150 spX!8-16
160 sp'/.' 12-16
170 FOR cX =5 TO 1 STEP

-1

180 GCOL cX

190 CIRCLE FILL 640,51
2,c7.«100

200 NEXT

210 COLOUR 7

220 PROCdc<10,"Change
rectangle size")

230 PR0Cdc(13,"by movi
ng pointer.")

10 REM Satellite Positions
20 REM by Michael Leete
30 REM (c) BAU

40 :

50 DIM Sat*(13),az(13),az*(13)
60 REM Constants in Kilometres

70 0rbit=36000:Radius=637B
80 @7.=&2040A

90 MODE 7

100 PROCtitle(l)

110 INPUT"Enter your name ";name*
120 REPEAT

130 INPUT'"Your Latitude <deg,min,sec)
",lat,min,sec
140 mantissa=(min*60+sec)/3600
150 lat=lat+mantissa
160 UNTIL lat>=0 OR lat <=90
170 REPEAT

180 long=0:A*="exactly."
190 INPUT'"Your Longitude (deg,min,sec

) ",long,min,sec
200 mantissa=(min*60+sec)/3600
210 long=long+mantissa
220 UNTIL long>=0 OR long<=180
230 IF long=0 GOTO 310
240 REPEAT

250 PRINT"Is Longitude EAST or WEST (E
or W)";
260 INPUT" ",A*
270 IF A*="E":A*="East":G0T0 300
280 IF A*="W":A*="West":G0T0 300
290 PRINT"Enter E or W of the Prime Me

ridian."

300 UNTIL A*="East" OR A*="West"
310 PRINT" "Your position is:"
320 PRINT'lat;" North ";long;" "; A$
330 PRINT'CHR*(134)"Do you want to cha

nge this? (Y/N)"
340 REPEAT A=FNget:UNTIL A=78 OR A=89:

IF A=89 GOTO 120

350 @X=10

360 PR0Ctitle(2)

370 RESTORE

380 FOR JX=1 TO 11

390 READ Sat*(J7.) ,az <J7.) ,az*(J7.)
400 PRINTJX;:IF J7.=4 OR JX=10 PRINT CH

R*(130); ELSE PRINT CHR*(135);
410 PRINT Sat*(J7.);TAB(27)CHR*(135);TA

240 COLOUR 6

250 PR0Cdc(16,"Left bu
tton re-plots sprite")
260 PROCdc(19,"Middle

but con er,u-_ test.")
270 SYS "OS_SpriteOp",

256+16,spX,"test",,0,0,1
279,1023

280 »P0INTER

290 GCOL 4,0
300 MOUSE xX.yX.bX
310 PROCr

320 REPEAT

330 MOUSE mxX.myX.bX
340 IF (bX AND 4)>0 TH

EN

350 CLS

360 'scaleX-xX

370 scaleX'4-yX
380 sealeX'8-1280
390 scaleX112=1024
400 SYS "0S_Spnte0p",

52+256,spX,"test",0,0,0,
scaleX,-l

410 PROCr

420 ENDIF

430 IF mxXOxX OR myX<
>yX THEN

440 PROCr
450 xX=mxX

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

7.

560

570

580

590

2,y);
600

)

610

)

620

kX

630

kX!1|•,
640

kX!S|»
650

1

660

670

yX=myX
PROCr

ENDIF

UNTIL (bX AND 2)>0

CLS

♦POINTER 0

END

DEF PROCr

RECTANGLE 0,0,*7.,y

DEF PROCdc(y,t«>
PRINTTAB(20-LENt*/

FOR tX-1 TO LEN(t«

?wl.7.»ASCMID*(t*,tX

SYS "0S_Word",10,w

VDU 23, 160,w(:7.?l,w
irX'2;wl-X'3|wkX?4
VDU 23, 161,wky.*>3,w
<IX!6;wkX'7iwkX-B
VDU 160,8,10,161,1

NEXT

ENDPROC

B(28);az(J7.) ;TAB (33);:IF az* (J7.) ="E" PRI
NT"East" ELSE PRINT "West"

420 NEXT

430 @7.=&2040A

440 PRINT'CHR*<134)"Choose a Satellite
(1 to 11) "j
450 REPEAT

460 INPUT" ",A7.
470 UNTIL A7.>0 AND A7.<14

480 IF az*<A7.)="E" az* (A7.) ="East" ELSE
az*(A7.)="West"

490 PR0Ctitle(3)

500 PROCpolarbear
510 PROCelevation

520 PRINT"'"The Elevation is: ";Eleva
tion;" degrees."
530 PROCazimuth

540 PRINT'"The Bearing is: ";azimuth;"
degrees ";Dir*
550 PRINT" "CHR*< 134) "Any key to end.

RETURN to re-RUN."

560 A=GET:IF A=13 G0T0350 ELSE GOTO 57
0

570 VDU26:CLS:END

580 :

590 DEF PROCpolarbear
600 IF long=0 THEN P=az (A7.) :Dir*=az* (A

7.) :ENDPROC

610 IF A*=az*<A7.) THEN GOTO 630
620 P=long+az(A7.) :Dir*=az* (A7.) :ENDPROC
630 IF long=az(A7.) THEN P=0:Dir*="due

South":ENDPROC

640 IF long>az(A7.) THEN P=long-az (A7.) :
PROCswap:ENDPROC

650 IF long<az(A7.) THEN P=az (A7.)-long:
Dir*=az* (A7.) :ENDPROC

660 :

670 DEF PROCswap
680 IF A*="West" Dir*="East" ELSE Dir*

="West"

690 ENDPROC

700 :

710 DEF PROCazimuth

720 OH=OV*TAN(Rlat)
730 Raz=ACS(OH/OK)
740 azimuth«DEG(Raz)
750 ENDPROC

Continued•
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760 :

770 DEF PROCelevation

780 OV=Radius

790 VS=Orbit+Radius
BOO Rlat=RAD(lat)

810 RP=RAD(P)

820 VH=OV/COS(Rlat)

830 VK=VH/COS(RP)

840 0K=SQR<VK-*-2-0VA2)

850 KS=VS-VK

860 KT=KS*OK/VK

870 ST=KS*OV/VK

880 OT=OK+KT

890 Relevation=ATN(ST/OT)

900 Elevation=DEG(Relevation)

910 ENDPROC

920 :

930 DEF PROCtitle(KX)
940 VDU 26, 12:FOR J7.=l TO 2:PRINT TAB (

6,J7.) CHR* (141) CHR* (14B) CHR* <157) CHR* (131
)"Satellite Television "CHR*<156)iNEXT
950 PR0Csubhead(K7.)

See Take Note, Page 71
Listing 1. Segment

960 VDU28,0,24,39,7
970 ENDPROC

980 :

990 DEF PR0Csubhead(K7.)
1000 VDU 10: IF K7.=l PRINT TAB< 11) "Obser

ver's Location"
1010 IF K7.=2 PRINT TAB (12) "Orbital Loca

tion"
1020 IF K7.=3 PRINT TAB (0,6)CHR* (134) ;Sa

t*(A7.) :PRINT'CHR* (134) "From the home of:
";name*
1030 ENDPROC

1040 I

1050 DEF FNget=GET AND 223
1060 :

1070 DATA"Itelsat V F5",63,E,"Itelsat V
F15",60,E,"Gorizont 11",53,E,"Astra 1A"
,19.2,E,"Eutelsat 1 F4",13,E,"Telecom 1C
",5,W,"Gorizont 12",11,W,"Itelsat V F6",
18.5,W,"Itelsat VA Fll",27.5,W,"BSB 1",3
1,W,"Itelsat V F4",34.5,W

1250 DATA 69,73,69,73,89,89,81,81,73,73
1260 :

1270 DATA 0.B2515A516A
1280 DATA 0.82515A5132
1290 DATA 0.6A626AB2
1300 DATA 0,9469616961
1310 DATA 0,322A3153
1320 DATA 0,3129312931415159
1330 DATA 0,6B6961695941
1340 DATA 0.CAB1B9CB69
1350 DATA 0,928291816951
1360 DATA 0.3222325A
1370 DATA 0,9151693151093151
1380 DATA 0.6969696A696951
1390 DATA 0.936A515961
1400 DATA 0.6B52091929
1410 DATA 0.69696A7A92
1420 DATA 0.B1B1B2A292
1430 DATA 0,5151595169519169
1440 DATA 0.B1B26A8152
1450 DATA 0.6E92
1460 DATA 0.926A0A6A
1470 DATA 0,5159695191698169
14B0 DATA 1,3129314151699169
1490 DATA 1,3451315169
1500 DATA 1.6C69696951
1510 DATA 2.5C34
1520 DATA 2,19593179599179B9
1530 DATA 2.7A717A7291
1540 DATA 2.5A515AB192
1550 DATA 2.59515979928A
1560 DATA 2.7A5A92A2
1570 DATA 3,896941698969A189
15B0 DATA 3,0901091929094109
1590 DATA 3.6A616959412A
1600 DATA 4.5A5159795992
1610 DATA 4,6961696159412909
1620 DATA 4.79593159795991A1

Listing 2. Impro

10 REM Impro
20 REM by Dave Acton
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/A
40 REM (c) BAU October 1989

50 :

60 MODE 7

70 arc'/.= (HIMEM>8.BB00)
80 tempoX-B
90 barsX-16

100 crotchetlengthX-4
110 crotchetsperbar'/.=3
120 barlengthX=crotchetlengthX*crotche

tsperbarX
130 totalX=barsX*barlength'/.
140 IF arcX voicesX=3 ELSE voicesX=2
150 DIM pitchX(total7.,voicesX-l),durX(

totalX,voicesX-l)
160 DIM harmony'/, (total-/., 11)
170 DIM key'/, (bars'/.) , intX(6> , vol'/.(3)
180 DIM place'/, (voices'/.-l), time"/, (voices

X-1),doneX(voi cesX-1)
190 FOR i'/.=0 TO 6
200 READ intX(iX)
210 NEXT

220 PRINT"Please wait..."

10 REM Segment
20 REM by Dave Acton
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/A

40 REM (c) BAU October 1989

50 «

60 MODE 7

70 arcX-(HIMEM>8.B800)
80 minpitchX=77
90 off/.—24
100 DIM phrase*(35),typeX(35),orderX(l

1)
110 DIM numtypeX(4),basetypeX(4)
120 DIM timeX(2),volX(2),posX(2),stgX(

2)
130 DIM bassdur'/.(4) ,basspi tch"/.(4, 4)
140 DIM basspi tch27.(4,1)
150 PROCinitdata

160 IF arcX PROCinitarc ELSE PROCinitb
eeb

170 tempoX=16
180 phraseX-0
190 posX(0>=i
200 PRINT"Playing..."
210 TIME-0

220 REPEAT

230 ttX-TIME

240 IF ttX>=timeX(0) PROCvl

250 IF ttX>=timeX(l) PR0Cv2
260 IF ttX>=time'/.(2) PR0Cv3
270 UNTIL FALSE

280 END

290 :

300 DEF PROCvl
310 byte'/.=EVAL("8,"+MID* (phrase*(phrase

X),posX(0),2>>
320 dur'/.= (byteX AND 7>*tempo7.
330 pitch7.= (byteX DIV B)*4+minpitchX
340 PROCsound(l,pitchX,durX)
350 timeX(0)=ttX+durX
360 po3'/.(0)=posX(0)+2
370 IF pos'/.(0)>LEN (phrase*(phraseX)) P

ROCnewphrase
380 ENDPROC

390 J

400 DEF PR0Cv2
410 pitchX=basspitchX(orderX(stgX(l)>,

posX(D)
420 dur'/.-bassdurX(posX (1) )ttempoX
430 PR0Csound(2,pitchX,durX)
440 posX(l) =(pos'/.(l) +l) MOD 5
450 IF posX(l)=0 5tgX(l)=(stgX(l)+l) M

OD 12

460 time'/.(l>=tt'/.+durX
470 ENDPROC

480 :

490 DEF PR0Cv3
500 pitch'/.=basspitch2X (order-/. (stgX(2) )

,posX(2>)
510 durX=4*tempoX
520 PR0Csound(3,pitchX,dur7.)

530 posX (2)= (pos7.(2)+l) MOD 2
540 IF posX(2)=0 stgX(2)=(stgX(2)+l) M

OD 12
550 timeX(2)=ttX+durX

560 ENDPROC

570 :

580 DEF PROCsound (voice'/., pi tchX.durX)
590 IF arcX SOUND MO+voiceX, vol'/.(voic

eX-l),pitchX+offX,durX ELSE SOUND MO+vo

iceX.voiceX MOD 2+1,pitchX+offX.durX
600 ENDPROC

610 I

620 DEF PROCnewphrase
630 stgX(0)-(stg'/.(0)+l) MOD 12
640 IF stg'/.(0>=0 AND RND(2) =1 THEN off

X—40-offX
650 phrase'/.-basetypeX (order'/. (stgX(O) ))

+RND(numtypeX(orderX(stgX(0)>)>-l
660 poa'/.(0)-l
670 ENDPROC

6B0 i

690 DEF PROCinitdata

700 FOR iX-0 TO 11
710 READ order'/.(iX)
720 NEXT

730 FOR i'/.=0 TO 4
740 READ numtypeX(iX)
750 NEXT

760 FOR iX-0 TO 4
770 READ basetypeX(iX)
780 NEXT

790 FOR i'/.-0 TO 4
800 READ bassdurX(iX)
810 NEXT

B20 FOR iX=0 TO 4
B30 FOR JX-0 TO 4
840 READ basspitchXUX, jX>
850 NEXT
860 NEXT

870 FOR iX-0 TO 4
BBO FOR jX«0 TO 1
890 READ bas3pitch2X(i"/.,jy.)
900 NEXT

910 NEXT

920 FOR iX=0 TO 35
930 READ typeX(iX),phrase*(iX)
940 NEXT

950 ENDPROC

960 J

970 DEF PROCinitarc

980 LOADEVAL 4
990 *CHANNELVOICE 1 WaveSynth-Beep
1000 *CHANNELVOICE 2 StringLib-Soft
1010 *CHANNELVOICE 3 StringLib-Soft
1020 volX(0)=-12

1030 vol'/. (11—4
1040 volX(2)—4

1050 ENDPROC

1060 l

1070 DEF PROCinitbeeb
1080 ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,126,-8,-3

,-3,80,60
1090 ENVELOPE 2,3,1,-1,0,1,1,1,90,-5,-3

,-3,70,60
1100 ENDPROC

1110 I

1120 DATA 0,0,0,1,2,2,0,0,3,4,0,0
1130 :

1140 DATA 21,3,6,3,3
1150 DATA 0,21,24,30,33
1160 !

1170 DATA 1,2,2,1,2
1180 :

1190 DATA 53,53,61,61,33
1200 DATA 53,53,53,49,53
1210 DATA 73,73,53,53,41
1220 DATA 33,33,49,33,33
1230 DATA 25,25,41,25,25
1240 :

Continued^
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230 FOR b'/.=0 TO bars'/.-l
240 READ keyX(bX)
250 NEXT

260 FOR b'/.=0 TO total X

270 keynote'/.= (bX MOD 4-0)
280 IF keynote'/. FOR iX-0 TO 4 STEP 2lh

armonyX(bX,intX(iX))-TRUE:NEXT
290 IF NOT keynote'/. FOR iX-0 TO 6:harm

onyX(bX,i ntX d X))-TRUE:NEXT
300 NEXT

310 REPEAT

320 curpitch'/.=RND(12)-l
330 UNTIL harmony'/.(0,curpitchX MOD 12)
340 FOR bX-0 TO bars'/.-1
350 PRINT"Bar: "jbX
360 PROCmakebass(bX.O)
370 PROCcomposetbX,1)
380 IF arc'/. PROCcompose (bX,2)
390 NEXT

400 IF arc'/. PROCinitarc ELSE PROCinitb
eeb

410 PROCplayback
420 END

430 :

440 DEF PROCmakebasslbarX, voice'/.)
450 LOCAL beatpos'/.,beatendX,rangeX
460 beatpos'/.-bar'/.*barlength'/.
470 PR0Caddnote(0,4)
480 PR0Caddnote(0,2)
490 PR0Caddnote(0,4)
500 PR0Caddnote(0,2)
510 ENDPROC
520 :

530 DEF PROCaddnotetpitchX.durX)
540 pitchX (beatposX,voiceX)=pitchX
550 durX(beatposX,voice'/.)=dur7.
560 beatpos"/.=beatposX+durX
570 ENDPROC
580 :

590 DEF PROCcompose (bar'/., voice'/.)
600 LOCAL beatposX,beatendX,rangeX,iX,

attempts"/.
610 REPEAT

620 beatposX-barXtbarlengthX
630 beatendX-beatposX+barlengthX
640 FOR iX=0 TO barlength'/.-l
650 pitchX(beatpos'/.+iX,voice'/.) =0
660 durX(beatpos7.+iX,voice'/.) =0
670 NEXT

680 attemptsX=0
690 REPEAT

700 k'/.=RND(4)
710 IF kX=l failed7.=FNa
720 IF k'/.=2 failed'/.-FNb
730 IF kX=3 failed'/.-FNc
740 IF kX=4 failedX=FNd
750 IF failedX THEN attempts'/.-attempts

X+l

760 UNTIL beatposX-beatendX OR attempt
sX>10

770 UNTIL beatpos'/.-beatend'/.
780 ENDPROC

790 :

800 DEF FNa

810 IF beatend'/.-beatposX<6 THEN -TRUE
820 IF FNseq(l,4,0,6,6) THEN -TRUE

See New Order, page 79
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830 =FNseq(l,2,0,6,6)
840 :

850 DEF FNb:IF beatendX-beatposX>»12 T
HEN -FNseqd, 12,0,8,8) ELSE -TRUE

860 :

870 DEF FNc:IF beatend'/.-beatposX>-6 TH
EN =FNseq(1,6,0,6,8) ELSE -TRUE

880 :

890 DEF FNdilF beatendX-beatposX>-6 TH
EN -FNseq(3,2,0,8,3) ELSE -TRUE

900 :

910 DEF FNseq(notes'/., notelengthX, mi nra
ngeX,rangeX,smal1rangeX)
920 LOCAL nX,pitch'/.,fail'/.,aX
930 failX-0

940 REPEAT

950 newpi tch'/.-FNrandomnote (curpi tchX, 0
,18,rangeX)
960 UNTIL harmony'/.(beatpos'/.+notes'/.»not

elengthX,newpitchX MOD 12) AND ABS(newpi
tch'/.-curpi tchX)>=mi nrangeX

970 REPEAT

980 pos'/.-beatposX
990 pitchX-curpitchX
1000 FOR iX-0 TO notesX*notelength'/.-l
1010 pitchX(beatposX+lX,voiceX)=0
1020 durX(beatpos'/.+iX, voice'/.) -0
1030 NEXT

1040 n'/.-l

1050 REPEAT

1060 pitchX(posX, voice'/.)-pitch'/.
1070 durX(posX,voiceX)-notelengthX
1080 pos'/.-pos'/.+notel engthX
1090 IF n'/.<notesX PR0Cseq2
1100 nX-n'/.+ l

1110 UNTIL nX>notesX OR failXMO
1120 a'/.=ABS(newpi tch'/.-pi tchX)
1130 IF aX>rangeX failX-fai1X+1
1140 UNTIL a'/.<-rangeX OR failX>10
1150 failed'/.=failX>10

1160 IF fail'/.MO THEN -TRUE

1170 beatpos'/.-posX
1180 curpi tch'/.-newpitchX
1190 -FALSE

1200 :

1210 DEF PR0Cseq2
1220 LOCAL pitch2X
1230 REPEAT

1240 pitch2X»FNrandomnote(pitch7.,0, 18,s
malIrangeX)

1250 UNTIL harmony'/. (posX,pitch27. MOD 12
>

1260 pitchX=pitch2X
1270 ENDPROC

1280 :

1290 DEF FNrandomnote (current'/., mm'/., max
X, range'/.)
1300 LOCAL r'/.,ok'/., try'/., failed'/.
1310 okX=FALSE

1320 failed'/.-0

1330 REPEAT

1340 try'/.=0
1350 REPEAT

1360 rX=RND(max7.-min7.)-l

1370 IF ABS(rX-currentXX=rangeX ok'/.-TR
UE ELSE tryX-try'/.+ l

1380 IF rX-currentX AND failed'/.<2 ok'/.-F
ALSE

1390 UNTIL ok'/. OR (try'/.MO)
1400 IF try'/.MO range'/.»rangeX+l: failed'/.

=failedX+l

1410 UNTIL okX

1420 «rX

1430 I

1440 DEF PROCplayback
1450 PRINT"Playing..."
1460 TIME-0

1470 REPEAT

14B0 FOR v'/.-O TO voicesX-1
1490 done'/. (vX)-FALSE: piaceX (vX)=0
1500 NEXT

1510 finX-0
1520 REPEAT
1530 FOR vX-0 TO voices'/.-1

1540 IF TIME>-timeX<vX> AND NOT done'/.(v
X) PROCplay
1550 NEXT

1560 UNTIL finX-voicesX
1570 UNTIL FALSE
1580 ENDPROC
1590 I

1600 DEF PROCplay
1610 pitchX-l+4*(keyX(placeX(vX) DIV ba

rlengthX)+pitchX(place'/.(vX),vX) >
1620 dur'/.-durX (place'/. (vX),vX)
1630 IF pitch'/,(piaceX(vX) ,vX)>-l PROCso

und

1640 time'/. (vX) -time'/.(vX)+dur*/.*tempoX
1650 placeX(vX)-placeX(vX)+durX
1660 IF placBX(vX)-totalX done'/. (vX)-TRU

Elf in'/.-finX+l

1670 ENDPROC

1680 :

1690 DEF PROCsound

1700 IF arc'/. SOUND 8,11+vX, volX(vX) ,pitc
h/.+v7.*4B,durX*tempoX ELSE SOUND Ml+vX,v
X+l,pitchX+vX*4B,durX*tempoX
1710 ENDPROC
1720 :

1730 DEF PROCinitarc
1740 LOADEVAL 4

1750 *CHANNELVOICE 1 StringLib-Soft
1760 »CHANNELVOICE 2 WaveSynth-Beep
1770 *CHANNELVOICE 3 WaveSynth-Beep
1780 *CHANNELVOICE 4 WaveSynth-Beep
1790 vol 7.(01—4

1B00 volX(l)—10
1810 volX<2> —10

1820 volX(3)—10
1830 ENDPROC

1840 I

1850 DEF PROCinitbeeb

I860 ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,126,-8,-3
,-3,80,60
1870 ENVELOPE 2,3,0,0,0,1,1,1,90,-7,-3,

-3,70,60
1880 ENDPROC
1890 :

1900 DATA 0,2,4,5,7,9,11
1910 DATA 4,4,4,4,0,0,0,0,4,4,4,4,2,0,4

,4

10 REM ADFS Disc Manager
20 REM by David Harper
30 REM -For any BBC Micro with ADFS
40 REM Version 4. 16

50 :

60 PROCparams
70 MODE md'/.

BO HIMEM=HIMEM-stsz7.-517

90 ON ERROR REPORT:PRINT:PROCend
100 PROCinit

110 MODE md7.

120 PROCdisplay
130 ON ERROR PROCerror

140 PROCwork

150 :

160 DEF PROCparams
170 md7.=&87

180 max•/.=& 100:stsz7.=&200

190 wsz'/.=20

200 in"/.=2:mgy.=3
210 cciy.=4:mciy.=l

220 -fciy.=7:dcl7.=2

230 *FX 11,35
240 *FX 12,5

250 ENDPROC

260 :

270 DEF PROCinit

280 PR0Cheading(2)
290 mcl 7.=mcl 7.+8-BO: ccl 7.=ccl 7.+&80
300 del 7=dc17+&80: -f c 1'/.=-f c 17.+&80
310 DIM ctblk7. 17,nmblk7. 10
320 cbhiy.=ctblk7. DIV 256

330 DIM cliblk.7. 255

340 clihy.=cliblk7 DIV 256

350 n*=STRING*(10,"*")
360 K*=n$:cmd*=n*:kpn*=n*
370 T*=n*+n*

380 DIM dp7. maxy.jd'fiy. max'/.
390 DIM ace*/. maxy.,mky. max7.
400 DIM nm*(max7.)

410 FOR I7.= l TO max 7.

420 nm*(r/.)=n*:mk7.?I7.=0

430 NEXT

440 S*=STRING*(255,"*"):xd*=S*
450 DIM acd*(3)

460 FOR l'X-6 TO 3
470 READ acd$(I7.)

480 NEXT
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490 DATA R,W,E,L
500 nm*(0)="*"

510 ?dp7.=0: ?df 17=1: ?acc7.=9: ?mk.7.=0
520 PRINT"'CHR*131;"Enter drive numbe

r:";CHR*135;
530 REPEAT

540 K*=GET*

550 UNTIL INSTR("0145ABEF",K*)
560 PRINT K*

570 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;31,0,9,129
580 PRINT "Please wait. Disc being rea

d."

590 PROCreadin(K*)

600 *FX 4,1
610 *FX 200,1
620 cp7.=0:rct7.=0: tps7.=-mg7.:daf 7.=FALSE
630 ENDPROC

640 :

650 DEF PROCheading(BX)
660 FOR I7.=0 TO 1

670 VDU 31,4,B7.+ I7.
680 VDU 141,147,238,157,132
690 PRINT SPC3;"ADFS Disc Manager";
700 VDU 147,255,158,156,189
710 NEXT

720 ENDPROC

730 :

740 DEF PROCreadin(K*)

750 PROCoscli("MOUNT "+K*)

760 gpblk7.=HIMEM+stsz7.
770 S7.=stsz7.-l:Ny.= l:D7.= l

780 PROCread

790 lasf/.=Ny.-l

800 ENDPROC

810 :

820 DEF PROCread

830 LOCAL M'/.,ds7.
840 A'/.=8: X7.=ctbl k'/.: Y*/.=ctbl k'/. DIV 256

850 ctblk'/.! I=gpblkp/.:ctblk7. i5=47
860 ctbik-/. !9=0

870 CALL 8<FFD1

880 Zy.=47-ctblk"/.?5

890 IF Z7.=0: ENDPROC

900 Py.=gpblk"/.:ds7.=0
910 FOR jy.= l TO IV.

920 n*=""

930 FOR 17=1 TO ?P7.

940 n*=n*+CHR*(P'/.?r/.)

950 NEXT

960 n*=FNstrip(n*>
970 P7.=P7.+?P7.+ 1

980 ac'/.=FNgetac(n*>
990 IF isdy.:PROCpushdir:ELSE:PROCset

1000 NEXT

1010 IF ds"/.=0: ENDPROC

1020 FOR M7.= l TO ds7.

1030 n*=FNpulldir
1040 PROCtestroom

1050 nm*(N7.)=n*:N7.=Ny.+l

1060 PROCoscli("DIR "+n$)

1070 D"/.=Dy.+ l

1080 PROCread

1090 D7=Dy.-l

1100 *DIR •'-

1110 NEXT

1120 ENDPROC

1130 :

1140 DEF PROCpushdir
1150 PROCpush(ac'/.)
1160 FOR I7.=LENn* TO 1 STEP -1

1170 PROCpush(ASCMID$(n*, 17., 1) )
1180 NEXT

1190 PROCpush(LENn*)
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1200 ds'/.=dsy.+ l

1210 ENDPROC

1220 :

1230 DEF PROCpush(B*/.)
1240 Sy.?HIMEM=B7.

1250 S7.=S"/.-l

1260 IF S7.<0:PR0Cbad("Disc structure to

o complex"): PROCend
1270 ENDPROC

1280 :

1290 DEF FNpulldir
1300 n*=""

1310 B'/.=FNpull
1320 FOR 17=1 TO B%

1330 n*=n*+CHR*FNpull
1340 NEXT

1350 dp7.?N7.=D7: df 1"/.?N7.= 1
1360 accy.?N7.=FNpull
1370 =n*

1380 :

1390 DEF FNpull
1400 S7.=S7.+1

1410 =S7.?HIMEM

1420 :

1430 DEF PROCset

1440 PROCtestroom

1450 dp'/.?N7.=D7.
1460 accy.?N7=acy.

1470 dfl'/.?N7.=0

1480 nm*(N7.)=n*:N7.=N7.+ l

1490 ENDPROC

1500 :

1510 DEF PROCtestroom

1520 IF Ny.<=max7.:ENDPR0C

1530 PROCbadC'Too many items on disc")
1540 PROCend

1550 :

1560 DEF FNstrip(n*)
1570 IF RIGHT*(n*, DO" ":=n*
1580 REPEAT:n*=LEFT*(n*,LENn*-l)
1590 UNTIL RIGHT* (n*, IX >" "
1600 =n*

1610 :

1620 DEF FNgetac(n*)
1630 *nmblk'/.=n*: !ctbl k7.=nmbl kV.

1640 A7=5: X7.=ctbl k'Ai Y7.=cbhi 7.

1650 A7.=USR(8/FFDD) AND 8<FF

1660 isd'/.=FALSE

1670 IF A7.=8<FF:=4

1680 IF A7.=2:isd7=TRUE

1690 =ctblk%?14

1700 :

1710 DEF PROCoscli(S*)

1720 *cliblk7.=S*

1730 X y.=c 1 i b 1 k 7: Y7.=c 1 i h7.

1740 CALL &FFF7

1750 ENDPROC

1760 :

1770 DEF PROCdisplay
1780 PROCwindow:CLS

1790 IF tps"/.>cpy.-mgy.: tps'/.=cpy.-mg7.
1800 IF tps7<cp7-wsz7+mg7: tps7=cp7-wsz7.

+mg7.
1810 IF tpsy.<0:F7=0:VDU 31, 0,-tps7: ELSE

:F7=tpsy.
1820 L-/.=wsz7.+tps7.
1830 IF L7.>lasty.+ l:L7.=last7.+ l
1840 FOR N7.=FV. TO L7.

1850 PROCline(NX)

1860 NEXT

1870 ENDPROC

1880 :

1890 DEF PROCwindow

1900 VDU 23, l,0;0;0;0;28,0,wsz7.,39,0
Continued •
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1910 ENDPROC

1920 :

1930 DEF PR0Cline(N7)

1940 IF N7>lasty.:VDU 31, 3,N7.-tps7., 133:P
RINT STRING*(11, "_ ");:ENDPROC
1950 Cy.=mciy.*mky.?Ny. OR cclXt-(NX=cpX)
1960 VDU 31,inX*dpX?NX,NX-tpsX
1970 IF C7. AND &F:VDU C7, 157: ELSE: VDU 3

2,32

1980 IF dfl7?NX: VDU dcl%: ELSE: VDU -fcl"/.
1990 PRINT nm*(N7.);
2000 IF dafX:PRINT TAB (36,VPOS) ;FNacst (

accX?N7.) ;:ELSE: VDU 32,32,156
2010 ENDPROC

2020 :

2030 DEF FNacst <acX>

2040 ac*=""

2050 FOR T/.=3 TO 0 STEP -1

2060 IF acX AND 2"-IX: ac*=ac*+acd* (IX)
2070 NEXT

2080 =ac*

2090 :

2100 DEF PROCcmwind

2110 VDU 28,0,24,39,wszy.+2,23, 1, 1;0;0;0
5

2120 ENDPROC

2130 :

2140 DEF PROCwork

2150 REPEAT

2160 PROCcmwind

2170 PRINT TAB(0,22~wszX);CHR*134;"Comm
and:";CHR*135;
2180 cmd*=""

2190 REPEAT

2200 K7=GET

2210 IF K7.=136 OR KX=138 OR K7= 139: PROC
csmove(K'/.)

2220 IF K7.=9:PR0Cswapac
2230 IF Ky.= 135:PR0Crnark
2240 IF K7>32 AND K7<127:VDU K7:cmd*=cm

d*+CHR*K7

2250 IF K7=127 AND LENcmd*>0: VDU K'/.-.cmd
*=LEFT*(cmd*,LENcmd*-l)
2260 UNTIL KX*13:PRINT

2270 cmd*=FNcap(cmd*)
2280 IF FNcmd("CLEAR"):PROCclear

2290 IF FNcmd("ACCESS"):PROCaccess

2300 IF FNcmd("MOVE"):PROCmove

2310 IF FNcmd("DIRMOVE"):PROCdirmove

2320 IF FNcmd("RENAME"):PROCrename

2330 IF FNcmd("CDIR"):PROCcdir

2340 IF FNcmd("DELETE"):PROCdelete
2350 IF FNful1cmd("WIPE"):PROCwipe
2360 IF FNful1cmd("KILL")sPROCki11

2370 IF FNful1cmd("ANNIHILATE"):PROCann
ih

2380 IF FNcmd("QUIT"):PROCquit
2390 IF FNcmd("EXIT"):PROCexit
2400 IF FNcmd("HELP"):PROChelp
2410 IF LENcmd*>0:PROCbad("Unknown comm

and. Type 'HELP' -for help.")
2420 UNTIL FALSE

2430 :

2440 DEF PR0Ccsmove(K7)

2450 PROCflst

2460 PROCbar (cp7, mciy.tmk7.7cp7.)
2470 IF K7.= 136:PR0Cleft

2480 IF K7.= 138:PR0Cdown

2490 IF K7.= 139:PR0Cup
2500 PROCbar (cp7,cciy. OR mciy.tmky.7cpy.)
2510 PROCflrg
2520 ENDPROC

2530 :
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2540 DEF PROCflst

2550 fpX=POS:fvX=VPOS
2560 PROCwindow

2570 ENDPROC

2580 :

2590 DEF PROCflrg
2600 PROCcmwind

2610 VDU 31,-fp7.,-fvy.
2620 ENDPROC

2630 :

2640 DEF PROCbar (NX, C'/.>
2650 VDU 31,inX*dpX?NX,NX-tpsX
2660 IF CX AND &F:VDU CX,157:ELSE:VDU 3

2 32

2670 ENDPROC

2680 :

2690 DEF PROCle-ft

2700 IF cpX=0:ENDPROC
2710 DX=dpX?cpX
2720 REPEAT

2730 PROCup
2740 UNTIL dpX?cpX<DX
2750 ENDPROC

2760 :

2770 DEF PROCdown

2780 IF cpX=lastX:ENDPROC
2790 IF cpX-tpsX>wszX-mgX-l:PROCscup
2800 cpX=cpX+l
2810 ENDPROC

2820 2

2830 DEF PROCscup
2840 VDU 31,0,wszX,10
2850 tpsX=tpsX+l
2860 IF wszX+tpsy.< = lasty.+l:PROCline(wsz

X+tpsX)
2870 ENDPROC

2880 :

2890 DEF PROCup
2900 IF cpX=0:ENDPROC
2910 IF cpX-tpsX<mgX+l:PRQCscdn
2920 cpX=cpX-l
2930 ENDPROC

2940 :

2950 DEF PROCscdn

2960 VDU 30,11
2970 tps7.=tpsX-l
2980 IF tpsX>=0:PROCline(tpsX)
2990 ENDPROC

3000 :

3010 DEF PROCswapac
3020 PROCflst

3030 dafX=NOT dafX

3040 PROCdisDlav

3050 PROCflrg
3060 ENDPROC

3070 :

3080 DEF PROCmark

3090 IF cpX=0:VDU 7:ENDPROC
3100 PROCflst

3110 mkX?cpX=mkX?cpX EOR 1
3120 PROCbar (cpy.,ccl% OR mclXtmkX?cpX)
3130 PROCflrg
3140 ENDPROC

3150 :

3160 DEF FNcap(S*)
3170 IF S*="":=""

3180 T*=""

3190 FOR IX*1 TO LENS*

3200 B7=ASCMID*(S*,IX,1)
3210 IF BX>96 AND BX<123:67=67-32

3220 T*=T*+CHR*B7.

3230 NEXT

3240 =T*

Continued •
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3250 :

3260 DEF FNcmd(S*)

3270 IF LENcmd*>LENS* OR cmd*="":=FALSE

3280 IF INSTR(S*,cmd*)=l:cmd*="":=TRUE
3290 =FALSE

3300 :

3310 DEF FNfullcmd(S*)

3320 IF cmd*=S*:cmd*="":=TRUE:ELSE:=FAL
SE

3330 :

3340 DEF PROCclear

3350 FOR NX=0 TO lastX

3360 mkX?NX=0

3370 NEXT

3380 PROCdisplay
3390 ENDPROC

3400 :

3410 DEF PROCaccess

3420 17=0

3430 FOR NX=0 TO lastX

3440 IF mk7.?NX: 17=17+1

3450 NEXT

3460 IF I7=0:PR0Cbad("No marks set"):EN
DPROC

3470 PRINT CHR*131;"Enter access codes:
";CHR*135;
3480 INPUT ""ac*

3490 FOR N7.=0 TO lastX

3500 IF mk7.7N7.:PR0Cseldir (NX) :PROCoscli

("ACCESS "+nm*(NX>+" "+ac*) :acc7.?N7.=FNge
tac(nm*(N7.) )

3510 NEXT

3520 PROCclear

3530 ENDPROC

3540 :

3550 DEF PROCseldir(NX)

3560 PROCselthis(FNtodir(NX))

3570 ENDPROC

3580 :

3590 DEF FNtodir(NX)

3600 D7.=dpX?NX
3610 REPEAT

3620 N7.=NX-1

3630 UNTIL dpX?N7.<D7.
3640 =NX

3650 :

3660 DEF PROCselect(NX)

3670 IF dflX?NX*0:NX=FNtodir(NX)
3680 PROCselthis(NX)

3690 ENDPROC

3700 :

3710 DEF PROCselthis (N7.)

3720 IF NX=rctX:ENDPROC

3730 IF NX=0:PROCselrt:ENDPROC

3740 xd*=FNxst (rctX,N7.)
3750 PROCoscli("DIR "+xd*)

3760 rct7.=NX

3770 ENDPROC

3780 :

3790 DEF PROCselrt

3800 tDIR *

3810 ret7=0

3820 ENDPROC

3830 :

3840 DEF FNxst(stX,endX)
3850 LOCAL N7.

3860 IF st7.=end7:=""

3870 IF end7>sty.:F7.=st7.:L7.=er.d7.:ELSE:Fy.
=endX:LX=stX

3880 N7.=F7:Q7=dp7? (N7.+1)
3890 REPEAT

3900 N7.=NX+1

3910 DX*dpX?NX

3920 IF DX<QX:QX=DX

3930 UNTIL NX=LX

3940 IF dpX?endy.<Q7:xd*=STRING*(dpy.?st7
-Q7.+1, "~.") :=LEFT*(xd*,LENxd*-l)
3950 xd*=""

3960 FOR DX=dpX?endX TO QX STEP -1
3970 NX=endX+l

3980 REPEAT

3990 NX=NX-1

4000 UNTIL dpX?NX=DX
4010 xd*=nm*(NX)+"."+xd*

4020 NEXT

4030 xd*=STRING*(dp7?st7.-Q7.+ l, "~. ")+xd*
4040 =LEFT*(xd*,LENxd*-l)
4050 :

4060 DEF PROCmove

4070 IF NOT FNcheck("MOVE"):ENDPROC

4080 IF dflX?cpX=0:PROCbad("Directory n
ot selected"):ENDPROC

4090 MX=0

4100 REPEAT

4110 MX=MX+1

4120 UNTIL M7>lastX OR ((acc7?MX AND 4)

>0 AND mk%?MX)

4130 IF MX<=lastX:PROCgoto(MX):PROCbad(
"Can't MOVE 'Execute only' file">:ENDPRO
C

4140 MX=0

4150 REPEAT

4160 MX=MX+1

4170 IF mkX?MX:PR0Cshift(My.,cp7.,FALSE,l
):IF MX< cp7.: M7=MX-1
4180 UNTIL MX=lastX

4190 PROCdisplay
4200 ENDPROC

4210 :

4220 DEF FNcheck(S*)

4230 IX=0:JX=0

4240 FOR NX=0 TO last7.

4250 IF mkX?NX: 17=17+1: IF df 17.7NX: JX-NX

4260 NEXT

4270 IF J7>0:PR0Cgoto(J7):PROCbad("Can'
t "+S*+" directory"):=FALSE
4280 IF 17=0:PROCbad("No files marked")

:=FALSE

4290 =TRUE

4300 :

4310 DEF PR0Cgoto(N7)
4320 PROCwindow

4330 IF cp7.=N7:ENDPROC
4340 PROCbar (cpX, mcl7tmk7.?cp7.)
4350 IF N7.<cp7.:PR0Cgoup:ELSE:PR0Cgodn
4360 PROCbar (cp7,cc17. OR mciy.tmk7.7cp7.)
4370 ENDPROC

4380 :

4390 DEF PROCgoup
4400 FOR 17=1 TO cpX~N7
4410 PROCup
4420 NEXT:ENDPROC

4430 :

4440 DEF PROCgodn
4450 FOR 17=1 TO NX-cpX
4460 PROCdown

4470 NEXT:ENDPROC

4480 :

4490 DEF PROCshift (st7.,end7,V7,Z7.)
4500 mk7.7s17=0

4510 RX=FNtodir(stX)

4520 IF R7=end7.:ENDPR0C

4530 PROCselect (R7.)

4540 n*=nm*(stX)

4550 xd*=FNxst(R7,end7)+"."+n*
4560 acX=accX?stX

Continued^
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4570

*)

4580

4590

d*+"

4600

4610

4620

dstX=d

4630

4640

4650

4660

4670

4680

4690

4700

4710

4720

4730

4740

4750

4760

4770

4780

4790

4800

4810

4820

RUE

4830

4840

4850

4860

4870

4880

4890

4900

4910

4920

4930

4940

4950

4960

4970

4980

4990

5000

5010

5020

5030

-1

5040

5050

5060

5070

5080

5090

5100

5110

5120

.5130

5140

5150

5160

5170

5180

5190

5200

5210

5220

5230

5240

IF acX AND 8:PROCoscli("ACCESS "+n

PROCoscli("RENAME "+n*+" "+xd*)

IF acX AND 8:PROCoscli("ACCESS "+x

+FNacst(ac7))

dst7=FNfind(nm*<stX),endX,V7)
di ff7.=dp77end7-dpy.?R7
IF dst7>st7:PROCshdn(stX,dstX,ZX):
stX-Z7:ELSE:PROCshup(dst7,st7,Z7)
FOR IX=dst7 TO dst7+Z7-l

dpy.?I7=dp7?I7+diffy.
NEXT

ENDPROC

DEF FNfind(n*,R7,V7)
LOCAL N7,D7.
S*=FNcap(n*)
N7.=R7: D7.=dp7.?R7
REPEAT

N7.=N7.+ 1

UNTIL FNthere

-NX

DEF FNthere

IF NXMastX OR dpX?NX<=DX: =TRUE
IF dp7?N7>D7+l:=FALSE
IF VX AND dfl7?N7=0:=FALSE

IF NOT V7 AND df1X7NX:=TRUE

IF NOT VX AND S*<FNcap(nm*(NX)):=T

IF VX AND S*>FNcap(nm*(NX)):=TRUE
=FALSE

DEF PROCshdn(FX,LX,ZX)
FOR 17=1 TO ZX

PROCrotup(FX,L7-1)
NEXT

ENDPROC

DEF PR0Crotup(FX,L7)
LOCAL N7.

PROCkeep(FX)
FOR N7=F7 TO L7-1

nm*(N7)=nm*(N7+l)

dp7?N7=dp7?(N7+1)
accy.?N7=acc7? (N7+1)

df 17?N7=df 17.7 (N7.+1)

m k77N7=mk77(N7+1)

NEXT

PROCfetch(LX)

IF rct7>=F7 AND rctX<*LX:rctX=rctX

IF cpX>=FX AND cpX<=LX:cpX=cpX-l
ENDPROC

DEF PROCkeep (N7.)
kpn*=nm*(N7)
kp dX=dpX7NX:kpfX=df177NX
kpaX=accX?NX:kpmX=mkX?NX
ENDPROC

DEF PROCfetch(NX)

nm*(N7)=kpn*
dp7?NX=kpd7:df177N7=kpf7
accy.?N7=kpa7.: mky.?N7=kpmy.
ENDPROC

DEF PROCshup(F7,L7,ZX)
FOR 17=0 TO Z7-1

PROCrotdn (FX+I7, L7+I7.)

NEXT

ENDPROC

5250 DEF PROCrotdn(F7,L7)
5260 LOCAL NX

5270 PROCkeep(L7)
5280 FOR NX=LX-1 TO FX STEP -1

5290 nm*(N7+l)=nm*(NX)

5300 dpy.?(Ny.+l)=dp7?N7
5310 accX?(NX+l)=accX?NX

5320 df1X?(NX+I)=df1X7NX

5330 mkX?(NX+1)=mkX?NX

5340 NEXT

5350 PROCfetch(FX)

5360 IF rctX>=FX AND rct7.<=L7: rctX=rctX

+ 1

5370 IF cpX>=FX AND cp7.<=LX:cp7=cpX+l
5380 ENDPROC

5390 :

5400 DEF PROCdirmove

5410 JX=0

5420 FOR NX=0 TO lastX

5430 IF mkX?NX:J7.=J7+l:R7.=NX

5440 NEXT

5450 IF J7=0:PROCbad("No directory mark
ed"):ENDPROC

5460 IF JXM:PROCbad ("More than one mar

k set"):ENDPROC

5470 IF dflX?RX=0:PROCbad("Only use wit
h directories"):ENDPROC

5480 IF dflX?cpX=0:PROCbad("Directory n
ot selected"):ENDPROC

5490 ZX=FNsize(RX)

5500 IF cpX>=RX AND cpX<RX+ZX:PROCbad("
Can't move to within self"):ENDPROC

5510 PROCshift(RX,cpX,TRUE,ZX)
5520 PROCdisplay
5530 ENDPROC

5540 :

5550 DEF FNsize(RX)

5560 NX=RX:DX=dpX?NX
5570 REPEAT

5580 NX=N7.+ 1

5590 UNTIL dp7.7N7.OD7 OR NX>last7
5600 =NX-RX

5610 :

5620 DEF PROCrename

5630 IF cpX=0:PROCbad("Can't RENAME roo
t directory"):ENDPROC
5640 acX=accX?cpX .
5650 IF acX AND 4:PROCbad("Can't RENAME

'Execute only' file"):ENDPROC
5660 PRINT CHR*131;"Enter new name:";CH

R*135;
5670 INPUT ""n*

5680 IF n*="":ENDPROC

5690 IF INSTR(n*,"."):PROCbad("Use (DIR
)MOVE to change directory"):ENDPROC
5700 PROCseldir(cpX)
5710 IF acX AND &C:PROCoscli("ACCESS "+

nm* (cp7) ):IF ac7=4: acX=8<C
5720 PROCoscli("RENAME "+nm*(cp7)+" "+n

*)

5730 IF ac7. AND 8: PROCoscl i ("ACCESS "+n

*+" "+FNacst(ac7.) )

5740 IF dfl7.?cp7:V7.=TRUE:Z7=FNsize(cpy.)
:ELSE:V7=FALSE:Z7=l

5750 dst7=FNf ind (n*, FNtodir (cp7) ,V7.)
5760 IF dst7.=cpX OR dst7=cpX+Z7: nm*(c'pX

)=n*:PROCdi splay:ENDPROC
5770 IF dstX>cpX:PROCshdn(cpX,dstX,ZX):

cpX=dsty-Z7:ELSE:PROCshup(dstX,cpX,ZX):c
p7=dstX
5780 nm*(cpX)=n*
5790 PROCdisplay
5800 ENDPROC

Continued•
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5810 :

5820 DEF PROCcdir

5830 IF last7=maxX:PROCbad("No room"):E

NDPROC

5840 IF dfl7.?cpX=0: PROCbad ("Directory n
ot selected"):ENDPROC

5850 PRINT CHR*131;"Enter name:";CHR*13

5;
5860 INPUT ""n*

5870 IF n$="":ENDPROC

5880 IF INSTR(n*,"."):PROCbad("Only ere
ate in this directory"):ENDPROC
5890 IF LEN(n*)>10:PROCbad("Name too lo

ng"):ENDPROC
5900 PROCselect(cpX)
5910 PROCoscli("CDIR "+n*)

5920 dstX=FNfind(n*,cpX,TRUE>
5930 PROCrotdn(dstX,1ast7+l)
5940 nm*(dst7)=n*

5950 dp7?dst7=dpX7cp7+l
5960 acc7?dst7=9

5970 dflX?dstX=l

5980 mkX?dst7.=0

5990 last7=1 ast7.+ l

6000 cpX=dst7
6010 PROCdisplay
6020 ENDPROC

6030 :

6040 DEF PROCdelete

6050 IF cp7=0:PROCbad("Can't DELETE roo
t directory"):ENDPROC
6060 IF cp7<last7:IF dp7?(cp7+l)>dp77cp

X:PROCbad("Non-empty directory"):ENDPROC
6070 IF (accX?cp7)AND?<C: IF NOT FNsureC

Locked."):ENDPROC

6080 PROCremove(cp7.)
6090 PROCdisplay
6100 ENDPROC

6110 :

6120 DEF FNsure(S*)

6130 VDU 7,131:PRINT S*;" Are you sure?
";CHR*135;
6140 REPEAT:K*=GET*:UNTIL INSTR("YyNn" ,

K*) >0

6150 PRINT K*

6160 IF INSTR ("YyNn", K*X3:=TRUE: ELSE: =
FALSE

6170 :

6180 DEF PROCremove(N7)

6190 PR0Cseldir(N7.)

6200 IF (acc7.?N7) AND&C: PROCoscl i ("ACCES

S "+nm*(NX))

6210 PROCoscli("DELETE "+nm*(N7))

6220 PR0Crotup(N7,last7.)
6230 Iast7=last7.-1

6240 ENDPROC

.6250 :

6260 DEF PROCwipe
6270 IF NOT FNcheck("WIPE"):ENDPROC

6280 IF NOT FNsure("Destroy marked file
s."):ENDPROC

6290 FOR N7=last7 TO 0 STEP -1

6300 IF mk7?N7:PROCremove(N7)

6310 NEXT

6320 PROCdisplay
6330 ENDPROC

6340 :

6350 DEF PROCkill

6360 IF cpX=0:PROCbad("Can't KILL root
directory"):ENDPROC
6370 IF dflX?cpX=0:PROCbad("Directory n

ot selected"):ENDPROC

6380 IF NOT FNsure("Destroy directory."
):ENDPROC
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6390 D7.=dp7.?cpX:Ny.=cpX
6400 REPEAT

6410 NX=NX+1

6420 UNTIL dp7?N7.<=D7. OR N7>lastX
6430 FOR MX=NX-1 TO cp7 STEP -1
6440 PR0Cremove(M7)

6450 NEXT

6460 PROCdisplay
6470 ENDPROC

6480 :

6490 DEF PROCanmh

6500 IF last7=0:PROCbad("Empty disc"):E
NDPROC

6510 IF NOT FNsure("Destroy everything.
"):ENDPROC

6520 FOR N7=last7 TO 1 STEP -1

6530 PR0Cremove(N7)

6540 NEXT

6550 PROCdisplay
6560 ENDPROC

6570 :

6580 DEF PROCquit
6590 PROCselect(cp7)
6600 VDU 26,12
6610 PROCend

6620 :

6630 DEF PROCend

6640 VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
6650 tFX 4

6660 tFX 200

6670 END

6680 :

6690 DEF PROCexit

6700 PROCselect(cpX)
6710 VDU 26,12
6720 FOR 17=4 TO 24

6730 VDU 31,0,17,152
6740 NEXT

6750 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
6760 CLEAR

6770 DIM cliblkX 15

6780 clih7=cliblk7. DIV 256

6790 JX«1

6800 REPEAT

6810 V7.=FNcompacted
6820 IF NOT V7:PROCcompact
6830 UNTIL VX

6840 VDU 28,0,24,39,4,12,26
6850 VDU 31,2,5,131
6860 PRINT "Disc fully compacted"'
6870 PROCend

6880 :

6890 DEF FNcompacted
6900 VDU 28,1,24,39,4,30
6910 tMAP

6920 =VP0S<3

6930 :

6940 DEF PROCcompact
6950 VDU 28,0,4,39,0
6960 FOR 17=0 TO 1

6970 VDU 31,7,17,141,132,157,131
6980 PRINT "Compacting disc ";CHR*156
6990 NEXT

7000 PRINT 'CHR*130;SPC(2);"Compaction
number ";JX;" in progress";
7010 J7=J7+1

7020 PROCoscli ("COMPACT "+STR*'V ( (TOP Dl

V 256)+2)+" "+STR*~(((HIMEM-TOP)DlV 256)
-3) )

7030 ENDPROC

7040 :

7050 DEF PROChelp
Continued •
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•4 New Order, listing 1 continued
7060 VDU 26,12
7070 PROCheading(O)
7080 PRINT''CHR»129j"Available commands

I "

7090 FOR IX=4 TO 61VDU 31,0,IX,130:NEXT
7100 VDU 29,2,24,39,4,30
7110 PROChln("<arrows>","Move cursor","

")

7120 PROChln("<TOPY>","Mark at cursor (
on/off)","")

7130 PROChln("<TAB>","Access codes (on/
off)","")

7140 PROChlnC'DELETE","Delete file or d
irectory","at cursor")

7150 PROChlnC'WIPE","Delete marked file
I","")

7160 PROChlnC'KILL","Delete a directory
", " ")

7170 PROChln("ANNIHILATE","Delete every
thing","")

71B0 PROChlnC'CDIR","Create a directory

See Ripple, Page 89
Listing 1. Ripple

10 REM Ripple
20 REM Animated rippled surface
30 REM Version B 2.8
40 REM by Michael Attenborough
50 REM Arc with RISC OS only
60 REM (C) BAU

70 :

80 PROCinitl

90 PROCoptions
100 IF load'/. THEN

110 PROCload

120 ELSE

130 PR0Cinit2

140 PROCcreate

150 PROCaave
160 ENDIF

170 PROCanimate

180 END

190 i

200 DEF PROCinitl

210 MODE 9

220 FOR CX«0 TO 15:COLOUR CX,CX*16,CX*
16,C7.*16«NEXT
230 COLOUR 15

240 ON ERROR GOTO 1510

250 ENDPROC

260 :

270 DEF PROCoptions
280 PRINT"SPC(13); "RIPPLE"
290 PRINT SPC<13);"======"
300 PRINT'""Load sprites from disk? (

Y/N)"j:A»-GET*
310 load'/.= (A»-"Y" OR A»»"y") iPRINT
320 IF load'/. THEN ENDPROC

330 INPUT'"No. of squares on each side
(defaul t«B0) ";squares'/.
340 IF squares"/.=0 THEN squares'/.=80
350 DIM max'/. -1

360 max X=(HIMEM-max'/.-1000) DIV 32944

370 PRINT"No. of frames (default=";max
X|:INPUT|")"jframesX

3B0 IF framesX<l THEN framesX=max7.

390 ENDPROC

400 :

410 DEF PROCload

420 *CAT

430 REPEAT

440 INPUT"Spnte file name";F»
450 IF F$="" F«""Sprites"
460 CX=OPENIN(F»)

470 IF CX=0 THEN PRINT"I can't find th

at file."

480 UNTIL CXOO

490 space-EXT#CX+32
500 CL0SE»CX

510 PROCinitsprites
520 SYS "Hourglass_On"
530 SYS "OS_SpriteOp",10+256,spr,F»
540 SYS "Hourglass_Off"

550 SYS "OS_SpnteOp",8+256,spr TO ,,,
frames"/.

560 ENDPROC

570 :

5B0 DEF PROCinit2

590 PR0C3Dinit:PR0Crot(SIN(RAD(35))*20

00,COS(RAD(35)1*2000,3000)
600 sqsX'squaresX DIV 2
610 squares'/.*sqs'/.*2
620 percent=0:perinc=99/((squaresX+1)*

frames'/.)

630 step°1200/squaresX
640 astep»360/framesX

650 space=framesX*32944+300
660 vise"1/600:REM viscosity: sets how

fast waves die out. With this value, a
wave of amplitude 1 reaches 600 units b

efore dying out.
670 wl-360/200:REM wavelength: This va

YELLOW PAGES
GRAPHICS

", " ")
7190 PROChln("MOVE","Move all marked fi

1es to","directory at cursor")
7200 PROChln("DIRMOVE","Move a director

y","">
7210 PROChln("RENAME","Rename a file or
","directory")
7220 PROChln("ACCESS","Change access co

des","")
7230 PROChln("CLEAR","Remove all marks"
," ")
7240 PR0Chln("0UIT","0uit immediately",

"")

7250 PROChlnC'EXIT","Compact and quit",

7260 PROChln("HELP","Display commands",
....,

7270 VDU 26,31,5,24,131
7280 PRINT "(Press a key to continue)";
7290 «FX 15

7300 KX=GET:CLS

1ue gives a wavelength of 200 units
680 PROCinitsprites
690 ENDPROC

700 :

710 DEF PROCinitsprites
720 REM check room for sprites
730 LOCAL ERROR

740 ON ERROR LOCAL PRINT"Not enough ro
om for sprites":END

750 DIM spr space
760 RESTORE ERROR

770 !spr=space:spr!4«0:spr!B=16:spr!12
•16

780 ENDPROC

790 :

800 DEF PROCcreate

810 SYS "Hourglas5_0n"
820 ORIGIN 593,581:MOUSE TO -41B.277
830 FOR SX-0 TO frames'/.-1

840 CLS:PROCborder:ORIGIN 593,5B1

850 FOR X—sqi'/.-l TO sqsX
860 SYS "Hourglass_Percentage",percent
B70 percent+=perinc
880 FOR Y»sqsX TO -sqsX STEP-1
890 ZAX-FNz(X,Y):PR0C3D(X*step,Y*step,

ZAX.XAX.YAX)
900 ZBX-FNz(X+l,Y):PR0C3D((X+l)*step,Y

*step,ZBX,XBX,YBX)
910 ZCX-FNz(X.Y+1):PR0C3D(X*step,(Y+l)

*step,ZCX,XCX,YCX)
920 ZDX-FNz(X+1,Y+1):PR0C3D((X+1)*step

,(Y+l)»step,ZDX,XDX,YDX)
930 CX-FNcol(XAX,YAX,ZAX,XBX,YBX,ZBX,X

CX.YCX.ZCX)
940 CX+=FNcol(XDX,YDX,ZDX,XBX,YBX,ZBX,

XCX.YCX.ZCX)
950 GCOL CX DIV 2:MOVE XAX,YAX:MOVE XB

X,YBX:PLOT 85,XCX,YCXiPLOT 85,XDX,YDX
960 NEXT,
970 ORIGIN 0,0:SYS "0S_SpriteOp", 16+25

6,spr,STR«(SX>,0,43,43,1108,980
980 NEXT SX

990 SYS "Hourglaas_Off"
1000 ENDPROC

1010 :

1020 DEF PROCsave

1030 CLSiON

1040 PRINT'""Save sprites to disk? (Y/
N)"j:A«»GET»
1050 IF A»<>"Y" AND A«<>"y" THEN ENDPR

oc

1060 INPUT'"Sprite file name"iF«
1070 IF F»="" F»»"Sprites"
1080 SYS "HourglassJDn"
1090 SYS "OS_SpriteOp", 12+256,spr,F«
1100 SYS "Hourglas9_0ff"
1110 ENDPROC

1120 :

1130 DEF PROCanimate

1140 PROCborder

1150 FOR C7.=0 TO 15: COLOUR CX,CX*16,CX*
16,CX*16:NEXT
1160 REPEAT

1170 FOR SX=framesX-l TO 0 STEP -1

1180 WAIT:SYS "0S_SpriteOp",34+256,spr,
STR«(SX),43,43,0
1190 PRINTTAB(0,0)J"":REM This allows s

lowing with Ctrl or freezing with Scroll
Lock.

1200 NEXT

1210 UNTIL FALSE

1220 ENDPROC

1230 :

1240 REM Wave source definitions: remov

e REM from the front of the one you want
1250 REM X and Y both go from -600 to 6

00

1260

1270 REM one wave in centre

7310

7320

7330

7340

7350

7360

7370

7380

7390

7400

7410

7420

7430

7440

7450

7460

7470

7480

7490

PROCdisplay
ENDPROC

DEF PROChln(K«,S*,T«)
PRINT K*;TAB<10);CHR*134"- ";S»
IF T»>"":PRINT TAB(14)|CHR»134|T«
ENDPROC

DEF PROCbad<S$>

PROCcmwind

VDU 31,0,22-w«zX,7,1291 PRINT S*
ENDPROC

1

DEF PROCerror

VDU 7,26,31,0,24,129
VDU 28,1,24,39,24,12
REPORT:PRINT

PROCcmwind:VDU 31,0,22-wszX,10
ENDPROC

1280 REMDEF FNz(X,Y):=FNwave(X,Y,0,0,0,
3.5)

1290

1300 REM wave reflected from top left s
ide

1310 REM set vise to 0 to cause standin
g wave

1320 REMDEF FNz<X,Y):=FNwave(X,Y,-400,0
,0,2)+FNwave(X,Y,1600,0,0,2)
1330

1340 REM two interfering waves
1350 DEF FNz(X,Y):-FNwave(X,Y,400,-600,

0,3)+FNwave(X,Y,-400,-600,0,3)
1360 i

1370 DEF FNwavefX.Y,XCX,YCX,phase,amp)
1380 LOCAL A:X=(X*step)+XCX:Y»(Y*step)+

YCX

1390 D=SQR(X»X+Y*Y):A=amp-D*visc:IF A<0
THEN A»0

1400 -COS(RAD(D*wl+SX*astep+phase))*A*1
6

1410 :

1420 DEF PROCborder

1430 CLS:0FF:0RIGIN 0,0:GC0L 1
1440 RECTANGLE 0,0,1151,1023:RECTANGLE

43,43,1065,937
1450 LINE 0,0,43,43:LINE 1151,0,1106,43
1460 LINE 0,1023,43,980:LINE 1151,1023,

1108,980
1470 GCOL 14:FILL 100,20:GC0L 10:FILL 1

130,100
1480 GCOL 4:FILL 100,1003:GCOL 6:FILL 2

0, 100
1490 GCOL 8:FILL 127B,100:VDU 19,0,24,1

28,128,128
1500 ENDPROC

1510 :

1520 ON ERROR OFF

1530 CLS:ON

1540 SYS "Hourglass_Smash"
1550 IF ERR=17 END ELSE REPORT:PR INT" a

t line "jERL
1560 END

1570 :

1580 DEF PR0C3Dinit

1590 rs=2000:rinf-3500itanB»640/rs

1600 DIM Ry(2,2),Rz(2,2),X(2)
1610 DIM n(2),a(2),b(2),P(2),l(2)
1620 1(0)=2:1<1>»-1:1(2>=1:REM light di

rection vector

1630 1 ()=1 O/MODU <))

1640 Ry(l,l)=l:Rz(2,0)»1
1650 ENDPROC

1660 I
1670 DEF PROCrot(vx,vy,vz)
1680 LOCAL R.r
1690 R=>SQR(vx*vx+vy*vy+vz*vz ) :r=S0R(vx*

vx+vy*vy>
1700 Ry(0,2)=r/R:Ry(2, 2) <=vz/R: Ry (0, 0) =-

vz/R:Ry(2,0)-r/R
1710 Rz(0,2)-vx/r:Rz(l,2)-vy/r:Rz(0,l)»

-vy/r:Rz(l,l)=vx/r
1720 ENDPROC

1730 :

1740 DEF PR0C3D(X(2),X(1),X(0),RETURN X
37., RETURN Y3X)
1750 LOCAL A:X()=Rz(>.X():X()«Ry().X()
1760 A=640/(tanB*(rmf-X(2>) ) :X3X«=A*X(1

):Y3X=A*X(0>

1770 ENDPROC

1780 :

1790 DEF FNcol(P(2),P(1),P(0),a(2),a(l)
,a(0),D(2),b(l),b(0)>
1800 a()=a()-P(>:b(> =b(>-P():n(O)=a < 1 > *

b(2)-a(2)*b(l)

1810 n(l)=a(2)*b(0)-a(0)*b(2):n(2)=a(0)

*b(l)-a(l)*b(0):PO=n()*l ()

1820 =ABS(SUM(P())/MOD(n()))*15
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MASTER 512K

UPGRADES
We have recently acquired a very limited
number of brand new Master 512k upgrades.
Thesearegenuine Acorn products consisting of
the 512k PCB. Mouse, DOS & GEM software.
This could be your last chance to upgrade your
Master to DOS compatibility.
The price per unit is £199.00
(£235.75 inc VAT & Delivery)
ALSO:

BBC Master 128. Price per unit £369.00
(£435.85 inc VAT & Delivery)

® P3 "E 01-650 9152
Telephone for prices on other equipment

Delivery Charge: Computers £10.00. Ail others: £6.00
+ 15% VAT to all orders

To:

VMS Enterprises Ltd
Unit 1, Bouverie Lodge

Rectory Road, Beckenham
KentBR3 1TU

STAR
DEVICES

• RESCUE — THE ADVENTURE
• JUMPINGJACK — EARLY NUMERACY
• KEY TO THE STARS — ASTRONOMY

• TRADER — COMMERCIAL SIMULATION

• PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT — SOUND
ENVELOPES & UDCs

Software for the Star

Microterminal Ltd Concept keyboard

OLD SOLENT HOUSE

111/117, FOUNDRY LANE
SHIRLEY

SOUTHAMPTON

SOI 3GB

Tel: 0703 701694
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'Quality Products for the BBC Micro*

PRINTER SWITCH-BOXES
These useful switch boxes are ideal

for use in the office or at school.

No need to keep .swapping cables
over just press the button! The
cables supplied are 2 x 1.7m • O.dm
with appropiate connectors fitted.
Both versions may be used with a
plotter if required. Super value.

These high quality 3 and * way printer switch
boxes are ideal for use in schools and colleges.
The switch is extremely cost-effective, it will
allow up to four micro's to share just one
printer by simply pressing a button. Doth ver
sions come complete with all cables. The PS<i
box has 2 x 3.7m « 2 x 1.7m ♦ O.dm to the
printer, the PS3 has same but only I x 3.7m.
Data buffers arc fitted to the extra long
3.7m cables to give reliable data transfer.

PS3 3 BBCs to I Printer L59.50
PS4 4 BBCs to 1 Printer 169.50

CNC LATHE INTERFACE 32K RAM MODULE

Retrofit to
your Lathe
SEND for...

fONECT
Store all your ROMs on disc, then
load them into the RAM module as
and when required. Plugs into just
one sideways ROM slot giving two
separate 16K banks. Complete with
write switch, software on 1(0 or 80
track disc plus full documentation.

RM2 32K RAM module £25.95

Successful and proven system for teaching
CNC. Already in use in over 200 education
establishments. Complete with disc software
and comprehensive Manual. Only requires BBC
B, B. or Master set-up. ISO standard part-
programming. Send for your FREE INFOPAK.

r\

TERRELL ELECTRONICS
7-B ESSEX GARDENS HORNCHURCH ESSEX RM11 3EH

PLEASE ADD 15* VAT TEL: 040 24 71426 POST * PACKING FREE
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOHE • QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

EllUlili

We offer

a unique
inspection

copy service

Have you
spent long hours struggling

with the programming complexities of the brillianf
Archimedes WIMPS system?

YOU can easily and quickly build multi-window programs for Archimedes with pop-up
menus, icons, mouse control, etc. of a professional quality. All in BBCBasic.With RISC
OS your programs are multi-tasking and installed on the icon bar.

ARCHWAY providesa total environment for programmingwith tools, run-time code.
program shells, extensive examplesand a library of functions and procedures.
The tools let you defineandeditwindows, multi-level menus, icons, mouse pointers
andmuch more. The cut,copy andpaste, undo, on-line help and hard copy print-out
facilities give you power as well as ease of use and convenience.

The run-lime rode becomes part ofany program you create. Itautomatically handles
windows, menus, icons, etc. for you. For example,opening a windowcan involvelittle
more than callinga function with the window's name. Attach a menu name to a window
using the toolsandthe menu functions withoutyouwriting a lineofcode.Give a menu
itema commandnameand whena userchoosesita functionin yourcodewiththesame
name is called. You just write the contents of the function.

An in-depth user guide takes you gently step-by-step through £ Q Q Q C
a progressive series of program building examples. All L^/Z/.^/J
examplesare on disc ready to run. incl. VAT &p/p
The complete system comes on4-800k discs (3tools &1run-time) witha300+ page,ring-
bound user guide. You need 1M of RAMto run the tools. One disc drive issufficient. No
extra licence fee to distribute copiesof the run-timein yourprograms.

"... youcancreate a complex WIMP environment very quickly... Ihave had
noendol useoutof this easy-to-use package ..." —Archive, July 1989

BJ^TRQM Programs to
help you

4 CLARENCE DRIVE, EAST GRINSTEAD,
WEST SUSSEX RH19 4RZ Telephone (0342) 328188

Cheques/POs/official orders or Access/Visa number and
expiry date. 24-hour 'phone for Credit Card orders.
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MULTIPLE INPUT/OUTPUT PODULE

FOR THE ARCHIMEDES

FED UP WITH BUYING SEPARATE PODULES?
Using surface mounted components and ultra-miniature technolo
gies,a completeI/O systemforthe Archimedeshas been created to
fit into a half-height Eurocard.

It includes the following features:

VIDEO DIGITISER
Videodigitiserfor use with stationary picture sources (2 second
scan in MODE 12 and MODE 15). Ideal for video recorders and
cameras. This digitises to 256 levels of grey, colour is provided
by an optional breakout box.
jc Now digitises in any graphic mode.

A MODE 12 picture

SOUND DIGITISER
Agoodquality stereo sound samplerwith8 bit resolution.

RS232 INTERFACE
AfullRS232 interface is providedwith all modemcontrol lines,onto
a standard25way Dconnector.+/-10 Vlevelsare used to drive the
RS232 lines.

JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Asingle Dual channel joystick can be inserted and used with the
standard 15way D connector.

ROM SOCKETS
Rom sockets are provided which can accept up to 3 roms,each of
which can be upto 128k insize.Software provides fora complete
ROM filing system.

Software for the above features is provided on the board, and a
desktop (wimp) environment isprovided on disk.
Price £117+ VAT, (from 18thJune).

RGB MODULATOR
Aproduct designed to interface the Archimedes A3000/A300 series computer to colour television.
Acomplete video output is also provided.
Price £51+VAT.

4-SLOT BALANCED ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY BACKPLANE
Computer optimised and designed for ultra-reliable operation with podules designed to Acorn
specifications.
Price £40 +VAT.
Fan £10 +VAT.

The Multiple Input/Output Podule is available from Technomatic and local dealers.
Due to the high demand for these products we can not accept credit orders, business is on afirst-come first-served basis. Payment is by cheque, P.O.
or cash. Please add£3postageand VAT to all the above prices.

BRAINSOFT LTD
106 Baker Street, London W1M 1DF

Telephone: 01-486 0321
Fax:01-486 2111
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THIS MONTH'S LISTINGS

This month's disc begins on a musical note
with a random tune generator, as well as the
usual Interlude offerings.

Problems with ADFS? Then look no

further than our ADFS Manager. Satellites
get a look in with a program to find the
optimum position for your dish.

Dave Acton squeezes more sound into
his Arc with a sample compressor. (A
collection of zaps, thwacks and kapows are
included for your enjoyment.) Agora also

features sprite scaling and some hints on
using First Word Plus.

Graphics make an appearance on the Arc
with a relaxing Ripple generator. As an extra
bonus to Arc users, a set of help sheets (in
the form of Draw files) are provided to make
life easier with Rise OS.

Finally, Hints & Tips includes the usual
assortment of bits n' bobs with a screen

compressor, disc menu and Wordwise Plus
utilities.

Making the earth move

Ten of the best Acorn User games on one
80-track double-sided 5.25-inch disc.

Whether you're into arcade or adven
ture type games this new disc has some
thing for everyone. The games included
are Warlord, Wizalon, Castle of Night
mares, Run Silent, Run Deep, Polyomi-
noes and Quadline. We have also in

cluded three of the most popular one-line
games from recent Abusers. Test your
knowledge with Mastermind and start

GAMES DISC

playing Varpon and Lurch to win.
Make sure you get your disc of fun and

entertainment and send off for the Games

disc today. At only £9.95 it will make the
perfect gift.

Games galore
for just £9.95

'.' .I'I'Nl

HJSttrnmd A Lurcl

'88 COMPILATION DISC

BBC Acorn User announces the arrival of

the 1988 Compilation discs:
Archimedes owners

The programs on the Archimedes version
of the disc include: Arc-beeb transfer; an
introduction to Arc windows; the world's
fastest mandelbrots; an Arc version of the
famous Life program; graphic special
effects, In-betweening; an Arc screendump;
screen compacter/decompacter; Mouse
pointer editor; Arc ADFS file locator; PC
and ST disc reader. Plus several of the

graphics bonuses from 1988. At £8!95 this
disc is a real bargain.

wmM

BBC, Master and Compact owners
Included on the 5.25in and 3.5in Master

Compact version are the following pro
grams: Wizalon, the bouncing wizards
game; AutoROM; our Micro Sherlock
intelligence test; Joe's introduction to
spreadsheets; Bezier Curves; Microspacing
and justifying for View; Polyominoes, and
Imagen, the adventure creator, plus the
best in graphics from 1988.

Whatever micro you have, the 1988
Compilation disc has something for every
one. The discs are keenly priced at £7.95
for 5.25in and £8.95 for the 3.5in versions.

All the very best of '88 on one disc
ORDER BY TELEPHONE (0672) 40825

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989
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OFFERS
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM

/supcnion
sonujnne

Compatible wtfll mo BBC B B. IMatfeiSonetcorriouws/ 'v h ^\'

Three for the price
of two

In conjunction with Superior Software we have been able
to put together this amazing offer which is exclusively for
BBC Acorn User readers.

Buy any two Play it again Sam compilations, in the same
format, and you will receive one free. Choose from any of
these great games. Many have been reviewed in past
issues of BBC Acorn User.

Play it again Sam 1 - Citadel, Thrust, Stryker's Run,
Ravenskull

Play it again Sam 2 - Repton 3, Crazee Rider, Galaforce,
Codename Droid

Play it again Sam 3 - Commando, Palace of Magic, Killer
Gorilla, Killer Gorilla 2

Play it again Sam 4 - Frak, Spellbinder, Cosmic
Camouflage, Grand Prix Construction Set (BBC micro only)
Guardian (Electron only)

Please send me the following Play it again Sam for

• BBC micro cassette £9.95 • Electron cassette £9.95

• BBC micro 5.25in disc £11.95 • Master Compact 3.5in disc £11.95

• Play it again Sam 1 • Play it again Sam 6

• Play itagain Sam 2 • Play it again Sam 7

• Play it again Sam 3 • Play it again Sam 8

• Play it again Sam 4 • Play itagain Sam 9

• Play it again Sam 5 . • Play it again Sam 10

114

Play it again Sam 5 - Imagen, Elixir, Bug Blaster,
Fortress (BBC micro only) Moonraider (Electron
only)

Play it again Sam 6 - Galaforce 2, Hunchback, Hopper,
The Sentinel (BBC only), Video's Revenge (Electron
only)

Play it again Sam 7 - Firetrack, Bonecruncher, Snapper,
Ghouls

Play it Again Sam 8 - Winter Olympiad 88, Quest,
Around the World in 40 Screens, Mr Wiz

Play it again Sam 9 - Camelot, Steve Davies Snooker,
Spycat, The Life of Repton

Play it again Sam 10 - Repton Thru Time, 3D Dotty,
Zalaga, Qwak
Don't miss this chance to own all your favourite games,
send your order to us today.

I enclose my cheque for £ made payable to
Superior Software Ltd.

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard £

ACCOUNT NO EXPIRY DATE

nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn nnnn

NAME „

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

SIGNED DATED

Please return yourcoupon with your remittance to Play it again SamOffer,
Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.
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ORDER FORM
5.25-INCH DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS

Yes! Please start my 5.25-inch disc subscription with the.
Seepage65 fordetails

issue.

01 UK

02 UK(with BBCAcorn
User magazine)

03 EUROPE (Airmail)
03 OVERSEAS (Surface)
04 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

TOTAL VALUE £

•
•

•
•
•

£40.00

£55-°°

£76.00
£76.00
£84.00

3.5-INCH DISC SUDSCRIPTIONS

Yes! Please start my 3.5-inch disc subscription with the
See page 65 fordetails

. issue.

01 UK

02 EUROPE (Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

TOTAL VALUE £.

•

•
•
•

£55-°°
£76.00
£76.00
£84.00

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

Yes! Please start mysubscription with the.

01 UK

02 UKWITH5.25-inch DISC
03 EUROPE
04 MIDDLE EAST
05 THE AMERICAS AND

AFRICA

06 REST OF THE WORLD

TOTAL VALUE £

12 issues

£i8-95

£28.00

£35-°°
£40.00

£45.00

27 issues

£35.00
£110.00
£50.00
£60.00
£70.00

£80.00

issue.

5.25-INCH MONTHLY DISCS
1988
• JUL 0234-8
• AUG 0235-6
• SEPT 0236-4
• OCT 0237-2
• NOV 0238-0
• DEC 0239-9

TOTAL VALUE £.

1989
• JAN
• FEB

• MAR 0242-9
• APR 0243-7
• MAY 0244-5
• JUN 0245-3

0240-2

0241-0

• JUL 0246-1
• AUG 0247-X
• SEPT 0248-8
• OCT 0249-6

UK = £6.95
Europe = £7.95
Overseas = £8.95

3.5-INCH MONTHL YDISCS
1988 1989
0 AUG 0501-0 • JAN 0506-1 g SEPT 0514-2
• SEPT 0502-9 • FEB 0507-X Q OCT 0515-0
• OCT 0503-7 • MAR 0508-8
• NOV 0504-5 • APR 0509-6
D DEC0505-3 DMAYo5io-X

• JUN0511-8
D JUL 0512-6
D AUG 0513-4

Monthly 3.5-inch discs aresuitable for theMaster Compact andthe
Archimedes. UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
TOTAL VALUE £ Overseas = £9.95

MAGAZINE BACKISSUES
1987
D JAN
• MAR
• APR
• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
D AUG
• SEP
• NOV
• DEC

0044-2

0046-9
0047-7

0048-5
0049-3

0050-7

0051-5

0052-3

0054-X
0055-8

TOTAL VALUE £.

1988
• JAN 0056-6
D JUN 0061-2
• JUL 0062-0
• AUG' 0063-9
• SEPT 0064-7
• OCT 0065-5
• NOV 0066-3
• DEC 0067-1

1989
• JUN 0073-6
D JUL 0074-4
• AUG 0075-2
• SEPT 0076-0
• OCT 0077-9

UK = £1.95
Europe = £2.95
Overseas = £3.95

DINDERS

TOTAL VALUE £. • MAGAZINE BINDER 1201-7

24-HOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE (0672) 40825
BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989

UK = £5.95
Europe = £8.95
Overseas = £15.95
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OFFERS
136-COLUMN PRINTER

Start printing with BBC Acorn User's
wide-carriage printer

Please send me Sakata 5500 printers at £279.

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £ _
made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard £

Even with the 35 per cent EEC anti-dumping duty added to the
price of our special, high-quality 136-column Sakata wide-
carriage printer, it is still unbeatable value at £279 inclusive of
VAT and delivery. A price which is still £100 under the
recommended retail price.

The Sakata 5500 printer is Epson FX-compatible. It offers
the following features: Pica, Elite and NLQ fonts plus a
downloadable character set; a 3k printer buffer; friction and
tractor feed for paper up to 16 inches wide; graphics modes
compatible with Acorn Users UserDump ROM; super and
subscripts; bold and italics.

The printer is both fast and quiet, printing at a rate of 180
cps (draft mode) or 40 cps (NLQ mode) with a noise level of
less than 55 decibels.

The Sakata 5500 printer takes ribbons which are easily
obtainable. We are supplying each printer with a free 1.5 metre
BBC printer cable, a plug, a 12 month guarantee and a
supplement for the BBC. Post the coupon today.

ACCOUNT NO. EXPIRY DATE

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER

nAme

ADDRESS

SIGNED

n n

POSTCODE _

DATED

Send this coupon with your remittance to Printer Offer, BBC Acorn UserMerchandising,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ. Or fax your order to 01-490 0494.

EXCLUSIVE BBC ACORN USER OFFER
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ORDER FORM
ACORNUSER SPECIAL DISCS AND ROMS

GRAPHICS UTILITIES DISC

40-track 0830-3 Q

EDUCATION DISC

40-track 0815-X Q

VIEWCHART DISC

40-track 0920-2 •

1987 COMPILATION DISC

80-track 0990-3 •
Double sided

1988 COMPILATION DISC

80-track 5.25in 0991-1 Q
Double sided

3.5in ADFS Master Compact 1010-3 D
3.5in ADFS Archimedes 1020-0Q

UK = £8.95

Europe = £9.95
Overseas = £10.95

UK = £13.95

Europe = £14.95
Overseas = £15.95

UK - £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas £9.95

UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas =-• £9.95

UK = £8.95

Europe = £9.95
Overseas - £ 16.95

• USER DUMP 1001-4
• USER ROM 1002-2
DAXRROM 1003-0

SIDEWAYS RAM

UTILITIES DISC

40-track 0825-7 •

CALLIGRAPHY

40/80-track 0950-4 Q

PORTFOLIO DISC

80-track 0970-9 Q

NETWORK UTILITIES

DISC

80-track 0809-5 •

GAMES DISC •
80-track, double sided 0610-6

TOTAL VALUE £

UK = £20.95

Europe = £21.95
Overseas = £23.95

UK = £10.95

Europe = £11.95
Overseas = £12.95

UK = £20.95

Europe = £21.95
Overseas == £23.95

UK = £9.95

Europe = £10.95
Overseas = £11.95

• I enclose a cheque/postal order for a total of.

• Please debit my • Visa (Barclaycard) • Access (Mastercard)

Credit card number I'll I I i I 'ill

made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd

~\ Expiry date Mill

SIGNED DATE

MR/MRS/MISS/MS INITIALS SURNAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE TELEPHONE

Return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd, BBC Acorn User Mail Order, Marlborough Rd, Aldbourne, Wilts SN8 2DD.

For Office Use Only oiom • mini

|2|0|0|1|X| |3|8|8 N D

B41

24-HOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE (0672) 40825
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^ jj^r W^^ ™ Computer assisted learning modules

For /5/W PC/PS, compatibles, BBC, Nimbus

i 18

The complete
GCSE Mathematics

Curriculum....

....Covered in
9 packs

Teaching and Technology - hand in hand

Product summary & Order details

GCSE Mathematics Curriculum Product List

FCCM1 Foundation Level Maths Pack A

FCCM2 Foundation Level Maths Pack B

" FCCM3 Foundation Level Maths Pack C

FCCM4 Intermediate Level Maths Pack A

FCCM5 Intermediate Level Maths Pack B

FCCM6 Intermediate Level Maths Pack C

FCCM7 Higher Level Maths Pack A
FCCM8 Higher Level Maths Pack B
FCCM9 Higher Level Maths Pack C

TopClass Curriculum versions available
for the IBMPS/2 range, PC compatibles
such as Amstrad PC, the BBC micro and
the RM Nimbus

FCCTM TopMark Courseware monitoring
program

Available for IBM PC compatibles only

Specify computer make and model
when ordering

Other subjects available soon -
Phone for details.

The complete GCSE course in modular form

I Can be linked into other maths schema,
for example School Mathematics Project

I Provides special benefits for special needs
> Meets the requirements of TVEI (E)

andC.P.V.E.

I Also proven in FE, Vocational Education
and Special Education

I Competence Based Learning - provides
information for local and national profiling
requirements

I Co-ordinates with the recommendations of
the National Curriculum Council

I Technology assistance across the Curriculum

Phone today for your sample module -
0773 820011

Jbrm<ormdf Pc
FORMAT pc Ltd Goods Road Belper Derbyshire DE5 1UU Tel: 0773 820011 Fax: 0773 820206
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SUMMER SPECIALS

57"
DISKS AND

BOX OFFER

25 5i" DS/DD + 100 Cap Box £11.62

50 51" DS/DD + 100 Cap Box £16.50

75 5i" DS/DD + 100 Cap Box £22.50

100 51" DS/DD + 100 Cap Box £28.50

All Disks 100% Certified & Guaranteed

All Boxes inc. Lock & Dividers

DATA SWITCHES

2 Way 36 pin cent £14.50

2 Way 25 pin D-type £12.50

X-over 36 pin cent £19.22

X-over 25 pin D-type £18.22

All metal case with rotary switch

DISK DRIVES

5}' DS/DD 360K JVC £59.00

53' DS/DD 1.2MEGChinon £64.00

3f DS/DD 720K Panasonic £59.00

31* DS/DD 1.44MEG Chinon £72.00

3J' to 5J" Converter Bracket

All drives uncased

E13.75

MICE AND

ACCESSORIES

Genius Mouse GM-6+ £35.00

Genius Mouse GM 6000 £49.00

(Both inc. Dr Halo III Menu Maker and
Library Mouse Pad and Pocket.)
Ridid Mouse Mat Double Sided £4.50

Mouse Pocket £2.50

CABLE ACCESSORIES

25F-25F Gender £7.00

9F-25M at Gender £7.00

25 way mini tester £8.50
25 way mini jumper £8.50
25 way Null Modem £7.00

25 way 4 Port Gender £7.90

BBC ACORN USER OCTOBER 1989

37/'
DISKS AND

BOX OFFER

20 32" DS/DD + 80 Cap Box £20.00
40 3j" DS/DD + 80 Cap Box £34.50

50 31" DS/DD + 80 Cap Box £40.00

70 3J" DS/DD + 80 Cap Box £54.00

All Disks 100% Certified & Guaranteed

All Boxes inc. Lock & Dividers

DATA SWITCHES AUTO

5 to 1 Parallel £75.00

5 to 1 Serial £75.00

8 to 1 Parallel £95.00

8 to 1 Serial £95.00

All with manual override

UNINTERRUPTIBLE

POWER SUPPLIES

350 VA Slimline ' 10/22 £287.00
400 VA * 5/15 £298.00
550 VA Slimline * 7/15 £350.00
800 VA * 5/15 £556.00
1000 VA * 5/12 £625.00

Transfer Time <4 milliseconds

Overload Protection

Line Surge Protection
Noise Attenuation

British Standard Output Sockets
6 Feet Power Cord with Plug

* Load times full/half load

Protects your Computer system from Pow
er Problems, no more Loss of Data due to
Power Failure

PRINTER STANDS

2 Piece Universal

1 Piece 80 Col

£7.95

£9.95

DISK BOX SPECIAL

Inc. Locks & Dividers

3}' 50 Capacity £5.25

3*' 80 Capacity £6.50

3*' 100 Capacity £6.95

5}' 50 Capacity £4.95

51" 100 Capacity £6.50

DATA CABLES

IBM 25m-36m 2mtr £7.25

Cent 36m-36m 2mtr £8.25

RS232 25m-25m 2mtr £7.25

RS232 253F-25m 2mtr £7.25

BBC 26IDC-36m 2mtr £4.50

PRINTER BUFFERS

256K 1 l/P to 1 O/P £140.00

256K 2 l/P to 2 O/P £190.00

256K 4 l/P to 2 O/P £256.00

256K 1 l/P to 2 O/P £156.00

256K 2 l/P to 2 O/P £169.00

All buffers are parallel only

ACCESSORIES

A4 Angle Poise Copy Holder £13.50

A4 Desk Top Copy Holder £8.50

12" Tilt & Turn Monitor Stand £10.50

14" Tilt & Turn Monitor Stand £12.50

51" Head Cleaner + Fluid £2.50

3^" Head Cleaner + Fluid £3.50

CPU Floor Stand £10.00

3} & 51" Library Cases per 5 £4.75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. UK & BFPO ORDERS ONLY

Cheques and Postal Orders to:- I WSA' W. ^ 24 HOUR 0RDERLINE - 0597 87784

Manor Court Supplies Ltd Telephone: 0597 87 792
DEPT AU. GLEN CELYN HOUSE, PENYBONT, LLANDRINDOD WELLS, POWYS, LD1 5SY

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
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REVIEWS

STUDIO STYLE
Clive Grace looks at Studio 24 Plus, the package that

may take the Arc into the MIDI market

Almost immediately after the launch of
the Archimedes two years ago, Acorn said
that with a MIDI interface, the Arc
would offer unrivalled performance for
music-making and a suitably equipped
Archimedes could form the heart of a

MIDI workstation.

Indeed, Acorn soon produced a MIDI
podule and is shortly to do the same for
the A3ooo. However, hardware is only as
good as the software driving it andon the
sequencing side, at least, EMR has taken
the lead.

At last year's Frankfurt Music Fair,
Acorn was the only computer exhibitor
and the populist computer music guru
Mike Beecher showed off EMR's new

sequencing package Studio 24 Plus. Look
ing like a colourful ST package, it drew
quite an interest from the crowds.

The software is a radical departure
fromanything EMR hasproducedbefore.
It looks like all the best bits from the best

packages running on the Atari STand the
Mac. EMRhas cloned the front page of its
software from packages like Steinberg's
Pro 24 Plus, given it an environment
compatible with Rise OS, and coloured
everything up giving it a distinct advan
tage over the monochrome world of the
Mac and the ST.

The software arrives as a 3.5in disc
which can be installed without problems
on to a hard drive if you want. It runs
happilyunder RiseOSaswellas the older
Arthur operating system.

The software itself is operated from a
main page, displaying all 24 tracks avail
able to the user in one go.

Eleven icons running down the side of
the main page enable users to edit
waveforms, perform timekeeping, access
internal samples (from the sampling
package that hooks onto the sequencer
and runs in a multi-program environ
ment). This is the Icon bar.

The top line is the Menu Bar and is
used for loading and saving files, for
leaving the program and for setting up
special options. This section of the soft
ware uses pull-down menus.
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The main page shows all 24 Tracks and is
under full icon control
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Not available yet for review, but EMR's
Scorewriter will be a useful add-on to Studio
24 Plus.

Initial recording
As withallnew sequencers, a great deal of
time is taken up learning how to use
them. Things are a good deal easier than
in the days of the BBC B's UMI 2B (and
the much improved 4M) system, where
one would have to learn how a piece of
software actually worked. The EMR
software is reasonably intuitive, with
plenty of on-line help displayed on the
bottom line of the main screen.

This makes the package almost'manual
free' for the first few hours of playtime.

Starting off with a reasonably simple
rig, I hooked up a Roland MT-32
synthesiser and my trusty Akai X7000
sampling keyboard, also connected to a
Macintosh. I wasable to directly interface
the Archimedes (with no cable swapping
or re-networking) by simply using MIDI
echo on mode from the Macintosh. This

copies whatever MIDI information
comes down the line.

A Studio 24 user is probably going to

write faster once a basic framework has
been laid down. Laying down a rhythm
track followed by a bass track and then
filling out the sound a bit with some
choral samples seems to get things run
ning quicker than by the 'dripsanddrabs'
method of older sequencers such as UMI
and the older BBC B versions of EMR's
sequencers.

This approach tends to be more mem
ory-intensive than the more structured
approach but then memory is hardly
something an Archimedes owner need
worry about.

Recording always starts on Track One
of Pattern One by default, although this
can bechanged. Ever looking for the easy
life, I found it was best tosetup the MIDI
interface so Track One relates to MIDI
Channel One, Channel Two to MIDI
Channel Two and soon.With the MT-32
connected up, the drum track was con
figured for track 16 followed by the
sampler occupying tracks 17 onwards
(depending on how many samples were
loaded at the time).

The process of recording is remarkably
simple, just click on the Record button,
wait for the count-in and then play some
music.

The count-in is via the keyboard on
MIDI ChannelOne. It's possible to havea
sampletriggered from the internal sound
system of the Archimedes but this tends
to get a little drowned out when the
synths are in full swing!

Any drum machines connected to the
sequencer (other than the one built into a
synth such as the MT-32)should be set to
'External MIDI clock timing', as is
necessary with most sequencers.

Recording is at a high resolution. The
actual PPQ rate is not given but I suspect
it's quite a bit higher than the popular
sequencers on the Atari ST such as
Steinberg's Pro 24 Plus.

Certainly, I found Studio 24 Plus more
responsive overall than the 'new genera
tion' of sequencers such as Cubit and
MasterTrack's Pro.

Most, if not all, of the major compo-
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sitionand MIDI track re-routing work is
performed in front of the main screen.
This would have been a confusing mess
on monochrome software but EMR has

made clever use of the Arc's colours to

make each button and icon contrast

against the rest.
One particularly useful feature is the

thin baton-shaped pointer. This is more
than an aesthetic nicety. Many mouse
pointers are chunky and unwieldy. Why
use a mouse and pointer if the pointer
itself covers the whole icon ?

The screen is split into four separate
sections, The Menu Bar, the Display
Window, the Track Window and the
Control Desk.Theseare all placed rough
lyacross the screenin quarters.The mouse
interface provides fast access and no
jerkiness when the disk is accessed.

The Display Window looks a treat.The
digital volume (VU) meter has a peaking
bar line for every instrument on the 24
track patch bay so when a key is hit, the
VU meterwill peak,hit the keyboard a bit
harder and it peaks higher.

A nice feature is that the peaking
meters can be replaced by a piano, giving
an accurate description of what keys are
pressed on the keyboard. This is particu
larly useful if you are playing drums on
the keyboard and need to find out which
key is being used to trigger each instru
ment sound.

The 24 tracks are each accompanied by
a disabling switch. This enables you to
break a song down into its component
parts at the playback stage - great for on
thespotmixing andexperimentation and
very useful should you only need to want
to record one track at a time.

The MIDI Channel can be redirected at

any point in a song - dead useful if you
want to keep a small rig up and running
or if you want to access different sounds
elsewhere on the rig.

Situated just below the ribbon bar are
the trackand the pattern windows. These
act as pointers to the sounds and the
patterns in the song you have recorded.
There are options to quantise your music
as well as alter the count-in period, or
even to send a MIDI reset if the system
gets in a jam from some instrument or
other going AWOL.

The Track Window lets you select
internal and external sounds, as well as a
selection of preset patterns and sounds.
You can also transpose instruments to
play anyoffset from the rest of the music.
It's possible, for example, to have a
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keyboard playing at thirds to the bass, if
you should want to.

The control desk is just a faithful
recreation of the 'tape machine' buttons
and one feature I found very useful is the
ability to 'punch in' a section of music.

If you make a slight mistake on an
otherwise great take, simply setting the
sequencer into 'punch mode' enables you

MIDI INTERFACES

Top: EMR's podule only occupies one slot
Bottom: Acorn podule saves on space

There are, at the moment, only two
MIDI podules to add to your Arc —
from EMR and Acorn. The EMR

podule offers four MIDI ins and four
MIDI outs. It is just about as large as a
two slot backplane but only occupies a
single slot.

The board is put on its side,asit were,
allowing for onlyone other podule on a
305 or 310and just two on a 400 series
machine. At present there is no way the
EMR Podule can be used on an A3000 as
the podule space is not large enough
although EMR is working on this.

The Acorn Podule is a little more

conservative of podulespace. It occupies
a singleslot but offers justone MIDI in,
two parallel outs and a thru.

A MIDI interface is a MIDI interface,
and EMR's is far better specified for
Archimedes 300 and 400 usersalthough
it takes up a goodly amount of space.

There is also quite a bit of heat
coming out from under a A400 these
days. If you plan on taking the system
anywhere outside of your bedroom (on
stage perhaps) then you should fit a fan.

to play overandwipe out thebumsection
and try again, and again, and again.

The clipboard lets you cut and paste
whole sections of music from one section

of a song to another. The number of cuts
are noted and displayed aspart of the icon.
This is a 'Last in, First Out' clipboard so
you will have to cycle through them (and
make a note of what they are) if you want
to pastemanychunksof asong. Some way
of noting what the cuts were(perhaps by
giving each a name) would be useful.

There is no provision to 'time slice'the
cuts together so cuts on a half beat are
properly linked but the clipboard is
nevertheless invaluable.

Finale
The package in general performs well.
The learning curve is sufficiently shallow
for me to recommend Studio's use in

recording studios that haven't yet taken
the plunge for a system running on
another machine.

However, as a professional tool, I am
still not completelyconvinced that this is
the right approach to sequencing, as it
maynot afford the control manyproslike
to have. However, Studio 24 Plus Version 2
should take care of that.

For schools, Studio 24 Plus and the rest
of EMR's Arpeggio music system should
prove invaluable.

For the home user, Studio 24 Plus is a
very comprehensive package, offering a
great deal for the first-time user.

I put the software up against two
competing sequencers, the Steinberg Pro
24Plus for the Atari ST and DR T's KCS
sequencer (also, ostensibly for the Atari
ST but for the Macintosh as well) and I
felt that EMR's package was superior in
many ways.

On-screen presentation was reasonably
clear and the use of colour excellent

(monochrome Arcusers will have to take
the plunge and get a colour monitor).

The sequencer is accurate, easy to use
and quick to appeal. There are obvious
signs that EMR has made use of the Arc's
speed and power but there were sadly a
few 'points lost' concerning documenta
tion. I found the manual a little unclear

on a few points.
This is a shame because on a perform

ance level, Studio 24 Plus can now take the
established music computers and beat
them on their own ground.
Studio 24 Plus: £99 from Electromusic
Research, 14 Mount Close, Wickford, Essex
SS11 8HG. Tel: (0702) }}J747-
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MIDI MAGIC
The world of synthesised music is a non-stop party with new

innovations arriving all the time says Jez Ford

Year after year the electronic music
market seems to undergo another
'revolution'. There's non-stop party
going on out there. The world of
synthesised music is forever being
swept off its feet - and at the
moment much of the wind is blowing
from the direction of computer music.

Hordes of musicians are turning to
computers for recording and compo
sition. Similarly, computer users are in
vesting in music software and sound
expanders, even when their musical
prowess extends no further than Three
Blind Mice.

The reason for the take-off in music
computing issimple. It hasbecome cheap.
This yearhasseenthe keyboardless MIDI
sound expander emerge from the shadows
and enter thespotlight, no longer merely
the lesser brother but a market leader in

its own right.
Take Roland for example. Roland is

renowned for itsquality synthesisers - top
end of the market stuff, rich sounds for
rich people. Then in 1986 Roland
squeezed its LA synthesis techniques into
the little MT32 expander, supposedly
thinking more of the education market
than the computer music maker.

The MT32 was put on the
market at a price that had the
punters with their mouths on
the carpet and others fol
lowed in force.

Every successful
keyboardnow has
its equivalent j^
expander

increasingly, new products arrive only in
expander form. After all, when a manu
facturer approaches the low-cost end of
the market, the keyboard itself becomes
the most expensive single component ofa
synthesiser.

Trigger the sound via MIDI from a
computer and you save in case size,
mechanical construction, reliability prob
lems and so on.

Most people have now got the hang of
MIDI - the Musical Instrument Digital
Interface - and how it allows a computer
or remote keyboard to trigger sounds
from anexpander. Ifyou haven't, you'll be
happy to know that it's easier for com
puter users to grasp than for non

technical

musicians,

who may have
trouble differen

tiating between
data links and audio

paths.
MIDI communicates

between devices by send
ing serial data down a link

very similar to the RS232
standard. You instruct the

sound generator to make the
noisesyou desire, just as you would

control the computer's internal
sound chip.

So MIDI transforms music mak

ing into a process of bulk data
manipulation.No surprisethen that
the computer has taken over, and

both Beebs and Arcs fare well.

The biggest problem when you decide
to take your computer into the MIDI
music age is what to buy and how to
choose. In the old days you could wander
into your local music shop, run your
fingers over everything there and buy the
nicestsounding sausage you could afford.

These days however, much of the
power of synths and expanders is hidden
in the instrument's MIDI specification.

Although MIDI is standardised
between manufacturers and software
companies, the complete set of possible
MIDI instructions is huge and few (if
any) synthesisers will include everything.
This means you have to be careful to
check for glaring omissions.

For example Yamaha's EMT-10 ex
pander, an excellent unit with some
brilliant piano and choir samples, totally
ignores basic commands such as pitch-
bend and modulation. Other units will
react to such commands but will not, say,
allow any variation in the range of
pitchbend or the severity of modulation.

To avoid disappointment, you need to
test a prospective purchase as fully as
possible via MIDI from a master key
board. Better still break open the owner's
manual which will often have a chart of
the MIDI operations possible.

The next vital ingredient for computer
users to look for is multitimbral oper
ation. Until recently, a synthesiser was
dedicated to producing one type of sound
(timbre) at once or a piano or a string
sound say, but not both at the same time.
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As techniques improved, and particularly
as synthesis went digital, it became
possible for several types of sound to be
layered over each other.

Using MIDI,acomputer isable to send
different sets of instructions for each type
of sound. Each MIDI instruction starts
with a channel number so that piano
sounds can be set to react only to, say, a
channel one instruction and strings only
to channel two.

With eight or 16 multitimbral specifi
cation the results can be spectacular.

But beware! Hand in hand with
multitimbral specification comes the

amount of polyphony available. The
polyphony figure simply tells you how
many notes can be played at once by
a synthesiser. Obviously this sets the
limits on multitimbral operation. If
eight channels of multitimbral operation
are available but accompanied by only
eight note polyphony, then each timbre
can only play a single note at a time.
That may be fine for bass and lead
sounds but piano parts may well suffer
severe problems.

Thankfully, the somewhat constrain
ing days of eight-note polyphony are on
the way out, particularly with units
designed specifically for computer use.
Roland's new range of sound modules
combines the best of its successful MT32
and Uuo expanders.

The flagship CM-64 (for £789) offers
15-channel multitimbral operation com
bined with a whacking 63-note polyph
ony, a pretty powerful combination that
could easily prove more than a match for
the MIDI standard itself.
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Noises off
Of course all this multitimbral mega-
power isabout asmuch use asa chocolate
heatsink if the expander's sounds are
rotten in the first place. You cannot
choose by specs alone and when it comes
down to it, a smallish number of quality
voices is an awful lot more useful than

reams of rubbish.

Synthesis is obviously a dreadfully
complicated business. Until recently, the
only option open to those of us buying
at the budget end of the market were
straight digital synthesisers, either
digital equivalents of the old ana
logue techniques or, if you were
lucky, Yamaha's FM or Casio's PZ
synthesis techniques.

Getting hold of a sampler for
under £500 was unthink
able just a few years back.
Now we not only have
samplers available, we
have synthesisers within
our reach that combine

both sampling and syn
thesis, taking samples
and then applying
conventional and new

techniques to their
manipulation.

Kawai's Kir ex

pander (£435) is one of these, producing
some spectacular ethereal voices from
choir and string samples. Adding£150 to
the price will get you the original Ki
with its velocity sensitive keyboard.

At the British Music Fair in July,
Kawai unveiled a whole range of budget
preset keyboards using the same techno
logy. The PH-50 (£200) is the best value
with 200 of the best Ki sounds and PCM

sampled percussion. The PHM (£276) is
the expander equivalent.

The D5 from Roland (£599 with
keyboard) looks set to challenge the
success Kawai has been enjoying with the
Ki and friends. Similar in specification, it
beats the Ki (and equals the Ki Mkll)

with its selection of percussion samples
that wipes out the need to get a separate
drum machine.

Together with the computer-aimed
expanders (the £369 CM32L and £445
CM32P) these should ensure Roland hasa
healthy year.

Yamaha continues its line of FM racks

and synths but is beginning to look tired
in the face of all this opposition.

The 'portable keyboard' (that is, the

home amateur) division, although sepa
rate from its pro-market products, is
however producing an interesting selec
tion of expanders which look pretty
impressive in a computer setup.

The EMT-10 (£250) has a selection of
excellent AWM (advanced Wave Mem
ory) samples but falls flat on multitim-
briality. The newAVS10 (£399)hasthree
channels of multitimbral operation and
12 impeccable AWM sounds.

Also, check out Yamaha's new DAS
system- a combination of FM and AWM.

The EMT-i (£180) has a collection of
reasonable FM presets and the EMT-10
(£250) a selection of excellent samples.
Both fall flat on multitimbrality because
of the market they're aimed at, but for the
price the sounds are fine.

Casioseems to have noticed the possibi
lities of such units in professional circles
and has produced two expanders with
names remarkably similar - the CSM-i
(£200) with present voices and rhythm
and the CSM-10P (£249) with sampled
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MEWsoft Latest
Now you can create labels with frames like this using the

FANCY LABELLER

Comes with 3 Fancy Fonts and 8 Fancy Frames.
Many Uses! Asimple but effective pieceofsoftware: BEEBUG

Still Available.
The essential utility lor the owner ol a personal organiser:

The Fax'File Organiser: Extremely Friendly. IcannotfaultIt.Beebug
The A4 Forms Designer: Ideal for home, business and education.

(Master or Model.B with Shadow RAM)
A cheap and effective program. Acorn User

All Programs £12.95
Inc manual

P-P
(no VAT)

STOP PRESS! ARC RISC-OS
VERSIONS AVAILABLE

MEWsolt

11 Cressy Road
London.NW3 2NB
Tel: 01 267 2642

rMcooso&%%^^

Reinforced Concrete to BS 8110
Analysis and design programs, developed for BBC-B and Master by
Chartered Structural Engineer, SLAB: rectangular panels, 1 way/
2 way spans, any edge fixed/free; for uniform load finds moments, bar
reinforcement; checks span. CONTINU: continuous beams, up to 6
spans, variable inertia, one/both ends fixed/free/cantilever; up to 20
loads/beam, from point/udl/BSslab/couple to generalised line/
triangle/trapezium; finds redistributed support moments, shears and
reactions, maximum span moments and positions. BEAM: rect
angular/tee/el sections; given moment and shear finds bar reinforce
ment; checks span. COLUMN: rectangular/circular sections; given
axial-load and moment finds bar reinforcement; checks k-factor and
slenderness. All programs: stand-alone or linked; documentation on
disc; user-configured design parameters read and saved to disc; menu
driven; input validation; user-controlled choice of bar reinforcement;
detailed print-out of data and results

»» 5.25 disc, state 40/80T, £35/program, £125/suite ««
»» by Design, 18 Abbey Drive East, Grimsby, DN32 OHD ««

ARCHIMEDES/BBC B LASER HARDCOPY
ARCHIMEDES OWNERS!
We produce 300dpi laser hardcoy from (Rise OS) 'Draw' &'Acorn DTP' files (or a file
produced by the HP Laserjet driver). You send your disc - we return itwith the print-out (£3
per A4sheet).

BBC B OWNERS!

Send an ASCII DFS file + print-out and we will do the layout according to your instructions
and return the laser output toyou.

SCHOOLS!

Produce your SCHOOL MAGAZINE or INFORMATION FOR PARENTS to a
professional standard! We can transform your ADFS/DFS files into 300dpi laser output
camera-ready copy for the printer. We'll do the artwork/layout ifnecessary. This service is
provided by an experienced teacher ofEnglish/IT. Rates are negotiable. Please phone and
discuss your needs.

DATA AD DESIGNS

29 Lynwood Drive, Stalmine, Nr Blackpool, Lancashire FY6 OPZ. Tel. (0253) 701383

ACORN APPROVED

LONDON DEALER
Wide range of software and

hardware stocked

Easy to get to
Train: WOOD ST Station

(British Rail)
Road: Bottom of M11,

just off North Circular

Tel No: 01-521 1784

124

Good prices

E3
AUTOMATIC SERVICES

217 WOOD STREET

WALTHAMSTOW
LONDON E17 3NT

Bangor HI-SPELL 1
ForBBC Model B & Master Computers

Suite of seven disks (in 5 units). Based on a structured
phonic syllabus to help reading/spelling skills. Over two

thousand distinct words, carefully grouped for easy
access. Teacher input of own words possible in selected

programs. Variety of screen displays at teacher's
control. Keyboard trainer included.

Cost of suit (seven disks, five units): £49.50
Individual units may be bought separately (£12.95 for
single disk programs; £15.00 for dual'disk programs).

All prices exclude VAT and P+P.

MAY BE ORDERED ON 28 DAY FREE APPROVAL.

Writeto: XAVIEREDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Department ofPsychology, U.C.N.W, College Road.
Bangor,
Gwynedd LL57 2DG
Tel: (0248) 351151 ExL2616

BBC and IBM file interchange
by MicroBoss Ltd

Software for the IBM PC-XT-AT or compatible:
BeebDOS £46.00 inc p&p &VAT
BeebDOSis a powerfulset ot utilities whichrun on the IBM computer and enable it to read
and write manyBBC disketteformats providing almosta completeBBC filing systemon
the IBM! BBC double density diskette formatssupported are AcornADFS, Watford,
Solidisk, OPUS DDOS and UDM. Acorn/Watford singledensityDFSare only supported
with an IBMAT (or AT compatible) with 360k drive. Please send for our information sheet.
Some of the utilities included are:

BCOPY Copy files BBC - IBM, IBM - BBC, BBC - BBC (wild cards & path names
allowed).

BCONV Flexible IBM file translatefacility enablingtextto be passed betweenVIEW,
WORDSTAR, IBM DISPLAYWRITE, MICROSOFT WORD and any programs
which can import or export text files.

BGRAPH Display BBC mode0,1,2,4,5 screen format (AMX Art included) files on IBM
CGA, EGA. VGA and hercules screens for use in IBM PC presentation, DTP,
drawing and other graphic applications.

BeebDOS Test Pack £5.75 inc p&p &VAT
This packprovides an economical method oftesting whether BeebDOS will work with your
IBM/compatible computer and BBC diskette format. The pack contains three of the
BeebDOSutilities backing up, cataloguing and formatting BBC diskettes.
BBC BASIC to IBM BASIC translator ..£46.00 inc p&p &VAT
Ifyouhavecopied yourBBC BASIC programs to IBM disketteusingBeebDOS this
translator will assist in converting them to run under IBM BASICA, Microsoft QuickBASIC
and GWBASIC. This software is of special interest to program authors who wish to convert
their BBC BASIC programs to run on the IBM PC Please send for an information sheet
Special Offer: BeebDOS + BBC BASIC to IBM BASIC
translator £80.50 inc p&p & VAT

BBC - IBM file transfer service
We can transfer files, BBCto IBM and IBM to BBCfor you. Simply send us the disk(s)
containing your files. Indicate the format of the original and copy diskette and include
payment per diskette involved in the transfer. Prices as follows (inc p&p and VAT):
DFS 40 track=£5.00. DFS 80 track=C6.00, ADFS 40 track=£7.00, ADFS 80 track=£8.00
ADFS 160track=£9.00, IBM360k=£6.00, IBM 720k=£7.00, IBM l.2mb=C8.00 and
IBM 1.44mb=£9.00.

The cost of the copy diskette is included in these prices. So for example to copy files from
one BBCDFS 40 track to one IBM 360k diskette will cost £11.00 (C5.00+C6.00) inc p&p
and VAT and we return the original together withthe copy. We cannot accept responsibi
lity forany loss of data so please ensure you have taken a backup copy of any diskettes
you send to us.

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE OR ACCESS TRADE/EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME
MICROBOSS LTD 3 HADLEIGH RD FRINTON ESSEX CQ13 9HG TEL(0255)671095
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A SELECTION OF MIDI HARDWARE

MODEL PRICE KEYBOARD POLYPHONY

AND VOICES

Kawai £148

MS-710

Yamaha XI HO

emt-1

Casio £200

CSM-1

Casio £200

MT-740

Yamaha £200

PSS780

Casio £249

CT-640

Casio £250

CSM-1 OP

Yamaha £260

EMT-10

Kawai

HUM

Casio

HT-700

Kawai

PH50

Kawai

WK50

Yamaha £349

YS100

Roland £369

CM-321.

Yamaha £370

PSR-47

Kawai

KIM

£276

£299

£299

£299

£395

Casio £399

CPS700

Yamaha £399

AVS-10

Casio £429

HT-3000

Kawai

KIR

£435

Roland £445

CM-321'

Yamaha £449

DX-11

Yamaha £449

TQ5

Yamaha £449

YS200

Casio £499

VZ-8M

Oberheim £499

Matrix 1000

Kawai

KI

£595

miniature

49-kcy
drum pads
expander

only
expander
only
miniature

miniature

61-key

full size

61-key

expander

only
expander

only
expander

only

miniature

49-key

mid size

49-key

mid size

61-key
full-size

61-key
velocity

expander

full-size

61-key
drum pads

expander

only

full size

61-key
velocity

expander

only
full size

61-key

expander

only

expander

full-size

61-key
expander
only

full-size

61-key
velocity
expander

expander

full size

61-key
touch

10-voice

20 preset

4 prog
8-voice

32 preset (FM)
16-voice

28 preset

10-voice

30 preset

& tonebank

10-voice

100 preset (FM)
5 prog

10-voicc

30 presets

6 tonebank

16-voice

5 preset

8-voice

120 preset (AVM)
16-voice

200 preset

50 combinations

8-voicc

20 preset

20 Ram card

16-voice

200 preset

50 combinations

12-voice

48 preset
8-voice

100 prog (FM)
Ram card

32-voice

128 preset (LA)
8-voice

100 preset (DAS)

16-voice

96 prog
Ram expansion

16-voice

5 preset

16-voice

12 preset (AVM)
8-voice

30 preset

30 Ram card

16-voice

96 prog
Ram expansion

31-voice

64 preset (PCM)
card expansion
8-voice

128 preset (FM)
8-voice

100 presets (FM)

16-voice

200 prog (FM)
Ram card

8-voice

128 preset

64 prog
6-voice

1000 preset

200 prog

16-voice

96 prog
Ram expansion
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MULT] VOICE

TIMBRAL PROGRAM

CHANNELS

RHYTHM

SOUNDS &

PATTERNS

OTHER

FEATURES

5 yes

4

19 (PCM)
24 preset

real time sequencer

pitch bend

stereo chorus

4 72 (PCM)
20 preset
49 (PCM)

20 preset

real time sequencer

out

only

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

100 preset sequencer

49 (PCM) real time sequencer
20 presets stereo

PCM stereo

30 preset

15 (PCM) pitch bend

20 preset sequencer

10 Ram card

PCM pitchbend, vibrato
30 preset forte

stereo

PCM multi-function joystick
32 preset sequencer

10 digital effects

30 (LA) digital reverb
33 sound FX

PCM pitch bend

100 preset sound FX

percussion

samples

piano module
12-bit sampling

reverb

15 (PCM) pitch bend
10 Ram care modulation

20 preset

percussion

samples

digital reverb

10 digital FX
8-track sequencer

clock/calendar

10 digital effects
8-track sequencer

keyboard, guitar or

wind modes

percussion pitch bend

samples modulation

joystick

pianos and organ. Its latest iPD (interac
tivephase distortion) synthis the VZ-8M
expander (£499),a lower priced variantof
the VZ pro-synths.

A dark horse in the expander market is
Oberheim's Matrix 1000.This is (wait for
it) an analogue synthesiser. Analogue
sounds tend to have the same effect on

ageingsynth players as the legendary 4-2-
4 plastic bogie has on steam train enthusi
asts but with multitimbral operation and
1000 sound memories (200 of which can
be edited by computer) for just £449, it is
worthy of attention.

MIDI systems exclusive
A word should be said about a huge hole
that was left in the MIDI standard when

it was created. This is the area called

systems exclusive, within whichmanufac
turers can do exactly as they please.

Consequently,some units do not use it
all, while others have the ability to let you
achieve from the safety of your own
computer great things that were pre
viously not possible.

The better owner's manuals will delve

into the data formats of systems exclusive
in great detail so you can set up your own
programs and know exactly what you are
doing and why you're doing it.

Usually the manufacturer will be keen
to advertise particularly impressive facili
ties but there is often a concern that too

much talk of data and downloads will

confuse the computer illiterates.

Extra extra
Finally, before you race out and buy an
expander to use with your computer,

think carefullly. Programming entire
songs without a music keyboard is a time-
consuming business on a par with typing
in listings of entire games.

It is recommended you either pick up a
cheap MIDI master keyboard or start off
with a keyboardas your premier purchase.

So get your MIDI ports buzzing and
join the computer music party. It's cheap
and it's powerful. Who can tell the fun,
frolics, fame and fortune that may lie just
around the corner!
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MUSIC 3000
Ian Waugh finds new voice with

Hybrid's latest Expander

The final gap intheHybrid Music System
is now plugged with the release of the
Music 3000 Expander. The System now
contains hardware modules numbered
1000 to 5000.

The Hybrid Music System is apowerful
self-contained synthesiser and music com
position system controlled entirely from
software running on a BBC micro.

In conjunction with the Music 5000,
the 3000 doubles the System's number of
voices to 16. This should help silence
critics who say eight voices on synthe
sisers is just not enough.

The 5000/3000 combination provides
32 channels ofsound (which are^usually
paired in instrument definitions) and a
single one of 10 music parts can now
contain up to 12 voices.

Apart from the increase in the number
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of parts and voices, the only other
noticeable operational change can be
found in the Mixing Desk. Moving the
cursor off screen to the right brings
another eight channels and faders into
view numbered 9, A, B and so on.

With theextra voices you may find that
mix words will not fit into the Notepad
although mixes are just as easily con

structed (as before) in the Mixing Desk.
Another obvious use for the extra

voices is the production of fuller percus
sion scores and you will now be able to
create full six or eight voice piano parts
and still have voices to spare for bass and
melody lines. The extra voices will also
allow you to create bigger sounds, even
ones using all 16 voices!

The Music 3000 breaks Hybrid's tradi
tional £149 plus VAT pricing policy and
is by far the cheapest music expander on
the market.

It will prove very tempting to Hybrid
Music Systems users such as educational
establishments as well as to the growing
number of individual users.

Computers A Pro Audio

STUDIOS! PRODUCERS! MUSICIANS!
Check out our wide range of peripherals for Acorn
Archimedes &Atari. But we don't stop there — we can
supply amps, consoles, monitors, tape recorders,
studio accessories, service installations.
• 16-bit audio sampler - transform your MIDI sequencing
• + Highnote sequencing software, brilliant editing for above sampler
• Studio 24 - Powerful 24 track MIDI Sequencing
• Creations - Ready sampled sounds - on a disc!
• Soundsynths - Creations - plus many more - Ring for list.

[/llRCHIMEDES SPECIALS!
• Hard disk upgrades for 300, 400 series machines
• Competitive rates on all printers
• Special prices on NEC, Panasonic printers - Ring for details

Mlfll call us for all your
IVIIUI MIDI - Audio requirements
For the [/jrchimedes

.# MIDI interface, 4 in 4 out 64 channels • Archimedes MIDI add-on to I/O

Ring for free details —Price list I^TT
153a Victoria St. St Albans Herts 50075

.26

Music poo Expander £iij from Hybrid
Technology, 27) The Science Park, Cambridge,
CB4 4WE. Tel: (022J) 420)60.

AMAZING MUSIC AT BEARABLE PRICES

Discs of music for the Hybrid Music System, from
AMPLE DCT's long-running viewdata service.

5000 DISCS
ADCT # 1 Monster Computations 1
ADCT #2 Phil Comber 1
ADCT #3 Bernie Dawson 1
ADCT #4 Monster Computations 2
ADCT #5 Paul Nuttall 1
ADCT #6 Andy Knight 1
ADCT #7 David King 1
ADCT MB Children in Need charity disc

MUSIC 500 DISC
BCE # 1 Cpmplete Oxygene &Equinox
by Julian Rockey
Island Logic TMS Data Files
Richard May TV & Film themes
PIM #1 Volume 1
PIM #2 Volume 2
PIM #Z Volume 3

S.A.E. for more details/software submission form, or call
DCT viewdata (0384) 239944/238073.

PANDA DISCS, Four Seasons, Tinkers Lane, BREWOOD,
Stafford ST19 9DE.

MORE DISCS SOON!!

PANDA DISCS

MUSIC PROGRAMS
PLAYBEEB £7.95 Fun for 3-7year olds
RECOMPOSER "I ,£12.50 each. Enjoyable
RHYTHM TUTOR r and educational programs
PITCH TRAINER J for a widerange of abilities
MUSIC PROCESSOR £54.95 High quality music

printout plus much more!
Available on 40 or 80 Track disc
for BBC B or MASTER
Send for more details to:-

© Mid-Sussex Software
11 BRIDLE WAY, POUND HILL, CRAWLEY, RH10 4HP.

TEL. (0293) 882130

_
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TIME WATCH

One feature missing from the otherwise
excellent Rise OS applications wasa new
version of the diary program, originally
part of Arthur. Mitre Software has come
up with a solution in the form of
Timewatch, an all singing, alldancing diary
for use on the desktop.

Timewatch installs itself on the icon bar

and can be called up at any time (given
enough memory). On selecting the icon, a
kind of 'double-window' is displayed.

The current year, month and day are
shown in the top areawhileactual data is
displayed in the bottom section. The
lower half is divided further into four

sections - appointments, notes, tasks and
birthdays/anniversaries.

Text can be typed into a section or
imported in as an Edit file. A boon is the
ability to load files created using the old

Rob Miller gets organised with
the new Arc desktop diary

Start todiy: for conplftion t>s -

l« Jul 3? 13 l*'t ».. eat
l< Jul 89 D Pis th» Gil till

Arthur 1.2 Diary utility.
All date management is handled by

Timewatch, with extra days being added if
they are required. Once entered, different
appointments, tasks and so on can be
edited, shuffled around or deleted, de
pending on their importance or validity.

Tasks can be 'ticked' to signify that
they've been accomplished. Unfinished

tasks are constantly displayed on all pages
until ticked or removed.

Once you've created a large file, the
time will come when you wish to find
somevital piece of information. Timewatch
allows a file to be searched between two

defined dates.

If a match is made, a report window
displays each match with its date and
category type. Youcanthen move to each
relevant page by just clicking on athe
particular date shown.

Timewatch is certainly the best (if not
the only) Rise OS diary program at the
moment. It conforms perfectly to the
desktop style adopted by Acorn and
therefore is both simple and easy to use.

Timewatch £29.9; from Mitre Software,
International House, 26 Creechurch Lane,
London ECjA jBA. Tel: 01-283 4646.

THIS IS THE BUSINESS
THE ACCOUNT BOOK. The easiest to use accounting system for the BBC/Acorn range. How do we know? Simple,
dozens of letters from satisfied customers. Unlimited entries, automatic date order, dozens of reports, full vat
facilities. Just £27.95. (see review in Beebug Vol.7, No.5 and MicroUser July 89)
And now: THE INVOICE PROGRAM. 700 customer database. Very neat invoices with huge description space (max.
approx. 2000 words!), Unpaid or Paid — database or one-offs — on continuous/single paper (for use with your own
letterheads if you want — any size). Part/paid invoices. Automatic statements. Credit notes. User specified
messages, credit terms, overdue messages, 100 stock description labels. Full vat facilities. Instant customer credit
details, full linking with The Account Book and much, much more. Amazing value at £27.95. You will not be
disappointed.
Both the above programs can be used independantly or linked together.
Special offer price for both £49.95
Order by phone, coupon or send for the fact sheets.

Please tick: • 5.25" disc

• 80 track (minimum 1 double sided drive)
• 40 track (minimum 2 single drives DFS only)
• Account Book £27.95
• Invoice Program £27.95
D Both £49.95
NAME:

ADDRESS:

• 3.5" disc • ADFS • DFS

.POSTCODE:

TELEPHONE:

CREDIT CARD NO:

YOUR COMPUTER:

SIGNATURE

Please send order to Apricote Studios, 2 Purls Bridge Farm,
Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND
or telephone 035 478 432 with your credit card number/enquiry.
All orders sent by return of post.
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REVIEWS

A SCROLL
THE WORDS

Dave Futcher takes a look at the current range of
wordprocessors for the BBC

At sometime we all need to write. Notes,
memos, lists, letters, articles, reports are
all needed. Some of us even need to write

books and manuals.

Many people still write with pen and
paper. The typewriter is also far from
dead. But since the advent of the cheap
micro more and more people have taken
to the wordprocessor. It is the word-
processor that has revolutionised the
preparation of text.

Over the last seven years, BBC micro
users have been fortunate in the number
of wordprocessors available to them.

Acornsoft's View and Computer Con
cepts' Wordwise, Wordwise Plus and Inter
word have attracted most of the attention.
However, other packages have come and
gone and there are more than these
famous three available.

The first word

The first issue ofAcorn User (July/August
1982) contained an advert from Comput
er Concepts for Wordwise. Whether it
actually was the first BBC wordprocessor
is a matter of debate. There were cassette
based wordprocessors around like IJK
Software's Wordpro and H & H Software's
Alphabets

Early adverts priced the Rom based
Wordwise at £65 but it was finally sold at
just £39 in November 1982, months
ahead of Acornsoft's View. It soon
grabbed an enormous share of the BBC
software market. Amazingly, Watford
Electronics still sell versions of the
original package for £26.

The strength of Wordwise back in the
earlydaysof the Beebwas that it was fast,
simple and extremely easy to use. At the
time it seemed impossible to imagine
anyone having difficulty in entering text
and printing it out with Wordwise.

Unlike some of the other early BBC
wordprocessors, Wordwise has a full set of
commands offering block move and copy,
string search and replace, as well as a full
range of formating commands for justifi
es
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Wordwise Plus: released in 1985
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Interword: does just about everything

cation and text centring.
Wordwise uses mode 7for text entryand

editing, which had considerable advan
tages to early Beeb owners using TVs
rather than monitors.

However, although mode 7, might be
easy to read, it gives no feel for the
finished formatted appearance of the
document. With Wordwise, all formatting
iscontrolledbyspecial cammands embed
ded into the text of the document but not
printed. Cleverly all these commands are
displayed in green when editing text.

However, Wordwise provides a good
means of seeingthe formatted text with a
'preview' mode.

Computer Concepts took notice of the
comments and feedback they received
about the package and the result was the
16K Wordwise Plus, released in early 1985.
They even got theupgrade path right too,

selling the new expanded product to
existing users for £19.55, although the
full price was £56.25.

With Wordwise Plus there are no longer
problems from pressing break and safety
netting to prevent the overwriting of
existing files. In addition, operations like
loadingand saving were ten times faster.

The new product worked with a full
range of BBC add-ons like the Aries B-20
and Watford Ram board which gave the
orginal BBC Model B Shadow Ram.

Among the forty new features, were 15
new embedded commands, some of which
such as underline and double strike
defaulted to work with Epson compatible
printers. Some welcome new ctrl com
mands were introduced too to re-count
words and remove markers.

But the most important addition to
Wordwise Plus was the programming lan
guage. This allowed features like mai
merge, twocolumn text and index gener
ation to be developed.

Within no timea vast set of programs
appeared to support this outstanding
feature of Wordwise Plus.

Even today Norwich Computer Ser
vices still market some packages that
enable specialised applications suchasTV
or radio script generation to beoperated.
Norwich's greatest contribution was the
CP-Rom which enabled Wordwise Plus to
have a continuous processing feature
without a limit on the size of documents.

Watford Electronics and Beebugsoft
produced specific link packages, such as
WordEase and Word-Aid.

Room for a View

View was Acorn's ownwordprocessor, the
original version known as 1.4 had been
designed and developed by Protechnic
Computers of Cambridge - the forerun
ner of Colton Software.

Like many BBC products it has gone
through a number of stages of develop
ment.The latest, View j.o, is provided free
with the Master 128 and the Compact.
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Over the years View has become well
known as being difficult. This is certainly
the case for the first time user.

However, despite first appearances,
View iseasy to use. It isa fast, efficient and
sophisticated wordprocessor. With prac
tise it becomes a powerful tool.

View differs from Wordwise in that text

is formatted on the screen as it is entered,
which allows you to see more clearlyhow
the final pages of print will appear.At the
top of the screen is a ruler showing the
left and right margins and any tab stops.
View allows up to ioo rulers in a
document and each ruler controls the

formatingof the text up to the next ruler.
Another advantage of View is that it

allows lines of up to 132characters to be
shown on the screen, with the screen
scrolling horizontally when needed.

However, although View has gone
through threemajor versions overthe last
seven years, it is not in my opinion
'definitive'. There is no safety net to stop
you over-writing an existing file and no
numerical information on the rulers to

assist formatting.For many View users the
useof the function keys is just too much -
29separate commands in what seems like
a random order.

But for authors, View has one powerful
and unchallenged package to assistyou -
Viewlndex.

Early contenders
Another early BBCwordprocessor which
built up a reputation for its clear on
screen formatting with visual tabs and
margin setting was Braintech's Beebpen.

Unfortunately its failings seemed to be
in the control of the package which made
no use of the Beeb's function keys like
Wordwise or View.

Beebpen's greatest asset wasthat its price
undercut Wordwise but very few BBC
owners thought that too enticing.

Back in 1985 another popular package
was Merlin's Scribe. At £60 it was dearer
than some packages but had much to
commend it. The document size is not

limited by the computer's memoryand up
to 25 5page documents are possible. Scribe
features automatic disc buffering so that
text is moved between disc and computer
memory automatically.

Scribe also automatically takes back up
copies, compacts the disc and assesses how
much disc free space is available. Unfor
tunately, Scribe is hungry for disc space
and it is not easy to use for double or
treble spaced text. But unlike most of the
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View Professional: intriguing

early BBC wordprocessors it does offer
integrated links - with the Merlin Data
base - to give conditional search with
mail merge and report formatting.

Ian Copestake Software's Wordsworth
was an early entry into the BBCwordpro-
cessingstakes. It was finally superseded in
1986 by Wordpower. Unlike any other
package it runs on virtually every pieceof
Acorn equipment (except an Atom).

The basic package consists of a disc, a
Rom, function key strip and a first class
manual. It's available in any disc format
and works in any screen mode. It can also
use sideways Ram and shadow Ram to
good effect and will run on every type of
BBC based network.

The package is considered by many
schools to be an outstanding product.
This is because of the power of the
package and the ease of use it maintains.

Even with a Rom fitted, the Wordpower
disc must be inserted when you start up as
this loads in a file containing information
to set the screen mode, colours, line
length, printer type and so on.

Of course, all the facilities you would
expect are there but there are a number
which really make it stand apart.

The screen can be split into two
windows of variable size and then these

used to show two separate files for editing
at the same time.

A friendly mail merge facility is also
available and a simple database can be
built up in Wordpower itself, this being
supplemented by special links allow
Wordpower to mail merge with data from
ViewStore, System Delta, SupaStore and
quite a few other database packages.

Wordpower has had more updates than
any other wordprocessor. A buyer gets the
best support available from any company
and from the author himself.

The test of time

Another popular writing tool with BBC
users is the wordprocessor found in
Database Publications' Mini Office. Once
selected from the database, spreadsheet,
graphics and communications options
available, you are presented with a pack
age that is familiar to Wordwise users.

There are a few more options available
but there is a strong thread of Wordwise
running through the whole program.
Unlike Wordwise, Mini Office can display
text in 20, 40, or 80 column modes, in 20
column the text appears in double height
as well as double width.

Another difference is that with Mini

Office you can select most of the major
page formats from a separate menu at
print time, which can be moreconvenient
for some users, who find embedded
commands difficult to use.

By and large the Mini Office word-
processor is good value and will work
very well for limited writing tasks. When
you consider what other applications
come with it, its amazing value!

Interword is rated by many people to be
the most powerful wordprocessor avail
able for the BBC micro. It can do just
about everything you could ask of a Beeb
wordprocessor, although there are diffi
culties with mixed single and double
spaced text.

Because of its development back
ground it owesmuch to the experience of
tens of thousands of Wordwise and Word-

wise Plus users.

Unlike any other BBC wordprocessor
Interword is genuine WYSIWYG - text
appears on the screen exactly as it will be
printed on paper. The format of pages is
controlled by rulers in verymuch the style
of View. There are no green embedded
commands like Wordwise.

For the first time on the BBC, Interword
uses pull-down windows which make the
selection of options easy to use and
control. Sensibly, Interword also allows
alternative short key selection too.
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Computaccount (UK) Ltd
11 High Street, Harborne
Birmingham B17 9NT
Tel: 021 427 9898

We are major suppliers to the
educational and health sectors

Please telephone for our free extensive catalogue and price list. Hundreds of products listed at excellent prices.
THE NEW RISC COMPUTER FROM ACORN. A
VERY FAST 32 BIT MACHINE, SPECIFICALLY
AIMED AT THE EDUCATION MARKET
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST EXISTING BBC
SOFTWARE

+ Mono + Colour
monitor monitor

£740 C8M

Archimedes 305
512kRAM. 512KROM, 1Mbyte 3.F drive
Archimedes 310
As 305 but 1024k RAM £749
Archimedes 440

As 310 but 4048k RAM 20Mbytehard disc
&Floating pointoption £2399

ARCHIMEDES UPGRADES
Archimedes Reference Manual £29.95
Archimedes Podule Back Plane £39.00
Archimedes ROM Podule £56.00
Archimedes I/O Podule £78.95
Archimedes Midi I/O Add-on £30.00
Archimedes Midi Podule _ £69.00
Archimedes Econet Podule _. £43.00
Archimedes PC Emulator -....£05.00
Archimedes .5 Mb RAM lor 305 ...£140.00
Archimedes Floppy Drive Unit £125.00
Archimedes 20Mb Hard Disk £469.00

ACORN

Master 128 _ £379.00
Masler512K upgrade _ £00.00
Compact entry sysiem _ £345.00
Compact TV system _ £355.00
Compact with mono monitor £370.00
Compact with colour monitor £525,00

BBC/MASTER

ACCESSORIES

R6 232 Interface for compact £26.00
Extra 3.5in drive for compact £99.00
PAL TVadaptor forcompact £26.00
Master Econet module _ £43.47
Turboupgrade _ £108.00
64K upgrade kitfor B+ £34.74
Level 1 file service _ £86.00
Level 2 file service _ £190.00
File Store E01 _ _ £799.00
File Store E02 (20mb) £595.00
MasterROM/RAM cartridges £11.95
Acorn DNFS kit _ £84.00
1770 upgrade kit _ £43.43
ADFS ROM _ £26.04
CONCEPT Keyboard £124.05
View manual . £10.00
Viewsheet manual , _ £10.00

| Master Relerence Guide - £14.95

DISC DRIVES

Opus 5802 400k DS 40/80 track .. £125.00
Opus 5802D dual 400k DS 40/80

with PSU - £260.00
Opus DDOS Wt _ £59.95
Pace PSD3P 400k 40/80T

with PSU _ _ £144.00
Pace PDD3P dual 400k 40/BOT

with PSU _ £260.00
Akhter MD802E dual 400k DS 40/80T

mounted In monitor 6tand £285.00
Cumana CS400S 400k DS 40/80T

With PSU _ £152.00
Cumana CD800S dual 400k SS 40T

with PSU _ £205.00
Cumana CS354 SS 3.5"

wrlhrsU - _ £121.70
Cumana CD358 DS 3.5"

wrthPSU _ £210.00
Cuman CCD2000S 3.5" + 5.25-

wrthPSU _ £282.17

Base
model

£608

£700

£2470

£050

£2629

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE
System Delta Plus Database £60.05
System Gamma Plus Graphics £69.95
System Delta Account
(per module) _ -....£64.05
School Administrator _ £79.05
Video Rental _ _.... £60.95
Newsagent _ _ £60.05
Clares AlphaBaae _ £40.05
Clares ImageWriter _ £20.05
ArchlmedlsTool Kit Module _ £39.05
Anslc _ _ £00.00
ISO Pascal - £00.00
Assembler _ _ £109.00
Logistix £09.00
KermN _ _ £49.00
Twin £29.00

Conqueror...™ £19.95

MONITORS
Mono
Philips green Hl-ree 7502 £85.00
Colour
Microvitec std-res 1431 _ £101.00
Microvitec med-res 1451 £229.00
Microvitec hl-ree 1441 - £399.00
Philips8833 RGBMod-res+ composite
video £251.00
Monitor cables (stato type required)

from £3.50
Master Monitor bridgesingle height£25.00

double height _ _ £28.00

AMSTRAD
PC2086 HD Mono £995.00
PC20B6 HD Hl-ree Colour £1295.00
PC20B6 DD Mono _ £745.00
PC20B6 DD Hl-ree Colour £1095.00
PPC 640 £479.00
PPC 640 D _ £590.00
PCW 8256 _ £200.00
PCW 8512 £440.00
PCW 9512 - £409.00
OPUS
PC3 HD Mono £995.00
PC4 HD EGA £095.00
PC5HD Mono - £1349.00
MICROVITEC
PC 4 £965.00
PC 5 £1395.00
SOFTWARE:
Call for full list of IBMCompatible and
Amstrad software

AMX

Please state whether for BBC or Master
AMX mouse withSuper Art ROM... £78.00
Stop Prees - £43.43
Palntpot £13.00
Desk £21.70
Super Art ROM - £43.43
Database £21.70
Utilities _ £13.00

PRINTERS

DOT MATRIX

..£189.00

Amstrad DMP 4000 _ ..£349.00

Amstrad LQ 3500 24 pin ..£345.00

Amstrad LO 5000 24 pin 288cps ..£440.00

Citizen 120D _ ..£149.00

Citizen MSP 15E

Citizen MSP 45

Citizen MSP 55 _ ..£649.00

Citizen HOP 40
Citizen HOP 45 _
Citizen Col. Kit for MSP 50/55

.£205.00Epson LX800 150cps 80col NLQ
Epson LQ50024pln + paper park £327.00
Epson FX850 _. -£345.00

Epson EX800(optionalcolour).. ..£457.88

Epson EX1000 (optionalcolour) ..£814.63

Epson LQ850 IBOcps 24 pin
matrix NLQ _ _. ..£479.00

Epson LQ 1050 180cps 24 pin

Star NX15 NLQ 132col120cps ..£349.00

Star SD15 NLQ 132col 160cps . .£415.65

Star NB24 15 NLQ24 pin 216cps £663.00
Star NB15NLQ 24pln 3O0cps... . £764.00

Star ND 15 IBOcps .£440.00

Star NR15 240cps 136col .. £529.00

Star LC10 Mono _ ..£220.00

Star NB24-10 -£349.00

Brother 1109 Par -f Ser lOOcpc
+ NLQ _ .£211.50

Brother 1409 Par ♦ Ser .£349.00

Brother 1509 Par + Ser 180cpe
+ NLQ _ .£449.00

Brother 2024 Par/Ser NLQ24pln

.£279.00Panasonic KX-P 1081

Panasonic KX-P 1090 .£233.00

Panasonic KX-P 1092 .£315.00

Panasonic KX-P 1592 .£405.00

Mlcro-P MP200 'NEW* .£299.00

Parallel printer cable BBC £9.00

Parallel printer cable IBMetc from. £15.00

DAISY WHEELS

-£390.00

-£480.00Brother HR25

Brother HR40 -£005.00

Juki 6100 _ .£299.00

.£299.00

LASER

£1450.00

£1390.00

Brother HL-8 Mutll Emulation £1895.00

Star LP-8 Lazer Printer Inc malm £1995.00

HOW TO ORDER

rPayment by cheque tp:
COMPUTACCOUNT (UK) LTD

I Carriage: Items less than
£50: £2.50, £50-£100: £4.50
Carriage and insurance on
items more than £100: £9.50

NAME

ADDRESS.

BBC ROM

SOFTWARE

Computer Concepts
Wordwtse Plus _......-„......
Print master _
Accelerator _ _..,
Speech ROM _
Spellmaster _ _..
InterWord _ -
Intereheet _
Interchart _ _
Inlerbase _ _
Acorn

View 3.0 _
ViewPlot (Disc) _
ViewSpell _
VlewBheet _ _
Viewstore _ _
GXR (please state whether lor
B or B+) -
ISO Pascal _ _..
LISP
BCPL
Logo
ADFS

.£40.

.£25.00

.£48.00

.£27.50

.£46.00

.£48.00

.£48.00

.£28.50

.£59.00

.£63.00

.£25.75

.£33.50

.£45.00

.£45.00

.E23.00

.£52.00

.£39.00

.£46.00

.£52.00

.£26.04

ACCESSORIES

Epson FX 100/105 Sheet Feeder £139.00
Brother HR sheet feeder £209.00
Epson MX/RX/FX 80 Ribbons £2.95
Epson MX/RX/FX 100 Ribbons £4.50
Canon PW 1080/1156 Ribbons £5.00
Taxan Kaga KP810Ribbons £5.00
Citizen printer ribbons from £3.65
All Epson Spares available £POA
Listing Paper (Box 2000) from £13.10
Disks 5.25 DS/40/80 Box of 10
inc Library Case £15.00
Lockable DiskStorage Box £9.50
Printer Stands 80 col £19.95
Massive range of other compatible
ribbons available

BOOKS

BBC
MASTER

ARM

ARCHIMEDES
MSDOS

VIEW
WORDWISE ETC.

SPECIAL SOFTWARE

Torch Turbo Library£45.00
functions and procedure', for Turbo Pascal
to access the power of Torch/BBC facilities

dBase special £45.00
dBase helper program nowavailablelor
those who want to access the powerful

facilities In dBase, without having to learn
how to program IndBase

Personalised Gift Voucher*

Now available

SI

Please add VAT at 15% to Total,
including Carriage

Quantity Item

!

E I
£ [

Send to Computaccount (UK) Ltd.. 11 High Street, Harbome, Birmingham B17 9NT
orTelephone 021-427 9898 with your Access details Total E I

I (No cash by postplease) Hi

Tel:

Price

£

£

£



Although Interword is easy to use, it
does take a little time to master. The main
reason for this is the poor manual.

Anyone wanting the very best in Beeb
wordprocessing should turn to Interword,
but do remember it is not an isolated

program, it forms part of an integrated
series called the Inter-series which as a

whole provides great potential for all the
common tasks performed on a computer.
Information can be transfered quickly
and easily fromone to another, unlike any
other program or suite of programs.

A professional view
The latest wordprocessor to arrive for the
BBC is View Professional and this can be
best described as intriguing. It is a
WYSIWYG wordprocessor but it comes
with additional spreadsheet defined
expressions.

It is similar to View but it does appear
slightly different. The rows are numbered
and the ruler at the top is laid out with
alphabetically headed columns, through
both can be switched off.

All the standard View controls are

available for editing. Characters can be
inserted or deleted and there is a useful

delete word command as well.

Other versions of the product (called
Pipedream) are available for the IBM PC
and the Archimedes. In addition it is built

into the Cambridge Computer's Z88.
Although the BBC version does not

haveall the menu control, dialogue boxes
and some of the enhancements of the

other versions, the file structure across
them all is the same. So passing files
between micros has never been easier. The

IBM PC and Archimedes versions of

Pipedream even have built-in import and
export facilities asdoes latest View Profes
sional ITT. View Professional is an ideal
choice for anyone with more than one
type of micro.

If you use spreadsheets and word-
processors, View Professionaloffers tremen
dous potential. It does not offer all the
power that View does (it does not include
macros) but it can do most of what View
does and it provides several useful fea
tures missing from View.

View Professional is an under-rated
wordprocessor for BBC users. It deserves
far more consideration and a wider usage.

Even the best and the popular can be
improved and there have been two recent
products which haveattempted to do that
to Wordwise Plus and View.

In co-operation with Computer Con-
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Wordwise Plus II: a good combination

cepts, IFEL has provided an upgrade for
Wordwise Plus called Wordwise Plus II.

This is a re-write of the program and
not an extension. At first glance it looks
just like the package that first arrived in
1985, except for an information window
in the main menu screen, but on closer
examination the 'golden oldie' is consid
erably enhanced.

Loading and saving text with Wordwise
Plus II is considerably enhanced. If shift-
1or shift-2 are pressed at the main menu,
an Interword style menu appears for
selecting a filename.

The new Wordwise Plus II also has a

whole host of new control keys available
in addition to those in the original.

The embedded commands for page
layoutcan be insertedwith a pop up menu
accessed byctrl-o. Similarly the selection
of different printer styles is improved.
Another pop-up menu called by ctrl-e
allows the insertion of print codes like
underline, double strike, and emphasized.

The marker facilities of Wordwise Plus
are improved, so that markers can be
automatically placed around single words
with ctrl-z and around paragraphs with
ctrl-p. The concept is further extended
by the use of ctrl-m which will place a
pop-up menu on the screen that enables
you to choose to move, delete, or copy a
marked section of text.

Amazingly Wordwise Plus II has the feel
of Interword but retains the style of
Wordwise - a good combination.

Just as IFEL has improved Wordwise
Plus, Tubelink has produced a package
called Double View to enhance View and

ViewSheet. As well as improved status
information on the editing screen, there
are considerable improvements to the
command mode, escape now leads to the

Double View main menu which provides
10 menu options replacing and supple
menting View's own commands.

Interestingly, the authors have also
totally re-written the routines which

write characters to the screen, with a 35%
increase in speed. An additional 106
character wide screen is included which

makes it far easier to work on wide

documents.

The most important improvement is
the option to handle two separate docu
ments together. Once the first document
is loaded, ctrl-x will toggle the alterna
tive screen window and a second text file

can then be loaded. The user can them

switch between them.

The relative size of the two windows

can be adjusted and the text in the
window selected scrolled up and down.

Double View also provides a set of start
up options and basic facilities for linking
ViewSheet, such as pasting part of a
spreadsheet at the current cursor position
in a View document.

Conclusion

For many, the choice of a wordprocessor
depends on the kind of document re
quired. It also depends on the kind of
facilities you need or can do without.
Manypackages have featuresyouneveror
rarely use.

View, Wordwise Plus and Interword have
tens of thousands of users, attracted by the
features they feel at home with an the
support they can get from the publishers.

Whatever wordprocessor youchoose, it
will not be perfect. But all of the present
BBC wordprocessor mentioned in this
article do do their job superbly and other
great value for money!
Wordwise Plus £49 from Computer Con
cepts, Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead H2
6EX. Tel: (0442) 6)933.
View 3.0 £48from Acorn dealers.
Interword £) 6.3;from Computer Concepts.
Wordpower £40 from Ian Copestake Soft
ware, 10 FrostDrive, Wirral, Merseyside L61
4XL. Tel: 0j 1-648 6287.
View Professional £j9 from Colton Soft
ware, Broadway House, 149-iji St Neots
Road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 7QJ. Tel:
(09j4) 211472.
Mini Office II £j9-9J from Database
Publications, 68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 jNY. Tel: (062;) 878888.
Wordwise Plus II £49 from IFEL, 36
Uplands Drive, Plymouth, Devon PL6 6BD.
Tel: (07j2) 847286.
Double View £39.9} from Tubelink, PO
Box 641, London NW9 8TF. Tel: 01-20j
9393-
Word-Aid £24 from Watford Electronics,
2jo Lower High Street, Watford WDi
2AN. Tel: (0923) 37774.
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Art Nouveau is a 256colour art package developed by teachers in conjunction
withgraphic artists. This has resulted in a comprehensive package which meets
all the demands of the professional artist yet remaining easy to use. The user
manual has a tutorial section whichprovides step by step instructionsgiving an
excellent introduction in the world ofcomputergraphics to users ofall ages.

A real find . . . Definitely recommended

... a superb package ... an excellent buy

Micronet, Feb 89

Archive, March 89

... a highly versatile and impressive package

... Art Nouveau is a good way to get the most
from the Archimedes Popular Computing Weekly, March89

. clearly a quality product... a powerful
and versatile addition to the range of
art packages for the Archimedes at a
highly attractive price . . .

. . . ideal for the education market. . .
Art Nouveau is difficult to fault. . .

AnNouveau beats allcomers . . . stands way
above anything available for the Arc. so far.

Rime Umer, April 89

The Micro Umer, June 89

BBC Acorn Umer, August 89

Art Nouveau THEchoice for schools, colleges and professional artists.

Order now our 24-HOUR ACCESS CREDIT CART HOTLINE on (0698) 733775 or
send a cheque/postal order for £42.50 made payable to:
COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING LTD (Dept AU)
Strathclyde Business Centre
Princess Road
New Stevenson ML1 4JB EST ig87

Please send S.A.E. for Further Details

liWHiw^^iTfsilmilCT7Sl.ffllfeliWM^WJI||iT.WIIBl

GENEALOGY
(See review in Feb'87 and Aug. '89)

FAMILY HISTORY SYSTEM The most popular program ever written for us.Enables
you loproduce a full family treeandmany other genealogical listings. £19.95
BBC/Mattar/Compact version £19.95 - Archimedes version £24.95 £24.95

PAYROLL

EXTENDED PAYROLL Now inits eighth year. Theonly BBC program forwages,
laxandNational Insurance for upto400employees covering Weekly, Fottnightly,
Four weekly and Monthly paywhether contracted inorout. Accepts upto46 items
ofdataperemployee intwo parts, Pay and Personnel, prints outP35data, personal
employee information forP45&P60 forms. All tax and Nl codesacceptable.
Extended Payroll accepts standard, regular pay orcompilation ofpayfrom hourly.
three variable overtime rales, personal pension deductions, sick pay, SSP, SMP,
holiday pay, bonuses, preand post tax adjustments andevennopay. Three
summaries, twodifferent typesof payslip printout andan optional coin analysis, An
annual contract keepyouup todate with the budget changes. Sendfordemo
disc E57.44

BOOKKEEPING

(see review in March '89 Acorn User)
CASHBOOK Double entry bookkeeping for home orclub use. All datakeptin
memory. Three character analysis codeenables youtoknow where the money
comes from andwhere ilgoes. 48 transactions perA4page. Analysis summary up
to 30 categories. £13.74
CASHBOOK DAs I) + random access giving 2000 items.CASH/BANK or VAT/BANK
headings. Passwordcontrol. Siringor numeric searches. Forschools,clubs&non
credit businesses. £22.94
ACCOUNT As 2)+ Credit facility and statemenls. Forsmall businesses working
with credit. £34.44
ACCOUNT-PLUS As3)+ Invoicing. Orders, Quotations etc. Full sorting ofdataby
5 options. Automated statements, mailing labels. Multiple automatic nominal ledgers.
For independent schools and VAT businesses who wish to cut the effort. £57.44
TAXMAN Thisnewprogram which has been underdevelopment for three years
allows you to enter allyour transactions and to printout end of year results with
balance sheet and even calculate tax due. The Inland Revenue love it and so do we.
Resultscan be takenfrom ourotheraccounting programsand enteredintoTAXMAN
making a superb combination. £57.44
Micro-Trader is a full accountancy package with features right through to final
balance sheet. StockControl at £75.00 extra. Forshops/firms, accountantswanting £230.00
full accounting facilities. Payroll can be integrated £86.25

£13.74

MAILING
218 addresses in memory or up to 1875 on random access disc. Multiple selected
and repeat labels, mailmerge,lullsorts. Ideal forsubscription lists, promotions, any
kind of mailing.

Ask for detailed brochure for more software and other items.
Demo discs available for£2.50 each, Micro-Trader £25. Pricesinclude VAT. add 69p p/p

PLEASE NOTEOUR MOVE& CHANGEOF ADDRESS FROM CORNWALL

£34.44

micro-Rid Kildonan Courtyard, Barrhill, S. Ayrshire
Scotland. KA26 OPS. Tel: 0465 62288 E3
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See P142

for the new

SOFTWARE

SHOWCASE

ACCOUNTS
NEW: The Account Book V3: Complete accounts including VAT to trial balance.
Very easy to use whether youunderstand accountingand computers or not and yet
has the most sophisticated reporting procedures. "The Account Book gets first
prize for both price and performance." — comparison of 3 different products —
Micro User July 89. Also see review in Beebug Vol 7 No. 5. New Zealand version
now available, contact Winsley and Hall. Auckland, NZ.

NEW: The Invoice Program V2: Invoices and statements. Link to The Account Book
or use separately. 700 customer database. 100 stock presets. Near unlimited
description space, continuous or single sheet paper (ie. your ownletterheads).
Mail shot labels and individual envelope printing.You will not be disappointed.

£27.95 each or £49.95 together.

Suitablefor BBCB, B+, Compact, Master, Archimedes.Most driveconfigurations
and sizes. Send for our free fact sheets or telephone 035 478 432 anytime for
further information and help.

E9 APRICOTE STUDIOS n
2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea lm

Cambs, PE15 OND. Tel: 035 478 432

FAIRHURST INSTRUMENTS LTD
Archimedes, BBC Master 128

A3000, RISC-OS

Acorn Qualified Dealer
Complete range ofPrinters, Software, Discs,

Ribbons etc., IBM, Tandon, Amstrad and Apple

Dean Court, Woodford Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 2LT.

Tel: 0625-525694

FREE support with all our
systems

*Expcrt advice! on system purchase
*Expert help! on using your system
*Expert backup! software support and hardware

servicing

Consult the experts!

CSS Computer Centre
Unit 3A Townfoot Ind. Est. BRAMPTON

Cumbria CA8 1SW
-» 06977 3779

Acorn
n MThoicriil I'VIM'I H'lll'IV

Acorn Qualified dealers and Unix centre

Authorised SJ Networks, installer "Education specialists
Government pic and education orders welcome R[S'A'":H

SJ
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GOOD SHOT
Richard Browning gives a moving account of

a great addition to Solidcad

The Film Maker addition to Solidcad allows

the animation of objects within a scene,
and the movement of the camera through
a scene. The scenes used cannot be created

from within FilmMaker but from Solidcad.

There are four windows exactly the same
as Solidcad giving front and side eleva
tions, plan and projection. The same
zooming and panning operations can be
carried out, as well as the same 3D
projection style (solid, shaded, wire
frame).

All objects, including the camera, are
animated by following paths. Up to 26
paths can bespecified although some have
a special purpose.

Each path has a number of nodes
associated with it, which define the path
direction. The entry of nodes is similar to
the entry of points within Solidcad. Use is
madeof two elevations to supply x, y and
z co-ordinates.

If you make a mistake positioning a
node, you can select and adjust it and the
path will change accordingly.

Only a small number of nodes need be
entered. If necessary the program can
generate the 'inbetween' points if more
animation frames are needed. An entire

path can also be moved if required.

Allocating paths
To animate an object in the scene, the user
regions it off then assigns a path to it.
Similarly, the camera can follow a path
and so also can the position at which the
camera is aimed (although the 'centre of
interest' can remain fixed).

Paths A and B are reserved for the

camera and centre of interest paths. The
centre of interest can also be defined as

being straight ahead of the camera which
is the simplest procedure.

Care must be taken when regioning
something. If the region overlaps onto
part of another object, that part will also
follow the path and can lead to rather
interesting effects!

I did come across one problem. I
designed a village full of little mud huts
and regioned off one of the huts to
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describe a path in the air! However, the
program insisted I had assigned two huts
to the path, and sometimes the whole
village took flight! But this was an
isolated incident. Regioning is otherwise
well-behaved.

Animating the Scene
The number of frames that can be

generated is constrained by the disc
capacity (also the maximum number of
files per directory). Making sure that the
correct 3D style is selected and the
required paths areactive, the Delta option
from within the Make submenu is picked
to begin generating and saving the
animation.

Assuming no errors occur, the next
thing to do is install the animation.
Clicking on the Install option makes the
disc bootable straight into the animation.
This does mean, though, that animation is
restricted to one per disc. More can be
stored but this requires clicking on the
icon for the animation required which isa
bit annoying.

Also, if the camera happens to dissect a
facet then that facet will disappear and
other strange lines will appear - some
thing of a bug, this.

Conclusion
FilmMaker is very easy to use and
specifying the movement of objects is a
dream. The installation of animations on

disc could do with some improvement -
it's possible that the program could be
changed to install a menu system on the
animations disc which would display all
the animations that might be available on
that disc.

The manual is to the same standard as

the one with Solidcad- the text is clear and

descriptive, but the screen dumps defini
tely need to be improved. When the
Solidrender ray tracing package isavailable,
the whole Solid range is going to require
some beating.
FilmMaker costs£79.9 / from Silicon Vision,
Signal House, Lyon Road, Harrow HAi
2AG. Tel: 01-422 2274
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HOLD THE FONT PAGE
Graham Bell finds Acorn's new Desktop Publisher

compares well with the competition

Revealed in Acorn User a year ago and
demonstrated to curious crowds at com

puter shows for over six months, Acorn's
Desktop Publisher has now arrived, al
though written by Cambridge-based
GST, it carries the Acorn name and a
hefty price tag. Is it worth the wait?

The package contains three discs - one
for the program itself, one for a set of
examples, and a 'work disc'.The work disc
also contains a new version of the Rise OS

font manager and a starter set of 14fonts.
There are also some upgraded printer
drivers on the program disc (see box).

Youcan makecopiesof all three to use,
or installthe lot on your hard disc. There's
also a 120-page manual, plus the usual
leaflets and notes.

Most people will start using Desktop
Publisher on a 1Mb machine. It works, but
only just. To get it going, you install the
new font manager from the work disc (it
installs itself as soon as you call up a
'directory viewer'). There isn't enough
room for the font system and the DTP
program on the same disc so slip in the
program disc and click on the DTP
application icon to install it at the foot of
the screen. Then switch back to the work

disc, because you need constant access to
the fonts on it.

At this stage there's perhaps 50K of
memory free, depending on the exact
configuration of your micro. There's no
room for a wordprocessing program,
indeed hardly room for a printer driver.

This means 2Mb of memory is really
necessary to use this program effectively.
For the mass of 31o owners, no-one has
yetcracked that problem(although Mach
Technology has announced a productand
Watford isrumoured to beworkingon it).

A harddiscisa boon too,asit speeds up
access to the fonts and eliminates all the

tedious disc swapping.
Clicking on the DTP iconor a DTP file

opens up two windows, the main one for
the page you're working on and a 'control
panel' window.

Creating a document is a four-fold
process. First, you create a 'master page'
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NtWS
which contains things that must appear
on every page (running headers, footers
and the basic column structure). This
masterpageis the basis of the 'stylesheet',
which can be saved separately from the
document itself.

Next, you create each page and the
'frames' on it. All text and graphics have
to be put in frames and a page with three

simple columns of
text would have

three frames.

A new frame can

be placed with the
mouse and by pull
ing out tiny ears or
handles attached to

the frame, you can
change it's size and
shape. The frame
edges snap to any
nearby column
guides set on the
master page but you
can place them
anywhere.

If the mouse isn't precise enough, you
can type in exact dimensions, in inches
and tenths, centimetres and millimetres
or the picas and points used in the
printing industry.

You can drag in iconsof plain text files
created with Edit or text from First Word

Plus. Each file appears in a list of 'stories'
in the control panel and the text can be

put on the page by
selecting a frame
than clicking on the
story name. If the
text doesn't all fit,
you can make it flow
into a subsequent
frame by clickingon
that one.

As the text flows

in, it's drawn in the
main 'body text' ty
peface and style- for
example, iopt Trin
ity (Times) fully jus
tified with the first

asgaa. Acom backwith
new BBC micro
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line of each paragraph indented.
Importing is intelligent enough to

change quote marks tocorrect opened and
closed quotes andwords areautomatically
hyphenated in reasonable places. There's
anexception dictionary you canaddto, if
you don't likethe program's hyphenation
decisions.

Small amounts of text can be typed
directly intoa frame too. Although this is
useful for headlines, the 'wordprocessor'
isn't really good enough for more than a
few words.

You can edit the text in frames, to
correct errors or ensure that columns are

the right length for example.
• Once the text is imported, you can

change its style. There are pre-set styles
forheadlines, sub-headings and main text.
Youcanaddnewstyles too byaltering the
font and size, leading (extra space
between each line of text) and whether
the text is justified and hyphenated.

Once you've set up the styles, they can
be applied to each section of text by
clicking on the paragraph or section of
text and then on the required style. The
styles you set up canbe saved along with
the other details of the master page in a
style sheet file.

Graphics can be imported too, from
sprite files from Paint or Artisan for
example or from drawing files from the
collection of images on the examples disc,
Draw or Minerva's Graph Box.

Most parts of the program are easy to
use. Of course, as a Rise OS application,
you knowwhat to expect fromthe menus,
icons and so on. You can almost create

your first page without reading the
manual, although a cursory read is better.

DTP makes good use of the Wimp
interface and with some knowledge and
perseverance you can create very profes
sional-looking pages. It takesa few hours
to doacompletely newpagebut the saved
style sheet helps immensely the next time
you do a similar job.

Other sections of Desktop Publisher are
annoying and limiting. Setting up col
umn guides of a particular size on the
master page is difficult — it's done in
termsof the margin sizes, not the widths
of the columns you want. To set three
columns of 14picaseach(ason this page),
you need to measure the width of the
paperand subtract. And you can't useany
guides other than the column guides.

Other DTP packages allow you to put
extra guides on the master page, or to
havecolumn guides of unequal width,but
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RISC OS UPGRADE
Desktop Publisher upgrades Rise OS
in two areas. On the DTP disc are a set

of four upgraded printer drivers, for
Postscript laser and dot-matrix print
ers as before plus new drivers for the
cheaper Hewlett Packard Laserjet
compatible laser printers and the
ever-popular Integrex colour inkjet
printer.

All reproduceon paper all the fonts
and graphics effects available on
screen and although Hewlett Packard
laser printers are some £2000 cheaper
than Postscript models, the final out
put is indistinguishable from the real
thing.

It just takes time, some five minutes
per page.

The second area of improvement is
the font system. A new software
module replaces the existing font
software in the Rise OS Roms, and
there are 14 new fonts to replace the
three that come with the Rise OS

welcome discs.

The new fonts are outline fonts:

their quality on screen doesn't depend
on their size. The font system is much
more advanced than anything Apple
or even Sun have and Acorn deserve

recognition for this. All that's needed

youcan't do either with Desktop Publisher.
You also can't import graphics into the
master page - useful for placing logos at
the top of every sheet, for example.

The frame system for text works well
and is easy to get used to. It's less happy
with graphics. When you import graph
ics, the picture is scaled to fit so you can't
preserve the aspect ratio.

You can't alter the size of a graphic
frame without altering the aspect ratio
either - so you inevitably end up squash
ing circles in drawings or making text in
pictures unreadable.

The most limiting problem of Desktop
Publisher is that you can't condense text.
Draw and Edit allow you to pick text
width and adjust height independently,so
you can set 8pt text to iopt. Desktop
Publisher has no such facility.

Apart from this there are other irrita
tions - you can't make text go beyond the
edge of the paper (called 'bleed' in the
trade) and you can't change typeface in a
header or footer on a page (so the 'BBC in
'BBC Acorn User' at the bottom of this

page couldn't be italic.
Another oddity is that changing the

master page doesn't affect any pages
you've already done, only new pages.
There's no way to show the printing
limits of the printer you're using,as there
is with Draw for example, as an aid to
placing frames. And although the graph
ics tools provided by the program don't
aim to be comprehensive - {Desktop
Publisher wisely leaves that to programs
like Draw, Paint and Artisan) a more
convenient way of drawing column rules
is desperately needed.

Desktop Publisher is at least comparable
with most mid-priced DTP packages on
the Mac or IBM PC, and it is streets ahead
of that of GST's Timeworks, the Atari ST
program at its heart.

This is real desktop publishing, not the
pale imitation possible with a Master 128
or model B.It is possible to producegood-
lookingpages, providingyouareaware of
the limitations of the package and don't
try anything too ambitious. But with no
hard disc and 1Mb of memory, the
package is almost unusable to produce
more than four pages and you're letting
yourself in for a lot of disc swapping.

The list of omissions is long enough to
ensure this isn't the last word in Arc

desktop publishing. With a price tag of
£150 and at least another three packages
slated for release soon, 'wait and see' seems
like good advice.
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The return of the BBC Acorn User show

was an enormous success last month but

there were really only two mainstream
Acorngame merchants on hand with new
releases.

Rising stars Mark and Steve Botterill
occupied the Impact stand opposite the
BAU enclave and from what I saw and

heard they made many sales of their new
products. In particular the Holed Out extra
courses especially interested new Arc
A3ooo owners.

Superior had a much less prestigious
stand - a couple of Beebs on a table and a
mountain of software decorating the back
wall. Still, at least they showed, which is
more than can be said for Tynesoft,
Audiogenic and the like. Ballistix was
Superior's main attraction and there were
always one or two people giving it a try.

Topologika also had a stand and after
some confusion we managed to clear up
the state of play for its release in the not-
so-distant future.

In the June issue I made a comment
about Arc adventure games revamped
from the earlyBeeb days. There hasbeena
bit of a mix-up at Topologika HQ and
those of you who were disappointed to

I wasa bit sceptical about this gamewhen
I first heard of it. The 16-bit versions are

pretty complicated and let's face it, the
Beeb isn't 16-bit.

Ballistix is a futuristic ball game. The
stadium covers three vertically stacked
screensand the two players,depicted by a
couple of arrows, must fight to aim the
'game ball' at one of the two goals by
bombarding it with smaller balls fired
from the player's gun.

Three goals are needed to succeed a
leveland a passwordsystemallowsplayers
to skip a level once they've completed it.

In one-player mode the computer is a
wary opponent and will usually refrain
from firing first. In other words its play is
useless. However, the screens are heavily
biased in its favour.

The stadium is littered with gizmos.
The most common are red arrows which
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hear that the games required the PC
emulator can now gasp a sigh of relief-
they don't.

If you're a nostalgic adventurer who
has recently been converted to 32-bit, you
might like to get one or all of the three
disk currently on offer for just under£20.

The first contains Countdown to Doom,
Return to Doom, and Philosopher's Quest, the
second Acheton and Kingdom ofHamil, and
the last Avon and Murdac. A stand alone

game Yes Chancellor is reliant on an
emulator and places you in the role of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer - Yes Minis
ter style. Let's hopeyoucan do better than
Nigel Lawson.

Domark has sent word of a computer
conversion of the board game Pictionary,
the graphically orientated charades game.

The game is the first to incorporate a
basic art package - the idea is to draw
clues for other players to guess a word. If
everyone's a useless painter, the computer
can take over the role of picturist. The
launch date is scheduled for the PC show

in September.
GEM Electronics, the producers of

Word Up Word Down and Startrader areset
to release a 'graphic role playing adven

Ballistix: Superior Software BBC Cass
£9.95, Disc £11.95, Compact £14.95,
Electron Cass £9.95

ture war game'. Arcane Lore is a Rise OS
compatible game along the lines of many
of Ultimate's works. Set in a land of

sorcery and corruption, the makers claim
it will appealto everyonedue to its careful
balance of combat and strategy.

It seems the most eagerly awaited
Archimedes game at present is Karma
from Periscope software.

The bad news is the release date has

been postponed till Christmas but the
good news is that this is because the
programmers want to make some further
enhancements to Karma.

If all goes well, pilots will then be able
to dock with other craft as well as stations,
and therewill be the effect of true gravity
and genuine physical orbits on all artifi
cial satellites.

Don't worry if youdon't understand all
that, it just means the game isgoing to be
good! I'll keep you posted with all new
developments.

Sam Greenhill

Anjone holding back tips, high scores, cheats or
news is doing the games world agrave injustice.
Please send them to The Games Pages, BBC
Acorn User, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London
Ni 6DJ.

speed up the ball but magnets, suction
tunnels, oil slicks and even black holes can
be found.

Sometimes letters will appear on the
tiled-floor and if youshoot the right ones
the word 'RICOCHET' can be built up
for a bonus. But it's only really fun with
someone else. The computer player
doesn't even realise they exist!

The ball doesn't exactly obey the laws
of physics but the action is both fast and
smooth and the graphics are certainly
adequate - colourful at least.

There are thirty screens for eachplayer-
mode which become progressively harder.
The one-player mode is easy in some
places and harder in others, and can
become very frustrating sometimes.

Despite one or two annoying bugs, I
enjoyed playing Ballistix, and that's the
main thing. Sam Greenhill
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Several board games have been converted
to the trusty Beeb, one of these being the
original Trivial Pursuits. But, A New
Beginning could never have been a board
game. It is much morecomputer orientat
ed than its predecessors.

The story behind the game? In the year
2045 we have over-polluted the Earth
anda lucky few areable to get away to the
planet Genus II but to settle there, they
have to have a superior knowledge of
'Genus Trivia". That's where we come in

- flying aroundand landingon planets to
be asked questions.

If you've played the original game, the
answering system will be familiar - when
a question appears on the screen, you

Just as Buffalo Bill's real shows
were a hapless nostalgia exer
cise, so this game is a throw
backto the sporting gamesof a
couple of years back.

There are six 'events' - trick

shooting, knife throwing, calf
roping, bronco riding, steer
wrestling and the inevitable
stage coach rescue.

Each event is loadedsepara
tely (which makes the tape
version a tediousgame indeed)
and introduced with a rather

nice olde western picture.
The trick shooting and

knife throwing are standard enough
games. For shooting,you get both goody
and baddy targets and a local cowhand
lobbing bottles (you can't shoot the
cowhand!). For the knife throwing ther
e's a squaw on a rotating wheel (you can
squewer the squaw!).
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Trivial Pursuit - A New Beginning:
Domark, BBC model B, Master £14.99
(tape) £19.99 (disc)

speak the answer to the other players
before it's displayed. It's up to them to
decide if you got it right.

It's an excellent system for cheats and
should lend itself to a lot of heated

debating around the micro!
You have to collect the equivalent of

six 'wedges', one from each category
before you can face the Elders of Genus II
to be asked the final question, which
decides whether you have won or not.

There is a great difference in where and
how you land in this game and in the

Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show: Tyne-
soft, BBC B, Master,Compact, Electron.
£14.95 (tape) £9.95 (disc)

The Calf roping and Steer wrestling
both involve chasing potential burgers
across the arena on horseback, then

original versions.
In A New Beginning, you fly around and

select a planet at random, without know
ing what category of question it is or
whether there is a 'wedge' there. The
instructions say you can obtain clues to
question type from the name of the planet
but I can't find any.

The graphics are not bad given the
limits of the computer but the sound -
especially the random noise 'alien voice'
became irritating after a while.

If you like this sort of thing, it is a
worthwhile buybut I think that trying to
squeeze six people around a Beeb to play
an upgraded board game is a little bit
pointless. Paul Thornton

leaping aboard or lassoing
them and grapling the result
ing tangle. The problem hereis
timing the leap or the lasso. I
just fell off my horse.

Bronco riding must be the
most difficult sport of all to
simulate on a micro. Tynesoft
accompany an animated buck
ing bronco with four meter
scales which you have to coun
teract with the keyboard. It
makes a game but has little
relevance to bronco riding.

The stage coach rescue is the
finale. You leap aboard (easy

this time) and proceed to fist-fight the
lone Indian on top of the coach.

Overall, the graphics aregood and the
sounds entertaining. The whole game
certainly provides something for every
one, but not that much for anyone.

Sharyn Bains
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ACE
COMPUTERS

ADDRESS
ONLY

BRISTOL: 42 Cannon Street, Bedminster Tel: 0272 637981
BRISTOL: 3 North Street Tel: 0272 666341
CARDIFF: 87 City Road Tel: 0222 483069/471600
NEWPORT (Gwent): 54 Commercial Road Tel: 0633 212176

IWESTON S MARE: 16 West Street Tel: 0934 419040
SWINDON: 31 Faringdon Road Tel: 0793 512073/4

Panasonic Printers
KX-P1081

w ^"'i} • 120CPS DRAFT
^^/ • 24 CPS NLQ

flOA • IBM/EPSON
X I £r§ + VAT COMPATIBLE

• FRICTION AMD

- £148.35 TRACTOR FEED
• CENTRONICS

£160 + VAT

KX-P1180
• 192 CPS DRAFT
• 38 CPS NLQ
• 4 BUILT IN FONTS
• IBM/EPSON

= £184.00

£273 + VAT

KX-P1124
• 24 PIN PRINTER
• 192 CPS DRAFT
• 38 NLQ
• EPSON LQ + IBM

EMULATION MODE

= £314.00

LASER KX-P4450
• 300 DPI
• 512 MEMORY
• SERIAL PAR
• I YEAR ON Sin

WARRANTY

£1400 +VAT
= £1610

HARD CARDS & HARD DISKS
EX VAT INCVAT

21 MBYTE 190 219
32 MBYTE 225 259
42 MBYTE 286 329

ALL HARD DISKS ARE FORMATTED
PLUS FREE SOFTWARE

rchimedes

CITIZEN

* 120 CPS DRAFT
* 24 CPS NLQ
* FRICTION AND

TRACTOR FEED
* 4K BUFFER

£120 vat £138
HQ-P45 24 PIN

wide carriage

£340+vat =£391

EPSON PRINTERS

LX800
£160+vat = £184

LQ5000
£280+vat =£322

MANNESMANN TALLY

The NEW
• DRAFT 130 CPS £1?0
• NLQ 24 CPS + V*T
• CENTRONICS =£138

ATARI
• 520 STFM incl 22

SOFTWARE PACK

£310 +VAT
= £356.50

• 1040 STFM

£340+vat
= £391

AMIGA 2000

* 20 MBYT HARD
DISK

* 5.25" DISK DRIVE

* 3.25" DISK DRIVE

*XTBRITDGEBOAR

* 1084 OR 8833
COLOUR MONITOR

£1380 + VAT
= £1587

DAISY WHEELS

TRIUMPH ADLER

*20CPS

• ADVANCE PAPER

HANDLING

• A3 SIZE

£199 +VAT
= £228.85

DAISY WHEELS

JUKI
6000

(Serial only)

£120 +VAT
= £138

AMIGA
500

MOUSE, JOYSTICK
+ 23 PUBLIC

DOMIN SOFTWARE

•ZYNAPS
• mercenary

• backlash

• quadralien

• no excuses

• power play

£340 +vat = £391

SERVICING
WE REPAIR MOST

KINDS OF

COMPUTERS AND

PRINTERS.

FOR BUSINESS WE

CAN GIVE 24

HOURS ON SITE
WARRANTY.

PLEASE PHONE

FOR DETAILS

.*«* Printers
LC-lO&LC-iOc
* 6 BUILTIN FONTS EXvat incl vat
* 120 CPS «.,».*». ,«i -«
* 30 cps nlq £150 172.50
* 4K BUFFER

LC-10 COLOUR
* full colour

* puis ail the £190 218.50
above facility

LC-24
* EXCELLENT 24 PIN

*nlq-builtin cot. ,1Tilrt
fonts £276 317.40

NB24

* INCL FREE CP

NX-15
* WIDE CARRIAGE

£420 483.00

£286 328.90

NB24-15 ^^ 62350
* 24 PIN W/DE/C

PHILIPS

MONITORS
EXVAT INCVAT

MONO 7502 £68 78.20

COLOUR 8833 £217 249.65

COLOUR 8852 £260 299.00

410/1 EX VAT INC VAT
BASE £1042.60 E1199
MONO £1092.60 £1246.50
COLOUR.. £1242.60 £1429

310

BASE £759 872.85
MONO £799 918.85
COLOUR £949 1091.35

PC
EMULATOR £68 78.20

440
BASE £2147 2469.00
MONO £2187 2515.00
COLOUR £2300 2645.00

NEC MULTISYNC MONITORS

GRAY £160 184.00
COLOUR

MULTI II £460 529.00 AMS ADVANCE BUSINESS CENTRE

IF YOU LIKE TO RUN

YOUR OWN FRANCHISE

PLEASE WRITE TO:

STEVE MORRISON

42 CANNON STREET,

BEDIY1INSTER, BRISTOL

BS3 1BN

OPENING 1st SEPTEMBER

31 ROBINSON ST., HASTINGS

OPENING SOON

COVENTRY • NOTTINGHAM



Master 128, disc drive, mono monitor.
Interword, mouse, AMX design, manuals.
£600 ono. Will split. Tel: (0777) 709124'
(eves).
Master 512K dual discs. Plinth 20mcg
hard disc, Microvitcc monitor. Modem,
manuals, software. £1 100 ono. Tel: 031-
661 8706.

Star Gemini 10X printer with dump and
NLQ. Software disc, £65. Olivetti inkjet
printer, £35. Tel: Crayford (0322)
•529436.

Archimedes 440 entry system with Rise
OS, new, unused, immaculate, £2000.
Buyer collects. Tel: Mike (05827) 65166
(weekdays).
Archimedes A310 mono monitor. Rise

05 hard disc, backplane, Romboard (all
Acorn) vgc. Sell together. £1300. Tel:
Nick (0302) 342858.
Archimedes 310 entry with Rise OS, 18
months old. £550 ono. Write to: Lorcan
Mongcy, 56 Salisbury Court, Dublin
Road, Belfast BT7 1 DD.

BBC B Issue 7 80T/SS+ 40/80T DS
drives. Mono monitor, software, manuals
6 reference books. £300 ono. Tel: Jeff
061-665 2236 (eves).
BBC B Issue 7 OS 1.20. Acorn datacordcr.

Lots of software.Complete with leads and
manuals. £225 ono. Tel: 021-747 7971
(eves).
Archimedes 310 colour system with Rise
OS.Six months old and View wordproccs-
sor. Bank Manager, games. £1000 ono. Tel:
(0706) 817570.
Acorn Teletext Adaptor excellent condi
tion, with manuals. £60 ono. Tel: (0773)
769138.

Electron Plus 1 and joystick, AP4 disc
interface plus Roms and software. Will
split. £160, the lot. Tel: Mark (0748)
5287.

Master 128 800K 40/80T Drives. Taxan
colour monitor, Citizen printer, Music
4000/5000. Z80 coprocessor, Roms, soft
ware and manuals. £700. Tel: 01-609
3933.

BBC B Issue 7, 128K solidisk SWR.
DS40/80T Technomatic drive under
guarantee, 14" high-res monitor, Word-
wise Rom. Games, books, £385. Tel: 01-
459 2681.

Microvitec monitor 1451, medium reso
lution. Suitable for word processing in
mode 0. As new £150 ovno. Tel: 01-573
2838 (eves or weekends).
Master 128. DS/DD 40/80T c/monitor.
Over view, loads utilities, games. Excel
lent condition. Not split £700 ono. Tel:
021-444 7425.

Electron with turbo. Plus 1, Plus 3,
Rombox, tape, View, Viewsheet. Games,
manuals, mags and joystick. Printer lead.
£250 ono. Tel: (0467) 43896.
Taxan KP-810, good working order.
£120 ono. Includes 2 new ribbons. Tel:
01-531 3880.

Master 512 40/80T drive. 30Mb Win
chester, printer, monitor, software and
books. £950 ono. Tel: 061-973 8063.
BBC BSolidisk 40/80T DSDD disc drive.
Shinwa CPA80 printer. Wordwise Rom,
joysticks, software. £400. Tel: Guildford
(0483) 224017.
BBC B Acorn DFS, £200. 40/80T DS
drive, £100. Tape recorder, £30. Green -
/white VDU, £70. Printer £70. Offers?
Tel: (0285) 712840.
Hard disc 20Mb for BBC B/Mastcr.
Cased with PSU cables. Commercial unit,
not DIY. £250. Tel: (0202) 624848.
Archimedes 310 colour, Rise OS, PC
emulator. Used twice, guaranteed until
January 1990. £999. Tel: Fred (0734)
661683.

BBC B issue 4, DFS, £185. Cumana dual
d/drive 40/80T.£135. Kaga Taxan, £110.
Panasonic KX-P1081, £95. All in vgc.
Tel: (02407) 5670.
MasterCompact, Wordwise +, Spellchecker,
View, Viewsheet, Viewstore, Viewplot, Mini
Office II. Plus more software and Brother
printer, £500. Tel: (0392) 218346.
Master turbo, dual 40/80T drives. Green
monitor, TV/monitor, joystick. Mouse,
Overview, Novacad, games, discs/tapes.
Manuals, £900 ono. Tel: 01-660 7207.
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FREE ADSI
BBC B, Acorn DFS, twin SOT switchable

drives. Nightingale modem, Commstar,
Kprom programcr, eraser, many books,
magazines, discs. £300 ono. (0378) 78764.
Master 512 5.25" and 3.5" dual drives

LX86 printer, colour monitor. Complete
system worth over £1900. £1000 ono.
Tel: (0270) 666585.
Eprom blower/eraser, £40, ono. Swap
colour TV, remote control for 40/80T
disc drives, or sell £90. Tel: (0652)
650324.

BBC B hardware, original software,
books. SSAE for lists to: Al Ncilson, 78,
Ackers I lall Avenue, Liverpool 1.14 2EA.
Tel: 051-220 5470.

Modem WS2000 plus Databceb Rom,
£60. Tel: (0525) 210294 (eves).
Modem Tandata TD1400 with remote

infra-red keyboard. Use with BBC micro
or TV to Autodial Prestel. £50. Tel: (080)
428521.

BBC B issue 7, Watford DDLS disc drive,
discs, cassettes. Prism modem, Micronct
Rom, all leads, £250 ono. Tel: Manches
ter, (04575) 2137.
BBC Bmonitor, cassette, Watford DDFS,
View and other software. Various books

and manuals, £175. Tel: 01-688 2405
(eves).
Voxbox speech synthesiser for Electron,
£15. First Byte joystick interface and data
recorder, £10 each. Tel: (0532) 503437
(eves only).
BBC Master 128, 5.25" and 3.5" d/drivc
plinth unit. Monitor, dumpout, Office
Mate & Master, games, manuals, vgc,
£600 ono. Tel: (0384) 373284.
Silver reed F.XP400 printer. Daisywhecl,
excellent condition. Manual inc £80. Tel:
031-552 2484 (eves).
BBC Master Compact and £250 software.
Mouse,scomo, 5.25" drive adaptor, good
condition. All manuals £600 ono. Tel:
(0922) 688899 (eves).
Master 512 latest DOS. Dual 800K

drives, green monitor, mouse. BBC/PC
software all manuals, loadsamags. £550.
Tel: (0732) 851291 (eves).
Archimedes 310M colour, Pipedream,
plus spellcheck,manuals.One yearold, as
new £650. Tel: Bristol (0272) 643109.
BBC B 40/80T d/drive. Watford Elec
tronics modem, cassette recorder plus
games disc and tape. Mono monitor,
magazines, books. £450 ono. Tel: 01 -802
7445.

Archimedes 310 in very good condition,
with original box. Supplied with Rise OS
and all manuals. £720 ono. Tel: (0886)
21457.

BBC B 32K micro, data recorder, 58
games, 14 educational books, computer
desk. Bargain at £250 ono. Tel: (0278)
782078.

Electron Plus 1 ACP+ 4 3.5" discdrive.

Sideways Ram/Rom, View, Viewsheet,
Slogger dissasscmbler. Loads of software,
£200 ono. Tel: (0964) 623793.
BBC B DSDD 40/80T Watford add-ons.

32K Shadow Ram, 128K Rom/Ram
Quest, Mouse, Paint software. Excellent
condition. £345. Tel: 061-449 0128.
BBC Master, MOS + Upgrade. Three disc
drives, data recorder, joysticks, Wordwise
chip. Many games, Utils, manuals, cables.
£475. Tel: (0822) 840121.
BBC B, DS/DD drive, mouse, speech
synthesiser, replay. 300+ games, joys
ticks, discs, SuperArt, mags, leads, blanks.
£450. Tel: (0621) 860516.
BBC Master 128K, reliable Akhter
40/80T disc drive with psu. Reference
manuals 1&2, software. Excellent condi
tion; £420. Tel: Bristol 774642.
BBC B 1.20S, £120 ono. Other extras if
wanted. Tel: Ian (020630) 5447 (eves).
BBC Workstation 4Mbyte Ram 20mbyte
hard disc colour monitor 80 track floppy,
manual. £390 ono. Tel: Simon, (0889)
584062 (eves).
Plus 1, Plus 3, SWR, joystick, software.
EOO DFS, for the Electron, £90 ono. Tel:
(0428) 713084.
BBC Master Compact, SLOMO, Digi-
mousc-f Graphic+ Chauffeur. £180 of
software, 5.25" drive adaptor. Wysiwyg
Font disc. £600 ono. Tel: (0922) 683899
(eves).
BBC Master 128. Includes manual, disc,
leads. Boxed, less than year old, perfect
condition. £340. Tel: Leics (0533)
712030 (eves).
BBC B cassette green hi-res monitor.
NEC PC-8023B/C printer including all
leads. £285 ono. Tel: (0268) 752299
(eves).
Cumana CSX100 disc drive, 40T, 100K,
manual, format disc. Mint condition. £50.
Tel: (0298) 813675.
BBC B Issue 7 DFS 40/80T drive plus
discs, books, software. Perfect condition.
Only £260 ono. Tel: 01-330 4903.
Printer Epson FX800 hardly used.Spare
ribbons, box of paper. £150. Tel: Gerrards
Cross 887147.

Master 512 40/80T drive, monitor. Citi
zen printer, modem, t/text adaptor,
plinth, 30meg. Winchester plus software,
manuals, £995 ono. Tel: 061-973 8063.
Taxan Kaga KP810 printer. Download
Ram chip, eleven assorted ribbons, NLQ,
designer Rom/discdust cover. Well kept.
£150. Tel: (0767) 315443.
BBC Master 512K. Dual 5.25" drives in

plinth. Colour monitor. Many extras,
sottware. Sell complete, £650 ono. Tel:
(0626) 61333 (eves).
Master 128 colour monitor, DS/DD
5.25" drive, Digimouse, Pagemaker, Ar-
troom Modem. £400+ software, many-
books. Immaculate condition. Tel: (0703)
732109 (Southampton).
Disc drive Pace dual 40/80T switchable.
Suitable BBC B Master. Excellent order.

£99. Tel: Oxford (0865) 251250.
Opus dual disc drives, 55 40T without
psu. As new, never used. £75. Tel:
Chelmsford (0245) 461043.
Archimedes 310, colour monitor, Rise

OS. As new, £850. Aries B32 Shadow
Ram for BBC B, £40. Tel: Leathcrhcad
(0372) 59530.
Master Compact hi-res colour monitor,
printer manuals. £525. Teletext adaptor
with power unit. Tel: (02993) 4476.
BBC B+ Opus DDFS, 40/80T drive,
Wordwise, Viewsheet, Microvitcc monitor.
Epson printer. Unable to split but no
reasonable offer refused. Tel: 061-434

6439.

BBC B Watford DFS, DS80TK drive.
Well over £100 of software. £350 ono.
May split. Tel: Ben 01-947 8831 (eves).
Electron Plus 1, Plus 3, Communications
cartridge, Commstar Rom with modem
cable, joysticks, games and magazines.
Immaculate! £189. Tel: York (0653)
694262.

Master 128, 400K drive, monitor, man
uals, cassette, software aplenty. £550.
Help and advice backup! Will split. Tel:
Jon 061-485 2324.
Archimedes 310M entry, as new. PC-
emulator Zarch, Aierion, Terramex, Arti
san. 5.25"buffer £795. Mayseparate. Tel:
Weybridge (0932) 843664.
Bound magazines. Acorn User82/86, £35.
Micro User volumes 1-4, £30. A&B
85/86, £25. Plus postageor collect,Tel: St
Albans, (0727) 61835.
Master 128 switchablc double d/drivc.
Mouse, cartridges, games, discs, Roms
manuals. Excellent condition. Boxed
£650 ono. Tel: Rhys, (090855) 426.
Wanted Wordwise+. Will pay up to £20.
01-558 1618.

Wanted penpals in Britain or New
Zealand. Write to: Lance To 136 Porrit
Avenue, Birkenhead, Auckland, New
Zealand.

Wanted Master 128 and/or 3.5"5.25"
twin disc drive. Tel: (0744) 56307.
Wanted urgently. ABC First Word Plus,
software,Developers 7W4-slot backplane.
Will pay fair prices. Tel: Andrew(0265)
825025.

Wanted copyof RamRom 15 userguide.
Will pay all costs. Tel: Steve (0793)
615898.

Wanted Interword Rom for BBC Model B,
with instructions.Also, Juki 2200Daisy-
wheel. Tel: (0903) 40531 (eves).
Wanted Family History system. Buy/ex
change. Also Watford Shadow Ram. Tel:
(0756) 3482.
Wanted Acorn Electron. Write to: M
Carter, Flegg Green, Wercham, King's
Lynn PE33 9BA.
Wanted Benefactor. School computer
club needs Master to operate bulletin
boardbut has no money. Please help.Tel:
Clive (0902) 335081.
Wanted for primary school. Bigtrak or
Turtle. Also BBC B if cheap.AlsoAcorn
Atom for sale. Offers ? Tel: 061 -464 9758.
Wanted monitor and disc drive for BBC
computer, for charitable project for
handicapped children's assessment unit.
Tel: Glcnda Bennett (0206) 579411.

FREE PERSONAL AD SERVICE
Fill the form below toamaximum of 20words (one ineach box) and send it to BBC Acorn User Free Ads,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ. Please use capital letters, write clearly, and remember your
name, address and telephone number. Without this full information, supplied on aseparate sheet ofpaper,
weregret wecannot carry your Free Ad.We cannot accept entries selling or swapping software. This isa
service to readers - no companies please. One entry per form only. Free Ads are carried in the magazine
asspace permits, and any Free Adsnot used within amonth of receipt will bedisposed of.
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Educational.

s 'ubscribe to

Educational Computing
and get to grips with

computers

EducationalComputingmagazineaims to help teachers at every
level, and inevery subject, to get to grips with computers. Whether

you are teaching at primary, secondary or tertiary level,
Educational Computingwill showyouwhat to do andhowto do it.
Some ofour past features have included:

D Who's buying which computers and why?
• Down-to-earth advice ondesk-top publishing

• Putting inanetwork - thepleasures and pain
• An easyguide to fault finding onyour micro

• Wordprocessing

• Using spreadsheets

D Government policy and how itaffects you

D Computing courses forteachers

Aclassroom project is run inevery issue. Recently we carried
a very popularconservationproject- tree-plantingandpond-

dippingwere just two areas covered.

EducationalComputings published six times a year, twice every
term. Take advantage ofour special offer and receive two years
issues for£16, or paythe full priceof£9forone year. Payment is

easy, either fill inyour official order number andwe willinvoice you,
or paybycreditcardor cheque.Sendto: Educational Computing,

Unit 5, Riverpark Industrial Estate, BilletLane,
Berkhamsted, Herts HP41HL.

Ifyouwould liketo see a free sampleissue, send us the
coupon below.

I would like to subscribe to Educational Computing:
• for two years at £16 • for one year at £9
• please send me a free sample issue
• please invoice£ Official order number _
• I enclose my cheque for £ made payable to:
Redwood Publishing Ltd
• please charge my Access/Barclaycard

NUMBER

NAME

JOB TITLE

ADDRESS

J I I II J L J L EXPIRY L

POSTCODE

DATESIGNATURE
Send to: Educational Computing. Unit 5. Riverpark Industrial Estate,Billet Lane. Berkhamsted,
Herts HIM 1HL

Z88 PRODUCTS
from

COMPUTERWARETK
The Z88 mail order specialists

Z88 COMPUTER

CARRY CASE

BBC LINK

32K RAM PACK

128K RAM PACK

512K RAM PACK

£227 CENTRONICS l/F
£10 MAINS ADAPTOR

£25 128K EPROM PACK

£20 Z88 COMPUTING

£50 USING YOUR Z88 BK

£200 SPELLMASTER

£29

£10

£50

£10

£10

£59

•
WORDMONGERS

SOFTWARE

ZBASE Z-88 - OFFBASE DATABASE FOR Z88
Designed for both first time users and experienced
dBase programmers. zBase with its Front End provides
full relational database facilities on the Z88 £59
"zBase does indeed provide a passable near dBase
environment on a portable computer..."

U.K. dBase User Group News

Z-TERM - Z88 TERMINAL PACKAGE
Scrolling and Viewdata modes. Compatible with Hayes
Miracle and dumb modems. Autodial with programmable
function keys. £52.50

ZTAPE - Z88 CASSETTE INTERFACE
Integrated package of software and cabling to use
cassette recorder as file storage for the Z88. Includes
catalogue tape, Save, Fetch and Verify. Also option to
run machine program from RAM. Z-Tape menu follows
the pattern of 1F Filer. £52.50

THINK-Z - Z88 THOUGHT OUTLINER
Z88 Think-Z is a portable project organiser, structuring
thoughts and notes, enabling you to organize ideas into
clear hierachical models. £52.50

<

SUPERCHIP - Z-TAPE, THINK Z £75.00
SUPERCHIP 1 - Z-TAPE, THINK Z, Z-TERM £99.00
SUPERCHIP 2 - Z-BASE, Z-TERM £99.00
SUPERCHIP 3 - Z-BASE, Z-TERM, Z-TAPE £130.00
SUPERCHIP 4 - Z-BASE, Z-TAPE, T-TERM, THINK-Z £150.00

for further details contact:

TK Computerware, Stone Street, North Stanford,
Ashford, Kent TN25 6DF

Tel: 0303 812801 9 Int: 010 44303 812801
Fax: 0303 812892 • Telex: 96678 PMFAB G

All prices include U.K. mainland delivery

pf^ 22j IBS MS r^EI
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BBD
o DUST o

COVERS

PROFESSIONAL
COVERS FOR THE

BBC MICRO RANGE

BBD
o DUST o
COVERS

DIRECT FROM THE LEADING MANUFACTURER

Tailored from the best quality ivory coloured nylon that has been
coated with polyurethane to which an anti-static inhibitor has been
added. These fabric covers are tastefully finished with brown
piping. They are washable and can be ironed with a cool iron.

COVERS FOR THE FOLLOWING COMPUTERS
ARCHIMEDES £10.50
ACORN A3000 (keyboard) £5.00

with Monitor £10.00
BBC COMPACT SET £10.50

(Please state whether colour or monochrome monitor.)
BBC MASTER £5.00
BBC B/B+ £5.00

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS,
MONITORS AND DISC DRIVERS

A large range of covers for printers, monitors and disc drives are
available to match the computer covers.

PRINTERS COVERS FROM £5.50
MONITOR COVERS FROM £6.50
DISC DRIVE COVERS FROM £3.30

If you have a specific requirement please do not hesitate to contact us as
we will be delighted to help.
Prices include VAT and First Class Postage. All our covers are
unconditionally guaranteed. Please make cheques out to:

SBBD Computer Dust Covers
Dept. 64 The Standish Centre

Cross Street

Standish, Wigan WN6 0HQ

Callers and Dealer inquiries welcome

TEL: 0257 425839 ext 64 FAX: 0257 423909

Rotherham Computer
Systems

Acorn

Philips
Akhter

Microvitec

Star/Citizen/Panasonic
AND MANY MORE

We pride ourselves on being the north's
leading supplier of computers to the

Education market
LMS enquiries welcome.

For service and prices second to none telephone

Dennis or John on

Rotherham (0709) 369912
Rotherham Computer Systems

Jennifer House

20 Stadium Court, Barbot Hall Ind. Est. Rotherham S62 6EW
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CAPITAL COMPUTERS
Serving Edinburgh . . .

12 Home Street

Toll Cross

Edinburgh
Tel: 031-228 4410

. . . and Glasgow

122 West Nile Street

Glasgow
Tel: 041-332 8246

Repairs to BBC machines
Best display in Scotland of software for

BBC and Archimedes

Excellent prices on printers, monitors,
drives, etc . ..

NOW OPEN AT 55 CLERK ST..
EDINBURGH EH8 9JQ

Tel. 031 668 4146

Trade in deals, and ex-demo bargains
Credit terms available

THE COMPUTER DEPOT
205 BUCHANAN STREET. GLASGOW G1 2JZ

041-332 3944 FB

TRADE IN YOUR BBC B AGAINST ANY MICRO

OF YOUR CHOICE

We will offer £125 or more for any working BBC B
against the following micros:

Acorn Master 128

Acorn A3000 (orders taken now)
Atari 520STFM

Atari 1040STFM

Commodore Amiga A500
Amstrad PCW's

Amstrad PC's

£454

from C649
Powerpack £399

£499

£399

from £401.35

from £458.85

H
or any other popular micro

Retail shop open 6 days 9.30am-5.30pm

Portobello Trading Company
300-302 Portobello High Street

Edinburgh EH 15 2AS
Tel: 031 657 3941 (3 lines)

See P142

for the new

SOFTWARE

SHOWCASE
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SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
To advertise in this section call Richard Power on 01-490 1444 extn 29

Great Elm Services
Intelligent, entertaining, educational

and quiet(!) games and puzzles for all
ages.

For use on Electron & BBC Computers
with a 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" inch disc drive.

For a free catalogue write to
John Higginbottom
Great Elm Services,

Great Elm, Frome, Somerset BA11 3NZ

ROMbus Software
Exile to Exon

An arcade adventure, set on a desolate planet. The
game comes withscreen and charactereditors, you an
even alter certain character's behaviour. 60 screens,
interactive help.

ADFS Manager
Complete controloverdiscs.Includesprogram recov
ery, sector editor plus much more.

Electron 3.5" discs, £9.95 each
5 Grove Park Drive, Newport, GWENT NP9 6YE

NEW! Archimedes Adventure Creator

ALPS isWIMP based and RISC OS compatible. Supports graphics,
1000 locations and over 260K oftext (with 1Mb minimum ram). Very
advanced parser accepts nouns, adjectives, prepositions etc.800K
disc, Introductory and Reference Guides.

Price: £32 plus £1 p+p.

+ ROM/disc version for any BBC: £28.95 incp+p

"Most powerful" A&B, "Easy to use" Micro User.

ALPINE SOFTWARE, PO Box25, Portadown,BT635UT.

Access andVisa: Telephone 0762 342510

CHEQUE Micro Librarian
A unique suite of Wordwise — plus segment programs
designed to facilitate the generation, printing & analysis of
cheques for the small business or club.

£24.95 inc p & p

Send SAE for details and sample printouts to:

CariousSoftware,54A MooroCrescent. Cosforth,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE3 4AQ Tel:(091) 2850097

DIXON a DIXON

35 ROKEBY DfWE. KENTON. NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE NE3 4.IK

TEL 0912853042

FARMING ARCHIMEOES

£20)+ VAT

EEC, MASTER

£100 + VATFifVySH -ACCOUNTSrSTOCK

F.'tLDFl! FitLD DATABASE £150 + VAT [75 ♦ VAT

FAAMPUNNEfl -FORWARD PLANNING £180 t VAT £90 4 VAT
CAPCOST -WES1MENT NjA £50+ VAT

MIME -DAtHY MANAGEMENT N/A £200*VAT

MILKROUNDS

MILKMAN MANAGEMENT
Corrpleie system toMilkmen torn f1500 £400 + VAT N/A

SYSTEMS —'

... circulation control and catalogue interrogation
software for libraries.

No more worrying about overdue books or statis
tics for the librarian. No more thumbing through
cards or browsing shelves for the borrower.

From specialist Primary and High School solu
tions to the unlimited facilities, instant response
and network capabilities of the 'Professional'.
Statey Collage, Ridge End Fold, Marplc. Stockport, CheshireSK6 7F.X (Tel: 061-419 9357|

The Dudley System
Econet® Network Front-End Software

UtXiO • Single key selections

• Break Key Protected
• Allows Active & Passive Users

• FullEditingFacilities

• Includes Viewdata System

• Archimedes Version soon!

Prke: £99 +v*t Q Recommended by SJ Research
For information telephone 0384-634155 or write to Rob Cowell at:

Dudley Educ.Computer Centre, Bowling Green Road, Dudley DY29LY

Reach the top
with... LCL

Self-Tuition Courses

World leaders - Hons graduate/teacher authors - All disc sizes
- At all major shows - £5 off total for 2, £10 off for 3

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE
in 24 programs with real speech and graphics
adventure game, 2 discs + 2 books. £24
(BBC, ARC. ELECTRON)

Complete course taking age 3 years to
secondary school entrance, using moving
colour pictures, 24 programs on 2 discs + 2
books. £24

MICRO ENGLISH

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE

MICRO MATHS

MEGA MATHS

READING/WRITING

Complete course taking beginners to GCSE
in 24 programs on 59 topics on 2 discs + 2
books. £24 (BBC. ARC, ELECTRON)

A-level step-by-step course. 24 programs for
1- £24. Full-screen graphics for calculus. 2

discs + 2 books. (BBC. ARC, ELECTRON)

.Send cheques/l'O's or plumeordersor requests For treecolourposterhutulonue to
LCL, DEPT A. THAMES HOUSE, 73 Bl.ANDY ROAD,

J HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON RG9 1QB I

Tel 0491 579345
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Whatever your subject. . .
French, First Aid, Football. Spelling, Science, Spanish, Sport, Scotland,
England, English Words, German, General Knowledge, Geography,

Italian, Arithmetic, Natural History and Welsh.

Let EjDur EDinputEr
tielp ijDii learn

Write or phone for a FREE 20 page illustrated catalogue of our Leisure
and Educational Software

KOSMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED
FREEPOST (no stamp needed)

DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR
Tel: 05255 3942 or 5406

EUROWORD
for WORDWISE and WORDWISE PLUS

Converts Wordwiso lo a European wordprocessor. Provides French. Italian, German, Scandinavian and Spanish
characlers grouped inlo live sels. For example:

French/Ital

ageeuol

German Spanish

AOOaouR P-.iNc.nc;

Addilional accenled characlers are easily produced by overprinting a UKcharacter wlh an accent as in e. Euroword
supports a range ol printers including Epson type dot-matrix, Diablo 630 prinlwheels and Ihe IBM exlended
character sel.

"Wordwlse-using modern language teachers should fall on Euroword gratelully" - Times
Educational Supplement, 3 Feb 89.

Charm Micro Soft Euroword is supplied on disc. A backup
10 Hall Lane, disc and 40 page manual are included. Price
Longton, Preston. £14.90 inclusive. Please specify your printer
PR4 5XB. 0772-616705 and 40 or 80 track disc.
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Dealers for Acorn, Amstrad, Commodore, and Cambridge Computers

N»w: ARCHIMEDES A410/1

A420/1

VAT/Del

C1199

£1699

>-

z
o

All Oisketts - Nashua. Maxell,
Memorex, TDK, Dysan etc - Best
otters - All Ribbons - Unbeatable

Archimedes 310 with Rise OS i- >

< CO

Prices - Guarantee relunds if

Archimedes 310M with Rise OS overcharged
Colour Monitor §2 Other items: Scientific instruments,
BBC Master 128 £399 Upgrades, Accessories etc.
BBCA3000 £649 <• tjj
All Upgrades available CALL HelpLine:01-440 0803 or
ISO-Pascal ROM £49 O g 636 6614
Mega 3 ROM £69 £z (Callers by arrangement only)
Spellmaster £49 5>
Wordwlse+ £49 ir
Screen Print £24 CO Z

3a KARIR INTERNATIONAL LTD
View 3 ROM £46 17 Bishops Close
Financial Manager-Camsolt £62 a§ Mays Lane
Nominal Ledger £23 a. cc Barnet EN5 2QH
Z88 laptop-AII-ln-One-Pack £249 lC

M«wLow Prk»» lor AMSTRAD, COMMODORE,
itt Tradeand export enquiriesmost welcomed.

— CrtyDlacounta Telex: I9S 11B2 Fix: 01-441 6113

LABELMASTER PLUS
THE PROFESSIONAL LABELLER FOR MASTER & ARC MODELS

Allyourlabel-printing requirementsavailablein one extremelyuscr-fricndly program.
Many super new features — the most versatile and powerful labcllcr available.

Messagelabels, mailing lists, user-defined label sizes, variety of print styles, powerful search &
selection facilities, sort, data transfer, and much, much more. Creates professional-looking

labels for virtually every need.
Singlecolour version £24. Multi-colour version (14 coloursfromJXSO-type printer) £29.

LABELMASTER still availablefor BBC B described by the Times Educational Supplement
as the best labelling software for BBC micros.

Single colour version £18. Multi-colour version £23.

LABELS

45x1 lmm 1000- £5.75 2000 -£10.50 70x24mm 1000 -£4.50 2000-£ 8.00
70x36mm (000-£5.50 2000-£10.00 89x36mm l000-£5.75 2000-£I0.50

89x49mm 1000-£7.50 2000-£13,00

Allprices include VAT" and p&p ____^^^^^^__^_^^

LABELW1SE, 17 Ingficld Terrace. Slailhwaite. Huddcrsficld HD7 5BJ f_^
__ Tel: 0484 846126

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ADVISORS
Beebug Ltd is an Acorn Premier Dealer and one of the
recognised leaders in the Acorn market. We have been
supporting Acorn products for over seven years and
have a very good reputation for our high level of
support. We are also an Amstrad approved Advanced
System Centre.

Currendy we have a number of vacancies within
our rapidly expanding young team of technical support
staff. These positions involve the handling of customer
enquiries to a very high standard and therefore the
ability to communicate well is essential. Experience in
a technical sales environment would be an advantage.

Candidates will be expected to have a general
knowledge of either Acorn or PC based products. An
ability and interest to extend your knowledge is
essential and training will be provided in order to
achieve this.

An attractive salary is available to the right
person.

Applications, including a C.V., should be in writing to:-

The Personnel Manager
Beebug Ltd., 117 Hatfield Road,

St Albans, Herts. ALl 4JS

= ds
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NEXT MONTH

Autumn is drawing in. It's time for
long cold nights, roaring fires and, of
course, fireworks. Next month, the
November BAU is in season with a

pyrotechnic extravaganza.
Also coming next month is the

ultimate View printer driver. Every
thing you could wish for from View
on paper.

If that doesn't beautify your print
out enough, then the November
Posters program surely will. All man
ner of designs can easily be achieved.

Plus the November issue looks at

spreadsheets, fonts, C and BPCL,
Music 2000, Basic compilers, 24-pin
printers, BBCemulators and more, so
it's going to be hard to wait until
October 12th to grab your copy.

BBC ACORN USER
PRESENTS

A VERY USEFUL POSTER PROGRAM

PHH m ccoamn

BOXES! and shading

OR
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OFFERS
DTP BOOK

David Hewson's

Introduction to

Desktop Publishing

The second book in the Gordon Fraser Desktop series is

now available and is.a musLfor anyone interested in DTP.

Desktop publishers can save a great deal of money and

time if they have the right system. Choosing this system is

not easy. There is intense competition in the field of DTP,

and developments are taking place at a bewildering rate.

This book aims to give the buyer all the information

required to make exactly the right selection. It contains

clear explanations of: what desktop publishing is; the type

of publications that are ideal for the process; the many uses

of DTP systems; businesses to which DTP is suited; the

skills required.

David Hewson is the founder and publisher of The

Wordsmith, a bi-monthly magazine for writers and publish

ers using new technology.

Introduction to Desktop Publishing is available through

BBC Acorn Userlor only £12.50.

Please send mo copies of Introduction to Desktop

Publishing at £12.50

I enclose a cheque made payable to SPA BOOKS LTD.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE.

Please return this coupon with your remittance to: DTP Book offer, BBC
Acorn User Merchandising, 20-26 Brunswick Place London N1 6DJ.
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Arcade Soccer &Football Management
Superior Soccer, the most brilliant soccer game ever for the BBCMicro and Acorn Electron computers, combines the best game-play
features of arcade soccer games with the best strategic features of football management games. You can choose to play either the
action-packed arcade game or the challenging football management game, or, for the ultimate in football excitement and realism,
you can play the combined arcade and management game. So you can choose to be a player, a manager or a player-manager!

ARCADE SOCCER FEATURES
Heading, passing, dribbling, sliding tackles, corners, throw-ins, goal kicks
One and two-player options - play against a friend or the computer
Full pitch scanner shows the positions of all players and the ball
Control of playing time, game-skill and team colours
Full on-screen time and score information and game comments

FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT FEATURES
Four divisions with promotion and relegation
Fullseason of games - home and away matches and FA Cup
Transfers - sell players, and buy if you have the cash
Choose your team according to strengths and skills
Build up your finances and success by skill and clever strategy

BBCMicro Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £9.95 BBC Micro 5'A" Disc £11.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers)

Please make cheques payable to "Superior Software". (The screen pictures show the BBC Micro version of the game.)

:Master Compact W Disc £14.95

/SUPCRIOR
SOFTUJflRC5Jr^HTTi.^l

ACORNSftFT
(Acornsott is o registered trademark ol Acorn Computers Ltd Superior Soltware Ltd is a registered user)

Dept. SSC3, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone:(0532) 459453

Available from

WHS.MITM

and all maior dealers

_^_A

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE rOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE

All mail oraers are despalched
within 24 hours by first-class posl.
FOslage and packing is free.
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
(This does not allect your statutory rights)


